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WITH THIS SHORT PREFACE . . .
Ross E. Davies*
his is our third Baker Street Almanac. For an explanation of why we at
the Green Bag launched this ship and why we are optimistic about its
course, please read “Laws of Demand and Supply” in the 2019 edition. It is available on our website (www.greenbag.org).

T

PORTENTS
The portents are promising.
First, many of the hopes and dreams we listed in the introduction to last
year’s BSA are already being realized and coming true, including:
• Linda and Terry Hunt’s biographical register of significant figures in
the Sherlockian-Doylean-Morleyan world (inspired by the “Births and
Deaths” section of Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack) has arrived. See their
“Past Sherlockians” in this volume.
• More news is coming in from Sherlockians around the world, including
Aleš M. Kolodrubec (Czech Republic), Michael Skov Lambek (Denmark), Thierry Saint-Joanis (France), Michele Lopez (Italy), and Roger Johnson and Jean Upton (United Kingdom). As for the United
States, well, just take a look at the first page of the table of contents!
• More experts are generating more lists and reports on topics of interest
to the kinds of enthusiasts likely to read the BSA, including Alexis Barquin (“Arthur Conan Doyle in 2019”), Ron Fish (“A Glance Ahead at
2020”), Carlina de la Cova (“Sherlock Holmes and Science 2019”), and
Rob Nunn (“The Beacon Society”).
There are, of course, many more people from many more places we would
love to hear from, and many more topics on which it would be nice to have
annual (or at least frequent) reports and reflections. Here’s hoping we do
hear and learn even more in the future. In the same vein, from time to time
there can be a quiet year for a group or a topic (or a year that is so hectic that
there is no spare time to do a write-up), and so the occasional absence from
the BSA of a regular author or group or topic should come as no surprise.
Still, even in an exceptionally quiet or hectic year it is nice to have word, like
the note we received from Tamar Zeﬀren of the Baker Street Babes:

*

Ross Davies is a Green Bag editor.
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In 2019, the Baker Street Babes did not take to the airwaves as a
collective. However, their efforts manifested in other community
pursuits, such as organizing The Great SherlockeDCC Scavenger
Hunt (https://sherlockedccparty.tumblr.com/TheHunt) during
San Diego Comic-Con from July 18-21, 2019 and creating and
maintaining the Facebook group “221 Be Here,” in affirmation of
the credo, “All Holmes is Good Holmes.”

We look forward to hearing of their pursuits — and more of their trademark
podcast — in the future. And so, similarly, we know from friendly comments and correspondence that some combination of the quiet and the hectic means that we will not hear now but will hear later from, for example,
Germany and Sweden and I Hear of Sherlock Everywhere.
Second, some additional improvements in both the organization and the
content of the BSA happened sooner than we could reasonably have expected, including:
• The editorial structure got two major upgrades in the persons of Ira Brad
Matetsky (now Editor of Canonical Annotations) and Monica Schmidt
(now Editor of Scionical1 and Societal Reports (U.S.A.)).
• Monica’s resourcefulness and persuasiveness have triggered a huge rise in
news from Sherlockians in the U.S.A. To get a sense of it, compare the
total length of last year’s U.S. scionical and societal reports to this year’s.
The only downside to her arrival on the BSA’s masthead is the cost of
the extra ink and paper to print all the news she’s pulling in! If your
U.S.-based scion or other society does not appear in this pages and you
wish it would, please write to Monica at sweeper887@gmail.com.
• Similarly, Ira has brought back, and improved on, the Green Bag’s
short-lived (back in 2015 and 2016) program of extravagant Canonical
annotation. Elsewhere in this volume you will find his treatment, with
contributions from more than two dozen other commentators (you will
find their names next to Arthur Conan Doyle’s in the table of contents), of The Adventure of the Cardboard Box — with such thoroughness that the whole work is about as long as Monica’s reports. At the
end of the story you will find an invitation to propose (and volunteer to
write) annotations for Ira’s project for the 2021 BSA: The Adventure of
the Priory School.

1

No, “scionical” is not a word (according to the OED) — at least not yet. But we aim to
change that. See Jon O. Newman, Birth of a Word, 13 Green Bag 2d 169 (2010).
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Third, we continued to attract excellent individual contributions from
able and distinguished authors, including:
• Steve Doyle’s history of Wessex Press.
• Ira Brad Matetsky’s aural report.
• Nicholas Utechin’s reflections on Sidney Paget, his artistry, and his engraving intermediaries.

ERRORS
It must be conceded, however, that not everything went well with the
2019 BSA. For example, the caption competition flopped. We won’t be trying that again any time soon, or at least not this year.
More distressingly, when we republished Carolyn Wells’s classic pastiche,
The Adventure of the Clothes-Line, we missed a chance to cite and quote
Leslie S. Klinger, whose annotated treatment of the story (characteristically
useful and entertaining) appeared in his 2018 anthology, In the Shadow of
Agatha Christie: Classic Crime Fiction by Forgotten Female Writers: 1850-1917.
Apologies to our readers, to Les, and to the memory of Wells.
Finally, slightly confusingly, and truly inconsequentially, the creator of
the cartographical dustjacket for the limited Sense of Humour Edition of the
2019 BSA noted — incorrectly, as it turned out — that the article on which
the map was based would appear in the Spring 2019 issue of the Baker Street
Journal. The article appeared in the Summer 2019 issue.
If you catch an error — large or small — please do let us know (email
editors@greenbag.org).

SCUTTLEBUTT
One other topic on which it is worth dwelling for a moment is the single
largest entry in this year’s BSA, and last year’s: Peter E. Blau’s Scuttlebutt from
the Spermaceti Press. What we said in our introduction to last year’s entry is
worth saying (in shorter form) again, here: Peter’s long-running, supremely
informative and entertaining monthly newsletter is available online, but it is
still worthy of republication in the BSA, not only because it is worth reading
and re-reading, but also because the internet is a wonderfully flexible resource for sharing and updating information. Peter himself arranges for the
updating of his Scuttlebutts on the internet in useful ways — correcting errors, updating links, and so on.2 But all that makes finding a reliably genuine
first edition (or facsimile of a first edition) difficult. Indeed, the Internet
2

And any nefarious pirater of Scuttlebutts could update their duplicates too.
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Archive itself — that awesome website that aspires to be “[l]ike a paper library” and “provide Universal Access to All Knowledge” online3 — now
keeps ink-on-paper copies of many of the millions of books it posts online,
precisely because the internet is so wonderfully flexible. “The books are not
meant to be loaned out on a regular basis,” The Guardian said in a 2011 article, “but are protected as authoritative reference copies if the digital version
somehow disappears or a question ever arises about an eBook’s faithfulness
to the original printed edition.” In the same spirit, we hope to preserve — in
ink, on paper — each issue of Scuttlebutt in its original, first-edition form,
just as it appeared when it rolled out of the printer in Peter’s office.
And as this year’s set of Scuttlebutts shows, there is much to learn from
looking at primary sources. Consider, for example, what morsels an historian
might someday glean from the envelope — reproduced on the page facing
the first page of this preface — in which the October 2019 Scuttlebutt traveled from Peter’s hands to Green Bag World HQ. Hint #1: What is the latest date on which Peter could have completed writing that issue of Scuttlebutt? Hint #2: Peter may or may not have been a member of the Diogenes
Club at the time of mailing, but are there any other leading prospects? Or
compare page 4 of the July 2019 Scuttlebutt available online to the facsimile
of the original in this BSA. There is more. Someday, perhaps, an original
hard copy of a Scuttlebutt will be like an original Strand or even an original
Beeton’s, and this BSA will be like an early facsimile. For now, though it is
just fun, and perhaps thought-provoking, and that is enough.

THANKS
This year is like any other year in at least one way: all of us owe thanks to
librarians. Here and now, we are espcially grateeful to Jessie Amaolo of the
Arthur Conan Doyle Collection at the Toronto Reference Library and Tim
Johnson of the Sherlock Holmes Collections in the University of Minnesota
Libraries. They were instrumental in arranging for the appearance in this
BSA of original works by Sidney Paget portraying scenes in The Adventure of
the Cardboard Box (from Toronto) and The Red-Headed League (from Minnesota). Thank you very much!
Thanks also to you, reader, for reading. Please write, too, if you catch us
in an error or think of something we ought to start or stop doing.
Ross E. Davies
February 23, 2020
3

See https://archive.org/about/.
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“THESE RELICS HAVE A HISTORY, THEN?”
“SO MUCH SO THAT THEY ARE HISTORY.”
AN ANNIVERSARY AND TWO CONFERENCES
Sue and Ben Vizoskie*

T

he year 2019 saw many events and gatherings of interest to Sherlockians, including the celebration of an anniversary for Gillette Castle,
along with the convocation of conferences in Minnesota and Indiana.

EAST HADDAM, CONNECTICUT —
GILLETTE CASTLE ANNIVERSARY
On his houseboat, Aunt Polly (fig. 1), William Gillette (fig. 2), the famous,
early portrayer of Sherlock Holmes, traveled down the Connecticut River
past seven hills known as the Seven Sisters and decided that the last of them
would be the site of his new home. 2019 marked the 100th anniversary of
the completion of that home, which Gillette always called Seventh Sister. In
1943, the State of Connecticut acquired the property and created Gillette
Castle State Park.
The anniversary of the Castle’s completion was marked by a special May
meeting of the Men on the Tor, a Connecticut scion, which featured a dinner at
the Park’s Visitor Center and a guided tour of the Castle and grounds (fig. 3).
After dinner and before assembling in the lobby for the guided tour, guests
were regaled with a history of Gillette and his castle presented by Greg
Darak (fig. 4), co-leader with Marshall (Mike) Berdan of the scion.
The Visitor Center lobby is dominated by a small locomotive (fig. 5),
which seems incongruous until one recalls that Gillette built a railroad on the
184-acre estate. The tour began with a short walk to the Castle, passing a
sample of track from the railroad (fig. 6 and 7) and the shell of Gillette’s
“Grand Central Station” (fig. 8), the embarkation point of the railroad for
excursions enjoyed by Gillette’s guests. From this vantage point, there are
spectacular views of the river (fig. 9 and 10).
The steel framework of the 24-room mansion is covered in local fieldstone fashioned to give the building the appearance of a medieval castle
(fig.11). The towers, the crenellations, and the many small leaded windows
contribute to the overall effect.
*

Sue and Ben Vizoskie have long served as officers of The Three Garridebs, in Westchester
County, NY. All photos are by Ben. Copyright 2020 Sue and Ben Vizoskie.
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In addition to designing the building, Gillette also engineered many of
its interior features. Beyond the entrance to the Castle, the most striking
feature is the two-story great room with a balcony along two sides of the
room (fig. 12). But there are many smaller surprises. Each of the 47 interior
doors is unique, and most have a hand-carved external latching mechanism
designed by Gillette (fig. 13-16). The desk chair in his study and other tables
and chairs throughout the house slide on tracks, so that they move easily and
the floors remain unscratched. Other features include wooden light switches
(fig. 17), built-in couches, and a specially designed, locking liquor cabinet.
This brief description cannot do justice to the Castle and its designer. If
you are in Connecticut, Gillette Castle is well worth a visit.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA —
CONFERENCE
In August, the Norwegian Explorers of Minnesota, the Friends of the
Sherlock Holmes Collections, and The University of Minnesota Libraries’
Sherlock Holmes Collections hosted their triennial gathering at the Graduate
Hotel. Co-chaired by Julie McKuras and Gary Thaden, the conference’s
theme was “Dark Places, Wicked Companions & Strange Experiences.” It
was paired with an exhibition at the Elmer L. Andersen Library at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. Also available for viewing was Allen
Mackler’s recreation of Sherlock Holmes’ sitting room, now installed permanently at the Library.
Timothy J. Johnson, E.W. McDiarmid Curator of the Sherlock Holmes
Collections, related the difficult but rewarding process of developing the
exhibition in his fascinating companion essay, “Dark Places, Wicked Companions & Strange Experiences.”
The exhibition (fig. 18) was situated in a simulacrum of Dartmoor, the
“dark place” featured in The Hound of the Baskervilles. Lighting was kept to a
minimum; rock outcroppings divided the space; moss, grass and tree branches
added atmosphere (fig.19); and an eerie, howling wind soundtrack proved
particularly evocative of the desolate moor. The “footprints of a gigantic hound”
were echoed in castings of the footprints of three legendary Sherlockians:
John Bennett Shaw, Michael Harrison, and E.W. McDiarmid (fig. 20).
Many of the exhibits were works of art (prints, drawings, lithographs, etc.),
some set on a Sherlockian book (laid flat on the exhibition surface), giving
the illusion that the art was floating in the air (fig. 21). Other exhibited
items included a Giant Rat of Sumatra (fig. 22), and several depictions of
Moriarty (fig. 23) and of the Hound (fig. 24), all clearly “wicked compan-
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ions.” Illustrations by Betty and George E. Wells III for several Sherlockian
tales evinced some of the “strange experiences” familiar to readers of the
Canon.
The four-day conference included an opening reception, presentations by
many talented Sherlockians (fig. 25-27), the annual business meeting of the
Friends of the Sherlock Holmes Collections, a banquet with Bill Mason
(fig. 28) as guest speaker, a panel discussion (fig. 29), and a performance of
an Edith Meiser radio play by the Red-Throated League (fig. 30).

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA —
SYMPOSIUM
In November, the Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana
and the Baker Street Irregulars hosted a symposium at the Hilton Garden
Inn in Bloomington to mark the installation of the BSI Archive at the Lilly
Library (fig. 31). Titled “Building an Archive: A Celebration of the Arrival of
the BSI Archive at the Lilly Library,” it was complemented by an exhibition
created at the library by co-chairs Glen Miranker and Ross Davies of the
Irregulars and Erika Dowell, Associate Director and Curator of Modern
Books and Manuscripts for the Lilly Library.
The original program indicated that the exhibition, “The History of the
BSI in 221 Objects,” would be officially opened on Friday, November 8.
Conference participants would have an opportunity to view the exhibition,
as well as an additional special exhibition of other items from the Lilly’s collections, and to take a behind-the-scene tour of the library. Alas, a power
outage affecting much of the campus forced closure of the library early Friday
morning.
The organizers responded to this glitch by quickly devising Plan B. The
viewing and tours were moved to Saturday morning, leaving the conference
participants ample time on Friday to make new friends, socialize with existing friends, visit bookstores, and/or simply relax in the company of other
Sherlockians (fig. 32).
The exhibition proved to be worth the wait (fig. 33 and 34). Many items
from the BSI Archive, as well as some items loaned specially for the exhibition, were showcased in two wall displays and 16 display tables (fig. 35 and 36).
The exhibition traced the development of the BSI from its inception in 1934
through its present-day activities. On display were menus from the earliest
annual dinners, and several later ones, Edgar W. Smith’s investiture certificate, publications of the BSI spanning eight decades, official photographs
from three annual dinners, mementos of Silver Blaze races, photo albums
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from Dorothy Stix, Dr. Julian Wolff’s maps, correspondence between members including from Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Harry S Truman, a copy
of the Constitution and Buy-Laws devised by Hoosier Elmer Davis, Vincent
Starrett’s copy of his famous poem “221B,” books written by Irregulars, and
much more.
The behind-the-scenes tours included the private workspaces of the librarians, a few of the many stacks, a glimpse of some of the Library’s 16,000
miniature volumes (fig. 37), and a processing area for new acquisitions.
In the Library’s other public rooms, the special exhibition from the
Lilly’s other collections (fig. 38) included copies of The Pickwick Papers, of
Pride and Prejudice, and of Frankenstein, all in original parts; a copy of Poe’s
exceedingly rare Tamerlane and Other Poems; and first editions of several
works by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
Saturday afternoon was filled with a slightly condensed series of presentations and panel discussions (fig. 39) on various aspects of building an archive.
The participants included Nicholas Basbanes, Allen Ahearn, and Lew Buckingham, along with many distinguished Sherlockians. A very busy Saturday
concluded with a buffet dinner and a delightful after-dinner entertainment
featuring Otto Penzler in conversation with Glen Miranker (fig. 40).
It was generally agreed that the conference was a huge success, and Sherlockians can look forward to another BSI conference in July 2020 at Bear
Mountain, New York, near West Point.
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But unfortunately the power of accumulating knowledge
and that of imparting it are two very diﬀerent things, and
the uninspired historian becomes merely the dignified
compiler of an enlarged almanac.
Arthur Conan Doyle,
Through the Magic Door,
Cassell’s Magazine, Aug. 1907

Editors’ note: This still hurts.

SHERLOCK IN AUSTRALIA 2019
Bill Barnes*

U

ntil the release of the Baker Street Almanac 2019 it was thought that
possibly the first Sherlockians in the world were a group of Australian
gold miners in 1904. However, we find in the 2019 Almanac mention
of a students’ fraternity founded in 1903 in Erlangen, Germany. That’s one of
the wonderful things about being a Sherlockian, new aspects are being discovered all the time.
Those gold miners spelt out the name of their mine in “dancing men”
characters and sent a photo to Arthur Conan Doyle. The December 1903
edition (January 1904 colonial issue) of The Strand Magazine had carried the
story “The Adventure of the Dancing Men” which inspired the miners and
their photo appeared in the July 1904 (U.K.) issue. More about this later.

WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE MINE? Some miners in Australia have adapted the
cipher of “The Dancing Men” given in the Sherlock Holmes story published in THE
STRAND MAGAZINE for December, 1903, and have spelt out the name of their mine as
shown in the photograph. Can our readers give the name of the mine? — The photo was
sent to Sir A. Conan Doyle, Undershaw, Hindhead, Haslemere. From a Photo. by H. Grose.
_______________________________________________________________________

It wasn’t until 1947 that any more known Sherlockian activity took place
in Australia, when two teenage friends in Sydney, New South Wales wrote
to a local newspaper about the idea of forming a Sherlock Holmes club. Five
people attended the inaugural meeting and “The Red-Headed League” was
formed. Alas, there wasn’t a second meeting, although both friends continued with their interest in the Canon.
Sometime in the 1950’s, a university student in Melbourne, Victoria, thinking he was the only antipodean member of the Sherlock Holmes Society of

*

Bill Barnes is the Captain of The Sydney Passengers. Copyright 2020 Bill Barnes.
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London, formed a one-person Sherlockian society called “The Friends of
Mary Fraser”. Meetings were rather short and lonely.
The Press, Watson, is a most valuable institution, if you only know how to use it.
And so it was that, again, a newspaper notice led to the formation of a Sherlockian group. This was in Adelaide, South Australia, where 12 enthusiasts
gathered in 1978 to form “The Sherlock Holmes Society of Australia”. Their
newsletter, News From The Diggings, contained many articles over the years
on “the Australian connection” to the Canon.
Gradually the word spread about this new group and its enthusiasm and
eﬀorts in promoting the Master Detective soon bore fruit, with “The Sherlock Holmes Society of Western Australia” being founded in 1983 in Perth,
Western Australia. Their publication, The Western Flyer, graduated over the
years from a simple newsletter to a lively journal. They remain the most active
society in Australia with six meetings scheduled a year interspersed with an
equal number of informal catch-ups.
When it became apparent that there were a number of Sydney-based
members of The Sherlock Holmes Society of Australia, they got together
and decided to form a local group. “The Sydney Passengers” was launched in
1985 with four members and two associate members. At present, they are the
most populous group with around 100 members and a thrice-yearly journal,
The Passengers’ Log, which has been regarded by knowledgeable readers
around the world as being one of the top four Sherlockian journals.
By 1988, interest was also being awakened in other States, with “The
Resident Patients” starting up in Toowoomba, Queensland. This society produced a journal called Panacea and each year ran an annual Silver Blaze Race
Day at the local track, until they folded in 1996. Nineteen eighty-eight also
saw the formation of “The Elementary Victorians” in Melbourne — they
lasted until 2014. In the late 1980’s, with a number of societies now flourishing around the country, a national get-together seemed a logical step. It was
held in the Canonically-correct town of Ballarat in 1990. Representatives from
societies in Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney had a marvellous time indulging
in the usual Sherlockian pastimes of eating, drinking and talking over a wide
range of Sherlockian subjects. After the success of this inaugural national
meeting, further national events were held in Toowoomba in 1994 and Sydney
in 1995. Another short-lived group called “The Priory Students” met for one
meeting in 1995 in Ipswich, Queensland.
A second group formed in Melbourne in 1997 called “The Sherlock Holmes
Society of Melbourne” which, amongst other things, holds an annual “Mrs
Hudson’s Cooking Competition” where members bring along dishes to share
that they have created with relevance to one of the stories. Their newsletter,
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Victorian Holmes, describes these canonical culinary masterpieces, with photos,
and Sherlockians in other States can only read about them and drool.
Australia boasted a branch of the Japan Sherlock Holmes Club for the
years 2000-2002, when two members from Japan lived in Melbourne.
In 2002, various unfortunate events caused The Sherlock Holmes Society
of Australia to be dissolved. Sherlock Holmes turned 150 in January 2004 and
at a dinner in Adelaide to celebrate this occasion it was resolved to re-form a
society in that State — “The Sherlock Holmes Society of South Australia”,
which later adopted the secondary title of “The Unscrupulous Rascals”. They
have the fortunate knack of being able to regularly attract interesting locals
as guest speakers.
As noted earlier, The Strand Magazine in 1904 invited readers to decipher
the name of the gold mine spelt out in “dancing men” characters. As far as is
known, the Strand did not subsequently publish any correspondence on the
subject or, indeed, provide the answer to their question. In 2003 The Sydney
Passengers received a query from a Japanese Sherlockian saying he could not
find any mine or location in Australia named “Lacesige”, the word spelt out
by the miners, and requested some assistance. A number of Passengers put
their heads together and determined that the most likely word was
“Lakeside” — with the miners constrained by having to use only the letters
provided in the “Dancing Men” story and a probable mistake made in forming one of the “men”. Research found there was indeed a gold mine named
Lakeside in 1903, near Kalgoorlie in Western Australia. To celebrate this fine
piece of sleuthing, Passengers recreated the original photo (with corrected
spelling), 99 years after it first appeared.† Further research by others also
located a gold mine named Lakeside at Ballarat, Victoria (date uncertain).
In 2015 a small group started in Melbourne, “The Friends of Rachel
Howells”, inspired by events related by Dr Watson in “The Adventure of the
Musgrave Ritual”. Their general theme is that “All things considered,
Brunton got oﬀ lightly.”
Nowadays, the Sherlockian population in the groups in Perth, Sydney,
Melbourne and Adelaide number around 160. There are strong communal
links between the groups and cross-membership. The large distances between
these locations mean that combined events are difficult but visits by individual
Sherlockians and exchange of publications keeps the discourse active.

†

Editors’ note: We are looking forward to publishing a photograph of the recreation in next
year’s Baker Street Almanac.
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various authors — see each society’s report

THE BOOTMAKERS OF TORONTO
THE SHERLOCK HOLMES SOCIETY OF CANADA
Barbara Rusch and Donny Zaldin*
The Bootmakers of Toronto (The Sherlock Holmes Society of Canada) was
founded in 1972 and is the oldest Sherlockian society in the country. Its
name is based on the inscription inside Henry Baskerville’s boot (“Meyers,
Toronto”) in The Hound of the Baskervilles, and its president is “Meyers.” All
other Sherlockian societies in Canada are scion societies of the Bootmakers,
including: the Bimetallic Question of Montreal; the Cesspudlians of London,
Ontario; the Spence Munros of Halifax, Nova Scotia; the Stormy Petrels of
British Columbia; the Stratford On Avon Sherlock Holmes Society of
Stratford, Ontario; and the Wisteria Lodgers of Edmonton, Alberta.
Website: www.torontobootmakers.com
Journal: Canadian Holmes; Editors: Mark and JoAnn Alberstat
(markalberstat@ns.sympatico.ca)
Address: Thelma Beam, Secretary (meyerstoronto@yahoo.ca), 3303-2045
Lake Shore Blvd. W., Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada, M8V 2Z6
Contacts: Mike Ranieri, Meyers (mranieri@rogers.com); Donny Zaldin,
Consigliere (donaldzaldin@rogers.com)
Date

Event Name

Location

Description of Event

Jan 2

Book Launch, by
Friends of the ACD
Collection and the
Toronto Public
Library Foundation

Toronto Reference Library

Printing and release of the play, The Crossing
or Three Authors in Search of a Character, by
BOT Barbara Rusch. Characters include Oscar
Wilde, Edgar Allan Poe, Harry Houdini,
Arthur Conan Doyle and a Mystery Interloper;
“I Hear of Sherlock Everywhere” Podcast #
170, Jun 15

New York, BSI,
Merchants
Room,
Roosevelt Hotel

Printing and release of 2018 BSI Professions
Series volume, Canon Law: Lawyers, Law and
the Sherlockian Canon, Edited by BOT Donny
Zaldin and William Walsh; “I Hear of Sherlock Everywhere” Podcast # 161, Jan 30

Jan 12 BSI Book Launch

*

Donny Zaldin and Barbara Rusch authored this report. Copyright The Bootmakers of
Toronto (The Sherlock Holmes Society of Canada).
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Date

Event Name

Location

Jan 9- BSI Sherlock Holmes New York, NY
13
Birthday Weekend
Jan 19 Sherlock Holmes
Society of London
Annual Dinner

Description of Event
Gathering of international Sherlockians,
attended by a Baker Street dozen of BOTs

Parliament
65th Annual Dinner (with a “Red-Headed
Buildings,
Heist” supper theme), attended by BOTs
London, England Dayna Nuhn and Michael Lozinski

Jan 26 BOT Blue Carbuncle Toronto
Annual Awards
banquet hall
Luncheon

Annual Awards event, attended by 65± BOTs
and guests, featuring special guest speaker
Mattias Boström (by skype); quiz on the illustrators of the Sherlockian Canon, and toasts

Jan 27 BOT Marlene Aig
Memorial Brunch

Toronto
restaurant

After-party brunch, for BOT members and guests
to commemorate our late American member

Feb
23

BOT Story Meeting
#1

Toronto Reference Library

Featuring RESI, attended by 50± BOTs and
guests

Apr 6

Cameron Hollyer
Memorial Lecture

Toronto Reference Library

BOT and Friends ACD Collection annual
lecture to honour the Collection’s first curator.
Guest speaker: Martin Edwards, president of
the Detection Club, U.K. Title of talk: “In
Sherlock’s Footsteps”

Apr
13

BOT Story Meeting
#2

Toronto Reference Library

Featuring GREE, attended by 50± BOTs and
guests

Jun 8

BOT Pub Night

Toronto pub

Informal meeting with comestibles, potables
and toasts

Jul 13

BOT “Silver Blaze”
Woodbine Race
Race and Symposium Track, Toronto
(1-4 pm); North
York Central
Library (7-10
pm)

32nd BOT annual horse race, buffet luncheon
and full race card attended by 59 Bootmakers
and guests, featuring the Bootmakers’ sponsored “Silver Blaze Race,” with presentation of
trophy in the winner’s circle. “Last Bow” of
Colonels Ross, Donny Zaldin and Barbara
Rusch; and, 3rd Triennial Can-Am BOT-BSI
Silver Blaze Symposium, featuring Canadian
and American presentations and programs

Aug
8-11

Conference of NorMinneapolis,
wegian Explorers and MN
University of Minnesota Sherlock Holmes
Collections

A weekend of Sherlockian erudition and camaraderie, at which BOT Barbara Rusch was one
of the featured speakers. Attended by 10±
Bootmakers and Canadian Sherlockians

Sep 7

BOT Story Meeting
#3

North York
Central Library

Featuring NAVA, attended by 50± BOTs and
guests

Oct 7

Toronto Public
Library Speakers
Series

Toronto
Reference
Library

Talk by best-selling author Vicki Delany about
why she recreated Sherlock Holmes as a modern young woman in her Sherlock Holmes
Bookshop Series, attended by 10± BOTs
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Date

Event Name

Location

Oct
25

Meeting of The Sons Philadelphia,
of the Copper Beeches PA

Attended by BOT Peggy Perdue, as a guest
speaker. Title of talk: “Arthur Conan Doyle,
Fact or Fiction?”

Oct
26

BOT Story Meeting
#4

Featuring FINA, attended by 50± BOTs and
guests

Nov
23

“Der Hund von Bas- Fox Theatre,
kerville,” 1929 German Toronto
silent mystery film

Screening with live piano accompaniment at
Toronto Silent Film Festival (Fox Theatre), in
cooperation with the Bootmakers of Toronto.

Dec 7

BOT Story Meeting
#5, and AGM

North York
Central Library

Featuring HOUN, attended by 50± BOTs and
guests; and, AGM including election of 2020
president (Meyers) and society executive

Dec 7

BOT Book Launch

North York
Central Library

Release of Saratoga: At the Finish Line, published by The Bootmakers of Toronto, edited
by Donny Zaldin and Barbara Rusch, detailing
the 2018 BSI Silver Blaze Race and Seminar
and the “Silver Blaze” racing tradition.

Toronto Tennis
Club

Description of Event

THE SPENCE MUNROS OF HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
Mark Alberstat*
Website: www.facebook.com/pages/The-Spence-Munros/212957769636
Address: 46 Kingston Crescent, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada, B3A 2M2
Email: HalifaxSherlock@gmail.com
Contacts: Mark and JoAnn Alberstat (HalifaxSherlock@gmail.com)
DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

Jan. 6, 2019

Birthday luncheon

Ela! Greek restaurant

Birthday Luncheon for Sherlock

Mar. 15, 2019

Lecture by Tom Ue

Dalhousie University

Narrative twists in Hound

Mar. 31, 2019

Story meeting

Spitfire Arms pub

Discussed Boscombe Valley

May 25, 2019

Movie

Member’s home

Watched Without A Clue

Sept. 15, 2019

Story meeting

Split Crow pub

Discussed Five Orange Pips

Nov. 17, 2019

Movie and story

Member’s home

Watched Murder by Decree
and discussed Twisted Lip

*

Mark Alberstat is “Halifax” in the Baker Street Irregulars.
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THE STORMY PETRELS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Fran Martin*
The Stormy Petrels of British Columbia, founded in 1988, is a scion society
of The Bootmakers of Toronto. Members meet monthly to discuss the canon
and keep up to date on all things Sherlockian. The Petrels hold a birthday
brunch, a formal dinner, a “Silver Blaze” race and meet up with our fellow
Sherlockian on the West Coast just south of the border.
Website: www.thestormypetrels.com
Contacts: Fran Martin (Consulting Detective), #904-901 Colborne Street,
New Westminster, BC V3L 5E9, Canada

*

Date

Event

Location

Description

Jan.5

Brunch

White Spot ResTo celebrate the birthday of Sherlock
taurant, Vancouver Holmes

Feb. 5

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “The Three Gables”

March 5

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “The Sussex Vampire”

Mar. 16

Annual Dinner

The Alpen Club,
Vancouver

Annual Formal dinner in honour of the
forming of the great partnership. The
theme — “The Final Problem”

Apr. 1

Road Trip

Anacortes, WA,
USA

Several members of the Petrels attend the
meeting of The Dogs in the Nighttime,
the Sherlockian group in Anacortes

April 2

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “The Three Garridebs”

May 7

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “Thor Bridge”

May 11

Theatre

White Rock

Musical performance by the Surrey Youth
Theatre Co. presenting “Sherlock Holmes
and the Mystery of the Crown Jewels”

June 4

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “The Creeping Man”

June 18

Donation by local
businessman

Vancouver

Presentation to the Petrels of a limitededition box set of Blu-ray discs of “Sherlock” with busts of Holmes and Watson

July 27

“Silver Blaze” races South Surrey

Annual “Silver Blaze Race”, pot luck and
lawn games

Sept. 3

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “The Lion’s Mane”

Oct. 8

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “The Veiled Lodger”

Copyright 2020 Fran Martin.
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Oct. 12-13

Left Coast
Symposium

Portland, OR,
USA

Several members of the Petrels attend the
conference in Portland, Oregon

Nov. 2

Road Trip

Anacortes, WA,
USA

Several members of the Petrels attend a
meeting of The Dogs in the Nighttime in
Anacortes, WA

Nov 8

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “Shoscombe Old Place”

Nov. 15

Book Launch —
An Evening with
Sherlock Holmes

Performance The- Member Sheldon Goldfarb launches his
atre, UBC, Vanbook “Sherlockian Musings: Thoughts on
couver
the Sherlock Holmes Stories” with a
special guest appearance of ACD

Dec. 3

Study Session

Vancouver

Discussion of “The Retired Colourman”
Display of our Sherlockian tree ornaments
— representing all 60 stories

THE WISTERIA LODGERS
THE SHERLOCK HOLMES SOCIETY OF EDMONTON, ALBERTA
Constantine Kaoukakis*
Website: sherlockholmesedmonton.com
President: Constantine Kaoukakis (constantinusmagnus@yahoo.com)
Contact: SherlockHolmesEdmonton@hotmail.com

*

DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

Jan. 20

3rd Sherlock Holmes Edmonton, Alberta
Birthday Dinner

Annual Dinner Party for Sherlock
Holmes

Mar. 23

Society Meeting

Edmonton, Alberta

Story: “The Lion’s Mane”

May 19

Society Meeting

Edmonton, Alberta

Story: “The Veiled Lodger “

Aug. 8-11

Norwegian Explorers’ Minneapolis, MN
Conference

Sherlock Holmes Conference on
Dark Places, Wicked Companions & Strange Experiences

Sept. 20-22 Edmonton Comic
Expo

Edmonton Expo Centre Promoting Our society at a ComEdmonton, Alberta
ic Con

Oct. 23

Society Meeting

Edmonton, Alberta

Story: A Study in Scarlet

Dec. 6

Society Meeting

Edmonton, Alberta

Story: A Study in Scarlet

Dec. 14

Play

Vertigo Theatre
Calgary, Alberta

Sherlock Holmes & The Raven’s
Curse, by Hamilton Wright

Constantine Kaoukakis of The Wisteria Lodgers authored this report.
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CANONICAL NEWS FROM THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Aleš M. Kolodrubec*
he Czech Society of Sherlock Holmes (Česká společnost Sherlocka
Holmese, or ČsSH) is a Czech Republic-based Holmesian society unrestricted by geographical boundaries. It is a literature and social organization aimed at spreading and protecting the good name of Sherlock Holmes,
studying his life and work, and of course playing the Grand Game. Established
in 2000 by Three Fathers the Founders with the motto “Holmesians of All
Nations Join Together,” it is approaching its 20th anniversary in 2020. Rudolf
Čechura, one of the Three Fathers, tried to found such society in the lands
of the former Czech Crown in 1968 and early 1990s, however the political
situation in the first case and social in the second was not favourable.
Joining in interest groups has some tradition in our land, but in the 20th
century it was interrupted for several decades and thus partly lost. And it
impacts our current situation. Age plus the fact that interest in Sherlock
Holmes goes through waves reflecting his appearances in popular culture
and decline of interest with time in some people contributes deeply to the
current membership. Professor Moriarty with one of his brothers penetrated
among us and we had to survive a secession — a secret leaving of a group
formed around them, a band with different opinions on the society’s activities. It decreased our membership, mainly in Prague, but paradoxically
strengthened the Society, welded the rest together purifying and clearing our
aims.
In former years it was around 100, and is now about 60 with rather high
average age. However, several young persons with deep interest and knowledge applied recently. We can be proud that among our members have been
translators (two of the group translated the Holmesian Canon into modern
Czech in 1970s), authors of pastiches, artists and illustrators depicting Sherlock Holmes, actors playing or dubbing Sherlock Holmes in the Czech Republic, and so on . . . . One of them even composed tunes with a story behind the melody. Petr Kopl, the renowned comics author and cartoonist,
designed two pull-up banners — one with Sherlock Holmes, the other
showing his chronicler John H. Watson, MD — that we use at our functions.

T

*

Aleš Kolodrubec is President and one of the Three Fathers the Founders of the Czech
Society of Sherlock Holmes.
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Since the very beginning, our Society has met every January for, as we
call it, A Toast to the Immortals, when we drink and give toasts to Messrs.
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, and sometimes we remember Irene Adler
and Mrs Hudson, too. Often a VIP guest is invited and speaks about their
interest in Sherlock Holmes — an actor who dubbed him, etc.
In 2004, we started to meet in early December to taste Mrs Hudson’s
Christmas Pudding. And couple of years ago we added an event called The
Resurrection of Sherlock Holmes. It is held in the Moravian metropolis of
Brno in late April and commemorates Holmes’s return to London after the
Great Hiatus. Other ad hoc events are organized during the year. Monthly
meetings were held in Prague for several years, but now gatherings of that
kind occur only in Brno.
For nearly nine years a monthly Bohemian Newsletter was distributed to
our members. Let’s hope somebody will revive it!
During our history we have organized several smaller or greater exhibitions.
The grandest — called “Happy Birthday, Mr Holmes!” — had a splendid
opening in the Museum of Czech Police (Prague) on 6 January 2004, and
was then open to the public for several weeks.
We do not go out of Prague often, but we have undertaken several trips
and events in distant places: book launches in Brno, exhibition and filming
(capturing the wounding of John H. Watson in the battle of Maiwand) in
Želkovice (some 40 km west of Prague), and some others are among them.
We have also made one expedition abroad — a three-day trip to Switzerland
in May 2004. There, we visited the Reichenbach Falls, Meiringen with its
Englischer Hof (aka Hotel Sauvage) and the museum. However, another
Swiss museum of the Great Detective and his literary agent Sir A.C. Doyle
also attracted us — the Sherlock Holmes museum in Lucens. There we were
awaited by its kind curator, Vincent Delay, and other members of the Société d’études holmesiennes de la Suisse Romande.
Bill Barnes of the Sydney Passengers has twice visited Prague with other
members of this Australian society, and we have always enjoyed the time
spent together.
However, the peak event of our history came true in 2007. In September
of that year, in response to our invitation, nearly 70 members of the famous
Sherlock Holmes Society of London, headed by Alfreda Howlett and Guy
Marriott, visited Prague and Bohemia during their expedition peculiarly
named “Meet Me in Bohemia”. At that time we all looked upon a place
where until a fire in 1904 stood a paper-mill, the product of which — a
sheet of paper made in Bohemia — is mentioned and immortalized in A
Scandal in Bohemia.
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Above: A Toast to the Immortals, Prague (19 January 2019). Standing in the
middle is guest Petr Lachmann (publisher and writer), and seated at his left is
ČsSH President Aleš Kolodrubec. Photo by Lenka Kratochvílová. Below:
Meeting with Sherlock Holmes for a cup of tea and Mrs Hudson's Christmas Pudding, Prague (7 December 2019). Left to right: Aleš Kolodrubec,
Pavel Juditka, Pavlína Juditková. Photo by Jiří Navrátil.
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We also regularly award a prize in an annual literary competition announced
by our Society and the Czech branch of the Asociación Internacional de
Escritores Policíacos (International Association of Crime Writers). In this
case, a prize is given to a pastiche or a Holmesianly tuned story, sometimes
even to a poem. Several of our members, pipesmokers, form a team joined in
ADK (Association of Pipesmoker Clubs, part of an international organization) and take part in competitions in slow pipesmoking.
The Czech Society of Sherlock Holmes has long been on the internet.
Unfortunately, our former website was destroyed by a hacker in the period of
secession, and lot of material was lost, including an archive of emails. A coincidence, or another mischief of Prof. Moriarty and his band? A new site has
been launched and interested persons can again find our Society on the internet, including Facebook.
That is our story in brief. A promising future devoted to playing the
Game and keeping the memory of Sherlock Holmes green lies ahead of us,
we believe! At the moment, we are looking forward to 2020, with our 20th
Anniversary.
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Michael Skov Lambek*
he Danish Baker Street Irregulars is quite a young Sherlock Holmes
society, having been founded in the early 1950s as one of the first
official scions abroad to the American Baker Street Irregulars. And like
its mother society, it’s still going strong today: By 2019, it comprised 50-odd
members (and boy, are they odd!) from all over the country — even including
a few from neighboring nations as well. Half of that number usually attends
the high point of our societal life that is the Annual Meeting — usually held
in January — and usually in spite of the Danish tradition of inclement
weather at that time. Certain voices have been heard heretically to try to
reschedule the time of the meeting sometime further away from Christmas
and New Year (and that weather!), but have been in vain — so far . . .
One of Denmark’s perhaps best-known and remembered Sherlockians (not
least for his iconic Sherlock Holmes cartoons) was the old Honorary President,
Mr. Henry Lauritzen, BSI; and he was not least-known for saying that he
didn’t mind anything new — just as long as it really didn’t change things! (Only,
as he used to say it in Danish, it might not be known that many places outside
this country.) However, it does pretty well describe the Annual Meeting of
the Danish BSI: a plethora of traditional high points — old as well as new.
And thus, the Danish Irregulars — or The Sherlock Holmes Klubben i Danmark, as they are known in the vernacular — held their traditional annual
meeting, proudly ignoring their 69th anniversary, on 26 January 2019.
Traditionally, to begin with, the General Assembly merely goes through
the usually uninteresting but traditional motions of automatically reelecting
the old board — but in 2019, something new happened! A new President
was elected when long-time member, Mrs. Mia Stampe Lagergaard, BSI
(“The Dynamics of an Asteroid”) took over the office from Mr. Jens Byskov
Jensen, BSI (“The Blanched Soldier” and President since 2012). Subsequently and traditionally, Mr. Byskov was awarded the honorable title of
Honorary President.
Traditions at the following Annual Meeting also range from the initial,
more somber recital of the “Musgrave Ritual” to the later, and thus more
raucous, rendition of the common song. For many years they tried a version
of “Aunt Clara”. And tried. And now they do Harvey Officer’s old song to

T

*

Mike Lambek is Scatmester of the Danish Baker Street Irregulars. His irregular contributions
include A Study in Green, More Writings on the Writings On The Writings, and Sherlock in
Denmark 2019. And he is very fond of footnotes. Copyright 2020 Michael Skov Lambek.
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A happy crowd of Danish Irregulars at their annual meeting (26 January 2019).
Photo copyright by (and courtesy of) Bjarne Juul (the smiling gentleman
with the striped tie, second from right).
_______________________________________________________________________

the more singer-friendly tune of “Mandalay” in highly mixed choir: always a
true high point.
Then followed the true high points of the evening: viz. the livelier,
conanical toasts — some traditional, some brand-new, all in traditionally
exorbitantly priced port: One of their Swedish members from across the
Sound, Mr. Anders Hammarqvist, BSI, toasted Jacob Shafter (which also
just happened to be Anders’ investiture); while The Norwegian named Mr.
Nils Nordberg, BSI (“A Norwegian Named Sigerson”), saluted Ms. Irene
Adler. Of more recent members, Ms. Siri Olsen toasted Brother Mycroft,
and Mr. Michael Bjærre Mrs. Hudson. And then, coffee . . .
One should always beware of Greek Interpreters bearing gifts — but it is
a traditional high point that the Danish BSI presents some sort of gift to those
attending the Annual Meeting: Vice-President, Mr. Svend Ranild, presented
his annual publication of new and old pieces of conanical research — while
the new (and may we point out, professionally designed?) logo of the Club
was put into very practical usage as decoration on the traditional mugs as well
as some very decorative and very untraditional pins duly presented as a high
point to all attendees. (Later, in summer, the Scatmester — vernacular for
“Treasurer” — of the Danish BSI even went as far as presenting the Sherlock
Holmes Society of London with the new society pin and mug. It was not
that far, really — he was going thither anyway.)
However, the traditional high point of the evening was hosted by one of
the Officers, Mr. Palle Schantz Lauridsen (not to be confused with Mr.
Henry Lauritzen): viz. an entirely new quiz — this year based entirely on an
old quiz. And finally, the evening rounded off upon a more serious, but still
traditional, note with its solid, research-based, conanical talk by member Mr.
Torben Carlsen on Messrs. Edgar Allan Poe and Sherlock Holmes and their
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Relation. Thus, the Annual Meeting of the Danish BSI 2019 concluded on
another high point.
But there were other societal high points throughout the year . . .
Throughout the years, a number of unofficial, minor Danish Scions have
sprung from the official, major Danish scion that is the Club:
The Common Loafers of Kolding are based in (wait for it . . .) Kolding, a
city in south-eastern Jutland, and during 2019, the Loafers met three times,
typically over dinner complete with conanical toasts and literary discussions
of some of the conanical stories. Some meetings took place at their favorite
watering hole, a local pub; some privately.
The Cimbrian Friends of Baker Street is surely the oldest of the Danish
scions, founded way back when by Mr. Lauritzen (not to be confused with
Lauridsen) in Aalborg in northern Jutland (which is a very long way away from
the capital). In June 2019, they held their annual meeting, also with toasts as
well as the traditional recitation of Mr. Vincent Starrett’s sonnet “221B”.
The Cimbrians also had the responsibility of awarding the final prizes to the
winners of the Moriarty Memorial and Silver Blaze Sweepstakes — a tradition
since discontinued.
The Copenhagen Speckled Gang (being an even longer way away from
northern Jutland) hosted the capital meeting with the new “Wiggins”, as the
Club was honored by a distinguished visit from Mr. Michael Kean, BSI
(“General George Gordon”) and his good lady wife, Connie. Thus, it is the
hope of the Gang to have contributed to the continued warm, bilateral relations between the American society and its Danish scion.
Finally, on one of the days it did not rain, the Gang was fortunate enough
to honor the surprisingly clement Danish summer weather by hosting a
splendid Victorian-style picnic in one of the local parks in the capital, replete
with delicious, more or less conanically inspired Sunday roast and scones —
and even a spot of good old-fashioned boat-rowing (blissfully, the waterfall
was not as terrifying as the torrential, big one). If ever another such day
should arise, they have agreed most definitely to do it again.
One of the newest scions, the oddly named (One of) The Scions of Deduction, hosted one of its film nights in spring: the new Blu-ray version of Mr.
Billy Wilder’s good old The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes — now complete
with extra, never-seen-before material of the allegedly “lost” scenes. The
evening may not have been a complete high point if it had not been for the
live tweets from one Mr. Mark Gatiss! (This, fortunately, proved a greater
success than when a few members had to go abroad to their more liberalminded neighbors in Sweden to be able to witness for themselves whether
what had been said about the new Messrs. Ferrell and Reilly movie, Holmes
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A few Speckled Gang members picnicking in Copenhagen (summer 2019). Photo
copyright (and courtesy of) Palle Schantz Lauridsen (not to be confused with . . .).
_______________________________________________________________________

& Watson, was true: yes! a film so bad that it was banned in Denmark! The
jury is still out on that one — but we can reveal that the verdict is almost
completely but not quite unanimous . . . .)
Sadly, the final scion, The Five Orange Pipes, did not meet as often as
could be wished; but they do promise to sharpen up and meet again over a
pipe (whatever number or color) of tobacco more often in 2020.
But, believe it or not, there were even further societal high points
throughout the year . . .
In autumn, a local amateur dramatic society, The Copenhagen Theatre
Circle, presented Ken Ludwig’s Baskerville — so naturally, the Club had to go
to the theater: Amongst a stoic and unperturbed Holmes and Dr. Watson,
three frantic actors tried their best to quick-change into silly costumes, wigs,
and accents of all the rest of the 40-odd characters of that book — with chaotic and humorous results to boot (not to be confused with Sir Henry’s lost one):
a dramatic evening, indeed! Rumors even have it that the actor portraying the
Master himself have since applied for membership of the Danish Irregulars.
While not indulging in such frivolous activities of the purely alimentary
or aesthetic kind, members of the Club did also spend some of 2019 doing
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important research work for prestigious projects: primarily in gathering serious
information about itself for publication purposes (tough work, indeed; but
somebody has to do it).
Thus, they collaborated to contribute to fellow Sherlockian, Mr. Don Hobbs
of Texas, and his gargantuan project called The Galactic Sherlock Holmes, a
massive and not least-illustrated bibliography of the Sacred Writings — complete with foreign translations thereof! Good thing that some of the members
also call themselves bibliophiles.
Additional contributions on club activities were prepared for another fellow Sherlockian, one Mr. Ross E. Davies of Virginia, who for some time has
been editing The Baker Street Almanac, a fast-growing, annual publication
trying to amass a picture of Sherlockian doings the world over . . . . Surely,
this will prove the one high point over them all?
Finally, the Club is still proud to state that it still publishes its highly irregular periodical now in its 64th year (the oldest one still active after the Baker
Street Journal) — as one of the few quarterly journals to be issued thrice a year:
viz. the aptly-named Sherlockiana, under the astute and austere auspices of
the editor, Mr. Ranild, ever on the lookout for new material! Thus, for instance, one issue saw Mr. Lauridsen (not to be confused with Lauritzen)
report how one Dr. Doyle had attended the German silent film of Der Hund
von Baskerville in Copenhagen in 1929; while another issue saw Mrs.
Lagergaard report how she herself had attended the international Sherlock
Holmes conference in Switzerland, “Dark Deeds in the Canon”, as organized
by Messrs. Michael Meer, BSI and Marcus Geisser, BSI. And Meiringen is
indeed one of the high points in Switzerland.
Longer, academic treatises, however, must be reported elsewhere; so
those very few members (just the one, actually) who cannot restrict himself
must write his very own doctor’s thesis! And thus, during 2019, the everprolific Mr. Lauridsen (not to be confused) had been finishing his very own
Philosophical Doctorate dissertation, in fact entitled: “Sherlock Holmes Does
Not Exist” (sic!). Even though the author did protest that it was only taken to
mean that there is not one single Sherlock Holmes (but numerous), we
should still like to take this opportunity to remind him about such heretical
utterances and that, at annual meetings, less prominent members have been
black-balled and indeed expelled from the Club meeting for lesser misdemeanors! (Usually, they are readmitted after the coffee, though . . . .) Only time,
and possibly the Annual Meeting of the Danish BSI in 2020, will tell . . . .
That concludes the high points of 2019.
Please visit www.sherlockholmesklubben.dk — one of the few Sherlock
Holmes societies complete with no fewer than three doctors!
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Thierry Saint-Joanis*

I

n the Sherlockian World, it is always 1895. In France, Holmesian history
really started in 1993 with the creation of “Les Quincailliers de la FrancoMidland”, the French Sherlock Holmes Society (SSHF). When playing
the Canonical Game, the official gallic Holmesian calendar is delayed by one
century, back to the Victorian era, the “La Belle Epoque”. Therefore, SSHF
activities began in 1893, which means the year 2019 represented the events
of the calendar year 1919. As of January 1, SSHF had approximately 3,000
registered members, with 80% of them living in France. These are fans of
Sherlock Holmes, baptized “Franco-Midland Regulars” or FMR. Within this
group, there is a college with about twenty scholars named “Quincailliers”,
within that group a small bunch keeps the club alive by managing websites,
Facebook and Twitter, meetings and publications. “Never was so much owed
by so many to so few.”
As usual, the first event of the year commemorated the creation of the club
(January 14, 1993) with a banquet named “Repas de l’Oie”, in reference to
the Blue Carbuncle adventure. Goose is eaten before some precious items are
shared. Each guest brings a Holmesian gift and, by draw, “Windigate’s Goose
Club” lottery distributes the packages to all participants. To celebrate entry
of the city of Strasbourg into the Canonical France (prior to 1919, the town
was German), SSHF organized its traditional “Goose Weekend” in Paris, at
the Alsacian Floderer brasserie. In preamble, the weekend started at Gagny
Public Media Library (located in a Paris suburb) with an exhibition named
“How Holmes became Sherlock”, designed and produced by Thierry SaintJoanis, with a conference given by Daniel Henocq. How did the soberly
dressed Victorian gentleman, described in the texts by Conan Doyle, become
this superhero, today recognized worldwide, dressed in a funny cap, covered
with a spectacular cloak and smoking an extraordinary pipe? That was the
question and SSHF scholars supplied the answers for the public and Sherlockians newbies. Before the “Goose Banquet”, guests were guided by Bernard
Prunet (SSHF Station Master) on a tour from the “Gare de l’Est” (Holmesian
and Doylian links) to “Théâtre Antoine” were the French adaptation of
William Gillette’s play was created in 1907 by Firmin Gémier. During the
lunch, the Franco-Midland was happy and proud to announce the opening
*

Thierry Saint-Joanis is president of the Société Sherlock Holmes de France (SSHF).
Copyright 2020 Thierry Saint-Joanis. All images in this chapter are courtesy of Thierry
Saint-Joanis and the SSHF.
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Above: SSHF Exhibition in Gagny (January, 2019). Below: SSHF's “BRUC” wall plaque
in the lobby of Hôtel du Louvre, Paris, with some "Quincailliers" (Franco-Midland
Ironmongers). Left to right: Thierry Saint-Joanis, Bernard Oudin, Bernard Prunet,
Alexis Barquin, Stephen Almaseanu, Jean-Pierre Cagnat and Wladimir Bogomoletz.
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of its Strasbourg branch, whose management was entrusted to Jacques Fortier.
As the city is “now” French, this event widened the Eastern field of SSHF’s
studies, one of whose objectives is to highlight the links between Sherlock
Holmes and France. By an erudite lecture, Strasbourg journalist-writer
Jacques Fortier evoked the canonical links of the capital of Europe.1 As
Fortier is also a member of the Strasbourg-based Sherlock Holmes society,
called “Les Evadés de Dartmoor”, this solemn act was intended to strengthen
the links between the two clubs.
In April, SSHF editions published volume 2 of “Sherlock Holmes Cyclopædia”, signed by Howard Ostrom and Thierry Saint-Joanis. Written in
English, covering the period 1940-1959, this second volume of the series
“Sherlock Holmes on Screens” is a hardcover 172-page book, with 550 photos
illustrating 100+ film and television productions from the U.S., the U.K.,
France, Germany and West Germany, Mexico, Poland, South Africa, Sweden, India, Finland and Brazil.2
Since its canonical foundation, the Franco-Midland has had 134 branches
in France and one in Brussels, Belgium (STOC). During the 2019 summer,
SSHF formalized this very old and close partnership with the Holmesian
Belgian community by creating a joint directorate made up of two presidents:
a French (Thierry Saint-Joanis) and a Belgian (Jean-Claude Mornard). As a
symbolic marriage certificate, a series of Belgian-French Holmesian short
films were shot, entitled “Les déboires de Sherlock Holmes”. These are four
detective adventures carried out with humor and poetry, following the precept
expressed by the late John Bennett Shaw: “The one thing Sherlockians should
be serious about is not taking themselves seriously.”3
In September, by the hand of its French president Thierry Saint-Joanis,
SSHF signed the préface of the French translation of the short-story collection
compiled by Otto Penzler for “The Big Book of Sherlock Holmes Stories”
in 2015. This 4th volume (“Elémentaire, mon cher Conan Doyle”), published
by the major French publishing company “Payot/Rivages noir”, contains
texts by Conan Doyle, Donald Thomas, Leslie S. Klinger and Barry Day.4
For over twenty years, SSHF has put online and managed several websites, thanks to secretary and webmaster, Alexis Barquin, and president and
editor, Thierry Saint-Joanis. First was the club’s official website (sshf.com)
in French. One of its sections offered a portrait gallery of SSHF members.
1

To see and hear, in French, go to the SSHF YouTube channel: youtu.be/k2x_3KJfXCw.
Read more at www.sherlockians.com/eng-sherlock-holmes-on-screens-2.
3
Visible for free at youtu.be/Z_AAhquN95Y.
4
https://www.sherlockians.com/post/pastiches-%C3%A9l%C3%A9mentaire-mon-cherconan-doyle.
2
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This gallery was developed in English and welcomed all Sherlockians in the
world by becoming “The Sherlockian Who’s Who” site which served as a
showcase for all groups and Sherlockians for many years. In the same way,
the SSHF encyclopedic section dedicated to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle has
been enriched by hundreds of pages to reach such a scale that Alexis Barquin
decided to make it a fully-fledged website baptized “The Arthur Conan Doyle
Encyclopedia” (arthur-conan-doyle.com). All these websites have become
too important to be managed by the same small team, and a task plan has
been decided upon. The new organization became effective in the fall of 2019
with the launch of the “Sherlockians Web Portal” (sherlockians.com). Alexis
is now devoting himself exclusively to the enrichment of the Doylian website,
while SSHF and Sherlockian Who’s Who are now under Thierry’s responsibility. These changes required a lot of work and time. The new SSHF website
is now active at sherlockians.com/sshf. The Sherlockian Who’s Who website should be online during the year 2020 at sherlockians.com/shwhoswho.
As every year, on October 31 and November 1, for Halloween, the SSHF
organized its annual days devoted to donations, called the “Twisted Lip Days”.
Because the SSHF’s registration and activities are free, these days are the only
source of funding for the club.

The markers of Holmes and Watson in the Sancourt cemetery.
____________________________________________________________

Celebrating the Armistice of WW1 on November 11, the SSHF drew
attention to an intriguing fact. In the British cemetery of Sancourt (Somme),
there are Holmes and Watson’s graves, two Canadian soldiers who died on
the same day (October 1, 1918).
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On December 7, 2019, for the first time since its creation, SSHF was
honored by the unveiling of a dedicated stone plaque. The occasion was the
unveiling of a Sherlockian statue of Elzie Segar, the creator of comics character Popeye. It was in the town of Chester, Illinois, U.S., by friendly initiative
of the Chester Baskerville Society and our good friend Mike McClure. Merci!
Last but not least, at Christmas, the SSHF Council announced a new
project for the coming years: an annual event dedicated to Conan Doyle in
the town of Les Andelys (Normandy), a place where Sir Arthur liked to spend
holidays and where he located the action of several short stories. This new
“rendez-vous” is scheduled from May 21 to 24, 2020, a period which reflects
both the author’s birthday (May 22) as well as that of Queen Victoria (May 24).

The SSHF plaque in Chester, Illinois, U.S.
________________________________________________
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Jayantika Ganguly*
he Sherlock Holmes Society of India is an online community consisting of Indian as well as international members. Membership remains
free and unrestricted by geographical constraints or any other restrictions,
for that matter — except for the minimum requirement of an interest in
Sherlock Holmes and/or all things Sherlockian/Holmesian and we still remain
lax enough to use the terms “Sherlockian” and “Holmesian” interchangeably.
We proudly continue to produce our bi-annual e-magazine — “Proceedings of the Pondicherry Lodge”. The summer issue is released on the first of
June and the winter issue on the first of December. These are still free and
available on our website — and full of impressive Sherlockian scholarship!
2019 has been a year of ups and downs — nothing too dramatic, though.
On the up side, Sherlockian events are becoming increasingly popular in India
— starting with the first Sherlock Fest in Mumbai (Bombay in the Canon) in
February by Katharsis, followed by several more. We also had a couple of poetry
and Sherlockian chatter open-mic sessions in Bengaluru (Bangalore in the Canon). Sherlock Holmes is also an integral part of all the Comic Cons held in
India by now — although this features the modern avatars — BBC Sherlock
(the ever-popular Benedict Cumberbatch) and Elementary (where Lucy Liu’s
Watson is more popular than Holmes, according to an unofficial survey).
On the down side — specifically for the Sherlock Holmes Society of India
— our website suddenly crashed this summer. Even after months of seeking
expert advice, we have no idea why that happened. However, the good thing
is that we now have a new website, and thanks to the (healthy?) paranoia of
yours truly, all the content on the original website was adequately backed-up.
Our new address is www.sherlockholmessocietyofindia.com — and I daresay
it is more organised than the earlier one. Another scare was the threatened
end of Yahoo! Groups — our primary discussion forum. We are unsure of the
status of Yahoo! Groups at the moment, so we have now migrated to Google
Groups. The membership remains in a bit of a flux as of this date, though.
And now, at the turn of the decade, we look forward to 2020 being a
more eventful year. Plans are underway for various activities — including a
Sherlockian themed mystery weekend and a possible itinerary for a Sherlockian
tour of India — those at the BSI Weekend may have had a glimpse! We shall
talk about those next year — once these plans have actually materialised!

T

*

Jayantika Ganguly is General Secretary and Editor of The Sherlock Holmes Society of
India. Copyright 2020 Jayantika Ganguly.
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Michele Lopez*
he first Italian Sherlock Holmes society, Uno Studio in Holmes
(USIH), was founded in Florence in 1987. The time and place were
eminently suitable: that year marked the centenary of the publication
of A Study in Scarlet, and the place was the only Italian city that we know for
sure Holmes visited (see The Empty House: “. . . and a week later I found
myself in Florence . . .”).
The first meeting saw the participation of the British Consul in Florence
and of two distinguished members of the Sherlock Holmes Society of London:
Anthony Howlett and Stanley McKenzie. The first president of the society
was Carlo Eugenio Casini, followed two years later by Stefano Guerra (BSI,
“Count Negretto Sylvius”.)
After that first meeting, the society continued to exist mainly in epistolary
form for eight years, then in 1996 another three-day meeting, which was
widely noted in the local press, was held in Prato. The publication of the society’s review, The Strand Magazine, began on that same year, with Enrico Solito
(BSI, “Gennaro Lucca”) as its first editor. The review is published semiannually and is still in print. Other meetings followed, more or less every other
year (among which were a big international meeting in 2000 on two consecutive weekends, in Milan and in Sesto Fiorentino, and another in 2002 when
a bust of Holmes was unveiled in Sesto Fiorentino) until the Annual Meeting,
usually a three-day event held in late autumn, became a regular fixture from
2004 on. The society celebrated its 20th birthday in 2007 in Florence with
another international meeting that attracted Sherlockians from “many countries and three separate continents” (U.K., Japan, U.S.A., France and Switzerland.) In 2012 the 25th anniversary was marked by a meeting in Venice that
one-upped the Florence celebrations by adding a fourth continent (Sherlockians came from U.S.A., Spain, France, Japan, Switzerland and Australia). In
2013 a second, shorter, annual spring event was added to the regular schedule.
In 2014 the first society trip to England included dinner at the Criterion in
Piccadilly, a visit to Portsmouth and to the grave of the Literary Agent in
Minstead, a pilgrimage to Baker Street and visits to other Sherlockian locations in London. In 2017 the 30th birthday was celebrated, again in Florence,
with a great international meeting in connection with the Swiss meeting of
the Reichenbach Irregulars one week earlier.

T

*

Michele Lopez is “Attenta, Pericolo” in the Baker Street Irregulars. Copyright 2020
Michele Lopez for Uno Studio in Holmes.
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The past presidents of the society are: Carlo Eugenio Casini (1987-1989),
Stefano Guerra (1990-1995), Francesco Leprai (1996-1998), Enrico Solito
(1999-2001), Gianluca Salvatori, BSI “The Dacre Hotel” (2001-2003), Gabriele Mazzoni (2003-2005), Carmen Savino (2005-2007), Carlo Eugenio
Casini (2007-2008), Alessandro Gebbia (2008-2010), Roberto Vianello (2010
-2012), Michele Lopez (2012-2016), Marco Grassi (2016-2019). Except for
particular situations, the term of office is two years, renewable once, and the
new President takes office on the 6th of January. Today, USIH has approximately 140 regular members, spread all over Italy.

SHERLOCKIAN ACTIVITIES IN ITALY 2019
In 2019 USIH’s activities focused on the Annual Meeting, that was held at
the University of Rome La Sapienza from Friday, 29 November, to Sunday, 1
December. The first day was dedicated to conferences on various Sherlockian
subjects, chaired by Professor Alessandro Gebbia, Past President of USIH
and recently retired from the Chair of Canadian Literature at the University
of Rome. Unfortunately a massive strike in public transport hindered the
attendance of the students, so that the numbers were considerably less than
expected. Sherlockians were quick to ferret out that the guilt of this mishap
was to be laid at the door of a certain other Professor, who, as everyone
knows, had a brother who worked for a railway company . . . . In the afternoon we were paid a visit by the producer, director, and main actor (in the
role of S.H.) of a play that will open in Rome in February 2020. The title is
“Sherlock Holmes e i delitti di Jack lo Squartatore” (Sherlock Holmes and Jack
the Ripper’s murders) and it’s an adaptation and translation of the original
Spanish Sherlock Holmes y el destripador which got a great success last year in
Barcelona. We chatted with the director, Ricardo Reguant, who also directed
the original Spanish play, and with the main actor, Giorgio Lupano, a wellknown TV performer in Italy. An informal dinner in a traditional restaurant
ended the day.
The Saturday morning was again dedicated to Sherlockian conferences
and presentations. We then visited the new “Sherlock Holmes and Conan
Doyle Collection” hosted by the library of the Department of Literature of
the University, set up by the efforts of Professor Gebbia and USIH, where
texts of Sherlockian scholarship, pastiches, and other texts were made available to students and external researchers alike. On the Saturday afternoon
we enjoyed a musical/theatrical performance, “Wilma Neruda: the violinist
who met Sherlock Holmes”, with Vera Mazzotta in the role of Mme. Neruda and playing the piano, Stefano Guerra as Dr. Watson, Adriano D’Amico
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as Sherlock Holmes and Michele Bartolucci who played the violin. At the
end of the concert the members of USIH held the annual assembly to discuss
society matters. The main point of the agenda was the election of the new
President. The members voted by acclamation for Brigitte Latella (BSI,
“Holmes’s Alpenstock”). Brigitte is the 12th President and the second woman
to hold this position. The day ended with the Gala Dinner at the Rowing
Club “Roma”, where we enjoyed a lavish banquet while admiring the night
view from the windows overlooking the banks of the Tiber.
On Sunday morning we were lucky enough to find a beautifully sunny
day for our trip out of town. First we enjoyed a good brunch at the golf club
“Archi di Claudio” and then we went for a walk in the nearby historical archeological area of the Appia Antica, where we visited the Roman ruins of the
Temple of Jupiter. This is the monument which has been identified by Marco
Grassi as the one that appears behind Arthur Conan Doyle in one of the
pictures from the photo album of his honeymoon in Italy with Jean Leckie
in 1907, and which we have affectionately dubbed “The Doyle ruins”. The
visit marked the end of the Annual Meeting.
USIH published two numbers of its review The Strand Magazine in 2019,
no. 37 (collecting the essays and papers presented at the meeting in Pistoia
in late 2017) and no. 38 (collecting the essays and papers presented at the
Annual Meeting in Turin in October 2018). In coincidence with the Annual
Meeting in Rome we also published no. 7 of our “Studies in Scarlet” series, a
collection of monographs on a particular subject; this volume is titled “La
banda maculata: un’avventura di Sherlock Holmes”, and is an Italian translation of the theatre play The Speckled Band written by Conan Doyle, which
premiered at the Adelphi Theatre, London, on 4 June 1910, under the name
The Stonor Case. The volume also includes an essay about the play and a
summary of the genesis of its stage adaptation. Finally, the bi-monthly
newsletter, The Saffron Hill Gazette, which collects reviews, news of Sherlockian interest, and special reports, was regularly sent to society members in
PDF form. Past issues (in Italian only) can be read online on the society’s
website (http://www.unostudioinholmes.org/tor/newsletter.htm).
Apart from the activities of USIH, 2019 saw a good deal of interest about
Sherlock Holmes in Italy. One of the main publishing houses, Mondadori,
keeps issuing monthly its “Sherlock” book series, which collects pastiches from
both Italian and foreign authors; this year, among others, works by Nicholas
Meyer, David Stuart Davies, Tim Symonds and Laurie King. Algama, a small
publisher, issued a very interesting series of 12 volumes collecting all the pastiches by Enrico Solito, and in the appendix to each volume was inserted, in
installments, the third edition of the Sherlock Holmes Encyclopedia written
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by Solito and Guerra. Delos Books publishes a series of pastiches, mainly
short stories, in ebook form, both by Italian authors and translations from
English.
The Sherlockian movie event of the year, Will Ferrell and John C. Reilly’s
Holmes & Watson, didn’t much impress Italian film distributors, who didn’t
include it in their lists. The movie was released only on DVD and Blu-ray.
The seventh season of CBS’s Elementary aired on Italy’s State television
channel Rai 2 from 17 July to 21 August 2019. The viewers’ numbers hovered
around one million per episode, with a share between 4.7% and 6.1%; a
good performance considering that summer is traditionally a “dead” season
for Italian TV.
A popular daily newspaper, “Il Fatto Quotidiano”, has given the name
“Sherlock” to their new fixed column of investigative journalism. We can only
hope that it will live up to its name.
The memory of the Master Detective in our country is being kept green
indeed. May it continue to be so in the foreseeable future.
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Yuichi Hirayama*
he Japan Sherlock Holmes Club (JSHC) hosted several events in 2019.
The first was the Tokyo Seminar on March 16, in Tokyo. Our first
guest speaker was to be Michael Meer of Switzerland, but because of
his business, he could not come to Japan. Instead of Michael, Mitch Higurashi read his paper on Sherlock Holmes and WWI. The second guest
speaker was Marcus Geisser, also from Switzerland. He talked about three
continents Holmes visited. He listed Europe, America and Asia.
The 82nd JSHC Convention was held on March 17. Enrico Paolini from
Italy talked on Torimonocho (Japanese historical detective stories) and the
Canon. Catherine Cook from England spoke about The Lost World.
The Japan Sherlock Holmes Award was presented to Classic Casebook of
Sherlock Holmes (https://amzn.to/2U1cNFZ), edited by Naohiko Kitahara. It
is an anthology of classic translations of the Canon by various hands. It is
non-English readers’ privilege to enjoy the Canon in various styles and expressions. The honor of best papers in The World of Holmes (JSHC annual
magazine) went to Hideki Nakamura’s “Justice of Sherlock Holmes” and
Seiki Ishida’s “The Colonel Problem.”
The Karuizawa Seminar was held from August 31 to September 1 at
Karuizawa, which is also home to a Sherlock Holmes statue. The 83rd Convention was held on September 28, at Kyoto University.

T

Other publications in 2019 include:
Kim Newman, Professor Moriarty: The Hound of the D’Urbervilles, (https://
amzn.to/3aTLFz1, https://amzn.to/3aIYeNr), translated by Naohiko
Kitahara, in two volumes.
Kotoba magazine, 2019 summer issue (https://amzn.to/2tNDnbf), featuring “Sherlock Holmes & Conan Doyle.”
Shuntaro Ono, “Kaidoku Holmes no Yottsuno Shomei” (Decoding SIGN)
Bonnie MacBird, Unquiet Spirits (https://amzn.to/3aRgmV8), translated
by Mitch Higurashi.
Carol Douglas, Irene at Large (https://amzn.to/2U3W9FY, https://amzn.to
/38NkzY6), translated by Mitch Higurashi, in two volumes.
Naohiko Kitahara, Sherlock Holmes Dictionary (https://amzn.to/38MhHek),
full of nice illustrations. Recommended.
*

Yuichi Hirayama is “The Japanese Vase” in the Baker Street Irregulars. Copyright 2020
Yuichi Hirayama.
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Plays in 2019 include:
Musical Patriotic Moriarty, May 10 to 19, May 25 to 26. A Blu-ray disc
is available (https://amzn.to/2O71g4p).
Sherlock Holmes of Love and Sorrow, September 1 to 29 (http://horipro
-stage.jp/stage/sherlockholmes2019/). Holmes by Yuto Kakizawa,
Watson by Jiro Sato.
TV shows and films in 2019 include:
Sherlock (https://www.fujitv.co.jp/sherlock/), situated in present day
Tokyo. Holmes by Dean Fujioka.
Kabukicho Sherlock (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_File_nº221:_
Kabukicho) animation film
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Roger Johnson & Jean Upton*

I

t was a very full year for the British Holmesian (or Sherlockian, as we’re
now used to the 21st century versions of Holmes and Watson addressing each other as “Sherlock” and “John”).
Arthur Conan Doyle’s 160th birthday on the 22nd May was marked by
the Royal Mint with an attractive 50 pence coin, designed by Stephen Raw
and depicting (of course) Sherlock Holmes. Various dealers are still offering
prettily presented uncirculated specie at wildly varying prices.
We hope that the Crew of the S.S. May Day, the Poor Folk Upon the
Moors, the Sherlock Holmes Society of Scotland, the Deerstalkers of
Welshpool, the Scandalous Bohemians and other groups will forgive us if
we concentrate here on the oldest and by far the largest: the Sherlock
Holmes Society of London.
At the Annual Dinner on the 19th January, held as usual in the Members’
Dining Room of the House of Commons, every diner received a copy of the
booklet created as a tribute to our former President Freda Howlett on her
hundredth birthday. This year’s Guest of Honour was also, in a sense, our
host: which is to say that Bob Neill, MP was the Society’s sponsor, guaranteeing our good behaviour within the Palace of Westminster. In his preparliament career he was a barrister, specialising in criminal law; one of cases
was a robbery that bore a remarkable resemblance to one of Holmes’s investigations — which explains why the overall title for our event was “The RedHeaded Heist”. Ashley Mayo, recipient of the Tony Howlett Award for
outstanding service, proposed the toast to Dr Watson. And former President
Guy Marriott was granted Honorary Membership.
At the National Liberal Club on the 14th March, Dr Seth Alexander
Thévoz, author of Club Government: How the Early Victorian World was Ruled
from London Clubs spoke about the development of London Clubs and their
role in the chronicles of Sherlock Holmes. Dr Thévoz applied his own expert
knowledge to true Holmesian scholarship. The result was one of the best and
most interesting talks we can remember. (See also his articles in the Autumn
2019 BSJ and the Winter 2019 SHJ.)
On the 29th March, 23 members visited Lord’s Cricket Ground, less
than a mile from Baker Street. The specific reason was to see Conan Doyle’s
cricket bat, with which he’d scored a century at Lord’s for The Authors against
*

Roger Johnson and Jean Upton are longtime members of the Sherlockian Holmes Society
of London and co-authors of The Sherlock Holmes Miscellany.
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The Press in September 1896. The Society, in partnership with Marylebone
Cricket Club, had the badly damaged bat repaired, and it is now on permanent loan to the Museum at Lord’s.
“A Capital Return”, the now-traditional London mini-festival, began on
the 16th May. After the official business of the AGM, we were treated to an
extraordinary and fascinating account of one of the unrecorded cases, that of
Isadora Persano, victim of a certain remarkable worm, said to be unknown to
science. The speaker was our American member David Houle, making a very
welcome return to London.
On Friday we walked in the footsteps of Sherlock Holmes’s elder brother.
From Pall Mall, Marcus Geisser led us to the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office. In Mycroft Holmes’s time it was the Foreign and Colonial Office,
incorporating the India Office, and there are many reminders of the days of
Empire. Returning to Pall Mall, we passed “the little door on the Duke of
York’s steps”, once a discreet entrance to the Imperial German Embassy.
Our destination was the Athenaeum Club, thought by some to be the real
Diogenes Club, where we were Helen Dorey’s guests for tea. The next day,
a party from the Society visited the 300-acre Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew.
Our guides were asked to highlight plants mentioned in the canon, such as
copper beech, moss rose, hart’s-tongue fern and the specimens in the Alpine
House.
“A Capital Return” concluded on Sunday, with a visit, first, to the Old
Operating Theatre, installed in 1822 in the attic of St Thomas’ Church,
Southwark, then part of St Thomas’ Hospital. In recent years it has been
completely restored, and now gives an excellent impression of the sort of
training that Arthur Conan Doyle and John H Watson received. From
Southwark we went north to Charterhouse Square, a popular candidate for
the “real” Saxe-Coburg Square, and close to St Bartholomew’s Hospital.
The Charterhouse itself is a former Carthusian monastery, which since the
dissolution has been a private house, a ducal palace, an almshouse (which it
still is) and a school.
The Society’s late summer excursion, aptly branded “Oh! I Do Like to
Be Beside the Seaside!”, took us to Pegwell Bay on the Kent coast for the
weekend of the 20th-22nd September. The title, of course, is a nod to Basil
Rathbone’s performance of the Music Hall song in The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes. Highlights of the weekend included talks by Marcus Geisser and
Catherine Cooke on Kentish canonical connections; a morning in Whitstable,
long renowned for its native oysters and more recently famous as the home of
Peter Cushing, who portrayed Sherlock Holmes so authentically on screen; a
visit to the extraordinary museum at Quex Park, founded by Major Percy
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Powell-Cotton in 1896, initially for natural history specimens brought back
from India and Tibet; and a fascinating illustrated talk, “Along the Prom: A
Trip to the Victorian Seaside”, by Dr Kathryn Ferry, a historian of the architecture, design and culture of the British seaside.
The Richard Lancelyn Green Memorial Lecture, on the 17th October,
was given by Dr Laurance Donnelly, founder and first Chair of the Forensic
Geoscience Group of the Geological Society of London, and an Expert Adviser to the National Crime Agency. In his talk on “The Applications of
Geology to Police & Law Enforcement” he gave us new insight into the methods of Sherlock Holmes, the pioneer, and the methods of modern forensic
investigators. “Sedimentary, my dear Watson . . . .”
The last meeting of the year was the Annual Film Evening on the 15th
November, in the fin de siècle splendour of the Art Workers Guild in Bloomsbury, where Matthew Elliott presented a richly entertaining programme he
called “A Pawky Sense Of Humour”. The Great Detective has been the subject of comedy on screen since Sherlock Holmes Baffled in 1903. Matthew’s
chosen examples were the 1945 Rathbone classic The Woman in Green, given
the irreverent RiffTrax treatment, and a 1932 Czech film, Lelicek in the Services of Sherlock Holmes — a sort of parody of The Prisoner of Zenda.
Paul Thomas Miller, founder and sole member of The Shingle of
Southsea, created another Holmesian society in 2019. At sites.google.com/
site/doylesrotarycoffin is the website of Doyle’s Rotary Coffin, described by
Paul as “a society formed for the sole purpose of whole-heartedly and contrarily
enjoying stupid Holmesiana regardless of how canonical others consider it to
be.” The society’s motto is: No Holmes Barred — Especially Dreadful Holmes,
Bizarre Holmes and Sacrilegious Holmes. Membership is free, and the site includes, inter alia, instructions on making your own kinetic image of poor old
ACD spinning in his grave, and an amusing Holmes Parody, Pastiche and
Drama Adaptation Tolerance Game, with its own game board. The rules
are very much along the same lines as Beer Trek and should provide hours of
entertainment for many Sherlockians.
The Criterion restaurant, site of Dr Watson’s historic re-encounter with
“young Stamford”, after a brief spell as “Savini at Criterion”, is now Ristorante
Granaio, but the familiar name is still prominent outside. The bronze plaque
commissioned in 2012 by the Japan Sherlock Holmes Club for the exterior
wall, to replace the one that disappeared some years before, still awaits installation, alas. However, the plaque inside the restaurant remains, and there’s a
recent addition: a rather nice life-size figure of Holmes in plaster, with a
bronzed finish (it was beginning to look rather bashed about when I called
before Christmas).
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Meanwhile, one of the finest public statues of Sherlock Holmes has been
carted away for the second time, as visitors to the Edinburgh Festival discovered. Lesley Skoyles, our local correspondent, says: “Unfortunately there
have been major ongoing roadworks at Picardy Place and poor Mr Holmes
has been removed. As the work shows no signs of coming to an end any
time soon, we have no idea when he’ll be back in his usual spot.” But Conan
Doyle’s native city did have a sort of temporary replacement. In the summer,
Scotland held its first national public art trail, Oor Wullie’s BIG Bucket Trail,
hosted by Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, Aberdeen and Inverness. Since
appearing in the Sunday Post over 80 years ago, the cartoon character Oor
Wullie (“Our Willie”) has become an integral part of Scottish Heritage.
Along the same lines as London’s Elephant Parade and the Haslemere Hogs,
statues of Oor Wullie were designed by various artists and celebrities for a
national trail throughout Scotland, and sitting in the Old College Quad at
Edinburgh University was Oor Sherlock Holmes, a collaboration between
the artist Chris Rutterford and the best-selling crime writer Ian Rankin. At
auction in September he raised £7,500 for Edinburgh Children’s Hospital
Charity.
A different kind of statue was unveiled in our own town of Chelmsford
on the 12th May. The National Police Dogs Memorial is the work of a local
man, John Doubleday, sculptor of the statues of Sherlock Holmes at Baker
Street Station and in Meiringen. The memorial is the result of a campaign
launched by Paul Nicholls, a retired Essex Police Dog Handler, who is the
police officer depicted with a German Shepherd and a Cocker Spaniel. The
unveiling was performed by Cressida Dick, Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police.
Visitors to Baker Street over the Christmas period discovered that the
Marylebone Road intersection was graced by Christmas lights on the lamp
columns, in the shape of a goose with the Blue Carbuncle in its crop. This is
the first year that the Baker Street Quarter has had its own festive lighting,
and the various designs reflect people and events relevant to the area.
Our American cousins have long had their pick of many varied Sherlock
Holmes plays, but it seems that we in the U.K. are catching up. In 2019, we
could have enjoyed all the following, and no doubt many more:
• The Adventures of the Improvised Sherlock Holmes at Bristol Improv
Theatre.
• An excellent touring production of The Sign of Four by Blackeyed
Theatre, dramatised by Nick Lane for (appropriately) a cast of four.
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• A version of The Hound of the Baskervilles, adapted for children and
young people by Open Book Theatre.
• The premiere in Edinburgh of Sherlock Holmes: The Final Reckoning by
David Stuart Davies, featuring Michael Daviot and Mark Kydd.
• Robert Lloyd Parry’s virtuoso reading of The Creeping Man at Heffer’s
bookshop in Cambridge.
• Sherlock Holmes and the Vampyres of London by Richard Lloyd, at
Theatre Workshop, Coulsdon.
• The Devil’s Drum touring production of Life After Sherlock by Mike
Grogan.
• The Trial of Sherlock Holmes by Roger Utting, at the Milestone Centre,
Caversham.
• The delicious spoof of The Hound of the Baskervilles by Steven Canny
and John Nicholson, produced by Muttley & Minques, Upstairs at the
Gatehouse in Highgate.
• “An all-female 90-minute Victorian circus act called A Scandal in
Bohemia” dramatised and directed by Francesca De Sica for Struts &
Frets.
• A revival of Sherlock Holmes and the Invisible Thing by Greg Freeman,
at the Rudolf Steiner Theatre.
• Another hilarious parody of The Hound of the Baskervilles, dramatised
by Thomas Moore for a cast of two, on tour.
• 09 Lives’ attempt to do The Hound of the Baskervilles seriously in the
atmospheric setting of Abney Park Cemetery.
• Holmes and Watson investigate the murder of King Duncan in A
Scandal in Nova Alba by Orlando Pearson, performed by the Baker
Street Players at Undershaw.
• A Double Helping of Sherlock Holmes: two one-act plays by Daniel
McCrohon and Valerie Bird, performed by the Phoenix Players at
Trinity Church Theatre, Southsea.
• Sherlock Holmes and the Beast of Wherever We Are, a comedy by Geoff
Parker, presented by the Amateur Rural Society of Entertainers &
Singers, touring North Yorkshire.
• Sherlock Holmes and the Warlock of Whitechapel, the third gloriously
funny Holmes travesty by Julian Harries and Pat Whymark, touring
East Anglia.
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Meanwhile, location filming began on Enola Holmes, based on the novels
by Nancy Springer, with Millie Bobby Brown producing and starring in the
title role, Henry Cavill playing Enola’s brother Sherlock, and Helena Bonham-Carter as their mother. In July, while walking along Brick Lane, we
turned into Fournier Street, Spitalfields, to find that it had been given a rather
impressive Victorian makeover — and Roger without his camera! Crew
members informed us that shooting would begin the next day.
Like Enola Holmes, the Netflix series The Irregulars should reach the screen
in 2020. Location work began in September, Liverpool and Chester. The
writer Tom Bidwell said, “Sherlock Holmes [Henry Lloyd-Hughes] had a
group of street kids he’d use to help him gather clues, so our series is what if
Sherlock was a drug addict and a delinquent and the kids solve the whole
case whilst he takes credit?”
Final snippets . . . Basil Rathbone’s former home at Henley-on-Thames
was destroyed by fire on 19th March. Treetops, in Gillotts Lane, was valued
at £5 million and local police believe that the fire was started deliberately.
Fortunately, the building was uninhabited at the time.
In September, Mark Jones and Paul M Chapman launched a new podcast,
Doings of Doyle, which discusses a different work each month, everything
from his gothic and medical stories to the historical novels and spiritualism,
plus a bit of Sherlock Holmes. You’ll find it at https://doingsofdoyle.pod
bean.com/, and there’s a website at www.doingsofdoyle.com.
The 1960 facsimile of Beeton’s Christmas Annual for 1887, featuring the
first appearance of Holmes and Watson in A Study in Scarlet, is itself a rare
collectible now, as is John Gibson’s almost perfect facsimile of 1987. But in
2019 the Portsmouth publisher Matt Wingett made a really good Beeton’s
available at a mere £15.00 and in potentially unlimited numbers. Check the
website at https://www.lifeisamazing.co.uk/product/beetons-christmas-annual1887-facsimile-edition-a-study-in-scarlet-by-a-conan-doyle.
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Editor’s note: Reflecting on the continued evolution of the Baker Street
Almanac, this section has grown beyond its humble beginnings. What
started as a limited chronological listing of Sherlockian events and
quasi-travelogue now more accurately reflects the incredible depth
and breadth of Sherlockian activity across the United States. Included
are entries from 47 scions, societies, and other groups from 20 states
and regions. By no means is this list exhaustive. There are dozens of
scions and societies whose years-in-review were not included in this
section. If you do not find your scion or event on this list and would
like to be included in the “Sherlock in the U.S.A. 2020” section of
the 2021 Baker Street Almanac, please do not hesitate to contact me at
Sweeper887@gmail.com. — Monica Schmidt*

CALIFORNIA
Curious Collectors Of Baker Street “CCOBS” (Los Angeles) — Jerry Kegley
March 23, 2019

CCOBS 29th Anniversary

June 22, 2019

The Traveling Holmes

August 17, 2019

Watson at War

November 2, 2019

2019 Medal Quiz — Charles Augustus Milverton

The Curious Collectors of Baker Street were founded and have been presided over by Jerry Kegley, BSI and Chrys Kegley, BSI as Tin Boxes/Presidents
since its inception in 1990. We traditionally hold four or five events across
Los Angeles and its environs with a very irregular “Lost” meeting in New
York, NY, thrown into the mix from time to time. Commencing with our
anniversary meeting each year, the CCOBS kicked off 2019 in beautiful
downtown Burbank, CA. Author Michael Mallory (Enola Holmes series),
was the guest speaker. The usual mix of Canonical toasts, Service Awards,
and a Quiz on SOLI rounded out the program. The sunny Southern California climes found the Collectors picnicking at the Travel Town Railroad
Museum in June, where we looked at the great detective’s many modes of
travel. Willis Frick, operator of Sherlocktron, an internet information center
for Sherlock Holmes, was the featured speaker. In August, Watson’s service
to Queen and Country found an intimate group ensconced at the famed
*

These authors have retained copyright in their work published here: Dan Andriacco, Tom
Brydges, Elaine Coppola, Carla Coupe, Denny Dobry, Jerry Kegley, Michael McClure,
John S. Postovit, Troy Reynolds, Monica Schmidt, and Janice Weiner.
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Moun Of Tunis restaurant in Hollywood, CA, standing in for the wilds of
Afghanistan, where we dined on a traditional six-course Moroccan Feast
and enjoyed the engaging show of our enchanting belly dancer. As they say,
war is hell. 2019’s Annual Medal Quiz in November became lady’s night, as
top honors went to Joanne Zahorsky Reeves, who edged out Beth Gallego
for the coveted Maggie Schpak, BSI hand-crafted gold medal representing
Milverton’s safe. Radio host John Rabe presented an audio file of his recent
interview with author Nicholas Meyer, BSI regarding his new Sherlockian
tome. With that, the CCOBS closed their 29th year of keeping the Master’s
memory green in Southern California.
The Diogenes Club of Carmel-by-the-Sea — John S. Postovit
January 12, 2019

Dinner Meeting

March 9, 2019

Ladies’ Night

May 11, 2019

Dinner Meeting

July 13, 2019

Dinner Meeting

September 21, 2019

Dinner Meeting

November 9, 2019

Dinner Meeting

The first meeting of the Diogenes Club was held during April 1971, in
Pebble Beach, California. The name derives from the London club of which
Sherlock Holmes’ brother Mycroft was a member. The purpose of the Diogenes Club of Carmel-by-the-Sea is to recreate, for at least six evenings a year,
the relaxed atmosphere of a London men’s club of the Victorian era. Ever
since 1971, the Diogenes Club has met in black tie without fail every second
Saturday of odd-numbered months for dinner, drinks, discussion and Sherlockian scholarship. The Diogenes Club is thoroughly planted in the traditions of 1895, and as a result remains perhaps the only all-male group left in
the 21st Century.
Highlights of this year’s meetings included several presentations given by
new members prior to their induction into the Club. These included Mr.
John MacGlashan, a second-generation Sherlockian, plus Mr. Jeremy Laney
speaking on “Sherlock’s Many Foils”, and Mr. Mark Adams on “The Typewriter as Detective”. Two other highlights this year were the biennial Ladies’
Night in March, and an excellent speech by Mr. William MacKinnon:
“Rache, the Violent World of Jefferson Hope and Enoch J. Drebber: Conan
Doyle’s Utah”.
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Canonical study this year included “The Adventure of the Creeping
Man”, “The Adventure of the Veiled Lodger”, “The Valley of Fear” and “A
Study in Scarlet”. Dr. Bill Berg’s quizzes on these aforementioned stories
were, as always, “ridiculously easy”.
Sadly, two of our membership passed Over the Falls this year: Captain
Wayne Hughes and R. Jean Hubert III. They shall be missed.
Sherlockian visitors to Monterey, California are invited to attend a meeting, should they be in the area on the second Saturday of an odd-numbered
month. Please contact our Gasogene, Dr. Gary Taylor, for more information
at gtaylordoc@gmail.com.
The Knights of the Gnomon (Redwood City) — Marsha Pollak
January 7, 2019

Knights Celebrate Sherlock Holmes Birthday

March 4, 2019

Knights meet at the home of James Rutter

May 6, 2019

Knights meet at the home of Marguerite and Marc Kaufmann

July 1, 2019

Knights meet at the home of Marsha Pollak

September 16, 2019

Knights meet at home of Linda Johnson

November 4, 2019

Knights meet at the home of Dick Rutter

The Knights of the Gnomon, Redwood City, California Scion of the
Baker Street Irregulars of New York, began in 1978 after an eight-session
course on “Sherlock Holmes and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Today” taught by
Orval Graves through the Community Services Department of Cañada College in Redwood City. Some students from the class then met at the invitation
of Graves and decided to form a scion, and by August petitioned the Baker
Street Irregulars for official recognition. The gnomon is the part of the sundial
that casts a shadow, and Mr. Graves had a special interest in sundials, which
appeared several times in the Canon. A special sundial was made which has a
gnomon with a cut out in the shape of Holmes’ profile wearing a deerstalker.
Members meet on the first Monday night of every other month at the
home of different members. The sundial is in the middle of the room, and
placed on it are member pebbles/rocks, inscribed with name or initials, some
with the dancing men cipher.
At each meeting Starrett’s poem, 221B, is read by the host, minutes are
distributed and a quiz on an assigned story is given with discussion following.
After a show-and-tell session, refreshments are served.
2019 saw the production of the 40th anniversary edition of the society’s
journal, Shadows of the Gnomon, 26 years after the last issue! Contributions to
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this volume include scholarship, pastiche, history, poetry and members’
character biographies, with many color photos and illustrations. The society
continues much as it did 40 years ago and hopes to move forward as a scion
for many more.
January saw the Knights celebrating the 165th birthday of the Master at
Sultana Mediterranean Restaurant in Menlo Park on a very dark and stormy
night, which forced several to cancel. Later in the month, a tentative movie
outing to see the new Holmes and Watson film was cancelled due to its early
disappearance from the local movie houses. And, sadly, our long-time member Art Cohn died.
At the March meeting, the 40th anniversary edition of Shadows of the
Gnomon was distributed. Katherine Doar gave a book report on I, Holmes, a
comic book series now available in a collected edition. The Old Guaiacum
Test on The Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax was presented in the form
of a Sherlock Jeopardy quiz.
The May meeting found us listening to a book report by Maxine Reneker
on Robert Ryan’s The Sign of Fear and discussing The Golden Pince Nez after
taking the Old Guaiacum Test on the story. Later in the month we lost another long time and charter member, Dave Lamphier. Now we have but one
charter member remaining, Dick Rutter.
At the July meeting the Old Guaiacum Test was on The Devil’s Foot,
with discussion following. Marguerite Kaufman gave a book report on The
Man Who Would Be Sherlock: The Real-Life Adventures of Arthur Conan Doyle
by Christopher Sandford.
The September meeting was devoted to a discussion of The Illustrious
Client after the Old Guaiacum Test on the same story in the form of a
crossword puzzle. Dick Rutter reviewed Chemistry and Crime: From Sherlock
Holmes to Today’s Court Room, edited by Samuel Gerber.
In addition, the Knights had a theater outing a few days later, attending
the West Coast Premiere of Sherlock Holmes and the Mystery of the Crown
Jewel, a musical mystery adventure, at the Tabard Theater in San Jose.
At the November meeting the quiz and discussion were on The Adventure
of Shoscombe Old Place and everyone looked at the suspicious objects that
were detected among the ashes in the fireplace. Marsha Pollak reviewed The
Best of Friends, a compilation of 50 essays and articles chosen from the newsletter of the Friends of the Sherlock Holmes Collections at the University of
Minnesota Libraries. Later in the month, Marsha presented Erika Dowell,
Associate Director and Curator of Modern Books and Manuscripts at the
Lilly Library in Bloomington, Indiana, with a copy of the Knights 40th anniversary edition of the Shadows of the Gnomon.
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The Scowrers and Molly Maguires of San Francisco — Marsha Pollak
January 5, 2019

Happy Birthday Sherlock Meeting

April 28, 2019

Scowrers & Molly Maguires Spring Meeting

October 6, 2019

Scowrers & Molly Maguires Autumn Meeting

The Scowrers and Molly Maguires celebrated their 75th anniversary in
2019. Founded by friends William Anthony Parker White (better known by
his pen name, Anthony Boucher) and Joseph Henry Jackson, book editor of
the San Francisco Chronicle, the first meeting was held on March 31, 1944, at
Fred Solari’s Italian restaurant on Maiden Lane in San Francisco.
In its 75 years, there have been only three Bodymasters: Anthony Boucher
until 1958, Robert H. Steele until 1998, and now Marilyn MacGregor. As
Steele stated: “Bless the Ladies! . . . our most enlightened and distinguished
achievement was to be the very first Scion to admit women to full and equal
membership!”
The Scowrers meet irregularly, approximately three times a year, for lunch
at Delancey Street Restaurant, and a program of canonical toasts, the reading
of papers, discussion, and a quiz. Each meeting ends with a frightful pun.
The January meeting included a presentation by Ron White on A Sherlockian’s First Trip to London or the Wanderings of a Scowrer, which highlighted
Ron’s 15-hour walk through London that began at 5AM. Bruce Dettman
spoke on The Bloating of Baker Street, reporting on two books, Associates of
Sherlock Holmes and Further Associates of Sherlock Holmes by George Mann. The
quiz was on Canonical Gems. And of course, birthday cake was enjoyed.
The April meeting was the 75th Anniversary celebratory gathering. Toasts
were given, members stood on the terrace for member Art Cohn, and Ron
White distributed a new edition of the Vermissa Herald. Russell Merritt gave
a book review on The Case of the Baker Street Irregulars and Marsha Pollak
presented a paper on Lomax, Sub-Librarians, and the London Library. The
quiz was on Watson.
At the October meeting, Ron White unveiled the glasses — wine and
tumbler — that he designed and made to mark the occasion of the Scowrers’
75th anniversary. Maxine Reneker presented a paper on Watson, Lomax, and
the Goodly Volume: Some Observations on The Illustrious Client. The quiz was
on Canonical Books and Writings.
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CONNECTICUT
The Men on the Tor (Trumbull) — Greg Darak
May 19, 2019

Spring Dinner Meeting

October 20, 2019

Fall Dinner Meeting

The Men on the Tor was founded in April 1977 by Harold (Tyke) and
Theodora (Teddie) Niver of Rocky Hill, Connecticut. The name of the group
comes from the title of Chapter 11 of HOUN, “The Man on the Tor”. The
Nivers were trying to come up with a name for the new scion, and Peter Blau
pointed out that as they lived in Rocky Hill, and a tor was a rocky hill, the
name was a natural. (As should be obvious from the name Theodora, The
Men on the Tor was never a men-only group.) After leading the scion for a
full third of a century, the Nivers decided to retire and in 2010 passed the
leadership of the group on to Greg Darak and Mike Berdan.
At the 2019 spring meeting, we celebrated the 100th birthday of Gillette
Castle, home of Connecticut native William Gillette, the first great Holmes
of stage and screen. This brought back many memories to the long-standing
Men on the Tor members, as the scion used to have regular meetings at the
Castle years ago. A catered dinner at the Castle visitor center and an overview
of Gillette’s career as Holmes by Greg Darak was followed by an extended,
private nighttime tour of the Castle. Included in the cost of the meeting was a
donation to the non-profit Friends of Gillette Castle, who ended up receiving
$750.
Our fall meeting commemorated the 125th anniversary of Holmes’s return
from the Great Hiatus, and shared something he must have experienced
during his absence, we dined at The Tibetan Kitchen in Middletown, Connecticut’s only Tibetan restaurant. Other features of the evening were a talk
by Jeff Bradway that explained some of the mysteries involved in Holmes’s
travels, and a slide-show tour of late 20th-century Tibet by Mike Berdan.
The Men on the Tor meets biannually but with no fixed address. Instead,
we rotate dinner sites around the state so as to make it more equitable for our
members who mostly hail from different areas of Connecticut and Massachusetts. Generally speaking, we alternate meetings between the Hartford,
New Haven, and New London areas. Meetings typically consist of a lead
presentation given by a member or a visiting Sherlockian, canonical toasts, and
a quiz on the adventure of the evening, which is chosen based on the lead
presentation and the meeting venue.
On occasion, the meeting takes a less traditional track. For example, in the
spring of 2013, we met at the Devil’s Hopyard State Park in East Haddam
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where, at the park’s Chapman Falls, we recreated the meeting of Holmes
and Moriarty at the Reichenbach, with Harold Niver as Holmes, and Philip
Shreffler as Moriarty.
In 2014, we made an interesting discovery. Conan Doyle’s first visit to
the United States was his 1894 lecture tour. He gave only one talk in Connecticut, and we found that the auditorium in which he spoke, Slater Hall in
Norwich, is not only still standing in its Victorian splendor, but still being
used as an auditorium. We teamed up with the Norwich Historical Society,
which had been unaware of Doyle’s visit, to hold our meeting in the Hall.
Dressed in proper period costume, Jeff Bradway gave an edited version of
Conan Doyle’s original lecture, and we played the film interview Conan
Doyle gave in 1927. So almost 120 years to the day after his 1894 appearance,
Conan Doyle again spoke from the stage of Slater Hall.
Other memorable meetings include Lenny Picker’s learned examination
of the leading contenders for Jack the Ripper upon the 125th anniversary of
his reign of terror; and all three of member David Houle’s audio-visual tours
de force.
We’ve tried to carry on the established traditions of the group — a love of
the Canon, maintaining that Holmes and Watson really lived, and having fun.
The founders of the group, the Nivers, still attend meetings, and you may
even have met them — if you visited Gillette Castle on the right day, they
are the couple who are there greeting visitors as William and Helen Gillette.
The Cheshire Sherlock Holmes Society — Andrew Tranquilli
January 17

Meeting and discussion: The Six Napoleons

February 21

Meeting and discussion: The Three Students

March 5

Beginning of Adult Education Class “Sherlock Holmes: The Great Detective”
five sessions taught by scion members

March 21

Meeting featuring the Sherlock Holmes Mystery Puzzle Event

April 18

Meeting and discussion: The Golden Pince-Nez

April 25

Group expedition to The International Sherlock Holmes Exhibition in Liberty
Park, NJ

May 16

Meeting and discussion: The Missing Three-Quarter

May 19

Group attends the Men on the Tor Gillette Castle Centennial Dinner and
Private Tour of Gillette Castle

June 20

Meeting and discussion: The Abbey Grange

July 18

Meeting and discussion: The Second Stain
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August 15

Meeting featuring Holmes at the Movies

September 19

Meeting and discussion: The Valley of Fear

October 20

Group attends the Men on the Tor Great Hiatus Dinner at the Tibetan Kitchen
in Middletown

October 22

Beginning of Adult Education Class “Sherlock Holmes: The Novels” five
sessions taught by Andy Tranquilli

October 24

Meeting and discussion: Wisteria Lodge

November 2

Members attend the Cornish Horrors Annual Meeting Marking the 130th
Anniversary of the Events of The Adventure of the Crooked Man at the Hope
Club in Providence, RI

November 16

Scion group attends The Adventuresses of Sherlock Holmes Autumn Luncheon
at Tony di Napoli’s Restaurant in Manhattan

November 21

Meeting and discussion: The Red Circle

December 19

Meeting and discussion: The Bruce-Partington Plans and holiday party

The Cheshire Sherlock Holmes Society recently shortened their name from
“Through the Magnifying Glass: The Cheshire Sherlock Holmes Society”
to simply The Cheshire Sherlock Holmes Society (CSHS) for the sake of
clarity. The CSHS was founded by Andrew Tranquilli at a Sherlock Holmes
workshop in February of 2016. With the advantage of meeting monthly, these
fifteen to twenty Sherlockians have thus far held 47 monthly meetings at the
Cheshire Senior Center totaling over 120 hours of meetings plus over 470
hours of research and preparation in only four years. The scion has discussed
45 Canon stories based on literary style, deductive methods, forensics, Victorian history, and illustrative story props. The group has had special presentations
on many historical and Holmes topics such as Victorian women, Gothic
literature, film imposters, art in the blood, bicycles, rugby, broughams, consumption, Moriarty, the Pinkerton’s Detective Agency, the Molly Maguires,
voodoo, the Black Hand, William Gillette, pipe smoking, the treatment of
Italians and other ethnicities in the Canon, Beppo’s last name (we decided it
was Tranquilli), Andy’s rant on walking in Victorian shoes, Oxford or Cambridge (we just don’t care), dates in the Canon (we just don’t care), the history
of pencils, palimpsests, London fog, and Shakespearian allusions. An experiment on beeswing was recreated, and the theory of a happy ending for VALL
was proposed. The scion has made toasts, has sung songs (“Aunt Clara”), and
has recited the Musgrave Ritual, “221B”, and “A Long Evening with Holmes.”
The Cheshire Sherlockians have dined and attended the plays The Game is
Afoot! at the Ivoryton Playhouse and Baskerville at The Long Wharf Theatre
as a group. They have prepared a British Luncheon meeting on the Front
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Porch of the Center. The CSHS Sherlockians have shared collectables and
reported on books read. Sherlockian Danna Mancini created a Mystery Puzzle
Event Meeting this year featuring puzzles based on the Sacred Writings.
When an engineer goes wrong, he is the first of puzzle makers. He has nerve
and he has knowledge.
The scion has presented ten investitures to date: Ornela Blacker (Irene
Adler); Francis Blacker (Godfrey Norton); Susanne Deering (Violet Smith);
Joseph Gracie (Tantalus); Jose Rodriguez (Gasogene); Danna Mancini
(Mycroft Holmes); Rosemary Purdy (Helen Stoner); Deanna Todd (Violet
Hunter); Robert Hammerman (Inspector Stanley Hopkins); and Andrew
Tranquilli (Inspector Lestrade of Scotland Yard)
Sherlockians Andy Tranquilli and Danna Mancini have each received
two investitures this year from both the CSHS and The Men on the Tor.
Rules of the CSHS: There are no rules! If any member tries to make a
rule, it may be immediately replaced or rescinded by any other member, no
vote required. That being said, there are only suggestions: Read the story. Play
the Game. Be civil. Learn something. Play and have fun. (For information,
contact Andy “Inspector Lestrade of Scotland Yard” and “The Golden
Evening Light” at tranquilli@hotmail.com.)

ILLINOIS
The Hounds of the Baskerville (sic) (Chicago) — Donald J. Terras
October 4, 2019

Annual Dinner Meeting

The Hounds of the Baskerville (sic) met on Friday, October 4, 2019 for
their annual carousal in Baskerville Hall a.k.a Maggiano’s Restaurant in
Chicago suburban Skokie, IL. The night saw a total of forty-five Sherlockians
present to witness the time-honored traditions of Vincent Starrett’s Chicago
Chapter of the Baker Street Irregulars, started in 1943. First on the agenda
was the proverbial cocktail hour and a special edition of the Hounds’ “Books
Alive” event for agents of the Sherlockian press and published authors. The
event is so named after Mr. Starrett’s popular Chicago Tribune column.
Donald J. Terras then took to the lectern in his official capacity as Master of
the Hounds and noted that this was his fifteenth year as head Hound, announcing the program for the evening that included Mr. Michael F.
Whelan, BSI, better known as “Wiggins” of the Baker Street Irregulars and
who is also a long-time member of the Hounds. Mike provided a brief overview of the Baker Street Irregulars archive, which recently moved from Harvard’s Houghton Library to the Lilly Library at Indiana University. Canonical
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toasts were then proffered up and the group enjoyed a bountiful meal before
settling in for the after-dinner lecture by anthropologist and Sherlockian Dr.
Carlina de la Cova. Dr. de la Cova is Associate Professor of Anthropology at
The University of South Carolina and an avid Sherlockian who presented a
captivating lecture on Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s use of anthropological
themes and methods contemporary with The Hound of the Baskervilles to create
the setting and atmosphere, as well as drive the plot of the story. Afterwards,
Master Terras gave special recognition to David Pollak and Mike McKuras
who faithfully and tirelessly have supported their wives, prominent Holmesians,
Marsha and Julie (respectively), for decades on the trail of Sherlock. The
group then took the traditional Stand on the Terrace followed by long-time
Hound and Holmesian author, David Humphrey, who did an under-pressure
spot on recitation of Starrett’s 221B after technical problems beset the digital
recording done by Starrett. It is, after all, always 1895.
The Scotland Yarders of Chicago — Janice Weiner
January 15, 2019

General Meeting

March 12, 2019

General Meeting

May 14, 2019

General Meeting

September 10, 2019

General Meeting

November 16, 2019

Holiday Party

The Scotland Yarders was brought into being in 1988. We are named after
the now-closed Scotland Yard Books in Winnetka, IL, where the group was
created. We tend to meet on the second Tuesday in January, March, May,
and September, with our Holiday Party on a Saturday in November. We do
have a board and our board meetings are the first Monday in February, April,
June, August, October, and December. The board plans the meetings and
often does the setup for them. We are now a very small group whose general
meetings take place at a public library in nearby suburbs adjoining Chicago.
Because we meet in public libraries, we are open to walk-ins who are curious
about the meetings. The newsletter is sent by email to members (and various
other people) and gives details of where the upcoming meeting will be held.
Our January meeting was a viewing of an episode of the old Ellery Queen
TV show starring Jim Hutton. Our March meeting was a Canonical story
discussion led by Tom Joyce, who years ago ran a series of discussions of the
Canon at Scotland Yard Books. In May, Terry McCammon, a well-known
Sherlockian and Freemason, gave us an excellent talk about Freemasonry.
William “Beau” Meskan, a member of the Sherlockian coin-collecting scion
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(among other groups), gave us a humorous talk about British coins, their
unusual names, and the clever names many companies use on the stock market at our September meeting. Our November holiday party was at an area
restaurant. Our speaker was Xander “Guide” Sobecki, a martial arts master,
who told us about Victorian street fighting. He demonstrated some weapons
for us as part of his talk. It was an interesting evening.
The Chester Baskerville Society — Michael McClure
May 10, 2019

Meeting: The Empty House

July 12, 2019

Meeting: The Speckled Band

September 6, 2019

Meeting: The Red Headed League

December 6, 2019

Meeting: The Blue Carbuncle

The innovative endeavors of The Chester Baskerville Society’s 32nd year
(founded in 1988) would surprisingly put us on the minds of fans across the
world.
We celebrated Sherlock’s 165th birthday by attending a regional theater’s
showing of the Will Ferrell / John C. Reilly film “Holmes and Watson.”
Our intrepid crew was able to enjoy parts of this disparaged production since
our expectations were already set so very low. The Beacon Society honored
Mike McClure with their Susan Z. Diamond Beacon Award on January 12th,
in recognition of his efforts to introduce young people to the Master detective.
The Chester Baskerville Society has always supported the Popeye &
Friends Character Trail annual erections of character statues throughout our
city, and in 2019 we redoubled our efforts by unveiling two. Mike’s selections
were given the City council’s blessing in January and early sketches of the
proposed “Sherlock & Segar” statue were approved as bids were sought. Elzie
C. Segar, the creator of Popeye, was born in Chester, Illinois in 1894. He often incorporated the Sherlockian image or plot in his early comedic stylings.
After Popeye was introduced to the Thimble Theatre comic strip, in just a few
months Segar provided his one-eyed sailor a new occupation . . . enter Popeye the Detective. Since 2019 marked the 125th anniversary of Segar’s birth,
we created a life-sized tribute to the man, but dressed him in deerstalker and
Inverness cape as a shout-out to his compelling interest in the sleuth. The
proposed monument would be the first, permanent, granite statue honoring
Sherlock Holmes to be erected in the Americas. Astute visitors can find Canonical “Easter eggs” on most of the statues throughout the town.
The Chester Baskerville Society was featured on the March 15th podcast
of I Hear Of Sherlock Everywhere: Episode 164. Scott Monty and Burt
Wolder were delightful hosts that seemed thoroughly entertained with their
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interview of Mike. The statue’s clay maquette was approved in April and the
life-size granite tribute to Sherlock Holmes began its final phase.
Our May 10th meeting focused on “The Empty House” (with a premeeting viewing of Brett’s version), but also the night was filled with talk of
Sherlock’s influence on Segar’s work as an artist and a writer. “The Empty
House” and other adventures were used as inspirations for many of Segar’s
mystery plotlines.
We were well represented as we “hopped the pond” to visit London in
May. We were delighted to test our minds at “Sherlock: The Game Is Now,”
a 100-minute immersive escape game from the creators of the hit TV series.
The challenge features new original content from Cumberbatch, Freeman,
Scott and more. In fact, our team, comprised exclusively of CBS members,
ably defeated Moriarty and were ushered into the exclusive pub reserved for
those that stay the course. We paid homage at the required Sherlockian sites
throughout London, and enjoyed our just rewards at the “Sherlock Holmes”
pub in Northumberland Street. We appreciate the Sherlock Holmes Society
of London for maintaining the collection of memorabilia as a shrine for pilgrims in search of the Great Detective.
In June the concrete base for the Sherlock & Segar statue was poured in
the shape of a magnifying glass. Future aerial views (provided by Google maps)
will pinpoint the sleuth in the middle of his favorite style of lens.
Our July 12th meeting followed a viewing of Brett’s “The Speckled Band,”
and featured extended discussion, led by Rev. Justin Massey, of Dr. Roylott
and his time in India.
On August 19th, our campaign was launched to provide Canonical granite
pavers that would encircle the magnifying lens. After allowing local residents
and merchants an opportunity to donate, the remaining pavers were made
available to the Sherlockian world, to be engraved with the sixty adventures
that Conan Doyle penned (and their generous sponsor). The Canonical Circle
of Pavers now has an International scope with Sherlockian sponsorships from
around the globe.
On September 4th, the Sherlock & Segar statue was installed, and then
covered immediately to preserve the suspense pending its December unveiling
ceremony. On the following Saturday, Popeye’s Pups took their place in front
of Chester’s Firehouse . . . and Sherlockian teases were incorporated into the
engraved base, as is our custom.
The September 6th meeting featured discussion on “The Red-Headed
League,” led by two presenters: Elizabeth McClure and Clinton Fischer. Our
members always enjoy the pre-meeting movie (Brett’s version once again),
especially with their plates full of the themed repast Lady Baskerville prepares.
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September found us investigating the recently reconstructed Diagon Alley
at the Universal Studios theme park in Florida. Near a somewhat secret entrance to The Wizarding World of Harry Potter is a faux shop, the Screed
& Sons Bookstore. It was a delight to find many copies of Conan Doyle’s
adventures displayed in the over-crowded shelves pressed close to the window
. . . and of course volumes of “The Hound of the Baskervilles,” were the most
prominent of all.
Our December 6th meeting was appropriately themed around “The Blue
Carbuncle,” but the extended discussion focused on the logistics necessary for
the following day’s unveiling ceremony for our statue. When Saturday the
7th arrived, we had a fine turn out to pay homage to Sherlock & Segar. The
Chester High School Band played as Santa and Mrs. Claus arrived to help
our Mayor and County Commissioners with the unveiling. The Illinois House
of Representatives had earlier passed House Resolution No. 497 in honor of
Segar (mentioning his passion for Sherlock Holmes) and commending the
Popeye & Friends Character Trail for its tourism impact on the region, and
Representative Nathan Reitz read the proclamation to the audience’s delight.
Four different television networks covered the event. More information can
always be found at www.baskervilleproductions.com.
Torists International Sherlockian Society (Chicago) — Brenda Rossini
March 27, 2019

Meeting: Famous BSIs

May 27, 2019

Presentation at National Louis University

September 27, 2019

Meeting: Sherlockian game night

Founding Leader Upon the Tor, Donald Izban, organized this scion,
hosting with raucous aplomb. Emphasis lay in programs acknowledging
BSIs past, with commendable nods towards the erudite. Robert Sharfman
has assumed the role of Chief Steward and in that capacity will lead the
Torists as co-hosts of the annual Silver Blaze run with The Watsonians.
Beespeckled Band (Chicago) — Brenda Rossini
February 5, 2019

Meeting: The Dying Detective

May 7, 2019

Meeting: Lady Frances Carfax

June 25, 2019

Meeting: The Devil’s Foot

September 3, 2019

Meeting: His Last Bow

November 5, 2019

Meeting: The Illustrious Client
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Founded by Eli Lebow, the group discusses an assigned Canonical story,
with scholarly questions provided by a discussion leader. If any scion aspires
to the academic depth of the earliest Sherlockians, e.g., Monsignor Ronald
Knox, this one surely does.
Pondicherry Lodge (West Central Illinois) — Bill Denham
January 19, 2019

Meeting: The Dancing Men

February 16, 2019

Meeting: The Retired Colourman

March 16, 2019

Film: Sherlock Gnomes

April 13, 2019

Meeting: Charles Augustus Milverton

May 18, 2019

Dinner Meeting: The Six Napoleons

July 20, 2019

Meeting: Thor Bridge

September 21, 2019

Luncheon meeting (no case)

October 19, 2019

Meeting: The Priory School

November 16, 2019

Meeting: Shoscombe Old Place

Pondicherry Lodge is the Sherlock Holmes scion for west central Illinois.
Initially founded shortly after the conclusion of World War II by a group of
Springfield businessmen, it met for a number of years in a downtown Springfield hotel, but interest waned and the group disbanded in the mid-1950s.
The scion was revived in the mid-1980s and has been going strong ever since.
Our “home” case is The Sign of Four, where Pondicherry Lodge is a central
location. We regularly select a Sherlockian of the Year in our January meeting.
That member then retains possession of a replica crocodile statue which we
fondly refer to as the Jonathan Small Travelling Timber-Toe Trophy. Again,
refer to The Sign of Four (NOT, The Sign of the Four).
We meet nine times in the course of the year, taking a hiatus in June,
August, and December. Six of those get-togethers occur in a conference room
at the Springfield Scheels on Saturday mornings. However, we also have a
Sherlock Holmes film night at a member’s home. This past year we viewed
and discussed the fairly recent Sherlock Gnomes. We also have two dinner
meetings (one in Springfield and one in Jacksonville). For every meeting
except the film night, we discuss one of the Master’s cases. Although this
past year, we were collectively checking out a potential new venue and therefore decided to forgo a case and just enjoy each other’s company. We follow
Baring-Gould’s chronology of novellas first and then cases, looping back to
begin the cycle again once we reach His Last Bow. We have sometimes substituted pastiches, considered Edgar Allan Poe’s mysteries, or other works by
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Conan Doyle (some of his horror stories, for example). Our discussions frequently range far and wide and last about 90 minutes. Membership is diverse
in background and attendance averages a dozen members or more.
We advertise widely in the local media and have a website (sherlock.
lolopop.org). Among other points of interest (the scion’s schedule, etc.), the
web site contains copies of newsletters prepared and distributed after each
meeting.

IOWA
The Younger Stamfords (Iowa City) — Monica Schmidt
May 6, 2019

Spring Meeting: The Man with the Twisted Lip

September 21, 2019

Memorial meeting for Richard Caplan

October 29, 2019

Prairie Lights Nicholas Meyer Book Signing

November 4, 2019

Autumn Meeting: The Blue Carbuncle

The Younger Stamfords was founded by Dr. Richard (Dick) Caplan, BSI,
in 1988. Meetings usually occur on a Monday evening in May and November.
For the last several years, the traditional spring and autumn meetings have
been held in the library room at Vesta, a restaurant in Coralville, Iowa. The
members catch up with one another while sharing libations and a meal, followed by a presentation and a quiz. The May meeting included a presentation
on the topic of sociopathy by Monica Schmidt and a quiz on “The Man
with the Twisted Lip.” In August, Younger Stamfords founder Dr. Richard
Caplan, BSI, MD, passed over the Reichenbach at age 90. An irregular
meeting was held in September to allow members to gather and remember
our dear friend. In late October, University of Iowa alum (and illustrious
Sherlockian author), Nicholas Meyer held a book reading of his new Sherlock
Holmes book, “The Adventure of the Peculiar Protocols,” at Prairie Lights
Bookstore and several members were in attendance. The November meeting
was a bittersweet event — the first meeting in 31 years without Dick — but
it was healing for all to know the scion would continue on. A presentation
concerning an overview of Sherlockian community history was given by
Monica Schmidt, along with a quiz on “The Blue Carbuncle.” This meeting
was attended by not only Younger Stamfords members, but by visitors from
our sister scion, The Iowa Valley of Fear, and the presentation inspired the
creation of a Facebook page for all Sherlockians of Iowa (and friends) to
come together and share information (https://www.facebook.com/groups/
2337802746533706/). The Younger Stamfords can specifically be found at
www.icSherlock.org.
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Iowa Valley of Fear (Marshalltown) — P.J. Colbert
April 26, 2019

Spring Meeting: The Veiled Lodger

November 8, 2019

Autumn Meeting: The Illustrious Client

The Iowa Valley of Fear was organized by then President of Iowa Valley
Community College District, Dr. Paul Tambrino, and Marshalltown Community College faculty member PJ Colbert. Our first meeting was April 7,
1992, with the late Dr. Richard Caplan (Younger Stamfords) as our guest.
We have been meeting twice a year in fall and spring at various restaurants
and other venues ever since. Our programs have consisted of presentations
by two chiefs of police, the county sheriff, retired and current DCI staffers,
attorneys, BSI members, and faculty. We have occasionally viewed films and
stage productions. We are reading through the canon chronologically, skipping the novels, with a quiz written by the top scorer on the previous quiz.
Each meeting also features trivia and brain teasers.
On April 26, we had dinner at the historic Binford House in Marshalltown. The program was an update on the resentencing of the convicted
felon in a murder case that occurred thirty years ago. Iowa Valley of Fear
member and District Court Judge Bethany Currie was the speaker. The story
quiz was on “The Adventure of the Veiled Lodger.” The evening began with
trivia on famous hotels and circus history. On November 8, the dinner was
hosted at the new Marshalltown Police and Fire Station. Chief of Police
Michael Tupper, an IVF member, gave a private tour of the facility to our
group. The story quiz was on “The Adventure of the Illustrious Client.”
The Sign of the Four Cities (Quad Cities, Iowa and Illinois) — Susan Perry
January 24, 2019

Discussion: The Dying Detective

March 28, 2019

Discussion: The Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax

April 25, 2019

Discussion: The Devil’s Foot

June 24, 2019

Discussion: His Last Bow

July 22, 2019

Discussion: The Mazarin Stone

August 26, 2019

Discussion: The Problem of Thor Bridge

October 7, 2019

Discussion: The Creeping Man

November 11, 2019

Discussion: The Sussex Vampire

December 2, 2019

Discussion: The Three Garridebs
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The Sign of the Four Cities meets in the Quad Cities, four cities spanning
the Mississippi River, half in Iowa and half in Illinois. We meet nearly every
month to discuss a story from the Canon. Our group has met now for over
seven years, with the first six years at St. Ambrose University Library and the
last year at a home in Davenport, Iowa. We became a recognized Irregular
Scion Society on December 21, 2019, as The Sign of the Four Cities. We
have encouraged attendance at Sherlock Holmes conferences, participated in
the Iowa Valley of Fear/Younger Stamfords Facebook page and worked on
The Case of The Sherlock Holmes Sudoku Puzzle. We always enjoy tea and
British treats with our interesting discussions of the Canon. At our December
meeting, we planned a birthday party for January 6, 2020, to celebrate Mr.
Holmes’s 166th birthday.

KANSAS
The Great Alkali Plainsmen of Greater Kansas City — Dan Payton
February 10, 2019

Winter Meeting: The Musgrave Ritual

April 14, 2019

Spring Meeting: The Red-Headed League

June 23, 2019

Summer Meeting: The Dancing Men

August 25, 2019

Summer Meeting: A Review of Dan Payton’s Norwegian Explorers Presentation

October 13, 2019

Fall Meeting: The Devil’s Foot

December 7, 2019

The Feast of the Blue Carbuncle

The Great Alkali Plainsmen was founded in the autumn of 1963 by Ernest
Willer, Robert Willer and John Altman. After many years of inactivity, Dan
Payton and Scott Turner restarted the group in June 2018. Generally, we meet
bimonthly, usually on a Sunday afternoon, in a variety of locales. A typical
meeting would consist of a Canonical story discussion, a quiz and a summary
of Sherlockian activities around the country. We always close with a reading
of “221B” by Vincent Starrett. Our February meeting was led by Dan Payton
and we discussed MUSG. In April, Kari Coates reviewed REDH for us. Scott
Turner ushered the group through DANC in June. In August, Dan Payton
held the meeting at his home. We had a pot-luck dinner where he gave the
group a presentation on “Throughout the Canon, the United States is featured
prominently in many ways as a “Dark, Wicked and Strange” land. Did the Canon
create or did it reinforce the Victorian/Edwardian reader’s image of American as a
lawless, classless chaotic society?” This presentation had been recently given by
Dan at the 2019 Norwegian Explorers Triennial Conference in Minneapolis,
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MN. William Byrnes took us on a journey through DEVI in October. We
closed the year with our annual “Feast of the Blue Carbuncle” dinner celebrating our year together. We have both a web site (https://alkaliplainsmen.wixsite
.com/greatalkaliplainsmen) and a Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/
groups/2097385880520851/).

MARYLAND
Sherlockians of Baltimore — Greg D. Ruby
March 2, 2019

Meeting: The Three Garridebs

May 11, 2019

Meeting: The Three Students

August 24, 2019

Meeting: The Six Napoleons

November 23, 2019

Meeting: The Man with the Twisted Lip

In March, heavy rains and flooding didn’t dampen the spirits of the 13
Sherlockians and guests from attending the first mob of the Sherlockians of
Baltimore for 2019. Attendees discussed the recent BSI Weekend and the
Adventures of the Three Garridebs. Carla Coupe presented “A Convict Selden Seen,” which would later be published in The Baker Street Journal. While
all who attend SOB mobs are considered members, they may be elevated to
Certified SOB status (with a Baltimore-based investiture) upon completion
of a presentation, quiz preparation or leading a story discussion. Coupe earned
the investiture of Divine.
The SOBs celebrated their third anniversary with 22 in attendance at
this mob on May 11. Debbie Clark toasted Sherlock Holmes and Rachel
Leventhal toasted her investiture of the Maryland Science Center. Some
discussed the Pokemon: Detective Pikachu movie over lunch before engaging
in a discussion (led by Denny Dobry) of the Adventure of the Three Students,
followed by a quiz prepared by Gary Miller. Ross E. Davies presented a paper,
“More Morans,” and was honored as a Certified SOB with the investiture of
The Green Bag, which is the yearbook of Baltimore City College and also
the name of a law journal Davies edits.
On August 24th, the largest mob to date (29 attendees) of SOBs and
friends heard Ira Brad Matetsky present on Rex Stout’s involvement with the
Baker Street Irregulars. This was the first mob since the 2019 edition of the
club’s annual journal The Newspapers was published, and members eagerly
purchased copies. The Adventure of the Six Napoleons was the story du jour.
Bob Katz led the story discussion and Mike McSwiggin prepared the quiz on
the story. Both McSwiggin and Matetsky became Certified SOBs with inves-
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titures, respectively, of Read’s Drug Store and Charles Napoleon Bonaparte.
Art Renkwitz presented “Sherlock Holmes on Maryland’s Eastern Shore”
to the 18 attendees at the last mob of 2019 (November 23rd). The Man with
the Twisted Lip was the assigned story for this mob, with a quiz by Karen
Wilson and story discussion led by Tonya L. Spratt-Williams. Renkwitz
became a Certified SOB with his investiture of The Raven, and Williams also
became a Certified SOB with her investiture of Nipper.
Six Napoleons of Baltimore — Greg D. Ruby
March 11, 2019

Meeting: Shoscombe Old Place; Speaker: Evelyn Herzog

June 3, 2019

Meeting: A Study in Scarlet; Speaker: Jacquelynn Bost Morris

September 9, 2019

Meeting: The Mazarin Stone; Speaker: Beth Austin

December 9, 2019

Meeting: The Naval Treaty; Speaker: Karen Wilson

On March 11, for the first time in the 72+ year history of the Six Napoleons, the meeting was called to order with a female Napoleon in attendance
— Debbie Clark, installed as Napoleon CCLXVI at the previous meeting in
December. Greg Ruby was installed as Gasogene and Jack Anderson was
installed as Commissionaire by Harker William Stacy. Denny Lynch led a
discussion and a quiz based on the Adventure of Shoscombe Old Place.
Evelyn Herzog presented “1888 on Baker Street,” and was installed as Napoleon CCLXVII immediately after her presentation.
In June, Jacquelynn Bost Morris presented “Green is the Colour of My
True Love’s Death: Arsenic Through the Ages,” and became the newest
member of the Six Napoleons.
The Adventure of the Mazarin Stone was the story for the September
meeting of the Six Napoleons. Denny Lynch prepared a quiz on the story.
Beth Austin became a member of the Six Napoleons after her presentation
on Brain Fever and was able to wear the coveted Blue Carbuncle for the remainder of the dinner.
On December 9th, “Remarkable, but Eccentric: Sherlock Holmes, Violinist” was the subject for Karen Wilson’s presentation for membership in the Six
Napoleons. After her presentation, she was installed as Napoleon CCLXX
and wore the Blue Carbuncle for the remainder of the evening. Several
spouses joined the Napoleons in the holiday festivities and discussion of the
Adventure of the Naval Treaty.
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The Denizens of the Bar of Gold (Cambridge) — John Knud-Hansen
April 13, 2019

Spring Meeting

October 19, 2019

Autumn Meeting

The Denizens of the Bar of Gold first met on December 11, 1993 and was
formed by Mike Whelan (Wiggins Emeritus), Mary Ann Bradley, and Chris
and Joe Wilke. The meetings are twice a year, usually April and October, and
it is the only scion on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. They began in various
locales in Talbot County but over recent years have been held across the
Choptank River in the Cambridge Yacht Club. The leader (Official title:
The Rascally Lascar) for many years has been Art Renkwitz, BSI (“The Bar
of Gold”).
The spring meeting of 2019 was held on April 13, 2019 with about 35
attendees and, as usual, it began with a cash bar at 6:00 followed by various
announcements and a toast by Art to the Master. The story for the evening
was “The Blue Carbuncle” and there were both beginners’ level and experts’
level quizzes, written by Debbie Clark and Kathy Harig respectively, who had
the honor and misfortune of having won those categories at the last meeting.
The quizzes could be worked on throughout the meeting including during
dinner, which was a choice among filet mignon, chicken, and salmon. John
Knud-Hansen, BSI (“This Lascar Scoundrel”) presented a short talk about
goose anatomy (“Crop or Crap”) with a nod to Peter Blau. Pete Howell gave
the main presentation on two real-life cases that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle became involved in: Oscar Slater and George Edalji. This was very interesting and
well done. Stephen Oppenheimer read “The Beggar” by William C. Thomas.
Alice Zalik again had created a beautiful pillow appropriate to the story and
this was raffled off. The answers to the quizzes were read and the winner of
the beginners’ one was Cathy Stavely and the expert level was won by John
Knud-Hansen. “221B” by Vincent Starrett was read by Basil Rathbone by
way of electronic wizardry. As usual the meeting ended with John KnudHansen reciting “A Long Evening with Holmes” by William Schweikert.
The Fall meeting was held at the Cambridge Yacht Club on October 19,
2019. As usual the cash bar opened at 6:00 and at 6:40 Rascally Lascar Art
Renkwitz welcomed 35 or so attendees and presented new members their
certificates. The story for the evening was “The Adventure of the Red Circle”
and the quizzes were available at the beginning of the meeting for those who
wished to take them. The beginners’ level was written by Pete Howell, who
was pinch hitting for Cathy Stavely, and the experts’ level was written by
John Knud-Hansen. Stephen Oppenheimer read “The Beggar” by William
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C. Thomas. Art gave a toast to the Master and also the main presentation
based on article by Bret McCabe published in the Johns Hopkins Press entitled, “The Case of the Bivalve Epicure.” This presented a persuasive case
that Holmes’ love of oysters led him to Baltimore and then to the Eastern
Shore of Maryland. Tongue in cheek ain’t even close and a good time was
had by all. Alice Zalik had again created a beautiful pillow appropriate to the
story of the evening. After dinner the pillow was raffled off and the answers
to the quizzes were given. As usual the evening concluded with John KnudHansen reciting “A Long Evening with Holmes” by William Schweikert.
Scintillation of Scions XII (Baltimore) — Greg D. Ruby
June 7-8, 2019

Annual Conference

Over 80 Sherlockians converged on Elkridge, Maryland for this year’s
Scintillation of Scions XII. Attendees were able to mingle and converse during
the Friday evening cocktail reception. Saturday morning had folks arriving
early to check out the items for sale at the vendor tables and to place tickets in
the bag raffle. Speakers for the program included Mike McSwiggin, Crystal
Noll, Greg Ruby, Bob Katz, Liese Sherwood-Fabre, Heather Holloway,
Jane Almquist, Mary Alcaro and Burt Wolder. We are looking forward to
Scintillation of Scions XIII on June 12-14, 2020.
33rd running of the Silver Blaze (Southern Division; Baltimore) — Greg D. Ruby
June 9, 2019

Annual Event

The 5th race at Laurel Park this day had 16 Sherlockians cheering on
jockey Xavier Perez aboard Call Me Jelly Roll to victory for the Silver Blaze
(Southern Division).
Saturday with Sherlock Holmes at the Pratt (Baltimore) — Greg D. Ruby
November 9, 2019

Annual Event

This year’s program marks the 40th anniversary of the program begun by
the late Phil Sherman, BSI, in 1980 and the Six Napoleons of Baltimore,
Watson’s Tin Box and the Sherlockians of Baltimore were hosting this year.
William Hyder kicked off the program with a recollection of the previous 39
years. S.S. Van Dine’s 20 Rules for Writing Detective Fiction was the theme
for this year’s program and speakers Jacquelynn Morris, Vincent Wright, Dennis Lynch, Daniel Thomas, Evelyn Herzog, Gary Miller and Andy Solberg
covered all 20 rules during their presentations.
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MICHIGAN
The Ribston-Pippins (Royal Oak) — Regina Stinson
January 26, 2019

Meeting: The Three Gables

March 23, 2019

Meeting: The Gloria Scott

May 18, 2019

Special Guest Speaker on Beekeeping

July 20, 2019

Meeting: The Musgrave Ritual

November 16, 2019

31st Anniversary Dinner Meeting: A Study in Scarlet

The Ribston-Pippins was founded in 1988 by Regina Stinson, BSI, ASH,
etc., who has served as Gasogene these many years. Regular meetings usually
occur every other month until September when we normally have picnic meeting. (Our picnic meeting for 2019 was cancelled due to our Gasogene’s having
just had shoulder replacement surgery.)
For the last several years our scion has been meeting in the Clawson City
Hall building, but we were told we’d no longer be able to meet there after our
January meeting in 2019. Fortunately, one of our members, Muriel Versagi,
who works at the Royal Oak Historical Museum, was able to offer the museum
as a meeting place and we have been holding meetings there since March.
The only exception is our anniversary dinner, which is always at a restaurant.
Most of our meetings begin with a little socializing and then we get our
brains functioning with a game of “Crack the Case”. The game is fairly brief
and consists of a crime scenario read by one of the members while the remaining
members attempt to solve the mystery by asking “yes” or “no” questions in
round-robin fashion. Following that, we usually have a story discussion, a
presentation and a quiz created by our masterful quiz-maker, Leslie Brudne.
Afterwards, a prize is awarded to the winner and we finish the evening with
toasts to various characters from the story we just read. Our toasting is done
using sparkling apple juice (in keeping with our scion name), served in test
tubes.
We had just finished our last run through the Canon in January covering
the story, “The Three Gables”, at which Frank Hostnik gave an insightful
presentation on Maberley’s unpublished manuscript and a possible connection
to Adrian Conan Doyle. At that point it was decided to begin anew using
the Baring-Gould chronology. We began in March with “The Gloria Scott”.
Much to our delight, Roy Pilot was able to join us for the evening, bringing
some treasures from his vast collection of Sherlockiana/Doyleana, which
included a copy of The Strand Magazine with the original publication of
“The Gloria Scott”! In place of a story in May, we invited a special guest
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speaker, John Wilson, who gave a fascinating presentation about bees and
beekeeping. In addition to bringing several items connected with beekeeping,
including an empty beehive, John brought us some homemade mead to
sample! In July, we studied “The Musgrave Ritual”, at which we had two
fascinating presentations. First, Frank Hostnik gave an interesting talk on
the “Royal Oak” and its local connection. Next, Rich Krisciunas did a Power
Point presentation called: “No Collusion, but Much Obstruction”, which
discussed the questionable criminality of Holmes in some of his cases and why
he would never be convicted. To conclude another great year of “playing the
game”, the Ribston-Pippins celebrated their 31st anniversary in November with
a dinner meeting held at Montage Grill in Clawson, MI. Much camaraderie
was enjoyed. “A Study in Scarlet” was the story du jour, replete with quiz and
toasting. Regina Stinson gave a Power Point presentation on “Disguises in the
Canon” and we concluded with anniversary cake provided by the Hostniks!

MINNESOTA
The Norwegian Explorers (Minneapolis) — Tom Gottwalt and Julie McKuras
January 19, 2019

Study Group: The Veiled Lodger

January 27, 2019

Baker Street West

February 16, 2019

Study Group: The Sussex Vampire

March 16, 2019

Study Group: The Missing Three-Quarter

April 6, 2019

Red Throated League Performance: “The Adventure of the Superfluous
Pearl”

April 20, 2019

Study Group: The Abbey Grange

May 18, 2019

Study Group: The Devil’s Foot

June 15, 2019

Study Group: A Case of Premeditation

August 8-11, 2019

Triennial Conference

September 21, 2019

Study Group: The Dancing Men

October 19, 2019

Study Group: The Retired Colourman

November 16, 2019

Study Group: Charles Augustus Milverton

December 5, 2019

Annual Dinner

December 21, 2019

Study Group: The Six Napoleons

The Norwegian Explorers began their 72nd year as a scion society of the
Baker Street Irregulars with what might be called a low point; a January 5 film
viewing of “Holmes and Watson” starring Will Ferrell and John C. Reilly at
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the ICON Theater, noted only for “a great supporting cast.”
The Explorers’ monthly Study Group is held at various libraries throughout the Twin Cities and gives members an opportunity to visit, have a “show
and tell” about their latest acquisitions or travels, exchange tips about new
books and Sherlockian news, and delve into the story of the month. Members
Steve Schier, Mary Loving, Steve Miller, and Kristi Iverson alternate in the
role of discussion leader. Each leader researches interesting aspects of the
stories and prepares discussion questions and topics in advance for the members to deliberate on and express opinions about during the lively discussion
and debate. The first meeting of the New Year was held on January 19 to
discuss “The Veiled Lodger.”
Our traditional Baker Street West dinner took place on the January 27 at
Fitzgerald’s on Cathedral Hill in St. Paul with news of the recent Sherlock
Holmes Birthday Weekend in New York, and on January 31 a number of
Explorers attended the lecture “Sherlock Holmes, the First Fandom” hosted
by the Minnesota Historical Society at St. Paul’s Alexander Ramsey House.
The February 16 Study Group convened to debate such topics as wicked
siblings and vampire literature in “The Sussex Vampire.” March 16 was the
date the group scrutinized various points of “The Missing Three-Quarter.”
The Red-Throated League successfully performed “The Adventure of the
Superfluous Pearl,” written by Edith Meiser, on April 6 to an appreciative
audience at the Andersen Library. April 20 found the Study Group expressing
their thoughts about Holmes acting as judge and Watson as jury in “The
Abbey Grange.” Next up on the calendar was the May 18 examination of
“The Devil’s Foot.”
On June 15, the last session before the summer break, the non-Canonical
R. Austin Freeman’s “A Case of Premeditation,” a Doctor Thorndyke mystery,
was discussed. The first event of summer was the Twin Cities Antiquarian
Rare Book Fair, held at the State Fairgrounds June 28-29. A good number
of those Explorers who attended probably wished they had a friend like
Holmes to lock away their wallet.
Many months of planning culminated with the August 8-11 conference
“Dark Places, Wicked Companions, and Strange Experiences.” Attendees
from throughout the U.S. and Canada heard a talented slate of speakers.
Ross Davies, Regina Stinson, David Harnois, Jeffrey Hatcher, Alan Rettig,
Barbara Rusch, Dan Polvere, Carlina de la Cova, Cheryll Fong, Dan Payton,
Shannon Carlisle and a panel with Judy Margolin, Mike McKuras and Barbara Shaw (who endure and live with Sherlockians), all gave stirring talks
with ties to the conference theme. Our banquet featured Bill Mason as our
speaker, toasts, and an auction led by Peter Blau. The weekend closed with a
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performance by The Red-Throated League of the final climactic scenes from
“The Hound of the Baskervilles.” All had the opportunity to visit the exhibit
of materials from the Sherlock Holmes Collections at the Andersen Library
and new lapel pins were debuted over that weekend. Co-Chairs Julie McKuras
and Gary Thaden and their hard-working committee have taken a welldeserved break but planning will begin soon for a summer 2022 conference,
date to be determined.
September 21 marked the end of the Study Group’s summer hiatus with a
conversation about “The Dancing Men.” Sherlock Holmes Collections Curator Timothy Johnson and Julie McKuras both presented talks at The Left
Coast Sherlockian Symposium in Portland, Oregon October 12-13. “The
Retired Colourman” was next up on October 19 for the Study Group and the
November 16 session featured the repulsive “Charles Augustus Milverton.”
The December 5 Annual Dinner, featuring traditional English fare, was
held at the Minneapolis Golf Club. A record number of our members attended to hear our guest speaker Nicholas Meyer. After dinner a brief business
meeting and election were held, and a check for $3,221 resulting from the
conference profit was presented to Tim Johnson for the Library’s Collections.
We also enjoyed toasts, limericks, and Canonical Carols. Two members of
our group, Richard Caplan and Bill Goodrich, who passed away this year
were remembered in a Stand Upon the Terrace. Each attendee received a
copy of the Norwegian Explorers Christmas Annual, and Sigerson Awards
were given to each author. The highlight of the evening was the talk given
by Nicholas Meyer about Sherlock Holmes, his own career, and his new
book The Adventure of the Peculiar Protocols. Many of those in attendance had
Mr. Meyer sign their copies of this book as well as his previous works.
2019 closed with several members attending “Sherlock Holmes and the
Case of the Christmas Carol” at the James J. Hill House during its December
run, and the December 21 group discussion of “The Six Napoleons.”
The Baker Street Journal’s Christmas Annual was also published in December. This year’s annual featured new biographical material about Minnesota
native William S. Baring-Gould from the Library’s Special Collections. The
volume was authored by Norwegian Explorers Julie McKuras, Tim Johnson,
Dick Sveum, and Gary Thaden.
Over the course of the year, President Tom Gottwalt kept members well
advised of events and conferences, the upcoming BSI weekend, and new films
and plays on the horizon. Phil Bergem continued as Vice President and
Treasurer, as well as editor of our newsletter “Explorations.” 2020 promises to
be another interesting year of growth and study for the Norwegian Explorers
and we hope that many of you have the opportunity to join us.
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MISSOURI
The Parallel Case of St. Louis — Rob Nunn
February 9, 2019

Meeting: The Musgrave Ritual

March 9, 2019

Meeting: The Reigate Squire

May 11, 2019

Meeting: The Crooked Man

July 13, 2019

Meeting: The Resident Patient

August 3, 2019

Movie Night: Basil Rathbone’s “The Hound of the Baskervilles” and “They
Might be Giants”

September 14, 2019 Meeting: The Greek Interpreter
November 3, 2019

Group Outing: “The Game’s Afoot” at the Kirkwood Theatre Guild

November 9, 2019

Meeting: The Naval Treaty

The Parallel Case of St. Louis was founded by Joe Eckrich, BSI, in 1988
as an informal Sherlockian discussion group. We meet on the second Saturday
of every other month to discuss a particular story, share news, discuss Sherlockiana, and host giveaways. There are no presentations or quizzes scheduled
at our meetings; the format is more like a book club that allows everyone to
share their thoughts on that month’s story. For the past few years, we have
met in a branch of the St. Louis Public Library, but after filling the meeting
room to capacity for numerous meetings this year, we’ve decided to hold our
meetings at The Ethical Society of St. Louis starting in 2020.
Along with the six scheduled meetings, we also try to have one or two
social gatherings each year. This year we hosted a double feature movie
night with Basil Rathbone’s “Hound” and “They Might Be Giants” where we
were able to gain a few new members. We also had a group outing for dinner
and a local theater group’s performance of Ken Ludwig’s “The Game’s Afoot.”
The Parallel Case’s meetings are recapped on our blog, The Parallelogram
(http://parallelogramstl.blogspot.com/) and in the off months, we post an
article written by one of our members and their interests in Sherlockiana. This
year’s posts were:
April — Collecting by Joe Eckrich
June — The Family Life of Queen Victoria by Stacey Bregenzer
August — A Retrospective on “Elementary” by Adam Presswood
October — Diogenes and Silence by Michael Waxenberg
December — Why I Like Watson, or Helping Others Achieve Their Potential by Nellie Brown

A planning committee has also been hard at work this year to get ready for
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lockians from all across the country to spend a few days in St. Louis getting
to view the St. Louis Sherlock Holmes Research Collection at the public
library, hear a great panel of Sherlockian speakers, and see just how much
fun you can cram into a weekend in St. Louis. Come at once if convenient!

NEBRASKA
Omaha Sherlockian Society — Stan Wileman
January 12, 2019

Sherlock’s birthday meeting: The Adventure of the Empty House

February 9, 2019

Meeting: “Mycroft and Sherlock” by Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Anna
Waterhouse.

March 9, 2019

Meeting: The Golden Pince-Nez

April 13, 2019

Meeting: The Three Students

May 11, 2019

Meeting: The Solitary Cyclist

June 8, 2019

Meeting: Black Peter

July 13, 2019

Meeting: The Norwood Builder

August 10, 2019

Meeting: The Bruce-Partington Plans

September 14, 2019

Meeting: The Veiled Lodger

October 12, 2019

Meeting: The Sussex Vampire

November 9, 2019

Meeting: The Missing Three-Quarter

November 26, 2019

Annual dinner meeting at Jerico’s Restaurant: Presentations: Irregulars &
The Connection to Omaha, Robert E. Bernier; How Much is that in Real
Money, Stanley Wileman

December 14, 2019

Meeting: The Abbey Grange

The Omaha Sherlockian Society was originally organized by Carl Wirth
in October 2010. The group became a scion society of the BSI on October 24,
2016. It meets on the second Saturday of each month. Meetings usually begin
with notes of recent events of interest to Sherlockians, and then proceed to a
discussion of either a story from the Canon, or a pastiche. The stories from
the Canon are currently covered in the order in which it is expected they
were written.
The society additionally has an annual dinner meeting, usually in October,
to celebrate its founding. One or more members make presentations at the
dinner.
Other Activities in 2019: In January, the display case in the Omaha Public
Library where the group meets was filled with items related to Sherlock
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Holmes for the month. On May 11, a number of the members went to see
“Baskerville” at the Bellevue (NE) Little Theatre. This play was a quite good
adaptation of “The Hound of the Baskervilles” and was enjoyed by those
attending. On August 9-11, a group of the members were not present at the
August 10 meeting as they trekked to Minneapolis for the Norwegian Explorers triennial conference, this year titled “Dark Places, Wicked Companions,
and Strange Experiences.” On October 31, The Circle Theatre (Omaha, NE)
presented “An Evening of Sherlock Holmes Stories.” The first, “The Adventures of the Noble Bachelor,” was strongly based on the Doyle story. The
second, “Sherlock Holmes: The Baker Street Irregulars,” was based on
graphic novels. A member viewed the productions and reported on them to
the membership. On November 9, three members of the group went to
Bloomington, Indiana for the BSI Lilly Library meeting. And on December
5, a member went to the Norwegian Explorers annual dinner to hear a talk
by Nicholas Meyer, author of “The Adventure of the Peculiar Protocols”
and several other Sherlockian pastiches.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Sherlock Holmes Club of the Upper Valley — Tom Brydges
January 4, 2019

Birthday Luncheon; Speaker: Hilary Llewelyn-Thomas — Doyle around her
Christmas tree

February 26, 2019

Speaker: Guy Collins — Detecting the Divine: Adventures of Clerics in the
Canon

March 19, 2019

Speaker: Mike Backman — Mormons in the Canon

April 16, 2019

Speaker: Christie Harner — The Empire in Fiction

May 14, 2019

Screening: the first of Vasily Livanov’s Adventures

June 19, 2019

Summer Luncheon; Speaker: John Tiholiz — Martha but not Hudson in
The Last Bow

September 3, 2019

Speaker: Paul Etkind — Sherlock Holmes and Forensics

October 24, 2019

Speaker: Ernie Drown — Fictional Contemporaries of SH

The Sherlock Holmes Club of the Upper Valley is a Scion Society established in Hanover, NH in 2006 with the goals of ‘fun and learning’ from
activities related to the world of Sherlock Holmes. We are now in our fourteenth year, meeting monthly during the school year, and including of course
a birthday celebration in January.
Our meetings have often been built around one or more canon stories. It
has proved popular to discuss the stories of course, but also to address ‘topics’
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arising in them. For example, what was medicine like in 1878? And what
was the British army doing in Afghanistan then? What was the life of a governess really like? How about the history of submarines? Of linoleum? It’s so
easy now for members to do a little internet or other investigation and then
report on a topic, and this almost always stimulates a good discussion. We
have learned a great deal about Victorian/Edwardian times and many other
subjects this way — perhaps not knowledge essential to life, but fascinating.
We have also had speakers, discussed Doyle’s life and non-SH writing,
watched videos and listened to SH radio. We have basically not branched
away from SH and Doyle.
This past year has been a Speakers Year, and this has proved extremely
popular. In January, we held our annual Shepherd’s Pie luncheon. Our member and creative writer Hilary Llewelyn-Thomas imagined a Discourse with
Doyle around her Christmas tree. Use of fingerprints was one topic discussed
with him. February brought Episcopal Rector Guy Collins, who presented
‘Detecting the Divine: Adventures of Clerics in the Canon’ — Religion in
SH times and a suggestion that SH’s main college subject was Theology! In
March, community member Mike Backman gave a presentation on Mormons
in the Canon, and how that related to actual Mormon history and how
Mormons were regarded in Victorian England. In April, Dartmouth English
Lecturer Christie Harner presented ‘The Empire in Fiction’ — based on a
course she teaches and of course covering SH. During our May meeting, we
watched the first of Vasily Livanov’s ‘Adventures’ films — it didn’t get the
plaudits I anticipated. In June, our summer luncheon with member John
Tiholiz looking deeply into Martha Hudson, and concluding she was not
the Martha present when Von Bork was captured — for one thing, Watson
never spoke familiarly to her. In September, member Paul Etkind presented
a program on Sherlockian Forensics, including featuring the first BBC forensics program with another later for episode 2. October brought community
member Ernie Drown presented ‘Fictional Contemporaries of SH’, with
recommendations as to good and not so good ones.
In January 2020, we held our birthday luncheon featured Ann McClellan
speaking of her book “Sherlock’s World: Fan Fiction and the Reimagining
of BBC’s Sherlock,” which was reviewed in last summer’s BSJ.
We would warmly welcome any travelling Sherlockians to our meetings
or for discussions. If you are coming our way, please contact me at tombrydges3
@gmail.com.
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NEW YORK
The Hudson Valley Sciontists — Lou Lewis
June 2, 2019

Spring Dinner

October 13, 2019

Autumn Dinner

The Hudson Valley Sciontists was founded in 1972 by Al (BSI) and Julie
Rosenblatt (ASH, BSI), Glenn Laxton (BSI), and Joe McGowan. Lou Lewis
(BSI) and Candy Lewis (BSI, ASH) assumed the administration of the biannual dinner gatherings in 1980. We currently have a mailing list of about
100 members and usually have 50 to 60 present for the dinners which — since
2000 — have been held semi-annually at Vassar College’s Alumni House.
The Spring and Fall 2019 meeting programs were each loaded with interesting
presentations. The Spring meeting was enlivened by toasts: Tyler Jones: Toast
to Her Imperial Majesty, Queen Victoria; Joan Blanksteen: To Mrs. Hudson
and Ira B. Matetsky: A Lawyer’s Tribute to Irene Adler. The speakers: Harrison Hunt: The Adair Murder; Albert Rosenblatt and Jennifer Spiegel:
Discovering Sherlock Holmes: Beyond Reichenbach Falls. Joe Spiegel: Coal
Tar Derivatives and Sherlock Holmes in the Patent Literature; Don Delaney:
The Nefarious Moriarty. Discussion: Lots of Comments from members. Our
meetings are invariably concluded with a joint recitation of “A Long Evening
with Holmes” by William B. Schweickert. The Fall meeting presentations
included: Harrison Hunt’s Toast to His Majesty, King George V. Will and
Marion Walsh: reading a short play by William Hyder, entitled “Helping Mr.
Holmes”; Charles Blanksteen’s (BSI) presentation on “The Guns of Thor
Bridge.” Dana Gavin’s erudite talk on “[O]f whom I know nothing save that
she was past her prime:” Representations of Women in “The Problem of Thor
Bridge”; Ira Matetsky (ASH, BSI): “Remarks on a Thor Subject.” In addition,
we traditionally “Stand upon the Terrace” to hear Julie Rosenblatt speak to the
lives of members who have been lost in the previous year. Our Spring 2020
meeting has not been scheduled as of this writing. It will likely be in June.
The Three Garridebs of Westchester County — Troy Reynolds
January 26, 2019

Story meeting: A Case of Identity

March 23, 2019

Story meeting: The Crooked Man

May 18, 2019

Story meeting: The Veiled Lodger

July 28, 2019

Annual awards luncheon

September 21, 2019

Story meeting: The Sign of the Four
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November 23, 2019

Story meeting: The Sign of the Four

December 29, 2019

Blue Carbuncle luncheon

For the past 46 years, The Three Garridebs of Westchester County has
welcomed Sherlockians from the Lower Hudson Valley and further afield.
The scion remains extremely active with five story meetings and two special
luncheons each year, and in recent years we have called the Hastings-onHudson library home for our regular meetings. We began 2019 by celebrating
Sherlock’s 165th birthday and continuing our “Women in Distress” story
theme. (The Garridebs’ year runs from September through July, as the group’s
first meeting was held in August of 1973. Our story themes, which we’ve been
doing for the past few years, follow the same schedule.)
The meetings are lively and entertaining, a combination of scholarship and
frivolity. The scion allows anyone to volunteer to present a short paper at the
regular meetings, and we had several excellent presentations this year. The
highlights included a defense of Lestrade’s reputation, a look at the Andaman
Islands and the penal colony there, an examination of the route the chase of
Jonathan Small took along the Thames, and a photo slideshow from one
member’s trip to the Agra fort. And what would a Sherlockian gathering be
without discussion — both organized and impromptu? We engaged in plenty
of both, sharing insights and opinions.
In addition to the planned discussions of the stories, we set aside a portion
of the meetings for “Watson Time,” a chance to share passages from the
month’s story that are particularly striking or memorable for the writing itself.
It’s a way to pay tribute to the art and talent of the author. We’ve also recently
added a section for reviews and sharing of short pieces or art. For example,
this year we heard a review of the latest Nicholas Meyer pastiche and several
poems, such as “The Inner Room” by Arthur Conan Doyle and “The Old Tin
Box” by Jay Finley Christ.
On the lighter side, we often include games. To tie in with our meeting
on “A Case of Identity,” we played “Identify That Sherlock.” Attendees were
shown photos and video clips and were asked to identify the actors playing
Holmes and Watson as well as the movies and TV shows from which the clips
were selected. As “The Crooked Man” deals with members of the British
army, we played a Sherlockian-themed game of Risk. Teams attempted to
take control of Europe and North Africa by answering a mixture of general
history and Sherlockian questions. And in September, we played “Tonga,” a
Sherlockian-themed bingo. To make it slightly more challenging, participants
had to decipher clues in order to determine which spaces to cover.
Members also shared a number of interesting Show-and-Tell items, such
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as a set of Sherlockian cigarette cards, original framed pages of The Sign of the
Four from Lippincott’s, an original copy of Frank Morley’s Sherlock Holmes
crossword in The Saturday Review of Literature, and several issues of Shades
of Sherlock, a magazine published by The Three Students Plus, which was a
precursor to The Three Garridebs.
Each July, we hold an awards luncheon to recognize the best contributions
during the year, and we were pleased to hand out a number of honors in 2019.
Will Walsh received the Georgia Amick Award for scholarly excellence for
his paper on astronaut Harrison Schmitt and the naming of the Sherlock
crater on the moon. The Robert N. Brodie Award for best toast went to Paul
and Sheya Astle for their toast to Watson’s first wife. Becca Reynolds earned
the Michael Leighton Visual Award for best Sherlockian photograph, while
Greg Darak received the Jan Stauber Blue Carbuncle Rubber Goose Award
for his contributions to the festive spirit of the annual Blue Carbuncle
luncheon. Cheryl Hayden was the recipient of a letter from Queen Victoria
for her efforts to organize a Sherlock Holmes birthday celebration at Barnes
and Noble in January. The William P. Schweickert Fellowship Award was
bestowed upon longtime Garrideb Dante Torrese. And we were pleased to
present Bob Ludemann with the investiture “Our Wild West Friend.”
In September, we kicked off a new story theme, “Secrets From the Past,”
with the first of two meetings devoted to The Sign of the Four. We finished
the year with our annual Blue Carbuncle luncheon, celebrating the classic
holiday tale. This year, the usual Sherlockian carol singalong was complemented by a dramatic reading of the opening scene of “The Blue Carbuncle.”
Unfortunately, we record with sadness the passing of Robert E. Thomalen
(“The Three Garridebs” in the BSI), one of the earliest Garridebs, an officer
of the scion from 1979 to 1993, and a friend and mentor to many current
Garridebs. We will continue to honor his legacy.
The scion heads into 2020 in a strong state. Our meetings are wellattended, and new members or visitors are always welcome. Check out the
website for information on the scion and upcoming meetings: http://3garridebs.
homestead.com. As we continue toward our 50th anniversary in 2023, exciting
things are in store.
The Priory Scholars of New York City — Nick Martorelli
May 4, 2019

Spring Meeting: A Study in Scarlet

July 27, 2019

Summer Meeting: The Abbey Grange

October 19, 2019

Fall Meeting: Lady Francis Carfax
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Founded in 1954 by Chris Steinbrunner and friends, The Priory Scholars of NYC marked its 65th anniversary this year. Brunch meetings occur
seasonally on Saturdays at The Churchill Tavern in Manhattan. The program consists of toasts and a quiz over lunch, followed by a thorough discussion of a single story assigned before the meeting. Also assigned are short
presentations offered by the members, the content of which is specific to the
story under discussion. These presentations are selected and designed to enhance the group’s understanding of either a specific detail in the story, or
else the general historical context from which the story comes. The challenge proposed when these presentations are assigned is one of deepening
our appreciation of the case — what would the original readers of the Strand
Magazine know that we do not understand? Standout presentations over the
years include a discussion of the importance of bicycles to the independence
of Victorian women, an analysis of Sherlock’s acting training in how he approaches the art of disguise, multiple investigations into Watson’s skill as a
doctor and the limits of medical knowledge at the time, and many other
presentations too numerous to mention. The discussion begins with a short,
often humorous, summary of the story at hand, including summaries of The
Speckled Band (from the snake’s point of view), The Six Napoleons (told by
the busts themselves in a testimonial style), and Silver Blaze (as a series of
clickbait headlines.) Meetings then conclude with a singing of the school
song.
In 2019, the Scholars read and discussed our first novel in May, and three
scholars tasked with summarizing A Study in Scarlet in under a minute all
mentioned the Mormon section. Some group time was spent discussing how
the Mormon section fits into the adventure as a whole. The summer meeting
centered on Abbey Grange, and the fall meeting was about Lady Frances
Carfax. You can stay in touch with the Priory Scholars through our website
or Facebook, and you can follow us on Twitter @PrioryNYC. Meetings for
2020 will be held April 18, July 11, and October 17, with stories still be to
be announced.

OHIO
The Tankerville Club of Cincinnati — Dan Andriacco
March 1, 2019

Winter Meeting

April 27, 2019

Annual Party

June 14, 2019

Spring Meeting

August 24, 2019

Film Festival
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September 20, 2019

Summer Meeting

December 13, 2019

Autumn Meeting

The Tankerville Club of Cincinnati was founded in 1976 by Paul D.
Herbert, BSI, as Official Secretary. Paul passed beyond the Reichenbach in
2018 and was succeeded (but not replaced) by Dan Andriacco, who holds
the new title of Most Scandalous Member. The Tankerville is the only club
mentioned in the Canon twice: Sherlock Holmes saved Major Prendergast
“in the Tankerville Club scandal” (FIVE) and Col. Sebastian Moran was a
member (EMPT).
Col. Moran’s fellow members in Cincinnati meet quarterly for dinner and
typical scion society activities. These include toasts, a quiz, a story discussion
(proceeding through the Canon in Doubleday order), sometimes a speaker, a
show-and-tell of recent Sherlockian acquisitions, reports by members who
have attended Sherlockian events elsewhere, an auction of books for the
benefit of two memorial funds (the Paul D. Herbert Founder’s Fund and the
R. Joel Senter Sr. Fund) that support club activities, and a reading of “221B.”
Attendance at meetings generally numbers 30-35 members, including one
stalwart couple who have been making a two-hour trek to southern Ohio
from the Columbus, Ohio, area since the 1980s.
Highlights of 2019 included visits from “Wiggins,” who toasted Mr.
Holmes in March; Regina Stinson, who spoke on “The Film Life of Sherlock
Holmes” at the club’s first film festival in August; Bill Mason, who regaled us
with a presentation on “Show-Off Holmes” in September; and Ann Margaret
Lewis, who led club members in Blue Carbuncle carols and performed two
solos in December.
As an extra-curricular activity, a Baker Street dozen members attended
the July 20 performance in Cincinnati of the play “Miss Holmes,” which all
said they greatly enjoyed.
Club activities are chronicled in The Tankerville Times, emailed quarterly
as a continuation of the communique launched by the Official Secretary in
Spring 1981.
The Agra Treasurers of Dayton — Dan Andriacco
January 27, 2019

Luncheon meeting

March 29-30, 2019

Holmes, Doyle, & Friends Conference (the Dayton Symposium)

April 7, 2019

Luncheon meeting

June 30, 2019

Annual picnic
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August 18, 2019

Luncheon meeting

November 13, 2019

Luncheon meeting

The Agra Treasurers of Dayton held its first meeting in October 1992 and
became a scion of the BSI early the following year. Members meet about
five times a year, irregularly, for lunch and a quiz at a member’s home or a
restaurant, in addition to an annual picnic.
Since 2014, the Agra Treasurers have also sponsored Holmes, Doyle, &
Friends, familiarly known to many Sherlockians as “the Dayton Symposium.”
The annual conference has been held under various names since 1981 except
for a one-year hiatus in 2013. The 2019 edition was held March 29 & 30 at
the Clarion Airport Hotel in Dayton. Speakers were Susan Bailey, Shannon
Neihart Carlisle, Robert Katz, Ann Margaret Lewis, Jeffrey Marks, Scott
Monty, Regina Stinson, and Vincent W. Wright.

OKLAHOMA
Afghanistan Perceivers of Oklahoma, Inc. (Tulsa) — Rosalie Mollica
Brown Bagatelle Club

Central Press Syndicate

January 18, 2019

January 24, 2019

February 15, 2019

February 28, 2019

March 15, 2019

March 28, 2019

April 19, 2019

April 25, 2019

May 17, 2019

May 23, 2019

June 21, 2019

June 27, 2019

July 19, 2019

July 25, 2019

August 16, 2019

August 22, 2019

September 20, 2019

September 26, 2019

October 18, 2019

October 24, 2019

November 15, 2019

November 21, 2019

Special Events

July 27, 2019 — Commemoration of the Battle
of Maiwand

October 5, 2019 — Book Party

December 7, 2019 — Feast of the Blue Carbuncle Dinner

The Afghanistan Perceivers scion society has been incorporated in the
state of Oklahoma since 1974. The Perceivers have two regularly scheduled
monthly meetings: 1) The Brown Bagatelle Club is a lunch meeting. In 2019,
the BBC finished reading the Hound of the Baskervilles (begun in 2018),
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completing discussion of the four novels, and began a chronological reading
of the short stories. Following lunch and discussion, there is a quiz. Because
of the quiz, the focus of discussion tends to be detail-oriented, testing our
powers of observation (and memory?). Whoever wins the quiz has the honor
of preparing the quiz for the next month’s reading and leading the discussion.
The BBC meets on the third Friday of the month. 2) The Central Press
Syndicate is a dinner meeting. In 2017 the titles of all 56 short stories were
put in an envelope with stories for the following year to be drawn at the November CPS meeting. Stories for 2020 were drawn at the November 2019
meeting. The focus of discussion tends to be more socio/cultural/historical.
Whoever comes closest to guessing the BSI ranking of the month’s selection
leads the next month’s discussion. The CPS meets on the fourth Thursday
of the month, except for November when Thanksgiving necessitates an adjustment. Many members participate in both meetings.
In July, the Perceivers met at a local restaurant for an annual dinner
commemoration of the Battle of Maiwand. Although England suffered a
great loss in this battle, we celebrate its memory because, without it, Sherlock
might never have met Watson, who, he perceived, had been in Afghanistan.
In recent years, the Perceivers had been the recipient of several Sherlock
Holmes collections. These were housed in the home of our “Spoon Tapper,”
Vic Lahti, who unexpectedly passed over the Reichenbach just two days before
our May BBC meeting. With no new home for these books and memorabilia,
the Perceivers held a “Book Party” in October. It was held in the meeting
room of a local library and patrons were invited to peruse and take books
home. About seventy-five library patrons did so. Of course, the Perceivers
also added to their libraries! Perceiver Dean Clark, BSI, assumed responsibility for finding suitable lodgings for any materials left at the end of the party.
In place of the December meetings, the Perceivers gathered in the home
of member Laura Duncombe for our annual Holiday party and to celebrate
the Feast of the Blue Carbuncle.
Besides the regular BBC and CPS meetings and local events, this year four
Perceivers traveled to Minneapolis for the Minnesota Explorers Triennial
Conference in August.
Thanks to Perceiver Laura Duncombe’s computer skills and knowledge
of the workings of the internet, we now have our own website. We can be
found at: afghanistanperceivers.org.
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The Elder Brother of John H. Watson Society (Tulsa) — Richard Kearns
January 19, 2019

Meeting: Shoscombe Old Place

February 16, 2019

Meeting: His Last Bow

March 16, 2019

Meeting: The Abbey Grange

April 20, 2019

Meeting: Wisteria Lodge

May 18, 2019

Meeting: The Cardboard Box

June 22, 2019

Meeting: The Solitary Cyclist

July 20, 2019

Meeting: The Crooked Man

August 31, 2019

Meeting: The Dancing Men

September 28, 2019

Meeting: The Three Students

October 19, 2019

Meeting: The Hound of the Baskervilles

November 16, 2019

Meeting: The Red-Headed League

December 19, 2019

Meeting: A Study in Scarlet

Know then that in the decade of the 1980’s (a time of great hedonism
among Sherlockians in Tulsa, Oklahoma) a group was created by the late Dick
Warner (BSI High Tor) to be called The Society of John H. Watson’s Elder
Brother. Legend has it that the members of this new group craved either
more scholarly study or more alcoholic refreshment; the true motivation being
clouded by the passage of time. The name referred to the dialogue between
Watson and Holmes in Chapter One of The Sign of Four. During its heyday,
the membership included BSI members Dick Warner, Stafford Davis, and Ed
Merrill. The group went inactive circa 1990, reportedly after several members
met with tragic deaths which were “sudden, bloody, and mysterious.”
In March of 2017, a group of dedicated Sherlockian scholars revived the
Society in order to indulge in both serious Sherlockian scholarship and Irish
whiskey. None of the Sherlockians were put off by stories of the demise of
previous members. After all, none of the deaths were attributable to a hound.
That being said, all current members are counseled to forebear from crossing
Peoria Ave. in those dark hours when the power of evil is exalted.
The Society is by invitation only and was renamed The Elder Brother of
John H. Watson Society. It meets monthly on a designated Saturday at 2:21
PM in secret locations. All members carry a pocket watch with the initials HW
engraved on the cover. In addition, all members have Canonical names relating to characters or items mentioned within the Canon. The membership has
the privilege to place a postnominal of EBS.
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The Society’s format for the meetings is one of questions and discussion.
There are no quizzes or trivia contests. At the beginning of the meeting, there
is usually a presentation of newsworthy items. Then each member has the
opportunity to present at least three questions relating to that month’s story.
These questions are of a literary nature with the goal of prompting openended discussion. The story for the coming month is selected at the end of
the meeting.
The Society has no officers. Membership requires a demonstration of
knowledge of the Canon from a literary perspective and unanimous approval
of current members.

PENNSYLVANIA
The Sons of the Copper Beeches (Philadelphia) — Robert Katz
April 12, 2019

Dinner Meeting

October 25, 2019

Dinner Meeting

The Sons of the Copper Beeches of Philadelphia held their Spring meeting on April 12, 2019, at The Racquet Club. Headmastiff Robert Katz, Toller
Steven Rothman, and Comptroller of the Kennel Ray Betzner convened the
meeting and invited Toastmaster Peter Blau to introduce the required Canonical Toasts. Upon completion of the toasts, the group was seated for dinner,
which commenced with our traditional Black Bean Soup. We stood upon the
terrace for Samuel Feinberg, a long-time member who passed beyond the
Reichenbach. After a series of announcements of upcoming events and reports
from the many scion societies represented at the gathering, Master of the
Ritual Stephen Shalet led a group of Apprentices in the recitation of The
Musgrave Ritual. In spite of their difficulties in managing this task, the membership nevertheless showed mercy and allowed them to attain the rank of
Journeyman. We then heard two outstanding Trifling Monographs. “Lying in
the Leper’s Bed” was presented by Mary Alcaro. “Holmes, De-frocked” was
presented by Beverly Wolov. As each talk was deemed worthy of recognition,
Mary and Beverly were both promoted to the rank of Master Copper BeechSmith. Minutes prepared by Harrison Terry Hunt and a printed program
prepared by Charles Blanksteen were distributed and were of the usual outstanding quality. The evening was concluded by a dastardly quiz, prepared
under the supervision of Quizmaster Christopher Zordan.
The Sons of the Copper Beeches met again for their Autumn meeting on
October 25, 2019, as usual at The Racquet Club. Maintaining our traditions,
toasts, announcements, and scion reports were offered. Several Apprentices
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underwent the ordeal of recitation of The Musgrave Ritual, and all were
promoted to the rank of Journeymen. Scholarly Trifling Monographs were
presented by Jenn Eaker on “A Home for Holmes” and by Peggy Perdue on
“Arthur Conan Doyle: Fact or Fiction?”. Having attended the requisite three
meetings, survived The Musgrave Ritual and presented a Trifling Monograph, Jenn was promoted to the rank of Master Copper Beech-Smith. The
usual quiz was undertaken by the membership. The group looks forward to
another year of sodality and scholarship in 2020.
The White Rose Irregulars (York) — Denny Dobry
February 23, 2019

Meeting: The Five Orange Pips

June 1, 2019

Meeting: The Devil’s Foot

August 17, 2019

Meeting: Wisteria Lodge

November 2, 2019

Meeting: The Speckled Band

The White Rose Irregulars of York, Pennsylvania were founded in the late
1980’s by Joan and Gene Kane. All of the survivors of those early meetings
are a little fuzzy as to the actual dates. Apparently, they drank a lot at those
gatherings.
The Kanes were members of the Fifth Northumberland Fusiliers in Pittsburgh when they relocated to York, Pennsylvania. Upon finding no Sherlockian Scion Societies in York, they started their own. The name of the Society
is derived from the War of the Roses, with the House of York represented
by a White Rose and the House of Lancaster represented by a Red Rose.
Interestingly, York County and Lancaster County are adjacent to each other
in central Pennsylvania.
On February 23nd, “The Adventure of the Five Orange Pips” was discussed along with a quiz prepared by Denny Lynch and won by Nick Cardillo. LuAnn O’Connell presented a paper on “Victorian CSI.” The June 1st
meeting had a discussion of “The Adventure of the Devil’s Foot,” along with
a quiz prepared by Nick Cardillo and won by Beth Austin. Greg Ruby presented a paper on “Holmes and Watson in the Great War.” On August 17th,
“The Adventure of the Wisteria Lodge” was discussed along with a quiz
prepared by Beth Austin and won by Denny Lynch. Greg Ruby presented a
paper on “Holmes and Watson in the Great War.” And for the meeting on
November 2nd, “The Adventure of the Speckled Band” was discussed along
with a quiz prepared by Denny Lynch and tied for the win were Beth Austin
and James Young. Nick Cardillo presented a paper on “Holmes and the
Ripper.”
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Meetings are held at Leeds Restaurant at 750 Eisenhower Boulevard,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The dates for meetings in 2020 are February 29th,
May 2nd, August 15th, and November 2nd. Denny Dobry (dendobry@ptd.net)
presides over the meetings as the Gasogene.

RHODE ISLAND
The Cornish Horrors (Providence) — Burt Wolder
November 2, 2019

Annual Meeting at the Hope Club of Providence

On a languid and balmy spring evening in April of 1971, sixteen avid
Sherlockians and one impostor gathered in a private dining room of New
Haven’s legendary restaurant, Mory’s, where generations of Yale students
and faculty have supped and sipped, to inaugurate the celebration of a new
Holmes scion society. The organizing force of The Cornish Horrors was the
Reverend Henry Folsom, newly installed as vicar of Old Saybrook, and the
host of the occasion was Dr. David Musto of the Yale Medical School.
The first 30 years of our scion included spring meetings at the Alton Jones
Campus of the University of Rhode Island and special meetings at Gillette
Castle, Mrs. Astor’s Beechwood in Newport, aboard the Valley Railroad in
Essex, CT, and in occasional joint session with The Men on the Tor. For
many years our programs included theatrical presentations by The Cornish
Players, most on whimsical themes, usually prepared by one of our more
ragged members. Erudite talks also found their place in our proceedings, as
well as outrageous commentary, good-natured needling, and the customary
toasts, quizzes and rituals. Some years ago, The Annual Leon Sterndale Invited
Address became the centerpiece for our now-annual meetings; it is a vehicle
for commissioning thoughtful commentary by accomplished speakers.
Our 2019 meeting marked the 130th anniversary of the events of The
Adventure of the Crooked Man and was held at the Hope Club, a private club
chartered by the state of Rhode Island in 1876 for the purposes of social and
literary culture. Canonical toasts were drunk to Mr. Sherlock Holmes, Dr.
John H. Watson, The Woman, Dr. Leon Sterndale, Corporal Henry Wood,
and to Cornwall’s Secluded Coast, a toast in verse written many years ago by
the author Les Daniels, a departed member of our scion. Our invocation was
delivered by the Reverend Mr. W. Scott Axford, TCSR. After cocktails and
hors d’oeuvres, our program began with Observations and Introductions by
Albert Silverstein, BSI, The Chaldean Archivist. The Annual Leon Sterndale Invited Address was delivered by Michael Barton on the subject of “Instruments of Detection,” an exploration of the devices, instruments and
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weapons in Holmes’s Victorian arsenal, illustrated by a magnificent display
of examples from Mr. Barton’s private collection. Michael was then inducted
into our scion as “A Considerable Fund of Local Lore.” Our Dastardly Sherlockian Quiz on the evening’s case was delivered by the Rev. Mr. W. Scott
Axford and won by Greg Darak, invested in 2016 as “A Most Imperfect
Account of the Matter.” The singing of the Sherlockian Anthem, “We Never
Mention Aunt Clara,” concluded our annual revel.

SOUTH CAROLINA
The Survivors of the Gloria Scott (Greenville) — Tracy Revels
February 9, 2019

Meeting: The Abbey Grange

April 27, 2019

Meeting: A Study in Scarlet

June 22, 2019

Meeting: The Man with the Twisted Lip

August 24, 2019

Meeting: The Red-Headed League

October 27, 2019

Survivors attended “The Game’s Afoot”

December 7, 2019

Meeting: The Blue Carbuncle

The scion for the upstate of South Carolina, The Survivors of the Gloria
Scott, meets bi-monthly, on a Saturday chosen to best fit with the members’
work and travel schedules. We gather at The Happy China Restaurant in
Greenville, South Carolina. Following lunch and social time, we discuss a
story from the canon, chosen by a member. Currently, we have nine active
members and two ‘virtual’ members — Survivors who have moved away but
still take part via emailed topics for discussion. Our newsletter, The Lifeboat,
is sent out electronically about a week before each gathering. The Lifeboat includes meeting reports, reviews of movies and pastiches, and ‘Sherlock sightings’ in popular culture. Over the last year, the Survivors have considered some
of the most famous stories in the Sacred Writings, including our traditional
Christmas reconsideration of BLUE. This year, the Survivors also went on a
field trip to a Sherlockian-themed play, “The Game’s Afoot” and had a special
dinner at an Indian restaurant. The Survivors range in age from the 70’s to
the 20’s, and greatly enjoy each other’s company. We are always looking for
new members to come and join the fun! If you’d like to receive our newsletter,
please drop a line to Tracy Revels, editor, at Revelstj@wofford.edu
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TENNESSEE
The Nashville Scholars of the Three-Pipe Problem — Jim Hawkins
January 19, 2019

The Gloria Scott

February 9, 2019

A Study in Scarlet (Chapters 1-2, and part of 3)

March 9, 2019

A Study in Scarlet (Part 1: The Lauriston Gardens Mystery)

April 13, 2019

A Study in Scarlet (Part 2: The Country of the Saints)

May 11, 2019

The Problem of Thor Bridge

June 8, 2019

The Man with the Twisted Lip

July 20, 2019

Annual Picnic at Old Hickory Lake; Presentation: Holmes on Television

August 17, 2019

The Six Napoleons

September 21, 2019

The Red Circle

October 19, 2019

Conan Doyle “Horror” Story

November 16, 2019

Blue Carbuncle

December 2019

Movie Meeting: Young Sherlock Holmes

The Nashville Scholars of the Three-Pipe Problem (REDH) was founded
on February 19, 1979 by John Shanks, a research historian and Sherlockian.
Twenty-six interested people from Nashville and environs showed up to
express their interest in a Sherlockian literary club. Shanks got a postcard
from the BSI “Wiggins”, Julian Wolff, notifying Shanks that the new scion
was official. There was a brief hiatus when Shanks left Nashville for college,
but charter member Gael Stahl, just returned from 26 months in Germany,
picked up the reins and the club has been active ever since.
The Scholars (our abbreviation) meets on the third Saturday of every
month except December. We assign canonical stories and have quizzes on each
story. In addition, we have a Show and Tell period of time when members
share books, films and other information about Sherlock Holmes or Arthur
Conan Doyle. A unique feature of our scion is that we maintain a video of
our history and current events. We also have a Facebook page and a website.
Scholarly papers are posted on the website (www.nashvillescholars.net), and
more current events are posted on the Facebook page (https://www.facebook.
com/groups/147713822227968/). The video, upgraded often, is available from
the website Home Page. We produce an “irregular” newsletter, Plugs and
Dottles, created and edited by Jim Hawkins and Dean Richardson. Hawkins
also maintains the Facebook page and the website.
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Meetings have been held all over Nashville, but currently we meet at
Corky’s BBQ restaurant in Brentwood, at exit 74 A or B (depending on your
direction of travel) off I-65. In July we have a special lakeside meeting at the
home of Gael and Susan Stahl. The October meeting is overseen by Dean
Richardson, who brings a non-canonical story of “Horror” by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. In December we sometimes have a formal dinner, but more
often the meeting is a Movie Pot-Luck with Derek Martin in charge.

TEXAS
The Crew of the Barque Lone Star (Dallas) — Steve Mason
January 6, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

February 3, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

March 3, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

April 7, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

May 5, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

June 1, 2019

Dallas Library Festival Presentation

June 2, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

July 7, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

August 4, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

September 1, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

October 6, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

November 3, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

November 15, 2019

Movie night at Half Price Books

December 1, 2019

Monthly voyage (meeting)

The Crew of the Barque Lone Star was founded by a trio of wonderful
Sherlockians — William Beeson, BSI; Margaret Francine Morris, ASH and
BSI; and Bullett Lowry — in April, 1970. John Bennett Shaw was on hand
in the early days to provide moral support and guidance on the workings of
scion societies. In May, 1979, the Barque Lone Star was officially accepted
into the Texas Navy by resolution of the Texas Legislature, with all members
of the Society commissioned into service to the Texas Navy.
Each year, the Crew conducts 12 monthly meetings at a restaurant in the
Dallas area on the 1st Sunday of each month. The meetings consistently
comprise of fellowship, a meal, toasts, a quiz on the story of the month, a
presentation pertaining to the story or other Sherlockian-based theme, a
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closing reading, and giveaways. Presentations this year included a trip to
London; phrenology; the Crown Diamond Play/Mazarin Stone connection;
dogs in the Canon; development of a story based on agony column ads; history of scion societies; Doyle and Lovecraft; Frances Glessner Lee; gemstones
in Canon; animals of the Canon; and questions in the Canon.
The Crew maintains a wonderful website, created by Crew member Rusty
Mason, and is considered one of the finest Sherlockian websites in the country.
Several of our Crew members took in Sherlockian plays all over the State
of Texas during the year, including Dallas, San Antonio, Houston, Austin,
Keller, and San Angelo.
In June, the Crew provided a presentation at the City of Dallas Library
“Festival of Books.” The presentation, “Why Should Children Read Sherlock
Holmes?” was designed to encourage both parents and students to read the
Canon or other pastiches to better understand the greatness of Doyle’s writings.
We were honored to have two special guests — Bonnie MacBird and Julie
McKuras — speak at our November meeting. Julie talked about the Sherlockian archives at the University of Minnesota, the largest collection of
Sherlockiana in the Country, while Bonnie MacBird provided a wonderful
reading from her latest book, “The Devil’s Due”.
In October, the Crew published it third book, The Canon, Five Lines at
a Time, a compilation of over 200 limericks from over 40 of our Society
members and other Sherlockians from around the country. You can download a free copy of the book on our website.
In November, the Crew co-sponsored a movie night with Half Price
Books, with a viewing of the 1959 “Hound of the Baskervilles,” a costume
contest, and a quiz with prizes. The event was attended by over 35 Society
members and guests of the store.
You can learn more about our society at www.dfw-sherlock.org.
The Diogenes Club of Dallas — Jim Webb
First Quarter, 2019

Southern Methodist University

Second Quarter, 2019

The Greenhill Preparatory School

Third Quarter, 2019

Dallas Scottish Society

Fourth Quarter, 2019

University of Dallas

The Diogenes Club of Dallas became an official scion of the Baker Street
Irregulars in May 1997. Bill Beeson, BSI, and the rest of the of the Crew
Barque Lone Star had appointed Jim Webb as the Third Mate of the Crew in
1990. At that time, the Crew had become more of a monthly social gathering
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than a true literary society, and Jim was traveling to Europe frequently and
interacting with such organizations as the Sherlock Holmes Society of London and the Franco-Midland Hardware Company, giving him a different
vision for a Sherlock Holmes literary society. He was encouraged by John
Bennett Shaw, always a friend of societies in Dallas. He was joined by Don
Hobbs in the formation of the Diogenes Club of Dallas as a separate scion
that was to be more scholarly in nature. The first meeting of the Diogenes
Club included Jim and Don, joined by Dorothy Rowe Shaw (The Woman
in 1974), Drew Daubenspeck, Ron Brackin, Don Casey, and Joyce Hobbs.
The Diogenes Club served as the monthly meeting place for Dallas
Sherlockians until 2017 when the reins were passed to Steve Mason. Steve
chose to return to the old Crew of the Barque Lone Star as the meeting
banner for monthly meetings. The Diogenes Club of Dallas continues to serve
the community with annual presentation meetings with local universities,
societies, and preparatory schools.
During the meeting at both universities, we provided an overview of Sherlock Holmes, literary societies, and some specifics on the story discussed.
For the prep school, we focused on their assigned reading, the Hound of the
Baskervilles, and Sherlock Holmes in particular. For the Scottish Society, we
talk about the roots of Sherlock Holmes in Conan Doyle and Joseph Bell.

WASHINGTON, DC
The Red Circle of Washington, DC — Carla Coupe
March 30, 2019

Spring meeting; Speaker: Carla Coupe

June 21, 2019

Summer meeting with the Sub-Librarians; Speaker: Thomas Mann

September 14, 2019

Autumn meeting; Speaker: Bill Hyder

December 13, 2019

The Blue Carbuncle/Christmas Party

Founded in 1951 by Karen Kruse, Patricia Parkman, Dorothy Bissonette,
and Svend Petersen, the Red Circle of Washington, DC flourished for a few
years before losing its leadership and going dormant. Peter E. Blau revived
the Red Circle in 1970 and established a schedule of quarterly gatherings,
which generally meet at a restaurant in the DC area.
The first of this year’s meetings began on a somber note when Peter
asked attendees to stand upon the terrace for long-time Red Circle member
Julie Snell. Speaker Carla Coupe’s topic was titled “Published When the
Times Were Ripe.” The talk centered Ronald A. Knox’s eleven criteria for
creating a Holmes adventure, which paralleled the steps typically used to
bring stories to the printed page.
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The summer meeting coincided with the American Library Association’s
annual conference, held in Washington, DC this year, and the Red Circle
welcomed members of the Sub-Librarians scion to the gathering. Thomas
Mann was the evening’s speaker.
Bill Hyder led us all in a game of Out of Context at the autumn meeting.
Bill distributed 19 Sherlockian quotes, which attendees read aloud, and everyone tried to identify the adventures they were from. Then Bill read out a
question, supposedly from Dr. Watson, which the quote answered — to
hilarious results.
The now-traditional celebration of the holidays featured a cryptic Christmas quiz composed by Dana Richards, door prizes, and a quiz on the story
of the evening, with questions submitted by members and vetted by the
committee on quizzes, and as always only the winners revealed their scores.
Toasts were offered to someone or something in the story, including one
inspired by our traditional attention to Sherlockian politics (or political
Sherlockians): the Christmas goose, as described by Sherlock Holmes: “The
roughs had also fled at the appearance of Peterson, so that he was left in
possession of the field of battle, and also of the spoils of victory in the shape
of this battered hat and a most unimpeachable Christmas goose.”
For more information on the Red Circle and on our upcoming events,
please visit our webpage at www.redcircledc.org.

WISCONSIN
The Notorious Canary Trainers (Madison) — Glen Link
January 6, 2019

Annual Birthday Celebration

February 17, 2019

Study Group: The Final Problem

March 17, 2019

Study Group: The Empty House

April 14, 2019

Study Group: The Norwood Builder

May 19, 2019

Study Group: The Golden Pince-Nez

June 16, 2019

Study Group: The Wisteria Lodge

July 21, 2019

Study Group: The Three Students

August 18, 2019

Study Group: The Solitary Cyclist

September 15, 2019

Study Group: Black Peter

October 20, 2019

Study Group: The Bruce-Partington Plans

November 17, 2019

Study Group: The Red Circle

December 15, 2019

Study Group: The Veiled Lodger
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Meetings are currently held at the Fitchburg Public Library, when available,
from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. on the third Sunday of each month. Other locations
are announced when necessary. Visitors are always welcome. NCT holds an
annual birthday party on the first Sunday in January, unless that happens to be
the 1st. If that happens the celebration is moved to the 2nd Sunday. Some
possible gatherings are being planned to play Sherlock Holmes board games,
Locations, dates and times will be announced by email.
The Notorious Canary-Trainers (NCT) scion, originally known as “The
Amateur Mendicant Society of Madison,” was founded in Madison, Wisconsin, in April of 1969. The NCT was recognized by the BSI in 1975.
Membership is free and automatically comes with joining the Notorious
Canary-Trainers at nct1969@googlegroups.com.

OTHER U.S.-BASED
SHERLOCK HOLMES SOCIETIES/EVENTS
Clients of Adrian Mulliner — Elaine Coppola
January 12, 2019

Junior Bloodstain at the BSI Weekend

October 18, 2019

Senior Bloodstain at the biennial convention of The Wodehouse Society

Founded in 1993, the Clients are a scion of the Baker Street Irregulars
and a chapter of The Wodehouse Society. Anyone who is interested in both
Sherlock Holmes and the writings of P.G. Wodehouse is welcome to join us.
We take our name from Mr. Mulliner’s nephew Adrian who was a detective
and a member of the detectives’ club called the Senior Bloodstain. He is featured in two Mr. Mulliner stories: “The Smile that Wins” and “From a Detective’s Notebook” by P. G. Wodehouse.
There is no membership application or fee and we meet only on the following occasions: during the annual Baker Street Irregulars festivities in
New York City each January (Junior Bloodstain), and during the biennial
Wodehouse Society convention (Senior Bloodstain).
In 2019, the Junior Bloodstain featured a performance of “The Rubies of
Stoke Moran” by Francis Edward Grainger (1857-1927); adapted and dramatized by William Hyder. The Senior Bloodstain featured a performance of
“The Rummy Affairs of Tadpole Phelps” written by Michael V. Eckman.
Members volunteered to read parts and enjoyed these playlets blending the
worlds of Sherlock Holmes and P.G. Wodehouse.
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Numismatic Friends of Sherlock Holmes Dinner — Greg D. Ruby
August 13, 2019

Annual dinner

The Numismatic Friends of Sherlock Holmes Dinner was held on Thursday, August 15 at the Basilico Restaurante in Northridge, Illinois during the
American Numismatic Association’s World’s Fair of Money. Garridebs attending the dinner included: Douglas Mudd, Charles Davis, Bob Fritsch,
Barbara Gregory (and husband Steven Bobbitt), Greg Ruby, Glenn M.
Sermersheim, Beau Meskan and David E. Simpson. Joining us from a variety
of the Sherlockian scions in the Chicagoland area were Rudy Altergott,
Philip Cunningham, Terry McCammon, Robert Sharfman, Brenda Rossini,
and Janice Weiner.
A few Sherlockian numismatic items were passed around the table for attendees to view, including a Proof-70 example of a gold 2019 Sherlock Holmes
50 pence coin. A wide range of conversation topics occurred, and general good
cheer was had by all.
As has become our tradition, a souvenir was produced for this dinner and
the souvenir card honored the 25th anniversary of the Pobjoy Mint striking
the series of 8 designs for Gibraltar in 1994, commemorating the 100th anniversary of the return of Sherlock Holmes.
The Sub-Librarians Scion of the Baker Street Irregulars
in the American Library Association — Marsha Pollak
June 21, 2019

Annual meeting

Founded by John Bennett Shaw and Howard Haycraft, the Sub-Librarians
Scion of the Baker Street Irregulars in the American Library Association was
established in 1967. It is the oldest profession-oriented scion related to
Sherlock Holmes. Traditionally, the Sub-Librarians meet at the Annual
American Library Association conference which changes its venue every year.
Local Sherlockian scions are invited to mix and mingle, sharing their common
interest with those in the library field.
For its 43rd (irregular) annual gathering, the Sub-Librarians met in Washington, D.C. this year with the Red Circle of Washington D.C. Thomas
Mann spoke on “Horror and Mystery Photoplay Editions: What are they?
Why do they fascinate? How do they help historians find lost films?” Naturally, Sherlock Holmes has been featured in the classic photoplay edition
books and magazines that Hollywood has used to promote its product. Mann,
a retired reference librarian from the Library of Congress, has written two
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books on his own collection of photoplay editions, and he talked about the
Sherlockian aspects of the old movie tie-ins and the genre in general.
Marsha Pollak and Peter Blau welcomed the group at the District
ChopHouse and everyone dined, drank and talked.
Please visit our website, https://scholarexchange.furman.edu/sublibrarians/,
for more information.
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SIDNEY PAGET
SOME FACTS, FIGURES, AND THOUGHTS
by Nicholas Utechin

Original Paget illustration from “The Stockbrooker’s Clerk” courtesy of Glen S. Miranker.
The reverse of this picture is discussed, and reproduced, below.

SIDNEY PAGET
SOME FACTS, FIGURES, AND THOUGHTS
Nicholas Utechin*

I

n 2018, Gasogene Books published my book The Complete Paget Portfolio,
in which for the first time all 356 Sherlock Holmes drawings by Sidney
Paget for The Strand Magazine were presented in chronological order
(“Adventures” through “Return”) — with the added bonus of new images of
almost all of the extant originals. I provided biographical and informational
text — some of which made it into the final publication and some not.
I felt that some purchasers of the book might want to read the missing
words — most of which discussed the work of those vital engravers who
produced the images that were seen by Strand readers: via The Baker Street
Journal, The District Messenger, and Peter E. Blau’s Scuttlebutt newsletter, I
offered to send a Word Document to copy, fold and lay into their copies of
the book — and I was delighted that a number of Sherlockians were interested enough so to do.
I am, however, even more delighted to have been given an opportunity by
the wise Ross Davies to have the text appear in this edition of the Baker Street
Almanac and have made some changes and additions. I have to say that it
obviously makes sense for you to have a copy of the original book to get the
best out of what follows.
• • • • •
As James Montgomery wrote in 1954:
“It would be impossible to overestimate the influence that this
artist . . . exerted upon the hearts and minds of the countless
thousands who based their conception then — as they still continue to do after over sixty years — on his interpretation of
Holmes, Watson, and the golden time “where it is always 1895.”
From that day to this no other characterization, no other mood
has been accepted by English readers . . .”1

David Stuart Davies could not agree more:
“It was Paget’s interpretation of Doyle’s description of Holmes
which created an indelible image that would not only be popular
with readers at the time, but also helped to launch this unique
*

Nicholas Utechin was, inter alia, Editor of The Sherlock Holmes Journal for 30 years and
is, inter alia, “The Ancient British Barrow” in the BSI. Copyright 2020 Nicholas Utechin.
1
A Study in Pictures — Montgomery’s Christmas Annual 1954.
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character into the stratosphere. He gave the world the visual representation of Holmes that would become associated with the
character long after the writer and illustrator’s deaths”2

Alex Werner, curator of the Museum of London 2014 exhibition, summed
up as succinctly as might be:
“Paget was the first illustrator to fix the look of Sherlock Holmes
and he played a defining role in the creation of one of the world’s
most iconic popular figures.”3

And yet, and yet. How many Sidney Paget drawings can you actually bring to
mind, visualise, immediately? Ten? 15? And, unless you have sought them
out on the internet, or bought a plethora of omnibus collections over the
years, have you ever seen all 356?
Back in 1902, someone buying an English 1st edition of The Hound of the
Baskervilles (published by George Newnes) only saw 16 out of the 60 that the
artist had provided for the Strand serialisation — the U.S. 1st (McClure, Phillips & Co.) used only eight, six of which had not been used in the Newnes.
Three years later, after the magazine had finished publishing the twelve stories
that made up The Return of Sherlock Holmes, the British book purchaser could
enjoy a mere 17 of the illustrations from a total of 95; in the States, for the 1st
book edition, Sidney Paget was eschewed altogether, the responsibility for
illustrations having been handed to Charles Raymond Macauley (but that is
another story, the prime element of which is why on earth McClure, Phillips
did not use the man who had created the Collier’s Magazine masterpieces,
Frederic Dorr Steele?).
The details of Sidney Paget’s life, background, and training — and especially the way in which he first obtained the job of illustrating the Sherlock
Holmes tales — are well known and are not re-related here. It may be that
some practical information would be useful at this point, rather than as you
browse through the volume.
Paget illustrated 37 short stories and one long. For each of the short stories, he provided a minimum of six drawings and a maximum of ten. He did
15 for “The Naval Treaty”, but that story appeared as a two-parter in The
Strand (October-November 1893) and thus he just about kept up his overall
average of close on eight pictures per tale. The Hound of the Baskervilles was
2

‘Sidney Paget’ by David Stuart Davies, Illustrators, Issue 8, Summer 2014.
‘Sherlock Holmes, Sidney Paget and the Strand Magazine’ by Alex Werner, Sherlock Holmes
— The Man Who Never Lived And Will Never Die (Ebury Publishing — Pan/Random
House 2014).
3
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spread over nine issues (August 1901-April 1902) and Sidney Paget offered
60 pictures.
I think we may be sure that he was not contracted to provide a specific
number of illustrations per set of stories:
• He did a total of 104 for the 12 stories in the “Adventures”, breaking
down as follows: one each with six and seven, three each with eight and
nine, and four with ten.
• He did a total of 88 for the 12 stories in the “Memoirs”, breaking down
as follows: one with six, six with seven, two with eight, and two with
nine. The last was ‘Nava’ — see above.
• He did a total of 95 for the 13 stories in the “Return”, breaking down
as follows: one with six, eight with seven, three with eight, and one
with nine.

We cannot know the details of the precise relationship between Doyle,
The Strand and Sidney Paget: the necessary correspondence(s) are not to be
found.
We do know bits of chronology: Doyle sent off the manuscript of “A
Scandal in Bohemia” to the magazine on 3rd April 1891; Paget’s account
book shows he in turn provided his ten drawings in May (for a total payment of £26-6s). Publication was, of course, in the July issue — there had to
be time for the engravers to do their work (see below).
Since my book The Complete Paget Portfolio was published, a new contribution to Paget matters has appeared in an article by Christopher Pittard, a
senior lecturer in English Literature at Portsmouth University (U.K.).4 He
makes this suggestion:
“The first stage of the process of illustrating Doyle’s stories was
Boot’s [Strand Art Editor — see below — NU] selection of scenes
for illustration, following a first reading of the text for a sense of
plot, and a second to identify key incidents. Paget himself may have
helped in this selection of scenes, and was certainly responsible for
their captioning.”

However, Randall Stock points out that many of Paget’s drawings ‘include a
caption provided by the artist but not always used. For example, Paget’s caption for a drawing for “The Crooked Man” was “Carefully unfolded it upon
his knee,” while the Strand printed “What do you make of that?”’5
4

‘Sidney Paget and Visual Culture’, The Cambridge Companion to Sherlock Holmes (Cambridge University Press 2019).
5
www.bestofsherlock.com/sidney-paget-original-art.htm.
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Werner probably hits the nail on the head:
“Paget had only a limited number of specific details to base his realisation on in this story. How much time he had spent researching
the characters by reading the first two Sherlock Holmes books, is
unclear. Perhaps, like Conan Doyle, who had already fully formed
the characters and their environment, Paget had absorbed their
world and nature to a much greater extent than normally would
have been the case for a standard commission to supply illustrations
for a story . . .

What was Paget’s method: how did he draw? Pittard describes the process:
“Once the episodes were chosen, Paget made preliminary sketches
in pencil on brown paper and board, picking out highlights in
white watercolour or gouache. These sketches tend to focus on the
details of individual figures or on particularly challenging anatomical compositions.”

Ann Byerly expands in her important paper in this field:
“Employing the black-and-white watercolor technique, he worked
them up on a kind of cardboard about 6” x 8” in size, first pencilling
in his composition, next filling in the background with a light wash,
then applying black watercolor paint to dark areas in the picture,
and finally, filling in the details with black and white after that had
dried. Anyone fortunate enough to examine a Paget original will
find intriguing this superstructure built over the compositional
frame. Much more of his draftsmanship is evident when an original is tilted to the light to catch the glint of the pencilling than is
apparent in the reproductions.”6

We can, en passant, be quite specific about at least one of the artist’s ‘kind
of cardboard’: the reverse of one of his drawings for ‘The Stockbroker’s Clerk’
shows that it was done on a Newman’s B Artists Drawing Board — the
company being based at 24 Soho Square in London. It also carries the pencilled name of ‘Mr. Boot.’
The finished drawings would be sent to The Strand’s Art Editor, William
Henry James (always, it seems, W.H.J.) Boot, at the magazine’s offices in
Burleigh Street and then Southampton Street (just off the Strand, of course).
Boot (1848-1918) was an artist himself (at one stage vice-president of the

6

‘Sidney Paget: Victorian Black-and-White Illustrator’, Baker Street Miscellanea No. 35,
Autumn 1983.
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Reverse of original Paget illustration from “The Stockbrooker’s Clerk” showing
“Newman’s B” brand of cardboard. Courtesy of Glen S. Miranker.
____________________________________________________________________
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Royal Society of British Artists); but his crucial role at the magazine was to
oversee the quality of the artwork, from originals to their publication on the
page. He had to decide on how each one should appear and be placed —
and crucially, he had to oversee the engraving process.
For that is the only way that the Sidney Paget illustrations can be seen by
those who have no access to the few extant originals. The procedure was very
technical, and admirably described by Alex Werner:
“The Strand Magazine used a number of different graphic mediums in the 1890s, the majority engravings, in the traditional sense
of the word, where the shading and forms are made up of a mass
of fine lines and hatchings. Engravers employed by the magazine
worked up the drawings supplied by illustrators. Paget was particularly skilled in a freer type of illustrative technique, with washes of
tonal greys and blacks. An examination of surviving Paget drawings
shows that some of their subtlety is fashioned by using a white
wash especially to pick out areas of light and accentuate points of
contrast.”

Werner becomes more specific, and here I quote him in detail:
“The manner in which Paget’s drawings were treated by the photographic engraver varied. For all but one of the 104 illustrations in
the first twelve stories that make up The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, Paget’s fluid, sketch-like brushwork was reproduced directly by using a halftone photomechanical engraving process, which
allowed the subtle detail of the drawings to be retained and reproduced accurately. The printed illustrations are made up of very
small dots, which can be seen when magnified. These dots were
created by using a screen between the lens and photographic plate
when making a photographic copy of the drawing. The specialist
photographic engravers would have worked further on the plate.
Their task was to retain the quality of Paget’s original drawing
while accentuating details that could be lost or become unclear in
the printing process. A number of engraving firms, including
Swain, Waterlow & Sons Ltd and Hare, are identified by their
initials or names along with Paget’s much more prominent ‘SP’
signature.
“In the earliest-known surviving drawing, ‘All afternoon he sat
in the stalls’. . . all the different elements of Paget’s original drawing
have been retained. The engraver (probably working for Waterlow
& Sons Ltd, although there is no identification on the printed illustration in the Strand), has increased the highlight of Holmes’s
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Original Paget illustration from “The Red-Headed League” showing his
distinctive style and technique. Courtesy of The Sherlock Holmes
Collections at the University of Minnesota Libray.
___________________________________________________________________
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Illustration from “The Red-Headed League” in The Strand Magazine
showing the treatment of the original image by the engraver.
___________________________________________________________________
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hair and accentuated the stripes of his trousers. The drawing has
been reduced considerably to fit the page of the magazine, and
the intention at the outset must have been for it to sit in the midst
of the two-column text layout.”

Joseph Swain (1820-1909) worked for the magazine Punch (doing most
of the engravings of Sir John Tennniel’s cartoons), before setting up business
for himself. The Dictionary of National Biography (1912 Supplement) notes
that “[T]he signature ‘Swain sc’ must be taken to include the engravings of
assistants working for the firm.”
The company of Waterlow & Sons was founded by James Waterlow, who
died in 1876. His sons Alfred, Walter, Sydney, and Albert took over, until a
split in 1877, when Alfred Waterlow left to set up his own company.
Hare & Co. was founded by Jabez Hare (1796-1851) and initially specialised in supplying illustrations of agricultural machinery for trade catalogues.
(His son Thomas Matthew Hare conveniently set up shop in Essex Street,
just off the Strand).
There is another — hitherto unidentified — engraver who signed himself/
themselves ‘AR’, with a ‘C.’ (probably standing for ‘Company’) below. We
may hazard a guess at Alfred R. Dorrington & Co., of 8 Stanhope Street,
The Strand (who were certainly operating in 1887, offering themselves as ‘The
Cheapest Wood Engraving Establishment in the Kingdom’, and convenient.7
Curiously, art editor Boot did not consign all the Pagets for each story to
one engraver: for example, Swain did all bar one for Scan, with Paul Naumann
(see below) being given the job for the other; for no obvious reason, Waterlows
— having done all the others for Twis — were dropped for the last two in
favour of Hare & Co.
In his otherwise seminal book,8 Walter Klinefelter makes one or two
mistakes — suggesting, for example, that ‘W & S’ designated two men; but
he did some very interesting work in highlighting the differences in engraving
techniques that provided, as it were, different versions of Sherlock Holmes:
“Swain’s Holmes is very angular and has a weathered, hard-bitten
look which contrasts markedly with the more regular-featured
and generally sleek-appearing detective in the engravings signed
‘W. & S.’ Had Swain given Holmes a beaky nose, his reproductions
of Paget’s portraiture would have come very close to matching
Watson’s description of the man . . . . In the Holmes of Hare’s

7
8

Advertisement held in British Library.
Sherlock Holmes in Portrait and Profile (Syracuse University Press 1963).
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engraving is mirrored the sort of detective most clients expected
to meet when they called at 221B, that is, a personality radiating
strength and mental power . . . . The unknown engravers associated
with (the initials ‘AR’) were the ones who invariably made Holmes
very easy on the eye, altogether too easy in many instances.”

The importance of the engraving process cannot, of course, be exaggerated:
for it is the result of that process that was seen by the Strand reader and everyone subsequently. The success or otherwise of any single illustration would
always stand by the quality of the process and, in one specific case, the engraver himself. Byerly spotted the improvement:
“Although some of Paget’s work was engraved to highlight his
figures or to fill in his backgrounds, as in certain of the drawings
for The Hound and The Return, only those watercolours carried
in The Memoirs were fully rendered thus. For the most part, the
process had a detrimental effect on his illustrations, producing
noticeable variations in his depictions of Holmes and giving some
of his figures a poorly proportioned appearance.”

Alex Werner expanded on the specific, having identified the one engraving
in The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes that he said showed the way forward:
“The solitary drawing that conforms to a more standard engraving
type with the treatment of lines and hatchings is signed by Paul
Naumann, a skilled German-born engraver who had recently settled in London. It is a dramatic illustration of Holmes in disguise
. . . where he attempts to protect Irene Adler . . . . It is unclear
why there was a shift to Naumann as the sole engraver for all the
following stories that make up The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes.
It is possible that there had been issues about the variable quality
of the reproduction of some of the [previous — NU] illustrations.
A few have a smeared and blotchy appearance, suggesting that the
halftone photomechanical engraving process was at fault in some
way or that the ink was adhering badly at the printing stage. With
Naumann’s engraving process there was less chance of this happening, resulting in a sharper and more detailed image. It is likely
that Naumann used some photographic processes in his engraving
method. In the best of his work, he succeeds in retaining Paget’s
fluidity and flow while increasing the clarity of the illustrations on
the printed page.”

Paul Hermann Naumann was born in Germany in 1851 and worked on
illustrations for The Illustrated London News from 1888-95. He was still
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working in 1897, but appears to have died that year. Klinefelter damns him
with faint praise.
“Naumann is the only one . . . against whom a case could be made
on the grounds of crude execution of engravings. But strangely
enough, the portraiture of Holmes in his less carefully executed work
comes nearest to meeting Watson’s description of the detective.”

Readers of The Complete Paget Portfolio have 356 opportunities to make
their own decisions and choose which engraving style works best for them.
It will quickly be noted that not all the Pagets in the Adventures and Memoirs
carry engraver’s initials; they would seem to be entirely absent from every
single picture in the Return; and there is something of a mystery about those
in the Hound: on those very few that carry a name, not once is it a symbol of
the engraver but the name of ‘G Newnes.’
Greg Darak did some research after he received my Word Doc text edition of these original words. He noted that while the Strand Paget drawing
called ‘The Shadow of Sherlock Holmes’ in Houn has the ‘Newnes flash’
(for want of a better word) at its bottom left, when he went to his own copy
of the U.K. 1st edition and looked at the same image (used as the frontispiece), it has shifted to the bottom right.9

The ‘Newnes flash’ in The Hound of the Baskervilles.
_______________________________________________________________________

Of the other 59 drawings for Houn, eight also have the flash — five
times at bottom left, three at bottom right. It may be relevant that, as well as
the “Shadow” drawing, four of the other instances of its appearance come
with frontispieces for the relevant Strand (October and December 1901,
February and April 1902). It changes position from magazine to book on two
further occasions. In one specific instance (the famous “There’s our man,
Watson: come along” drawing — otherwise known as the great Regent Street
9

Private communication.
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reversed image), Darak points out that the flash is not in the Strand, but
present and correct (in white) at bottom left in the book. Why it appears at
all superimposed on any of these drawings — left or right, magazine or book
— just in The Hound of the Baskervilles, I do not know. The flash appears on
no other Paget illustration he drew for the Canon. One must assume that it
denotes elements of copyright.

THAT FIRST PICTURE
“There is a naturalness and confidence in Paget’s interpretation of
the two characters, which captures something of their essence and
spirit. Perhaps these portrayals were not what Conan Doyle had
intended but readers instantly warmed to them. Sherlock Holmes
had become distinctive. Paget retained his ‘hawk-like nose’ but
made him more appealing through his fuller body shape and confident posture . . . . The first illustration also reveals Paget’s ability
to select an appropriate scene to represent and a confidence in
striking out on his own with details that Conan Doyle had not
specified.”

Klinefelter also saw the vital importance of that very first drawing, describing,
“. . . a tall but not uncommonly spare Holmes . . . . [H]is chin is
somewhat prominent; and his forehead is rather higher than the
average, an effect that the artist no doubt found easy to reproduce
because of the fact that the hair above Holmes’s temples seem to
have made a considerable recession by the time he was thirty-four
. . . . His cheekbones, too, are high, but his nose, though long and
fairly large, has none of that beakiness which would suggest the
Red Indian.”

ADDENDA
We know that Doyle could be extremely critical of his illustrators. Peter
E. Blau found a letter from the author to Herbert Greenhough Smith, Editor
of the Strand, in 1903: “Let me do a small grumble. That ‘Leather Funnel’
was literature, or as near literature as I can ever produce. It is not right to
print such a story two words to the line on each side of an unnecessary illustration. It’s bad economy to spoil a £200 story by the intrusion of a 3 guinea
engraving.”10 I should quickly point out that the illustrator in question was
one Amdee Forrestier (for, of course, a non-Holmes drawing) and not Paget.
10

“I Should Like Paget for my Artist . . .” Baker Street Miscellanea as above.
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Doyle liked Paget: “I agree with you that the illustrations are excellent,”
he wrote to Alfred Harmsworth as the Adventures were appearing in 1891.
And, of course, it is well known that he presented Paget with a silver cigarette
case, on the occasion of his 1893 marriage, with the inscription “From Sherlock Holmes”.
One note arising from Doyle’s criticism to Greenhough Smith about the
“Leather Funnel’ layout: of the surviving Pagets, not one has any delineating
lines by the artist to accommodate blocks of text or illustration on the printed
Strand page. As it happens, the original from The Tragedy of the Korosko I am
lucky enough to possess does have just that: a 2” x 1” slot at the top left of the
drawing, the lines undoubtedly drawn by Paget. Interestingly, that very first
Holmes picture in “A Scandal in Bohemia” is blocked in similar fashion; I
have counted nine other similar instances. I mention this only to make the
assumption that on occasion Boot must have liaised with Paget in advance
— knowing how he wished certain illustrations to appear on the page. The
artist normally provided his drawings with wishy-washy backgrounds on his
6” x 8” pieces of board, thus permitting Boot to fit them on the page as he
wished, fading them in and out at choice.
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Peter E. Blau is “Cartwright” (aka Secretary) of the
Baker Street Irregulars. If you want to know more,
try Leslie S. Klinger, ed., Peter E. Blau: A Festschrift
(BSI Press 2018). Scuttlebutt old and new (updated
and in color) is at redcircledc.org/index.php?id=39.
Copyright 2019 Peter E. Blau.
Editors’ note: We first republished Scuttlebutt in the
2019 Baker Street Almanac, and we are pleased to
continue. For a description of Scuttlebutt and the
Spermaceti Press, see pages 73-74 of the 2019 BSA.
Another editors’ note: You will find four empty spaces
in the Scuttlebutts republished here. Those are places
where the original has cartoon or comic book art
for which we lack a license to reprint.
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PUBLISHING BOOKS WE WANT TO READ
A SHORT HISTORY OF WESSEX PRESS
Steven Doyle*

W

hen a brief history of Wessex Press was first requested for this almanac, it seemed a relatively straightforward task. However, after
reflecting on 25 years of Sherlockian publishing, it became a difficult question of how much to put in, and what should be left out. (And yes,
there are certainly stories for which the world is not yet prepared.) Wessex
Press is really two people — your correspondent, Steven Doyle, and friend and
co-publisher Mark Gagen. There has been an idea for awhile now that there
would be a full, unvarnished memoir of our Sherlockian publishing some
day, but that is not this day. And so, what follows is a casual, personal recollection of a quarter-century of us shepherding what we believe has been one
of the single greatest catalogues of Sherlockian titles ever published.
Wessex Press was formally started in 1994, but I had already been publishing for nearly a decade with the quarterly Sherlockian journal, The Sherlock
Holmes Review. I had learned a number of lessons from my time with SHR.
I had learned to think big. Our dual operating mottos back then were “Why
not?” and “They can only say no.” These were principles that were imported
into Wessex Press and still serve us well to this day. We had also learned to
trust our instincts. This was something Mark and I held onto when shifting
to book publishing. And I had also learned how to publish. When I started
SHR, I knew nothing about the actual craft of creating a book, but by the
time we started Wessex Press, we knew what we were doing, we believed in
ourselves, and we were aiming high.
Of course, there were other Sherlockian imprints around. The Baker Street
Irregulars had been publishing books, well . . . irregularly since the 1940s.
Others included Magico Magazine; Gaslight Publications (founded by Jack
Tracy, of dubious and questionable memory); Gasogene Press, Ltd. (David
Hammer’s imprint that was 80 percent vanity press); and Calabash Press out of
Canada. There may have been one or two others, and I had been a regular customer of all of them. I paid attention to what they published, and how their
titles were produced, and there were valuable lessons learned in this process.
But I’m a bit ahead of myself. How did we start? It was 1994, and Mark
Gagen, a fellow member of the local scion society The Illustrious Clients of
*

Steven Doyle is “The Western Mornings News” in the BSI. Copyright 2020 Steven Doyle.
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Indianapolis, had come onto SHR, and he and I quickly became perfect
publishing partners. Not only were we friends, we had complimentary skills,
and those late-period issues of SHR reflect the dynamic we were discovering
by working together. It was at this time that he and I published a volume of
essays for The Illustrious Clients entitled The Illustrious Clients Fourth Casebook, which was a blend of both club members and well-known Sherlockians
from across the country and overseas. It ended up being a beautiful volume,
and we realized that yeah, we could do books. That spring we were in Dayton,
Ohio attending the annual Sherlock Holmes/Arthur Conan Doyle symposium
run by Dr. Al Rodin, BSI. One of the talks was by this fellow named Roy
Pilot, who had a presentation on Doyle’s science fiction masterpiece, The
Lost World. In the course of the talk, Roy mentioned that he and Al Rodin
had written an annotated edition of the book, but had been unable to find a
publisher. I distinctly remember turning to Mark and saying, “Hey, why don’t
we publish it? It could be our first book.” In the wake of the success of the
Illustrious Clients book, we had been thinking about starting our own small
press, but of course, finding quality titles was a challenge. Mark thought it
was a great idea, and at a break we found ourselves pitching our yet-toactually-exist press to Roy and Al. But we always swing for the fences, and
to our great excitement, Roy and Al said yes, they’d take a chance on us.
It took two years. Two years to organize, acquire equipment, edit the manuscript, lay it out, and get it published. But at the BSI weekend in January,
1997 The Annotated Lost World made its debut as the first title from this new
Sherlockian/Doylean publishing company named Wessex Press. It is not an
overstatement to say it was a sensation, and this beautifully typeset and designed
book, casebound and dust jacketed, helped establish us right from the start.
It was a very short time after this . . . perhaps a month . . . that I received
a call from Tom Stix, Jr., who at that time was Wiggins for the Baker Street
Irregulars. Tom called to say that David Hammer was retiring, and planned
to close down his Sherlockian publishing company, Gasogene Press, Ltd.
Tom went on to say he thought there was a need for an independent Sherlockian publishing company and suggested we consider buying Gasogene from
Hammer.
By this time, the short list of Sherlockian publishers had definitely gotten
smaller. Magico had mysteriously gone dormant. Gaslight Publications had
definitely ceased operation in the wake of Jack Tracy being suspected in his
mother’s murder, and the events that followed from that terrible event. And
the Baker Street Irregulars had not yet embarked on the impressive publishing
run that Mike Whelan started upon succeeding Tom Stix.
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To cut to the chase, Wessex Press did indeed purchase Gasogene Press,
Ltd. from David Hammer, and renamed it Gasogene Books, making it an
official imprint of Wessex Press. And just like that, within months of our
first release, we had a new imprint devoted exclusively to Sherlockian topics,
and a broader umbrella imprint for work that had crossover appeal outside of
the narrower Sherlockian universe. It wasn’t without struggle and pitfalls . . .
getting the old Gasogene inventory from Dubuque, Iowa to Indianapolis,
Indiana is a tale for future memoirs, as are some of the legal issues that arose
in the wake of the imprint’s purchase. But we are proud to have taken the
Gasogene imprint far beyond the vanity press days of its first incarnation,
building it into the leading imprint in the world for Sherlockian titles.
The Annotated Lost World set a standard for book production that we have
maintained throughout the quarter-century we’ve been in business. Mark and
I love books, and really love true craftsmanship . . . meaning professional
typesetting and design and attention to detail. And quality sells, especially in
this debased age of self publishing and Sherlockian print-on-demand imprints. Even more importantly, we know publishing is a business, and know
it is important to not only know what book to publish, but how to publish it.
I clearly remember sitting in the lobby of the Algonquin Hotel during the
BSI weekend back in those early days of Wessex Press, being patronizingly
told by one of our competitors we had been publishing one of our major works
completely wrong. They’re now long gone and we’re still here.
We’ve been blessed to have brought some of the most important published
work of the last 25 years into print. Les Klinger’s original annotated edition,
The Sherlock Holmes Reference Library in 10 volumes; The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes: 75th Anniversary Edition, edited by Ray Betzner; Murder in the
Vatican: The Church Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes by Ann Margaret Lewis . . .
the runaway best-selling single book we ever published; 221 BBC: Writing
for the World’s Only Complete Dramatised Canon and Beyond, by Bert Coules;
The Complete Paget Portfolio, by Nicholas Utechin. And new in 2020, The
Annotated While Company, annotated and edited by Doug Elliott and Roy
Pilot . . . the perfect bookend to our first publication 25 years ago. Here in
2020 Wessex Press has published well over 60 titles, released three audio CD’s
on our record label, sponsored five major weekend film conferences, and provided graphic design and book cover creation for The Baker Street Irregulars.
And now, Wessex Press is getting ready to launch a new imprint under
the Wessex umbrella. Night Shift Books will be devoted to weird tales and
other works of the macabre. But have no fear, our primary focus will always
be bringing the finest works of Sherlockiana to press, and publishing books
we want to read.
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When I burgle my son’s money box as my own was burgled 30 years ago it will be to set him up with a complete
Macaulay.
Of course they say that he is inaccurate. They say so of
Froude, also; and of everyone else who tries to turn history into something more human than an almanac.
A. Conan Doyle,
Before My Bookcase,
Philadelphia Inquirer, June 3, 1894

Editors’ note: Ouch again.

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE IN 2019
Alexis Barquin*
he year 2019 saw Arthur Conan Doyle’s 160th birthday and was rich in
events, adaptations, finds and new features added to The Arthur Conan
Doyle Encyclopedia. The following will focus on non-SH activities, as
Sherlock Holmes is already covered in this Almanac.

T

EVENTS
The interest in Arthur Conan Doyle’s works beyond Sherlock Holmes
increased incredibly in 2019. It’s not easy to explain why it happened this year.
Some say it may be due to many years of unlikely Sherlock Holmes adaptations, not faithful to the original stories (Sherlock BBC, Elementary, Miss
Sherlock, Holmes & Watson), and the audience may have had a need for
true Conan Doyle stories and not ersatz. Or maybe it’s just a coincidence.
Anyway, in 2019, a new street with ACD’s name was inaugurated, along
with the first episodes of a new podcast, three conferences, the announcement
of a new magazine and a new edition of ACD’s works, plus the creation of a
new society dedicated to ACD’s life and works. Here are the details:
“Conan Doyle Gasse” (Conan Doyle Alley) is a street sign that was unveiled in Feldkirch, Austria, on 25 May 2019, by the German Sherlock
Holmes Society (“Deutsche Sherlock-Holmes-Gesellschaft”). This is related
to Arthur Conan Doyle attending the Jesuit school “Stella Matutina” in
Feldkirch in the years 1875-1876.1
The Film Archive of Sweden discovered, on 29 May 2019, a 40-second
newsreel movie showing Sir Arthur Conan Doyle at his arrival in Stockholm
on 27 October 1929, together with his wife Jean and his friend Ashton
Johnson.2
“Doings of Doyle” is a podcast created in October 2019 by Dr. Mark Jones
and Paul M. Chapman and dedicated to “explore the works of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, the creator of Professor Challenger, Brigadier Gerard and
Sherlock Holmes.” They record one podcast per month. So far, they have
discussed the following ACD fictions: “The Doings of Raffles Haw” (November 2019), “The Winning Shot” (December 2019) and “The Captain of
*

Alexis Barquin is curator of The Arthur Conan Doyle Encyclopedia. Copyright 2020 Alexis
Barquin.
1
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Plaques#Feldkirch.
2
Stunning video: https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Sir_Arthur_Conan_Doyle
_arrival_in_Stockholm_(movie_27_october_1929).
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the Pole-Star” (January 2020). Subscribe for free to this very interesting, musthear show.3
“Arthur Conan Doyle — The Spiritualist” was presented five times at
the Arthur Conan Doyle Centre during the Edinburgh Fringe festival (13-26
August 2019) by Eleanor Docherty, resident detective at the ACD Centre
(Edinburgh). She revealed the curious history of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and
his links to the world of spiritualism — followed by a tour of the Centre.
“A Tribute to Arthur Conan Doyle, the Man Behind and Beyond Sherlock
Holmes” was a conference held on 26 August 2019 at the Arthur Conan
Doyle Centre during the Edinburgh Fringe festival. It took the form of a
discussion between Elizabeth Crowens, an American author, and Tania Henzell, a relation of the Doyle family who has created an official Sherlock Holmes
tartan. Crowens discussed her books and her interest in the paranormal and
spiritualism, and Henzell exhibited her tartans.
A new “Arthur Conan Doyle Society”: In September 2019, an open letter
by Clifford Goldfarb (Chairman of The Friends of The Arthur Conan Doyle
Collection at the Toronto Public Library) expressed the idea that there was
room for a new society dedicated to ACD. The idea spread at the speed of
light around the world and soon a committee of several devotees started discussing it during the “Conan Doyle and London” conference on 15 November
2019. Following that conference, a manifesto by Dr. Mark Jones was circulated on 28 November 2019 to present the new society goals, activities, and
publications, and an initial meeting of advocates was held in New York City
on 17 January 2020. The committee is looking for volunteers to help establish
the new Conan Doyle Society. Stay tuned and prepare your subscription!
“Conan Doyle and London” was a symposium held on 15 November 2019
at the Senate House, London, organised by the Institute of English Studies
at the School of Advanced Study, University of London. Conference topics
included: “Conan Doyle: Man of Letters, Man about Town,” by Douglas
Kerr; “Of Time and the City: Conan Doyle and London Print Culture,” by
Jonathan Cranfield; “‘A great traffic was going on, as usual, in Whitehall’:
Public Places and Secret Spaces in Sherlock Holmes’s London,” by Andrew
Glazzard; “I have my eye on a suite in Baker Street,” by Catherine Cooke;
“Conan Doyle and Medical London,” by Roger Luckhurst; “Cosmopolitan
Spiritualism and Doyle’s The Land of Mist,” by Christine Ferguson; and
finally a presentation of “The Edinburgh Edition of the Works of Arthur
Conan Doyle,” a 22-volume collected works to be published in 2020. Their
next symposium will be in June 2020 on “Conan Doyle in Edinburgh.”
3

https://www.doingsofdoyle.com.
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“The Conan Doyle Review” was announced in December 2019 by editor
Dr. Ashley D. Polasek as an “interdisciplinary journal for scholarship on the
life, works, creative afterlives, and cultural legacies of Arthur Conan Doyle.”
The review will begin accepting submissions for peer review in the summer
of 2020 and will publish Vol. 1 #1 in Spring 2021. However, a special issue
was released in January 2020 for the BSI festivities but with only Sherlockian
content. Let’s hope that Vol. 1 #1 will be focused on ACD.4

BOOKS
Three noteworthy books were published in 2019:
“Sherlock Holmes and Conan Doyle in the Newspapers, vol. 4,” by Mattias
Boström, Mark Alberstat, Leah Guinn & Matt Laffey (Gasogene Books, 29
April 2019, 202 p.): The 4th volume includes hundreds of press articles published between January and June 1894, the period after the death of Sherlock
Holmes. Lots of reviews, interviews, articles on ACD’s life and writings. Next
volume will cover July-September 1894.5
“Arthur Conan Doyle,” by Eduardo Caamaño (Editorial Almuzara, 30
April 2019, 636 p.): This big biography, in Spanish, is modestly subtitled “The
Definitive Biography of the creator of Sherlock Holmes.” Eduardo Caamaño
is a Spanish biographer, author of biographies of The Red Baron and Harry
Houdini.6
“Conan Doyle for the Defence,” by Margalit Fox (Profile Books, 6 June
2019, 368 p.): The book recounts Arthur Conan Doyle’s application of
Sherlock Holmes’s deduction skills to the real case of Oscar Slater, wrongly
accused of the murder of an old lady, Miss Marion Gilchrist, in 1908.7

ADAPTATIONS
There were many adaptations of non-Sherlock Holmes stories in 2019
— three times more than the previous year, confirming the enthusiasm for
Conan Doyle — one novel adapted in comic, three short stories and one
essay adapted in short movies, and two plays with Arthur Conan Doyle as a
character:
“Sir Nigel” (Vol. 1: 6 March; Vol. 2: 21 August 2019, Glénat editions,
France): The French publisher “Glenat” has published two volumes of the
4

https://www.facebook.com/ACDreview.
http://www.wessexpress.com/html/newspaper4.html.
6
https://www.amazon.com/dp/841755808X.
7
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1781253579.
5
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ACD’s historical novel “Sir Nigel.” This comic was adapted by Roger Seiter
and drawn by Christian Gine. This is the first Sir Nigel comic in color (second
if you count the illustrated novel by Patrick Nicolle in the 1960s).8
“Ether: The Strange Afterlife of Harry Houdini and Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle” (12 April 2019; 50 minutes) is a stage reading of the first act of an
unproduced play of the same name, written by Susan I. Weinstein and directed
by Sara Minisquero, performed at the Dixon Place (New York, NY, USA),
starring Owen Hayden as Arthur Conan Doyle and Geoff Moonen as Harry
Houdini. Harry Houdini & Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s rivalry continues in the
afterlife, where they and their wives are stuck in their versions of life after
death. The play is based on letters they exchanged after Houdini asked Conan
Doyle to find him a genuine medium. They explore the space between life
and death together. They end at opposite ends of a spectrum that here must
find a resolution.9
“Professor Challenger and The Disintegration Machine” (29 April 2019;
17 minutes) is an American short movie, adapted, produced and directed by
Ross K. Foad, released on YouTube, starring Martin W. Payne as Professor
George Edward Challenger, Fergus Foster as Edward Malone and Wesley
Lloyd as Theodore Nemur. The movie is an adaptation of Arthur Conan
Doyle’s short story, “The Disintegration Machine” (1929).10
“Mysterious Circumstances” (June-July 2019) is an American play, written
by Michael Mitnick and directed by Matt Shakman, performed by the Geffen
Playhouse Theater at the Gil Cates Theater (Los Angeles, CA, USA) from
11 June to 21 July 2019, starring Austin Durant as Arthur Conan Doyle,
Alan Tudyk as Sherlock Holmes and Ramiz Monsef as Dr. Watson. Inspired
by the New Yorker article “Mysterious Circumstances: The Strange Death of
a Sherlock Holmes Fanatic,” by David Grann, the play centers around the
story of the mysterious death of Richard Lancelyn Green, the world’s foremost scholar of Sherlock Holmes. After spending two decades searching for
the missing papers of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Green came close to unlocking the secrets behind Holmes’ creator when he tracked down an elusive box
which was said to be cursed.11

8

https://www.amazon.com/dp/2344023399.
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Ether:_The_Strange_Afterlife_of_Harry
_Houdini_and_Sir_Arthur_Conan_Doyle_(reading).
10
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Professor_Challenger_and_The_Disi
ntegration_Machine.
11
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Mysterious_Circumstances_(play_2019).
9
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“The Terror at Blue John Gap” (16 July 2019; 30 minutes) is an American
short movie, adapted, produced and directed by Ross K. Foad, released on
YouTube, starring Phil Kay as Dr. James Hardcastle. The movie is based
upon Arthur Conan Doyle’s short story of the same name (1910) and upon
the works of H. P. Lovecraft.12
“The Truth Lies Within” (26 October 2019; 17 minutes) is an American
short movie, adapted, produced and directed by Ross K. Foad, released on
YouTube, starring John Rittey as Dr. Benjamin Kennedy and Louis Mackenzie as Dr. Julius Burger. The movie is an adaptation of Arthur Conan Doyle’s
short story, “The New Catacomb” (1898).13
“The History of Spirituality” is a series of documentary videos produced
by Ross K. Foad, adaptating Arthur Conan Doyle’s essay “The History of
Spiritualism” (1926). In 2019, three episodes were released:
• Episode 5: “The Mediumship of Eusapia Palladino” (19 August 2019)14
• Episode 6: “The Fall of The Fox Sisters” (2 November 2019)15
• Special episode 4+6: “Foxing a Nation” (20 November 2019)16

THE ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE ENCYCLOPEDIA IN 2019
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com
In 2019, The Arthur Conan Doyle Encyclopedia continued its growth in pages
and images. In March, we reached 20,000 images! These include original
publications of articles and fictions, manuscripts, photos, illustrations, covers,
posters, comics, etc. This is the biggest online resource for illustrations of
ACD’s works between 1870 and 1930, with more than 250 illustrators and
more than 3,600 illustrations.
This threshold reminded me of the costs associated with this huge work
of data gathering (mainly subscriptions to many newspaper archives and
purchases of original books or magazines). As the Encyclopedia is a free nonprofit website with no ads, I had the idea to launch a support campaign.
Every sponsor and contributor received a nice ACD lapel pin of the silhouette
designed by E.O. Hoppé in The Bookman (November 1912). This lapel pin
can still be obtained for any donors as support never ends.17
12

https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/The_Terror_at_Blue_John_Gap.
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/The_Truth_Lies_Within.
14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFbtYwME8Pk.
15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9V1wyQ09hj0.
16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sj5ygDgeHHI.
17
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Support_Us.
13
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On 7 July 2019, the anniversary of ACD’s death, I created an “Obituaries”
page referencing not only articles about ACD’s death, but also obituaries of
family members (wives, sons, uncles, . . .) and other closely connected people
(Joseph Bell, George T. Budd, Alfred H. Wood, . . .). In an interview for the
Daily Mail on 1 July 1930, ACD said: “I am tired of hearing myself described
as the author of Sherlock Holmes. One would think I had written nothing
but detective stories.” One week later almost all obituaries were titled
“Death of the creator of Sherlock Holmes.”18
By the end of the year, I had extended the Sherlock Holmes search engine
from the 62 Sherlock stories, to include all Conan Doyle fictions: 253 fictions
(213 short stories, 24 novels and 16 plays). “Angels of Darkness” will be included soon.19
Some of the many rare/odd findings in 2019:
26 February: Cheque signed by Arthur Conan Doyle — If Arthur Conan
Doyle had given you a cheque, would you have cashed it or kept it as a
souvenir? This one from Lloyds Bank Ltd. was for L.S.A. (London Spiritualist Alliance), he paid £1 4s. 9d. on 9 August 1924.20
2 March: Arthur Conan Doyle and W.G. Grace — A rare photo showing
Arthur Conan Doyle and W.G. Grace on 23-25 August 1900 during the
“London Club” vs “M.C.C. & Ground” first-class cricket match was
auctioned at Knights Sporting auction house (lot 386). Hammer price
not communicated.21
9 April: His Interest — A fine joke titled “His Interest” published on 10 May
1913 in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch:
• “Does your son show any special aptitude?”
• “I think he wants to be a doctor.”
• “Fine. Shows an interest in doctors, does he?”
• “Yes. He reads everything that’s been written by Dr. Conan Doyle.”22

18

https://arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Obituaries.
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/search-fictions.
20
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/images/6/6c/1924-08-09-sacd-cheque-to-londonspiritualist-alliance.jpg.
21
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/images/5/5d/1900-08-23-25-crystal-palace-londoncounty-vs-mcc-ground.jpg.
22
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/His_Interest.
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20 April: ACD Marriage — In this photo from 18 September 1907, Jean and
Arthur Conan Doyle are just married. They leave St. Margaret’s, Westminster after the ceremony. Discover in the article “Sherlock Holmes Married” the detailed description of Jean’s gown and all the wedding gifts.23
24 April: The Xema Expedition — Arthur Conan Doyle involved in “The
Mysterious Voyage of the Xema,” a real story of a treasure hunt on a desert
island. But also a total fiasco.24
5 May: ACD Portrait — A very nice portrait of ACD by iIllustrator E.R.H.
published in The Berkshire Evening Eagle on 6 March 1925.25
13 May: ACD or not ACD? — According to Clark & Simpson Auctions,
in this photo (lot 74) is Arthur Conan Doyle in templar frock or masonic
symbolic posture. Most Doylean experts think it’s not him.26
15 May: Conan Doyle says . . . — A collection of ironic jokes published in
American newspapers between 1921-1923, when Arthur Conan Doyle
did his lecture tours about spiritualism around the world. Some funny
examples:
• Conan Doyle says they stay married forever in heaven. Some people wouldn’t
call that heaven.
• Conan Doyle says it is a funny feeling when you die, but then he never tried it.
• Conan Doyle says a man can take his horse to heaven. There is no reason why
he couldn’t take his car, too.
• Conan Doyle says he wishes he hadn’t written Sherlock Holmes, but nobody does.
11 July: Letter about Sherlock Holmes, Joseph Bell and A Study in Scarlet
— Forum Auctions sold a short letter (Lot 417) written by ACD on the
influence of his mentor Joseph Bell at Edinburgh University medical
school and the creation of Sherlock Holmes. Hammer price: £14,000!27

23

https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Sherlock_Holmes_Married.
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/The_Xema_Expedition.
25
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Conan_Doyle_Says:_Spiritualism_Is_
Only_Hope_of_World_Salvation!.
26
https://www.the-saleroom.com/en-gb/auction-catalogues/clarke-and-simpson/catalogueid-ibcla10340/lot-c13e8fd1-a7ca-4dfb-b039-aa4800ff9636.
27
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Notecard_about_Sherlock_Holmes,_Dr.
_Bell_and_A_Study_in_Scarlet.
24
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16 August: Cool story, bro! — “Bro. Dr. Conan Doyle” in The Masonic Illustrated (October 1901).28 See also links between Conan Doyle and
Freemasonry.29
23 September: Another ACD Portrait — This original drawing by Oscar
Cesare, an American caricaturist, was published on 7 May 1922 in The
New York Times to illustrate an article by Horace Green: “An Open Letter
to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.”30
20 October: A Hunting Morning — Want to sing a poem written by Arthur
Conan Doyle? You can hear “A Hunting Morning” (1901) performed by
Peter Savidge in 2000 from music written in 1908 by Alfred J. Silver.31
11 November: The most prolific illustrator — Leo Edward O’Mealia (18841960) was an American cartoonist. Between 1930 and 1931, he did 816
illustrations for nine Sherlock Holmes short stories written by Arthur
Conan Doyle (from The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes). This is a lot more
than Sidney Paget and his 594 illustrations (including his SH and nonSH illustrations.).32
15 December: Jean and sons — Bought on auction, nice and new photos
from a 1920s press agency of Jean Conan Doyle and her two sons Adrian
and Denis at Bignell Woods (undated, 1925-1930s).33

28

https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Bro._Dr._Conan_Doyle.
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Freemasonry.
30
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/An_Open_Letter_to_Sir_Arthur_Conan
_Doyle.
31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_K0o18NsxY.
32
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/index.php/Leo_O%27Mealia.
33
https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/images/b/b7/1925-1930s-jean-conan-doyle-withdenis-and-adrian-at-bignell-woods-01.jpg; https://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/images
/a/ab/1925-1930s-jean-conan-doyle-with-denis-and-adrian-at-bignell-woods-02.jpg.
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Shannon Carlisle*
January 11: New York City, NY — 516 Junior Sherlockian Society wooden
nickels were distributed through the BSI, The Woman, and Gaslight Gala
dinner packets. Recipients were urged to share the nickels with children and
youth and encourage them to participate in Junior Sherlockian training, a
program of the Beacon Society.
January 12: New York City, NY — During the Beacon Society’s general
meeting, the Beacon Award was renamed the Susan Z. Diamond Beacon
Award in recognition of Susan’s outstanding efforts to introduce young people
to Sherlock Holmes. Susan served on the Beacon Society’s Board of Directors since its inception in 2003. In addition, she served as chairperson of the
Communications, Programs, Award, and Grant committees and held the
offices of Percy Phelps (secretary) and Headlight (President). Mike McClure
was named the 2019 recipient.
February 4, 5, and 7: Century Middle School, Thornton, CO — Derrick
Belanger gave three author talks to approximately 300 6th-graders about
writing Sherlock Holmes stories.
March 30: Dayton, OH — Shannon Carlisle presented “It’s a Bonny Thing:
The Sherlockian-Themed Classroom,” at the Holmes, Doyle, and Friends:
Six conference. During her presentation, she described how the theme encourages students to be critical thinkers and observant, active participants in
their learning.
March 30: Dayton, OH — During dinner, at the Holmes, Doyle, and
Friends: Six conference, a group of educators determined that there should be
a scion for educators. After that initial conversation, Rob Nunn continued
the conversation and The Priory Teachers Association was formed. The PTA
is a professional scion. Membership includes current and former educators
from around the world who all share an interest in Sherlock Holmes.
May 1: Moore Elementary School, Franklin, TN, and the Laux Residence,
Warren, OH — Shannon Carlisle’s 4th-grade literacy students practiced and
performed the Readers Theater play for “The Final Problem,” adapted by
*

Shannon Carlisle’s classroom is 221b Baker Street. The Sherlockian theme encourages
her students to employ the mindset and skills needed for optimal growth, provides an
engaging framework for learning, and supports students in their attempts to be productive citizens.
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Donald Novorsky. Then, the students participated in a Skype call with Don
and James Laux. The author, who also reads Sherlock Holmes when presenting his Readers Theater, and James Laux, his Watson, answered the
students’ questions about writing and theater.
May 6 — Michael Whelan, Wiggins, recognized The Priory Teachers Association as an irregular scion society of the Baker Street Irregulars.
May 15: Moore Elementary School, Franklin, TN, and the Katz residence,
Morristown, NJ — Dr. Robert Katz donated copies of The Grand Game: a
Celebration of Sherlockian Scholarship, Volume Two, 1960-2010 to Shannon
Carlisle’s 4th-grade literacy students. The class read “The Blue Enigma” essay,
by Judge S. Tupper Bigelow, and then discussed it during a phone conversation with Dr. Katz. In the essay, Bigelow highlights Morley’s explanation
for the different colors of Holmes’s dressing gown. During the conversation,
the students described their theories. Two-thirds of the class concluded that
Holmes had two gowns — a blue one and then a mouse-coloured one. They
believe that Mrs. Hudson accidentally washed the blue gown (TWIS) with a
red piece of clothing and turned it purple (BLUE). Then, Holmes purchased
a mouse-coloured one when he returned from his hiatus because the purple
gown had burned in the fire.
May 17: Moore Elementary School, Franklin, TN — The Fresh Rashers
(Marino Alvarez, Jim Hawkins, David Hayes, Bill Mason, Dean Richardson, and Drew Thomas) played REDH Jeopardy with the Shannon Carlisle’s
4th-grade literacy students. For the third year in a row, Bill Mason’s team
won.
May 19: Denver, CO — Derrick Belanger presented “A Reexamination of
the Reichenbach Fall,” at the Denver Women’s Press Club Spring Tea. The
presentation was for members of Doctor Watson’s Neglected Patients. Some
students were in the audience.
June 14 — For their inaugural year, the members of The Priory Teachers
Association recognized Rob Nunn as the scion’s “Lamplighter” (lamplighter
(noun), a person who ignites and maintains gas street lights; a person who
ignites excitement among Sherlockian educators to organize and maintains
their organization).
July 19 — Derrick Belanger edited and published The Irregular Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, the first Sherlock Holmes collection aimed at young adult
readers. The book includes short stories written by students and professional
authors.
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August 9: www.juniorsherlockian.com — On the 221st day of the year, the
Junior Sherlockian Society celebrated its second birthday. Sponsored by the
Beacon Society, the program continues to invite children and youth to complete
Junior Sherlockian Training — an in-depth study of Sherlock Holmes’s
character traits, observational skills, capacity for critical thought, and inductive
and deductive reasoning. During the online training, Junior Sherlockians-inTraining complete the 2-2-1-b tasks to explore, experience, and extend their
understanding and appreciation of the great detective. Upon completion of
the tasks and submission of “training evidence,” a certificate of completion is
granted.
August 11: Minneapolis, MN — Shannon Carlisle presented “Whimsical
Little Incidents and Three Pipe Problems in a Sherlockian Themed Classroom,” at the Dark Places, Wicked Companions, and Strange Experiences
conference. The conference was hosted by the Norwegian Explorers, the
Friends of the Sherlock Holmes Collections at the University of Minnesota,
and the University of Minnesota Libraries. During her presentation, she
described how introducing Sherlock Holmes to children can create some
unique challenges. She avoids the “dark places” and “wicked companions.”
However, during their Sherlockian adventures, they embrace the strange
experiences — the whimsical little incidents and the three pipe problems.
August 12-16: Moore Elementary School, Franklin, TN — Shannon Carlisle
provided Sherlockian Training for 102 fourth graders. The Sherlockians-inTraining were introduced to the great detective and participated in the “Who
borrowed Mr. Bear?” simulation. By the end of the week-long training, the
students learned to be observant, active participants in their learning, and
critical thinkers . . . just like Sherlock Holmes.
October 14: Moore Elementary School, Franklin, TN — At the Franklin
Special School District’s school board meeting, five students from Shannon
Carlisle’s 2018-2019 4th-grade class were recognized for their pastiches
published in The Irregular Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, by Belanger Books.
November 1: American Academy, Castle Pines, CO — Derrick Belanger
presented “You are Sherlock Holmes” to all of their fifth-grade students
(about 100 students total).
November 3 — Belanger Books announced the second Sherlock Holmes
story collection aimed at young adult readers, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
and Dr. Watson, along with a call for submissions.
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November 12-25: Albert Cassens Elementary School, Edwardsville, IL —
Rob Nunn taught his annual Sherlock Holmes unit to 28 fifth graders. Over
the course of the two-week unit, students read “The Adventure of the Blue
Carbuncle,” “The Adventure of the Red-Headed League,” “The Silver Blaze,”
“The Adventure of the Speckled Band,” “The Adventure of the Copper
Beeches,” and “A Scandal in Bohemia.” The class practiced Readers Theater
plays for “The Blue Carbuncle” and “The Red-Headed League” and performed them for 150 other students. Students learned about the conventions
of the mystery genre and the writing and editing process by crafting their
own Sherlock Holmes mysteries. They also discussed the history of The
Strand Magazine, used Holmes’s deductive reasoning while investigating
items of clothing for details of their owners, and enjoyed viewings of Jeremy
Brett’s “The Speckled Band” and “The Great Mouse Detective.”
November 14: Tattered Cover Bookstore, Denver, CO — Derrick Belanger
gave an author talk and shared his “10 Rules for Writing a Sherlockian Pastiche.” Approximately 30 people were in attendance, including five children.
November 18: Moore Elementary School, Franklin, TN — 11 of Shannon
Carlisle’s 4th graders learned that their limericks were published in The Canon,
Five Lines at a Time: A Collection of Poetic Meditations on the Original Sherlock
Holmes Tales, by the Crew of the Barque Lone Star. The book was edited by
Steve Mason. They were recognized on the school’s morning announcements.
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Carla Coupe, Jaime Mahoney, and Jacquelynn Morris*

INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORES

S

herlockians have long cherished film, television, and radio adaptations as
well as biographical and historical programs about the Great Detective
and his Literary Agent, but for many, books are prized above all else.
Some buy from Amazon or chain bookstores such as Barnes & Noble, but
many prefer to support their local — or a favorite — independent bookstore.
The past two decades have seen many changes in the publishing industry,
especially in the world of brick and mortar stores. For a while, chain stores
flourished, and their advantages of vast floorspace and massive stock drove
many independent bookstores out of business. However, with the rise of
Amazon’s ubiquity and their own over-confident expansions, chains began to
falter and eventually some went under, like Borders, or closed many stores,
like Barnes & Noble.
After the financial crash in 2008, many pundits bewailed the imminent
demise of all independent bookstores. Fortunately, for a variety of reasons,
including niche marketing, hand-selling, expanded stock, including gifts and
food, and welcoming their role as community centers, the number of independent bookstores has steadily grown.
Business, however, is still volatile, and your favorite store may be forced
to close or relocate. So how can an enthusiastic tyro or an ardent long-time
Sherlockian find and support a bookstore close to home, or near where they
are vacationing? Of course, you can check with local Sherlockian friends.
Most people love to recommend a favorite bookstore and may even insist on
accompanying you there. You can also ask at the local library — reference
librarians know everything!
Additional places to look:
• Search online for “bookstores near me.”
• Check Yelp.com for the location and rating of local bookstores.
• Online local visitor guides often have business listings, including bookstores.
• Often cities, states, or publications sponsor ‘best of’ listings, which may include
bookstores.
• Bookweb.com is the official site for the American Booksellers Association.
*

Carla Coupe, Jaime Mahoney, and Jacquelynn Morris are all past Gasogenes of the
Watson’s Tin Box scion society in Ellicott City, Maryland. Copyright 2020 Carla Coupe,
Jaime Mahoney, and Jacquelynn Morris.
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It has a great searchable database of members (often with a description if
the bookstore specializes in a topic or topics) under Find a Bookstore.
• Indiebookstoreday.com is the site for Independent Bookstore Day. Their
database allows you to search a specific area and displays a map of all participating stores.
• Indiebound.org is a community of independent local bookstores. Their
search returns a map with links to member stores. A search for a specific
bookstore name returns the store’s contact information.
• Newpages.com is the site for New Pages: Engaged Readers, Creative
Writers, Start Here. NewPages.com contains news, information, and
guides to literary magazines, independent publishers, creative writing programs, alternative periodicals, indie bookstores, writing contests, and more.
Their bookstore listings are organized by state.
• Ioba.org is the site for the Independent Online Booksellers Association.
This site allows you to search by bookseller or for specific book titles.
Their membership appears to be more limited than that of Abebooks.com.
• Abebooks.com has a large database of booksellers, many of which are
online only. Their site focuses on searches for rare and collectible books, so
may not include stores that carry more mainstream stock. Abebooks is a
subsidiary of Amazon.
• Biblio.com allows you to search for booksellers in a specific area. Their database consists of mainly online sellers, although some may have a brick
and mortar store.
• Indiebookstorefinder.com is available from GoLocalApps. This phone app allows you to search for bookstores near your location and save your favorites.

SHERLOCKIAN PUBLISHERS
You can also support small publishers who include books of interest to Sherlockians in their catalogues. The following list is by no means exhaustive but
will help satiate your need for new books.
Belanger Books (belangerbooks.com): Brothers Derrick and Brian Belanger
helm this publisher, which specializes in Holmes pastiches, children’s books,
and sci-fi/steampunk.
BSI Press (bakerstreetirregulars.com): The publishing arm of the well-known
Baker Street Irregulars, this press specializes in limited-run reference books
and the quarterly magazine, the Baker Street Journal.
Crooked Lane Books (crookedlanebooks.com): Crooked Lane Books is a
mystery publisher which also offers Sherlockian titles.
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Edge Science Fiction and Fantasy Publishing (edgewebsite.com): Based in
Calgary, Canada, Edge focuses on horror and has also published some Holmesrelated fiction.
Endeavour Media (endeavourmedia.co.uk): This London-based publisher
carries pastiches by well-known authors in the Sherlockian community.
Gemma Halliday Publishing (gemmahalliday.com/gh-publishing): This publisher focuses on lighthearted, modern stories, including Sherlockian ones.
Graphic Universe (lernerbooks.com/pages/Graphic-Universe): Graphic Universe publishes graphic nonfiction and novels, including Holmes-related ones.
MX Publishing (mxpublishing.co.uk and sherlockholmesbooks.com): Based
in London, MX is run by Steve Emecz and has a large collection of Holmesrelated fiction and pastiches. MX books are also available at a number of
independent bookstores.
Mango Publishing (mango.bz): Based in Miami, Mango has published a few
Sherlockian titles.
Mysterious Press (mysteriouspress.com): Owned by Otto Penzler, who also
owns the Mysterious Bookshop in New York, Mysterious Press specializes
in mysteries and thrillers, and publishes a number of Sherlockian reference
books and pastiches.
Roxton Press (roxtonpress.com): A new small publisher based in Baltimore,
Roxton promises Sherlockian content in the near future.
Skyhorse Publishing (skyhorsepublishing.com): Started in 2006, Skyhorse
publishes some well-known authors in the Sherlockian community.
Titan Books (titanbooks.com): Based in London, Titan Books offers a collection of Sherlockian books and graphic novels.
Wessex Press — Gasogene Books (wessexpress.com): Based in Indianapolis,
Indiana, and run by Steve Doyle and Mark Gagen. This widely respected
small publisher offers a wide variety of material: reference and scholarly volumes, pastiches, and audio CDs.
Wildside Press (wildsidepress.com): John Betancourt owns and runs this
Maryland-based publisher specializing in mysteries, horror and science fiction. Wildside publishes Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine and a number of
Holmes-related books and pastiches.
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Carlina de al Cova*
he year of 2019 proved that Sherlock Holmes is still important to
science. His mention in publications across the sciences in disciplines
such as medicine, chemistry, genetics, and forensics demonstrates the
influence that the Great Detective still has on scholarship, as well as the
public. If we were to examine all the major journals in the various disciplines
that comprise the sciences from their initial publication dates to the present
day, Sherlock Holmes would likely appear in at least one article per year.
Textbooks in the field, in one way or another, reference Sherlock Holmes.
This is especially true in the social sciences, medicine, and chemistry, where
Sherlock Holmes is often employed to teach the basic concepts of these disciplines. For example, in the 2019 book Chemistry and Crime: Investigating
Chemistry from a Forensic Science Perspective, edited by Amanda S. HarperLeatherman and Ling Huang, the second chapter (pages 12-34), written by
Dr. Lawrence J. Kaplan and titled “Teaching Chemistry with Forensic Science”,
illustrates how to teach chemistry through the lens of forensic science, using
the Sherlock Holmes stories as an aid to introduce students to basic forensic
chemistry concepts (such as reagents). However, the Great Detective also
appears in several research articles across the sciences. Below are some of the
more interesting works from the year 2019 that Sherlock Holmes is referenced in.

T

Kampmann, Jan D, “Medical references and curiosities in the Sherlock
Holmes stories,” The Medical Journal of Australia 211.11 (December 2019):
525-527 — As this work indicates, Sherlock Holmes’ relationship to medicine is strong, with “references to 68 diseases, 32 medical terms, 38 doctors,
22 drugs, 12 medical specialties, six hospitals, three medical journals, and
two medical schools” (p. 525). This is not surprising given that Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle’s medical background and his partial basis of Sherlock Holmes
on his University of Edinburgh medical school mentor, Sir Joseph Bell.
However, this work pays particular attention to Holmes’ beliefs about cocaine
and tobacco use, age rejuvenation and the Langur serum associated with
“The Creeping Man”, the curious case of Tapanuli fever and what it really
may have been, the cases of fainting and brain fever in the canon, the effects
of the Devil’s Foot root, death by jellyfish, and faux leprosy/skin disorders.
Each of these addictions, poisonings, or illnesses is discussed in detail and
*

Carlina de la Cova, Ph.D., is “The Anthropological Journal” in the Baker Street Irregulars.
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assessed for present day clinical correlates. Perhaps most interesting is a discussion about the Devil’s Foot root and what it really may have been. The
author reveals that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, whilst a medical student, performed an experimental study on himself that involved the ingestion of Gelsemium for the treatment of neuralgia (nerve pain). Apparently, the side effects had some similarities to those described in “The Devil’s Foot”. Conan
Doyle’s results were published in 1879 in the British Medical Journal.
Ambagtsheer, Frederike and Linde Van Balen, “‘I’m not Sherlock Holmes’:
Suspicions, secrecy and silence of transplant professionals in the human organ
trade,” European Journal of Criminology (January 2019): 1-20 (https://doi.org
/10.1177%2F1477370818825331) — Sherlock Holmes is found in the title
of this article, which focuses on the secrecy and silence 41 transplant professionals in the Netherlands maintained when working with patients who were
suspected to have purchased kidneys in the illicit organ trade. Apart from
the title, the only mention of Holmes comes from an interview with a transplant professional (p. 10), who indicates: “I’m not Sherlock Holmes. I’m not
going to try to find out whether they purchased the kidney. I’m just not going to do
that. I don’t care. Why should I care?” This physician is indicating that it is not
their business to know where their patients’ soon to be transplanted kidneys
came from. The reference to the Great Detective also alludes to the fact that
the transplant specialist places their duty as a doctor above that of the local
constabulary and justice system. Ultimately this creates a wall of secrecy
about the illicit organ trade and places patients at risk for disease transmission
from illegally obtained kidneys. It also leads to harm, something physicians
take an oath not to do, by silently supporting the organ trade.
Kellner, Max J., Jeremy G. Koob, Jonathan S. Gootenberg, and Omar O.
Abudayyeh, “SHERLOCK: nucleic acid detection with CRISPR nucleases,”
Nature Protocols 14.10 (September 2019): 2986-3012 — Genetics continues
to rapidly evolve as a discipline especially with the improvement of technology, which allows for more accurate, cost-effective DNA testing. Rapid detection of specific nucleic acids (the NA in DNA) and other strands of DNA
are central to accurate clinical diagnosis. This article describes a new method
created by the authors to target specific DNA or RNA (ribonucleic acids)
sequences. This new method, named after the Great Detective, is called
SHERLOCK: specific high-sensitivity enzymatic reporter unlocking. The authors
indicate it allows for complex, portable, and “ultra-sensitive detection of RNA
or DNA from clinically relevant samples” (p. 2986). Thus, Sherlock Holmes
has officially entered the DNA-detection arena. True to his word, it is his
business to know what other people don’t know . . . right down to one’s DNA.
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Jones, Benjamin J., “Microscopy in Forensic Sciences,” Springer Handbook of
Microscopy, eds. Peter W. Hawkes and John C. H. Spence (Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2019), 1507-1524 — Microscopy and forensics go hand-inhand. It is an important skill used in forensic investigation to visualize aspects
of the human skeleton and teeth, assess ballistics, identify trace evidence,
examine fingerprints, and through the use of entomology and biology, estimate postmortem interval (the estimate of time since death). Sherlock Holmes
utilized both a magnifying glass and a microscope, so it is fitting that he is
mentioned in a handbook on forensic microscopy. In this instance he is used
as a teaching tool (one wonders how he would have felt about this) to force
the reader to think about how “stereotypical investigators” are often portrayed using a magnifying glass to find clues and whether or not, in a true
criminalistic setting, this is accurate and acceptable.
Merckelbach, Harald and Marko Jelicic, M., “Feigning Hand Preference? A
Case Report Preliminary Data,” Journal of Forensic Sciences 64.3 (May 2019):
938-940 — Understanding hand preference plays a crucial role in forensic
science, especially in regard to instances where a victim is stabbed, beaten, or
shot. Handedness becomes important in ascertaining whether a suspect is
right- or left-handed and thus capable of committing the crime they have
been accused of. Witness accounts as well as standardized tests may be employed to determine handedness of an unspecified perpetrator and/or a suspect. However, as this case study illustrates, suspects can cunningly fake
handedness and con the standardized methods used in the discipline to ascertain hand preference. Sherlock Holmes makes an appearance in the conclusion of the work. The authors note that in fiction, handedness is easily
determined. They cite “The Boscombe Valley Mystery”, where Holmes realized, based on injury to the left side of the back of the victim’s skull, that the
attacker was left-handed. However, as the authors indicate on page 940, “in
the universe of Holmes, things are fixed: Holmes knew for sure that the attacker was standing behind his victim and also, once arrested, the defendant
did not try to hide his real hand preference.” Reality is far murkier, as investigators do not always know the location of an attacker in relation to the
victim and a suspect may successfully feign handedness on a standardized
test, complicating the picture. Better methods are needed in the discipline to
accurately assess hand preference.
Trainum, James L., “The CSI effect on cold case investigations,” Forensic
Science International 301 (August 2019): 455-460 — This work discusses the
impact popular television shows and movies have had the public’s perception
of forensic science versus what real forensic science is. A number of popular
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shows across a variety of networks and subscription services are discussed.
Unfortunately, Sherlock Holmes is mentioned in passing, which is surprising given that there are recent adaptations of the canon that bring the detective into the modern era and illustrate good examples of forensic science and
crime scene investigation. However, the way in which Holmes is briefly described in this article is worthy of ending this segment on. The author notes
on page 455 that: “I’m sure that even prosecutors in the Victorian era lamented the impact the fictional Sherlock Holmes had on their juries.” I will
leave it our readers to argue this point as we know Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
did consult in the forensic capacity during his lifetime.
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THE ARTIFACTS IN THE
221B BAKER STREET SITTING-ROOM
RE-CREATION IN READING, PENNSYLVANIA
Denny Dobry*
Editors’ note: This is the second installment — the first was in last
year’s Baker Street Almanac — of what we hope will become a complete inventory of Denny Dobry’s famous re-creation of 221B. He
welcomes visitors and can be reached at dendobry@ptd.net.
Key:
Page = Page number in Doubleday’s The Complete Sherlock Holmes where a reference to the listed article is found
Ded. = Deduced, for items that must have existed, but are not in the written words
of the story.
Image # = Image number of artifact in the pages of pictures following this table
Artifact Description

Page

Image #

When Watson entered the sitting-room, Holmes ‘. . . threw across his
case of cigars, and indicated a spirit case (tantalus) and a gasogene, in the
corner.’

162

SCAN01

Watson’s top-hat and stethoscope

162

SCAN02

The pink-tinted note-paper announcing the visit of a masked gentleman.

163

SCAN03

A SCANDAL IN BOHEMIA

*

Denny Dobry is “A Single Large Airy Sitting-Room” in the BSI. Copyright 2020 Denny
Dobry.
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Artifact Description

Page

Image #

The strange visitor’s mask

164

SCAN04

Photo of Wilhelm Gottsreich Sigismond von Ormstein, Grand Duke of
Casssel-Felstein

165

SCAN05

Photo of a young Irene Adler

165

SCAN06

Promotional poster of an Irene Adler performance

Ded.

SCAN07

The Chubb lock on the door at Briony Lodge

168

SCAN08

Photo of Godfrey Norton

168

SCAN09

Norton’s cheque with which he purchased Irene’s wedding ring at Gross
and Hankey

168

SCAN10

The Gold Sovereign given to Holmes by Irene Norton which Holmes
kept on his watch-chain in memory of the occasion.

169

SCAN11

An ordinary plumber’s smoke-rocket that Watson tossed through the
window at Briony Lodge

170

SCAN12

The broad black hat used by Holmes as part of his Nonconformist clergyman

170

SCAN13

The actor John Hare to whom Watson compared Holmes

170

SCAN14

Irene’s Letter to Holmes

174

SCAN15

Holmes’ photograph of THE Woman

175

SCAN16
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The Three Hours for Lunch Club by George Ennis, 1934.
Courtesy of Special Collections, the Lutnick Library,
Haverford College.
___________________________________________________________________

PAST SHERLOCKIANS
Linda and Harrison Hunt*

THE THREE HOURS FOR LUNCH CLUB
he Baker Street Irregulars, founded by Christopher Morley in 1934,
had its origins in several of the loosely organized clubs Morley created
over the years. He started his first Sherlockian coteries as a youth in
Baltimore, forming The Three Garridebs with his brothers Felix and Frank,
and The Sign of the Four with three close friends a few years later. As a
writer in New York in the 1920s and ’30s, the seeds of the BSI were planted

T
*

Linda and Terry Hunt are co-authors of “Aboriginals”: The Earliest Baker Street Irregulars,
1934-1940 (BSI Press 2019) “Past Sherlockians” was inspired by “Births and Deaths of
Past Cricketers” in the Wisden Cricketers’ Almanac. Copyright 2020 Linda and Harrison
Hunt.
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in discussions of the Canon in two of Morley’s ongoing gatherings, The
Three Hours for Lunch Club and the Grillparzer Sittenpolizei Verein.
The Three Hours for Lunch Club was the older of the two groups, and
was for men only (the Grillparzer was co-ed). It was composed of what
Morley called kinsprits, mostly fellow writers and men in publishing and the
book trade. The Club was saluted in the above painting by George Ennis,
which shows a few of the regulars at their favorite gathering place, the kitchen
of Christ Cella’s restaurant (and site of the first BSI dinners) on East 45th
Street in New York. It depicts (top row, from left) Franklin Abbott, Christ
Cella, Frank V. Morley, Torino (a waiter), Hulbert Footner and Mrs. Elli
Cella; and seated (from left) Robert Keith Leavitt, Frank Henry, William S.
Hall, Christopher Morley, Don Marquis, and Émile Gavreau. All the men
except Footner and Gavreau were among the earliest Baker Street Irregulars.

CRITERIA
All those listed in this section have passed beyond the Reichenbach, and
have distinguished themselves in the Sherlockian world. Listings include
birth and death dates, nation of residence, field(s) of accomplishment, and
selected Sherlockian organizations, honors and publications/films. Dates are
given month, day, year.
This feature is an ongoing project and will be added to annually; future
lists will include more international Sherlockians. Some significant figures,
most notably Sherlock Holmes and John H. Watson, have not been included
because their birth and death dates cannot be verified. These listings are by
necessity brief and not meant to be biographies. Recommendations for additional information about past Sherlockians can be found at the end of this
section.

ABBREVIATIONS
Occupations/Studies: A (author) • Ac (actor) • Ad (academic) • Ar (artist) •
C (collector) • D (Doyle authority) • Ed (editor) • F (film production) •
H (historian) • J (journalist) • L (librarian) • M (Morley authority) • Mch
(merchant) • Mu (musician) • Pub (publishing) • Pub/O (online publishing)
• S (Sherlockian) • TV (television production)
Nations: Au (Australia) • Ca (Canada) • Dk (Denmark) • Fr (France) •
G (Germany) • Gr (Greece) • In (India) • Ir (Ireland) • It (Italy) • Jp (Japan) •
Ny (Norway) • Rus (Russia) • Sp (Spain) • Sw (Sweden) • Sz (Switzerland) •
UK (United Kingdom), USA (United States of America)
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Organizations: ASH (Adventuresses of Sherlock Holmes) • BSI (Baker
Street Irregulars) • BT (Bootmakers of Toronto) • HB (Hounds of the Baskerville (sic)) • RC (The Red Circle of Washington, DC) • SBB (Speckled
Band of Boston) • SCB (Sons of the Copper Beeches) • SHS (Sherlock
Holmes Society (pre-war England)) • SHSL (Sherlock Holmes Society of
London) • SN (The Six Napoleons) • TFOP (The Five Orange Pips)
Publications: BSJ (Baker Street Journal) • CH (Canadian Holmes) • SHJ
(Sherlock Holmes Journal) • SM (Serpentine Muse)
Awards: CPS (solved BSI Crossword Puzzle, 1934) • EA (Edgar award) •
HonS (Honorary Secretary) • MBt (Master Bootmaker) • MM (MorleyMontgomery Award) • PP (Pulitzer Prize) • QVM (Queen Victoria Medal,
BSI) • RS (Rhodes Scholar) • 2s (Two Shilling award, BSI)

PAST SHERLOCKIANS
Atwill, Lionel Alfred William. 3-1-1885–4-22-1946. UK/USA. Ac. Dr. Mortimer (1939) & Moriarty (1942) opp. Basil Rathbone.
Barrymore, John. 2-15-1882–5-29-1942. USA. Ac. Sherlock Holmes (1922).
Bell, Harold Wilmerding. 12-23-1885–8-29-1947. USA/UK. S, Ad, A. SHS,
BSI, SBB charter member and Keeper. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson: The
Chronology of Their Adventures; Baker Street Studies (ed).
Briggs, Gray Chandler, M.D. 1-30-1883–1-23-1942. USA. S, C. Proposed 111
Baker Street as location of 221B.
Bruce, William Nigel Ernle. 2-4-1895–10-8-1953. UK/USA. Ac. BSI. Dr.
Watson opp. Basil Rathbone, 14 films (1939-1946), & on radio (19391946); on radio opp. Tom Conway (1947).
Calamai, Peter. 6-23-1943–1-22-2019. Ca. S, J. Order of Canada, Hon. Ph.D.,
Michener Award. BT, MBt; BSI, MM. Canada and Sherlock Holmes (coed.); articles in BSJ and CH.
Cumings, Thayer. 3-16-1904–2-19-1989. USA. S, Advertising. TFOP, BSI.
Cushing, Peter Wilton. 5-26-1913–8-11-1994. UK. Ac. OBE. Sherlock
Holmes, The Hound of the Baskervilles (1959); TV, 16 episodes (1968).
Davenport, Basil. 3-7-1905–4-7-1966. USA. S, A, J, Ed. BSI.
Davis, Elmer Holmes. 1-13-1890–5-18-1958. USA. S, J, A, Radio Commentator, Government Service. RS, Peabody Awards. BSI, CPS. Author of the
BSI Constitution and Buy Laws.
Dodge, Laurence Paine. 8-23-1885–11-16-1965. USA. S, BSI, CPS. SBB.
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Doyle, Arthur Ignatius Conan, M.D. 5-22-1859–7-7-1930. UK. A, Physician,
Spiritualist. Knight Bachelor (1902). Author of the Sherlock Holmes stories
and other works. Literary agent of John H. Watson. Steel True, Blade
Straight.
Fleming, Ian. 9-10-1888–1-1-1969. UK. Ac. Dr. Watson opp. Arthur Wontner, 5 films (1931-1937).
Folsom, Henry Titus. 6-18-1927–5-8-2018. USA. S, Cleric, A. BSI 2s, MM.
The Cornish Horrors (founder). Throughout the Years at Baker Street.
Goodman, Charles, D.D.S. 9-2-1900–2-10-1991. USA. S, Dentist. BSI 2s.
Gordon, Mary Gilmour. 5-16-1882–8-23-1963. UK/USA. Ac. Mrs. Hudson
opp. Basil Rathbone, 9 films (1939-1946).
Greig, Peter. 11-2-1889–3-13-1969. USA. S. Wine/Spirits Mch, food expert,
A. BSI.
Hall, William Sidney. 11-30-1889–9-29-1971. USA. S, Pub, C, A, Ar,. BSI 2s,
CPS. Crew of the S.S. Friesland, Amsterdam.
Harding, David Llewellyn “Lyn”. 10-12-1867–12-26-1952. UK. Ac. Grimesby
Roylott opp. Raymond Massey (1931), Professor Moriarty opp. Arthur
Wontner (1935, 1937).
Haycraft, Howard. 7-24-1905–11-11-1991. USA. Pub, A, EA. BSI, 2s. The Art
of the Mystery Story (ed).
Hoey. Dennis. 3-30-1893–7-25-1960. UK/USA. Ac. Lestrade opp. Basil
Rathbone, 6 films (1942-1946).
Keddie, James, Sr. 10-11-1883–10-7-1942. USA. S, Pub. BSI, SBB founder
and first Cheetah.
Klinefelter, Walter. 11-3-1899–7-4-1987. USA. S, A, Pub, C, Mch. BSI 2s,
CPS. Sherlock Holmes in Portrait and Profile.
Leavitt, Robert Keith. 8-20-1895–5-25-1967. USA. S, Advertising, A. BSI,
MM, CPS.
Macdonell, Archibald Gordon. 11-3-1895–1-16-1941. UK. S, A, Radio Commentator. SHS founder and HonS; BSI.
Morley, Christopher Darlington. 5-5-1890–3-28-1957. USA. S, A. RS. BSI,
founder and first Gasogene; SHS, Hon. Member. Intro, Doubleday omnibus edition of the Canon; Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, A Textbook of
Friendship; column, BSJ.
Morley, Felix Muskett, Ph.D. 1-6-1894–3-13-1982. USA. S, J, Ad, A. RS, PP.
BSI.
Morley, Frank Vigor, Ph.D. 1-4-1899–10-8-1980. USA/UK. S, A, Ed, Pub.
RS. BSI, SHS. Creator of the BSI Sherlockian Crossword Puzzle, 1934.
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Neil, Roy William. 9-4-1887–12-14-1946. USA. F. Directed 11 Sherlock
Holmes films starring Basil Rathbone (1943-1946).
Officer, Harvey. 4-5-1872–5-20-1947. USA. S, Cleric, Musician. BSI, CPS.
Composer, Baker Street Suite; lyricist, “The Road to Baker Street”.
Rathbone, Philip St. John Basil 6-13-1892–7-21-1967. UK/USA. Ac. BSI.
Sherlock Holmes in 14 films (1939-1946), on radio (1939-1946) and on
Broadway (1953).
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano. 1-30-1882–4-12-1945. USA. S, A, President of
the United States. BSI. Five letters to the BSI published as “A Baker Street
Folio” (1945).
Sayers, Dorothy Leigh. 6-13-1893–12-17-1957. UK. S, A, Translator, Theologian. Hon. LLD. SHS (founding member). Proposed Watson’s middle
name was Hamish.
Seyffertitz, Gustav von. 8-4-1862–12-25-1943. G/USA. Ac. Prof. Moriarty
opp. John Barrymore, 1922.
Shaw, John Bennett. 10-13-1913–10-6-1994. USA. S, C. BSI 2s. Compiler of
“The Shaw 100.” Huge collection of Sherlockiana, now at the University of
Minnesota.
Smith, Edgar Wadsworth. 4-1-1894–9-17-1960. USA. S, A, Ed, Pub, General
Motors executive. TFOP, BSI Buttons-Cum-Commissionaire, publisher
BSJ and The Pamphlet House. Profile by Gaslight (ed).
Starrett, Charles Emerson Vincent. 10-26-1886–1-5-1974. USA. S, A, J, C.
BSI, 2s, CPS; HB, co-founder; SHS, Hon. Member. The Private Life of
Sherlock Holmes, 221B: Studies in Sherlock Holmes, “The Unique Hamlet” and
the poem “221B”.
Steele, Frederic Dorr. 8-6-1873–7-5-1944. USA. S, Ar, A. BSI. Noted illustrator of Sherlock Holmes stories for Collier’s and other American publishers.
“Sherlock Holmes in Pictures”.
Stock, Nigel Hector Munro. 9-21-1919–6-23-1986. UK. Ac. Dr. Watson, TV,
opp. Douglas Wilmer (1964-1965) & opp. Peter Cushing (1968); 8 radio
episodes/recordings opp. Robert Hardy (1970); Rufus T. Waxflatter, Young
Sherlock Holmes (1985).
Stone, Percival Mason. 3-9-1886–7-16-1965. USA. S, A. BSI, SBB charter
member and Poker.
Truman, Harry S. 5-8-1884–12-26-1972. USA. S, President of the United
States. BSI.
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Wilmer, Douglas. 1-8-1920–3-31-2016. UK. Ac. Sherlock Holmes, TV, 13
episodes (1964-1965) & The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes’ Smarter Brother
(1975). Prof. Van Dusen, TV The Rivals of Sherlock Holmes (1973). Member,
Diogenes Club, TV Sherlock (2012).
Wilson, Gahan. 2-18-1930–11-21-2019. USA. A, Cartoonist. Numerous Sherlockian cartoons in Playboy magazine.
Wontner, Arthur. 1-21-1875–7-10-1960. UK. Ac. Sherlock Holmes in 5 films
(1931-1937).
Young, Roland. 11-11-1887–6-5-1953. UK/USA. Ac. Dr. Watson opp. John
Barrymore (1922).

FURTHER INFORMATION
Hunt, Harrison & Linda. “Aboriginals”: The Earliest Baker Street Irregulars,
1934-1940.
Lellenberg, Jon (ed.). Irregular Memories of the ‘Thirties; Irregular Records of
the Early ‘Forties; Irregular Proceedings of the Mid-Forties; Irregular Crises
of the Late ‘Forties.
Rabe, W.T. (ed.). S’ian Who’s Who and What’s What. 2 editions, 1961 and
1962.
http://www.sherlocktron.com/invest.pdf (BSI Investitures by last name)
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SHERLOCK HOLMES AND LAW 2019
Ira Brad Matetsky*
January 1, 2019: At the stroke of midnight, the copyright on Arthur Conan
Doyle’s “The Adventure of the Creeping Man,” first published in 1923, expires
in the United States. Due to a series of congressional enactments extending
the duration of copyright terms, this is the first canonical Sherlock Holmes
story to enter the public domain in the U.S. in more than two decades. (See
also December 31, 2019 entry.)
March 4, 2019: The Massachusetts Land Court resolves a dispute over the
boundary line between two neighboring properties. In doing so, Justice
Keith C. Long rejects an argument concerning the doctrine of “adverse possession,” partly on the ground that the argument has rarely been presented in
other similar cases and has never been accepted by a court. The court states
in a footnote that the novel argument “fails the Silver Blaze test. If it [were]
correct, it would surely have been raised and applied in a legion of other adverse possession cases.”1 The Court then cites “Silver Blaze,” which is the
most commonly quoted of all Sherlock Holmes stories in a legal context,2
and quotes at length from Holmes’s famous exchange with Inspector Gregory
about “the curious incident” of the dog that “did nothing in the night-time.”
March 19, 2019: “Silver Blaze” again, in another footnote. The Washington
(State) Court of Appeals finds that there was sufficient evidence to find a
criminal defendant guilty of drug possession. The court distinguishes two
other cases cited by the defendant in which convictions were reversed, because
in those cases but unlike this one, no drug paraphernalia was found. In a
footnote, Judge Kevin Korsmo observes, “The absence of evidence sometimes
can constitute evidence. See Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, “The Adventure of
Silver Blaze” in The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (1894) (silence of guard dog
allowed inference that thief was known to the dog).”3
March 20, 2019: A federal court in Indiana finds that there are disputed
issues of fact in a lawsuit by an employee who claims that his employer
wrongfully denied him time off under the Family and Medical Leave Act
*

Ira Brad Matetsky is “The Final Problem” in the Baker Street Irregulars.
Nannucci v. Hynds, 27 L.C.R. 89, 93 n.19 (Mass. Land Court Mar. 4, 2019).
2
See Ira Brad Matetsky, “The Law of Dogs That Do Nothing in the Night-Time: Judges
and the Sherlock Holmes Canon,” in Candace Lewis, Ira Brad Matetsky & Roger Donway,
eds., Upon the Turf: Horse Racing and the Sherlockian Canon, at 149-57 (BSI Press 2020).
3
State v. Alatorre, 2019 Wash. App. LEXIS 652, at *8 n.3 (Mar. 19, 2019).
1
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(FMLA). The employee had told the employer he was injured, but had not
provided much detail about the injuries. Judge Robert L. Miller, Jr. quotes
precedent holding that “[t]he FMLA does not require employers to play
Sherlock Holmes, scanning . . . for clues to the undisclosed, true reasons for
an employee’s absence.”4
March 27, 2019: Professor Stephen R. Alton, of the Texas A&M University
School of Law, posts an online preprint of his forthcoming law review article,
“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Holmes: A Tale of Two Testaments.”5 Alton’s paper
addresses a series of legal issues created by the reported testamentary dispositions of Dr. Henry Jekyll in Robert Louis Stevenson’s The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and Jonas Oldacre in Arthur Conan Doyle’s “The
Adventure of the Norwood Builder.” As summarized in the abstract of Alton’s article, “[t]aken together, these two testaments raise the issues of the
testator’s capacity and intent to make the will, undue influence and bequests
to attorneys (notably to the drafting attorney), due execution of the will, and
the effect of the beneficiary’s possible murder of the testator.”6
June 12, 2019: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit overturns a
lower court’s dismissal of some customers’ claim that bank employees stole
valuables from their safe deposit boxes. The plaintiffs argued that the only
way anyone could have gained access to the boxes was either to pick the
lock, to drill through the lock, or to use the bank’s keys. Plaintiffs presented
evidence that lock-picking and lock-drilling had not occurred and therefore
the remaining possibility — that bank employees must have gained unauthorized access using the keys — must be correct. In holding that plaintiffs’ case
was strong enough to go to trial, the court in a footnote quotes Sherlock
Holmes in “The Adventure of the Blanched Soldier”: “[W]hen you have
eliminated all which is impossible, then whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth.”7

4

Lutes v. United Trailer, Inc., 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 45772, at *11 (N.D. Ind. Mar. 20, 2019
(quoting de la Rama v. Illinois Dep’t of Human Servs., 541 F.3d 681, 687 (7th Cir. 2008)).
5
Texas A&M University School of Law Legal Studies Research Paper 19-13, available
at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3360516 and forthcoming in the
University of South Carolina Law Review.
6
For related discussion, see Andrew Jay Peck et al., “The Adventure of the Norwood
Builder: A Lawyerly Annotated Edition,” 2015 Green Bag Almanac & Reader 116-162,
5 Journal of Law 235-278 (2015), available at http://journaloflaw.us/8%20Almanac%20
Excerpts/2015/JoL5-1,%20AE-2015,%206Doyle-et-al.pdf, and the articles cited there.
7
Nalbandyan v. Citibank, N.A., 777 Fed. Appx. 189, 192 n.2 (9th Cir. June 12, 2019)
(per curiam).
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June 27, 2019: It is the U.S. Supreme Court’s last scheduled session before
the Court recesses for the summer, and legally attentive Sherlockians are
eagerly awaiting the Court’s decision in Carpenter v. Murphy, one of the last
remaining cases of the Court’s 2018-2019 Term that has not yet been resolved. When the case was argued in 2018, Justice Samuel A. Alito, Jr. invoked
“a fundamental principle of law that derives from Sherlock Holmes, which is
the dog that didn’t bark,”8 raising the question whether this “Sherlock
Holmes Canon”9 would be cited in the Court’s written opinion. But in an
unusual development, the Court is unable to resolve the case by the end of the
Term and issues no decision; instead, Chief Justice John Roberts announces
that the case “is restored to the calendar for reargument” at a later date.10 A
decision in the case, or another presenting the same legal issue, is now expected sometime in 2020.
October 1, 2019: Another citation of “Silver Blaze,” in another footnote.
The California Court of Appeal finds that a citizen ballot initiative raised
the age at which youthful offenders can be tried in adult rather than juvenile
court. Dissenting, Judge Art W. McKinster argues that the ballot initiative
did not make this change, in part because no one suggested that the initiative
would have this effect while it being considered. In a footnote, McKinster
declares: “This lack of comment, like Sherlock Holmes’ ‘dog in the nighttime’ which tellingly failed to bark . . . was in itself evidence.”11
November 4, 2019: Yet another quotation from “Silver Blaze,” in another
footnote — and this time in a case literally about dogs “that did nothing in
the night-time.” The Texas Court of Appeals affirms a defendant’s conviction for murdering his wife, rejecting the defendant’s contention that the
murder was committed by a burglar. Among other evidence supporting the
conviction, Judge Elizabeth Kerr observes: “Additionally, other evidence
belied a burglary. If a burglar had entered the house, the dogs would have
barked. They did not.”12 In a footnote, Kerr continues: “Sherlock Holmes
fans will immediately call to mind ‘The Adventure of Silver Blaze,’ a story in
The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, in which Holmes deduces that the presumed
8

Transcript of oral argument at 53, Carpenter v. Murphy, No. 17-1107 (argued Nov. 27,
2018).
9
See Matetsky, note 2 above, at 156 & n.33 (discussing Anita S. Krishnakumar, “The
Sherlock Holmes Canon,” 84 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1 (2016)).
10
Journal of the Supreme Court of the United States, October Term 2018, at 904.
11
B.M. v. Superior Court, 40 Cal. App. 5th 742, 767 n.3, 243 Cal. Rptr. 3d 426 (4th
Dist. Oct. 1, 2019) (McKinster, J., dissenting).
12
Andrews v. State, 2019 Tex. App. LEXIS 9750, at *22-23 (2d Dist. Nov. 7, 2019).
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murderer was someone well-known to the stable dog past which a famous
race horse had been led in the night with no fuss from the dog.”13 The footnote continues by quoting the dialog between Holmes and Inspector Gregory
as well as Holmes’s later explanation that he “had grasped the significance of
the silence of the dog” as an inference that helped solved the case.
December 18, 2019: The year’s last “Silver Blaze” footnote. The Supreme
Court of Michigan declines to issue an advisory opinion on the constitutionality of an amendment to the Michigan Constitution. In a dissenting opinion,
Justice David Viviano observes that “it appears no delegate at the constitutional convention ever mentioned that he or she understood” a constitutional
provision adopted at the convention in the fashion being advocated in another justice’s opinion.14 In a footnote citing “Silver Blaze,” Vivano observes:
“In this sense, it was like the watchdog that did not bark in the famous
Sherlock Holmes novel [sic], i.e., the absence of a fact that one would expect
to see.”15
December 20, 2019: The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,
based in California, holds that users of Huuuge Inc.’s video slots game app
are not bound by an arbitration clause contained in Huuuge’s terms of use,
because the clause was concealed and a reasonable user would not have been
on notice of it. Judge M. Margaret McKeown finds that far from being
clearly displayed, the clause was positioned so that users would “need Sherlock Holmes’ instincts to discover the terms.”16
December 31, 2019: At the end of the year, three more canonical stories, all
first published in 1924, enter the public domain in the United States: “The
Adventure of the Sussex Vampire,” “The Adventure of the Three Garridebs,” and “The Adventure of the Illustrious Client.” The last six stories
from The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes remain under copyright in the U.S. —
but not for much longer: four will enter the public domain in 2022, and the
final two in 2023.

13

Id. at n.6.
In re House of Representatives Request for Advisory Opinion Regarding Constitutionality of 2018
PA 368 & 369, 936 N.W.2d 241, 274 (Mich. 2019) (Viviano, J., dissenting).
15
Id. at n. 65 (Viviano, J., dissenting).
16
Wilson v. Huuuge, Inc., 944 F.3d 1212, 1214 (9th Cir. 2019).
14
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SHERLOCKIAN GROUPS AND SOCIETIES
Mike McSwiggin*

W

hat follows is a list of Sherlockian groups and societies, broken
down into categories based on geographical connections, professional connections, and other connections. The geographical
groups are arranged alphabetically by country, and within the United States
by state. Professional groups are listed alphabetically (each listing describes
the profession represented). Finally, the “Other” category contains groups
that are either internet-based, American national groups (not confined to a
particular state), or simply unclassifiable. Many thanks to Peter Blau, who is
the keeper of lists and general fount of knowledge for all things Sherlockian.
We started with mailing addresses supplied to him, and augmented wherever
possible with updated information of several sorts, including email addresses,
websites, and Facebook groups.
As with all topics in this Almanac, we look to you, the reader, to supplement our understanding and knowledge. If your group’s listing would benefit
from updated contact information or is missing entirely, please let us know.
Ideally, we would like email, website, and Facebook group information, as
well as the group’s name and mailing address, a contact person’s name, and
any other pertinent information.
Thanks to literally dozens of people, this chapter is significantly more accurate and up to date than last year’s version. Many of you sent emails to
either Ross Davies or myself (or to Monica Schmidt as part of the Sherlockiana chapter) to update group information or current status. I also had the
pleasure of meeting many readers at Sherlockian events in 2019 (Baltimore,
Bloomington, Chicago, Dayton, Indianapolis, New York, and Philadelphia).
I carried my chapter everywhere, hoping to get better information. And
thanks to both my badgering and your generosity, this chapter is getting
closer to reflecting current reality. But there is still more work to do. Please
email me (at mikemcswiggin@gmail.com) with any updates, additions, or
deletions. Thanks to everyone for helping us out!

SHERLOCKIAN SOCIETIES BY COUNTRY
Austria
Baker Street Vienna
Silvia Groniewicz
Anton-Baumgartnerstrasse 44/C5/1/1

*

Mike McSwiggin is “A Seven-Per-Cent Solution” in the Baker Street Irregulars.
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1230 Vienna
AUSTRIA
https://www.facebook.com/BakerStreetVienna/
Australia
The Sherlock Holmes Society of Melbourne
Michael Duke
Melbourne 3 Gillies Street
Hampton, Vic. 3188
AUSTRALIA
mmgduke@bigpond.net.au
The Sherlock Holmes Society of South Australia
Mark Chellew
P.O. Box 85
Daw Park, SA 5041
AUSTRALIA
https://sites.google.com/site/sherlocksa/
The Sherlock Holmes Society of Western Australia
Fred Rutter
49 Cedar Way
Forrestfield, WA 6058
AUSTRALIA
camden.house@telstra.com
The Sydney Passengers
Bill Barnes
19 Malvern Avenue
Manly, N.S.W. 2095
AUSTRALIA
http://www.sherlock.on.net/
Belgium
Le peloton des cyclistes solitaires
Cedric C. Goffinet
Rue de Levallois-Perret 46
B-1080 Bruxelles
BELGIUM
Brazil
The Isadora Klein Amateur Mendicant Society
Carlos Orsi Martinho
r. Zacarias de Goes, 404, ap. 92
Jundiai-SP 13201-800
BRAZIL
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Canada
The Bimetallic Question
Wilfrid de Freitas
Box 883, Stock Exchange Tower
Montreal, QC H4Z 1K2
CANADA
http://www.bimetallicquestion.org/
The Bootmakers of Toronto
Thelma Beam
360 Bloor Street East #910
Toronto, ON M4W 3M3
CANADA
https://www.torontobootmakers.com/
The Halifax Spence Munros
Mark J. Alberstat
46 Kingston Crescent
Dartmouth, NS B3A 2M2
CANADA
https://www.facebook.com/The-Spence-Munros-212957769636/
The London Cesspudlians
Mark Hanson
70 Augusta Crescent
London, ON N6E 2E1
CANADA
The Main Street Irregulars
Trevor S. Raymond
4 Lyons Court
Georgetown, ON L7G 5P4
CANADA
The Stormy Petrels of British Columbia
Fran Martin
#904-901 Colborne Street
New Westminster, BC V3L 5E9
CANADA
franziskah@shaw.ca
https://thestormypetrels.com/
The Stratford on Avon Sherlock Holmes Society
Jack Winn
32 Ontario Street #3
Stratford, ON N5A 3GB
CANADA
https://www.facebook.com/Stratford-On-Avon-Sherlock-Holmes-Society890766164306152/
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The Wisteria Lodgers of Edmonton
Constantine Kaoukakis
9705 163rd Street NW
Edmonton, AB T5P 3N1
CANADA
https://sherlockholmesedmonton.com/
China
The Chinese Sherlockian Society
Zhen Liu
Shanghai
ellry@sherlockian.org
Czech Republic
Ceska spolecnost Sherlocka Holmese (The Czech Sherlock Holmes Society)
Ales Kolodrubec
Belehradsk 94
120 00 Praha 2
CZECH REPUBLIC
Institute for the Study and the Life and Work of Sherlock Holmes
CZECH REPUBLIC
http://www.sherlockian.cz/
Denmark
Sherlock Holmes Klubben i Danmark (The Danish Baker Street Irregulars)
Mia Stampe Lagergaard
Nivaagade 3, 2
DK-2200 Copenhagen N
DENMARK
http://sherlockholmesklubben.dk
https://www.facebook.com/SHKlubben/
Scions of Sherlock Holmes Klubben i Danmark: The Cimbrian Friends of Baker Street
Jens Byskov Jensen
Billundveg 24
DK-7323 Give
The Common Loafers of Kolding
Michael Bjærre
Brorsonsvej 21
DK- 6000 Kolding
The Copenhagen Speckled Gang
Mia Stampe Lagergaard
Nivågade 3, 2
DK-2200 Copenhagen N
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The Five Orange Pipes
Torben Carlsen
Hvedevej 38
DK-2700 Brønshøj
(One of) The Scions of Deduction
Christian Monggaard
Byvejen 24 B
Osted
DK-4320 Lejre
France
Quincailliers de la Franco-Midland (SSHF)
Sherlock Holmes Society of France
Thierry Saint-Joanis
15, rue Grande
03370 Saint-Sauvier
FRANCE
https://www.sherlockians.com/sshf
Grand dépôt de Paris de la Franco-Midland (SSHF Paris branch)
Jean-Pierre Cagnat
13, rue de l’Ancienne-Comédie
75006 Paris
FRANCE
sshf@sshf.com
Club des hydropathes holmésiens
“Montrachet”
Rue des Boulangers
75005 Paris
FRANCE
saint-joanis@sshf.com
Hôtel Dulong (SSHF Lyon branch)
Jean-Pierre Crauser
36 bis, rue Saint-Antoine
69003 Lyon
FRANCE
jpcrauser@gmail.com
Evadés de Dartmoor
François Hoff
19, rue du Maréchal-Joffre
67000 Strasbourg
FRANCE
http://lesevadesdedartmoor1.free.fr
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Cabinet du patient résidant / Pau — Sherlock Holmes
François Pardeilhan
3, Chemin du Bedat
64160 Saint Castin
FRANCE
lepatientresidant@orange.fr
Germany
Deutsche Sherlock-Holmes-Gesellschaft
Olaf H. Maurer
Wanderstrasse 31
D-67071 Ludwigshafen am Rhein
GERMANY
https://dshc.de/
Hungary
The Sherlock Holmes Club of Hungary
Zsofia Marincsak
HUNGARY
http://sherlockian-sherlock.com/sherlock-holmes-club-hungary.php
India
The Sherlock Holmes Society of India
Cmdt (JG) Sumal Surendranath
Principal Directorate of Law (Rm 27)
Coast Guard HQ, Natl Stadium Complex
Purana Quila Road, New Delhi 110001,
http://www.sherlockholmessociety.in/
Iraq
The Baker Street Arabs
Robert F. Cryne
U.S. Embassy-Iraq
RCLO, Room S-115
APO AE 08316
Israel
The Sherlock Holmes Society of Jerusalem
Moshe Nalick
Kiryat Telshe-Stone 114/3
D.N. Harei Yehuda
ISRAEL
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Italy
Uno Studio in Holmes
Via San Gallo 77
50139 Firenze, ITALY
http://www.unostudioinholmes.org/
Japan
The Circle of the Trained Cormorant
Nob Yamamoto
2-17-101 Iwaei-cho
Gifu-shi, Gifu 500-8134
JAPAN
The Japan Sherlock Holmes Club
Akane Higashiyama
Ohizumi-machi 2-55-8
Nerima-ku, Tokyo 178-0062
JAPAN
http://www.holmesjapan.jp/english/index.htm
The Men with the Twisted Konjo
Yuichi Hirayama
2-10-12 Kamirenjaku, Mitaka-shi
Tokyo 181-0012
JAPAN
Kyrgyzstan
The Seventeen Steppes
Loudmila Konkova
Kurmanjan-Datka Str 271
Osh Oblast Library, Soros Res. Ctr.
KYRGYZSTAN 714000
The Netherlands
The Baarn Baskervilles
Jan-Just Middel
Nieuw Baarnstraat #4-C
3743 BR Baarn
THE NETHERLANDS
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New Zealand
The Antipodean Holmesian Society
Ted Nye
51 Irvine Road, The Cove
Dunedin
NEW ZEALAND
Portugal
Os Naufragos de Nora Creina [The Norah Creina Castaways]
Joel Lima
Largo do Mastro 29-3, Porta D
1100 Lisboa
PORTUGAL
Spain
The Amateur Mendicant Society of Madrid
Miguel Gonzalez Pedel
Mozart 15 (6-F)
28008 Madrid
SPAIN
Círculo Holmes
Joan Proubasta
Camelies 83, 1.o 3.a
08024 Barcelona
SPAIN
http://www.circuloholmes.org.es/
Sweden
The Baskerville Hall Club of Sweden
SWEDEN
http://www.sherlockholmes.se/
The Fierce Badgers in Ystad
Lars Jannedal
Hagermansgatan 16
SE-26132 Ystad
SWEDEN
The Swedish Pathological Society
Joakim Eklund
Norsesundsvagen 71
SE-44163 Alings†s
SWEDEN
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Switzerland
The Reichenbach Irregulars
Michael A. Meer
Conan Doyle Place
Postfach 688
CH-3860 Meiringen
SWITZERLAND
http://www.221b.ch/
Societe d’etudes holmesiennes de la Suisse romande
Vincent Delay
Chaumiere 1
1010 Lausanne
Switzerland
United Kingdom
The Crew of the S.S. May Day
Oscar Ross
19 Ardcarn Way
Belfast BT5 7RP, Northern Ireland
UNITED KINGDOM
http://thessmayday.org.uk/
The Deerstalkers of Welshpool
Roy Upton-Holder
146 Little Henfaes Drive
Welshpool SY21 7BA
GREAT BRITAIN
https://holmeswelshpool.com/
The Poor Folk Upon the Moors
Geraldine Beare
ENGLAND
info@poorfolk.co.uk
https://www.poorfolk.co.uk/
The Retired Beekeepers of Sussex
Elinor Hickey
Brighton
retiredbeekeepers@gmail.com
http://retiredbeekeepers.tumblr.com/
The Sherlock Appreciation Society
Sharon Jones
UK EN Bolton Bolton Sixth Form College
Dean Road, Bolton BL3 5BU
ENGLAND
https://www.facebook.com/groups/325607570921551/
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The Sherlock Holmes Society of Cheltenham
Reginald Lee
19 Wellington Place, London Road
Cheltenham GL52 6EW
ENGLAND
The Sherlock Holmes Society of London
David Jones
ENGLAND
carstoncastleshsl@gmail.com
http://www.sherlock-holmes.org.uk/
The Sherlock Holmes Society of Scotland
Barry Young
19 Windsor Court, Dirleton Drive
Glasgow G41 3BG
GREAT BRITAIN
http://sherlockscotland.blogspot.com/
Shersoc (Sherlock Society)
Florence Roberts-Bowman
University of York
shersoc@yusu.org
United States
— Alabama
The Disreputable Little Scarecrows of the Shoals
Terry Pace
808 Alabama Avenue
Sheffield, AL 35660-2824
The Eastern Shore Irregulars
Philip Ellis
Box 2661
Daphne, AL 36526-2661
— Alaska
The Singular Society of the Lion’s Mane
Erin Bentley
7500 Trenton Lane
Anchorage, AK 99502-3142
https://www.facebook.com/The-Singular-Society-of-The-Lions-Mane434045767374268/
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— Arizona
The Desert Beekeepers
Doris and Richard Dale
Box 18635
Fountain Hills, AZ 85269-8635
dorisdale@interwrx.com
The Transfixed Correspondence of Phoenix
Lauren Cercone
2512 West Gary Way
Phoenix, AZ 85401-7639
Transfixedcorrespondence@gmail.com
https://www.meetup.com/Phoenix-Sherlockians/
https://www.facebook.com/transfixedcorrespondence/
— Arkansas
The Arkansas Valley Investors, Ltd.
George Wildgen
42 Cimarron Valley Circle
Little Rock, AR 72212-3502
— California
The Blind German Mechanics
Wally Conger
2650 Brentwood Circle
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420-5543
https://www.facebook.com/groups/43218057055/
The Blustering Gales from the South-West
Carol Sperling
4864 West 120th Street
Hawthorne, CA 90250-2725
carol.ann.sperling@gmail.com
http://www.coliserv.net/bgsw/
The Christopher Morley Whiskey & Sodality Club
Steven E. Whiting
3245 University Avenue #1-150
San Diego, CA 92104-2009
The Curious Collectors of Baker Street
Jerry and Chrys Kegley
18014 Sherman Way #275
Reseda, CA 91335-4639
jkegley@socal.rr.com
https://www.facebook.com/Curious-Collectors-of-Baker-Street-CCOBS163335686396/
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The Diogenes Club of Carmel-by-the-Sea
Michael H. Kean
3040 Sloat Road
Pebble Beach, CA 93953-2837
sherlockkean@gmail.com
The Goose Club of the Alpha Inn [California]
John P. Sohl
20446 Orey Place
Winnetka, CA 91306-4246
The Grimpen Admirers of Sherlock Holmes
Steven E. Whiting
3245 University Avenue #1-150
San Diego, CA 92104-2009
https://www.facebook.com/Grimpen-Admirers-of-Sherlock-Holmes757195544388633/
Holmes’ Hounds at Baker Street West
Linda Hein
Hein & Co. Books & Vintage Goods
204 Main Street
Jackson, CA 95642-2332
info@bakerstreetwest.com
https://bakerstreetwest.com/holmes-hounds/
https://www.facebook.com/holmeshound/
The Loungers and Idlers of the Empire
Edna Jukofsky
5316 Huddart Avenue
Arcadia, CA 91006-5953
https://www.facebook.com/TheLoungersAndIdlersOfTheEmpire/
The Noble West Enders
Jim Ferreira
573 Oriole Avenue
Livermore, CA 94550-2684
The Persian Slipper Club of San Francisco
Raymond A. de Groat
19147 Crest Avenue
Castro Valley, CA 94546-2816
The Scowrers and Molly Maguires of San Francisco
Marc Kaufman
17 Mountain Meadow Road
Woodside, CA 94062-4413
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The Sherlock Breakfast Club
Bonnie MacBird
655 North Bundy Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90049-2316
bonnie@macbird.com
https://www.meetup.com/SHERLOCK-BREAKFAST-CLUB/
The Trained Cormorants of Long Beach, California
Jim Coffin
6570 East Paseo Alcazaa
Anaheim, CA 92807-4910
— Colorado
Dr. Watson’s Neglected Patients
William S. Dorn
617 Detroit Street
Denver, CO 80206-3831
scribe@foolscap-quill.com
http://dwnp.com/
https://www.facebook.com/DrWatsonsNP/
— Connecticut
The Men on the Tor
Greg Darak
20 Spinning Wheel Rd.
Trumbull, CT 06611
darak@att.net
The Cheshire Sherlock Holmes Society
Andrew Tranquilli
390 Contour Drive
Cheshire, CT 06410-2105
tranquilli@hotmail.com
The Yale Sherlock Holmes Society
Linda C. Mayes
230 South Frontage Road
New Haven, CT 06519-1124
— District of Columbia
The Red Circle of Washington, D.C.
Peter E. Blau
7103 Endicott Court
Bethesda, MD 20817-4401
blau7103@comcast.net
http://www.redcircledc.org/
https://www.facebook.com/The-Red-Circle-of-Washington-DC-159029477489137/
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— Florida
The Fresh Rashers of Estero Island
Fort Myers Beach - FL
David J. Milner
6 Crowndale Drive
Taylors, SC 29687-4031
The Friends of Sherlock Holmes
Les Moskowitz
7067 Trentino Way
Boynton Beach, FL 33472-7301
Les221b@comcast.net
The Pleasant Places of Florida
Carl L. Heifetz
12825 Astonwood Drive #212
Tampa, FL 33626-3131
microdoc@tampabay.rr.com
http://ppofl.net/
The Sherlock Holmes Mystery Club
Howard S. Schoen
7833 Whispering Palms Drive #202
Boynton Beach, FL 33437-3842
The Tropical Deerstalkers
Robert S. Ennis
3455 Stallion Lane
Weston, FL 33331-3035
http://tropicaldeerstalkers.blogspot.com/
— Georgia
Wisteria Lodge
Diana Williams
dk_williams@bellsouth.net
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AtlantaSherlockHolmesSociety/
— Illinois
Altamont’s Agents of Chicago
John N. Wilson
11837 West 118th Street
Palos Park, IL 60464-1401
The Baker Street Pages
Tim O’Connor
6015 West Route 115
Herscher, IL 60941-6139
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The Beespeckled Band
Barb Eskoz
648 Burton Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035-4812
The Chester Baskerville Society
Michael W. McClure
1415 Swanwick Street
Chester, IL 62233-1317
watson7654321@gmail.com
https://www.baskervilleproductions.com/sherlock
Colonel Sebastian Moran’s Secret Gun Club
William (Beau) Meskan
6456 N. Keating Ave.
Lincolnwood, IL 60712-3411
CHDragon1@aol.com
The Criterion Bar Association
Franklin Saksena
83 Salem Lane
Evanston, IL 60203
franklin.saksena@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/The-Criterion-Bar-Association-188549744619973/
The Hansoms of John Clayton
Brad Keefauver
4009 Chelsea Place
Peoria, IL 61614-7201
bradkeefauver@comcast.net
The Hounds of the Baskerville (sic)
Al Shaw
1423 S. Birch Drive
Mount Prospect, IL 60065
alan.shaw@mindspring.com
http://www.houndsofthebaskerville.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/142036956140299/
Hugo’s Companions
Al Shaw
1423 S. Birch Drive
Mount Prospect, IL 60065
alan.shaw@mindspring.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/673134672807200/
Pondicherry Lodge
Mary Denham
40 Westwood Terrace
Springfield, IL 62702-4611
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The Scotland Yarders
Janice Weiner
6540 N. Richmond Street
Chicago, IL 60645-4209
jlweiner@sbcglobal.net
https://www.facebook.com/groups/775061845982024/
The Sons of Baker Street
Wayne B. Siatt
1132 West Curtiss Street #3-C
Downers Grove, IL 60515-4625
The South Downers
Phil Angelo
740 South Greenwood Avenue
Kankakee, IL 60901-5252
https://southdowners.com/
The Tenacious Bulldogs
George H. Scheetz
406 Wolcott Lane
Batavia, IL 60510-2838
gscheetz@bataviapubliclibrary.org
The Torists International, S.S.
Bob Sharfman
1325 N. State Parkway, Apt 11A
Chicago, IL 60610-6120
robertsharfman@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/thetorists/
The Wizards of Iz, SBC (Sherlockian Brunch Society)
Brenda Rossini
PO Box 517
Winnetka, IL 60093
agrrtig@aol.com
— Indiana
The Illustrious Clients of Indianapolis
Steve Doyle
9 Calumet Court
Zionsville, IN 46077
sdoyle221b@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/The-Illustrious-Clients-of-Indianapolis-184841455301/
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The Solitary Cyclists of South Bend
Michael J. Crowe
4318 Foxfire Drive
South Bend, IN 46628-4069
Crowe.1@nd.edu
https://sites.google.com/site/solitarycyclists/home/officers
— Iowa
The Iowa Valley of Fear
P.J. Colbert
Marshalltown Community College
3700 South Center Street
Marshalltown, IA 50158-4760
P.J.Colbert@iavalley.edu
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2337802746533706/
The Sign of Four Cities (Quad Cities)
Susan Perry
sgoody162@aol.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2337802746533706/
The Younger Stamfords
Monica Schmidt
1640 Deborah Drive NE
Solon, IA 52333-9324
YoungerStamfords@gmail.com
http://icSherlock.org
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2337802746533706/
— Kansas
The Great Alkali Plainsmen
Dan Payton
15835 W 137th Street
Olathe, KS 66062
dpgadawg@gmail.com
https://alkaliplainsmen.wixsite.com/greatalkaliplainsmen
— Kentucky
The Silver Blazers
Ralph Hall
2906 Wallingford Court
Louisville, KY 40218-2363
hall221b@aol.com
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— Louisiana
Le Cercle de Sherlock Holmes
R.W. Culver
4324 Loveland Street
Metairie, LA 70006-4122
— Maryland
The Denizens of the Bar of Gold
Art Renkwitz
1908 Pig Neck Road
Cambridge, MD 21613-3644
RenkwitzA@gmail.com
http://www.homeroomd140.com/denizens.html
The Sherlockians of Baltimore
Greg D. Ruby
2400 Boston Street #102-A19
Baltimore, MD 21224-4780
SherlockiansofBaltimore@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/SherlockiansBaltimore/
The Six Napoleons of Baltimore
Greg D. Ruby
2400 Boston Street #102-A19
Baltimore, MD 21224-4780
SixNapoleonsOfBaltimore@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2132592560358582/
Watson’s Tin Box
Andrew J. Solberg
3601 Greenway, #710
Baltimore, MD 21218
asolberg@earthlink.net
http://www.watsonstinbox.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/57660702562/
— Massachusetts
The Friends of Irene Adler
Joel Schwartz
joels.schwartz@earthlink.net
Sherlock Holmes Pipe Club of Boston
Nelson Pidgeon
shpcboston@yahoo.com
http://www.shpcboston.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/969181429838704/
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The Speckled Band of Boston
George Schwartz
32 Forest Avenue
Swampscott, MA 01907
ghscash@gmail.com
— Michigan
The Amateur Mendicant Society
Christopher Music
6717 Snow Apple Drive
Clarkston, MI, 48346-2163
christopherdmusic@gmail.com
http://www.amateurmendicantsociety.org/
The Greek Interpreters of East Lansing
Shari Conroy
4440 Beeman Road
Williamston, MI 48895-9607
jconroy45@gmail.com
http://thegreekinterpreters.org/
The Ribston-Pippins
Regina Stinson
715 Amelia Avenue
Royal Oak, MI 48073-2756
pippinviolet@gmail.com
http://www.ribston-pippins.com/index.html
— Minnesota
The Norwegian Explorers of Minnesota
Tom Gottwalt
NorwegianExplorers@gmail.com
http://www.norwegianexplorers.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/572794092812100/
— Missouri
The Harpooners of the Sea Unicorn
Michael E. Bragg
807 South 6th Street
Saint Charles, MO 63301-2921
ngarrideb@yahoo.com
https://harpooners.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Harpooners.MO/
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The Jefferson Hopes of St. Louis
Michael Waxenberg
7353 Princeton Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63130-2923
waxenberglaw@gmail.com
The Noble Bachelors of St. Louis
Randall Getz
7456 Cornell Avenue
University City, MO 63130-2914
rgetz@swbell.net
The Parallel Case of St. Louis
Rob Nunn
robertanunn@gmail.com
https://parallelcasestl.wixsite.com/home
https://www.facebook.com/parallelcasestl/
— Nebraska
The Maiwand Jezails
Lee Polikov
Office of the County Attorney
1210 Golden Gate Drive
Papillon, NE
The Omaha Sherlockian Society
Carl Wirth
2720 North 45th Avenue
Omaha, NE 68104-4527
stanw31@cox.net
http://www.omahasherlockiansociety.org/
— New Hampshire
Cox & Co. of New England
David W. Houle
193 Currier Drive
Manchester, NH 03104-4735
Sherlock Holmes Club of the Upper Valley
Tom Brydges
14 Berrill Farms Lane
Hanover, NH 03755-3206
tombrydges3@gmail.com
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— New Jersey
The Red-Headed League of New Jersey
Steve and Linda Morris
723 Drake Avenue
Middlesex, NJ 08846-2143
RHLeagueNJ@aol.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/RHLeagueNJ/
— New Mexico
The Dog(s) in the Night
Graham Sudbury
Box 506
Taos, NM 87571-0506
— New York
Altamont’s Agents
Thomas A. Dandrew II
375 Langley Road
Amsterdam, NY 12010-7915
The Avenging Winters of Albany
C. M. Powers
9 Elaine Court
Cohoes, NY 12047-4008
https://theavengingwintersofalbany.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/avengingwintersofalbany/
The Baker Street Underground
Andrew Jay Peck
185 West End Avenue #11-F
New York, NY 10023-5544
apsherlock@hotmail.com
The Consulting Detectives
Herbert M. Levy
Box 197
East Meadow, NY 11554-0197
The Delaware Deerstalkers
Leonard E. Sienko, Jr.
12 East Main Street
Hancock, NY 13783-1128
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The Hudson Valley Sciontists
Lou Lewis
2 Loockerman Avenue
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-4906
llewis@lewisgreer.com
http://hudsonvalleysciontists.homestead.com/
The Isle of Uffa Chowder and Marching Society
Susan Rice
125 Washington Place #2-E
New York, NY 10014-3838
susan221bee@gmail.com
The Long Island Cave Dwellers
Warren Randall
15 Fawn Lane West
South Setauket, NY 11720-1346
whirdy@aol.com
The Montague Street Lodgers of Brooklyn
Peter Crupe
1533 64th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11219-5709
pcrupe@gmail.com
The Mycroft Holmes Society of Syracuse
Carol Cavalluzzi
6409 Terese Terrace, Jamesville, NY, 13078,
cacavall@outlook.com
and
Joseph Coppola
103 Kenny St, Fayetteville, NY 13066
coppolja@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1013100595455929/
The Priory Scholars of NYC
Nick Martorelli
nickmartorelli@gmail.com
https://prioryscholarsnyc.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/PrioryNYC
Rochester Row
William H. Brown
140 Colony Lane
Rochester, NY 14623
wbrown8273@gmail.com
sites.google.com/view/rochester-row/home
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The Students of Deduction
Stephen Imburgia
1055 Klem Road
Webster, NY 14580-8628
The Three Garridebs
Dante M. Torrese
11 Chestnut Street
Ardsley, New York 10502
garridebs@aol.com
www.3garridebs.homestead.com
The Three Hours for Lunch Club
Burt Wolder (New York-based group)
8 Essex Road
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076-2547
bwolder@gmail.com
The Young Sherlockians of New York
Mohamad Bazzi
8008 35th Avenue #5-F
Jackson Heights, NY 11372-4934
— North Carolina
Diogenes Club Excommunicants
Sally Humphreys
1474 Oberry Road
Mount Olive, NC 28365-7038
Sherlock Holmes Society of the Cape Fear
Tom Campbell
P. O. Box 347
Carolina Beach, NC 28428
tom@beachpc.com
http://www.sherlockholmessociety.com/
— Ohio
The Agra Treasurers
Lorraine Reibert
Dayton, OH
lady-l-weaving@sbcglobal.net
http://www.agratreasurers.net/
The Clients of Sherlock Holmes
Sherry Rose-Bond
5471 Riverport Drive
Columbus, OH 43221-5625
violethunter@columbus.rr.com
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The Inverness Capers
Michael Senuta
881 North Columbine Drive
Barberton, OH 44203-4320
Mrs. Hudson’s Lodgers
Jeffrey Cunningham
1780 Kingsley Avenue
Akron, OH 44313-6142
https://www.mrshudsonslodgers.com/
The Stormy Petrels of Maumee Bay
Ted Cowell
29127 Fox Creek Drive Apartment 3A
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551-7424
rko.rivoli@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/671711902978785/
The Tankerville Club
Cincinnati, OH
Dan Andriacco
tankervilleclub@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/Tankerville-Club-1926753590689616/
— Oklahoma
The Afghanistan Perceivers of Oklahoma
Rosalie Mollica
5717 S. Harvard Ct.
Unit B
Tulsa, OK 74135
ramollica@yahoo.com
The Elder Brothers of John W. Watson
Richard Kearns
1615 South Columbia Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74104-5903
— Oregon
The Noble and Most Singular Order of the Blue Carbuncle
Terri Zensen
15103 N.E. 27th Avenue
Vancouver, WA 98686-1524
https://sherlockholmesportland.com/
https://www.facebook.com/NMSOBC/
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The Vamberry Wine Merchants
Drucilla Weiland
7550 Ridgewood Drive
Gladstone, OR 97027-1462
— Pennsylvania
Boss McGinty’s Bird Watchers
Frederick C. Sauls
Department of Chemistry
King’s College
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0802
The Diogenes Club of Scranton
Alan Sweeney
105 Washington Road
Scranton, PA 18509
The Fifth Northumberland Fusiliers
William H. Conway
5383 Library Road
Bethel Park, PA 15102-3607
Lodge 341, Vermissa
Julianne Burke
2998 Fairgrounds Rd.
Ashland, PA 17921
The Miners of Vermissa Valley
Terrence I. McKee
15 Lindsay Drive
Beaver Falls, PA 15010-3029
The Regency Irregulars
James L. Young Jr.
Valley Forge, PA
james.l.young@verizon.net
The Sons of the Copper Beeches
Raymond L. Betzner
110 Oakmont Drive
Thorndale, PA 19372-1154
sonsofbeeches@me.com
The White Rose Irregulars of York
Denny Dobry
5003 Stony Run Drive
Reading, PA 19606-3816
dendobry@ptd.net
https://www.facebook.com/WRIScion/
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— Rhode Island
The Cornish Horrors
Burt Wolder
US RI Kingston 8 Essex Road
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076-2547
bwolder@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/The-Cornish-Horrors-126862217346878/
— South Carolina
The Charlockians
Taylor Blumenberg
7000 South Kenwood Drive
Charleston, SC 29406-4566
taylor.blumenberg@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/313978055310330/
The Hansom Wheels
Myrtle Robinson
6117 Lakeshore Drive
Columbia, SC 29206-4331
hansomwheels@aol.com
http://www.hansomwheels.com/
The Survivors of the Gloria Scott
David J. Milner
6 Crowndale Drive
Taylors, SC 29687-4031
https://www.facebook.com/SurvivorsoftheGloriaScott/
— South Dakota
The Sign of the Four Faces
Cary J. Wencil
5009 South Caraway Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57108-2822
— Tennessee
The Fresh Rashers of Nashville
Bill Mason
2367 Lights Chapel Road
Greenbrier, TN 37073-4926
billemason@aol.com
Friends of the Soldier Named Murray
Nora S. Michaels
1005 Mountain Creek Road #106
Chattanooga, TN 37405-1666
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The Giant Rats of Sumatra
Robert A. Lanier
635 West Drive
Memphis, TN 38112-1728
http://www.sherlock-holmes.com/giantrat.htm
The Nashville Scholars of the Three Pipe Problem
Jim Hawkins
644 Vivian Drive
Nashville, TN 37211
seniorhawk@gmail.com
http://www.nashvillescholars.net/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/147713822227968/
— Texas
The Abernetty Family of Abilene, Texas
Larry Prince
633 Green Valley Drive
Abilene, TX 79601-4514
The Crew of the Barque “Lone Star”
Steve Mason
9916 Angel Bend
Denton, TX 76208-2035
Mason.steve8080@gmail.com
https://www.dfw-sherlock.org/
The Diogenes Club of Dallas
Jim Webb
3811 Wooded Creek Drive
Dallas, TX 75244-4751
DrJimWebb54@gmail.com
http://home.earthlink.net/~diogenesclubdallas/index.html
The John Openshaw Society
Brian Clark
8807 Burleson Court
Houston, TX 77064-7433
noreply@johnopenshaw.org
http://www.johnopenshaw.org/
https://www.facebook.com/TheJohnOpenshawSociety/
The Maniac Collectors
Don Hobbs
2100 Elm Creek Lane
Flower Mound, TX 75028-4680
221b@verizon.net
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— Utah
The Avenging Angels
Heidi-Marie Mason
5556 Marshwood Lane #4-E
Murray, UT 84107-6461
The Country of the Saints
Kevin John
637 North 200 West
Brigham City, UT 84302-1415
— Vermont
The Baker Street Breakfast Club
Sally Sugarman
Box 407
Shaftsbury, VT 05262-0407
sugarman@bennington.edu
http://www.bakerstreetbreakfastclub.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/73987337494/
The Goose Club of the Alpha Inn [Vermont]
William E. Wicker
140 Birchwood Drive
Colchester, VT 05446-6255
— Virginia
The Cremona Fiddlers of Williamsburg
David F. Morrill
108 Wake Robin Road
Williamsburg, VA 23185-4442
— Washington
The Dogs in the Nighttime
Kathleen Kaska
4309 Blue Heron Circle #201
Anacortes, WA 98221-3626
kathleenkaska@hotmail.com
The Sound of the Baskervilles
David N. Haugen
6710 51st Street Court West
University Place, WA 98467-2287
http://www.soundofthebaskervilles.com/
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— West Virginia
The Scion of the Four
Andrew G. Fusco
Bowles Rice LLP
7000 Hampton Center
Morgantown, WV 25595-1720
andrewgfusco@gmail.com
— Wisconsin
The Merripit House Guests
Ed Christenson
2230 Meadowbrook Court #A
Oshkosh, WI 54904-7839
christenson.eddie@gmail.com
The Notorious Canary-Trainers
Glenn Link
200 La Crosse Street
Beaver Dam, WI 53916
linkfam@outlook.com
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/nct1969/info
The Original Tree Worshippers of Rock County
Gayle Lange Puhl
501 South Madison Street #12
Evansville, WI 53536-1350
puhlreader@yahoo.com
http://rocksherlockotw.blogspot.com/
https://www.facebook.com/OTW.RockSherlock/
The People of the Drama: The Valley Dwellers
James A. Pabian
S 12595 Davies Road
Spring Green, WI, 53588-9761
Uruguay
The Blue Scarves’ Society
Ana Fernandez
Pda. 12 de la Brava, Ed. “Seaside”
Punta del Este, Maldonado
URUGUAY
https://www.facebook.com/groups/368486129842276/
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SHERLOCKIAN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
The Alienists of Baker Street
practicing psychologists
Jason Hicks
941 Brookside Drive
Marshfield, MO 65706-8917
The Baker Street Bar Association
lawyers
David R. McCallister
8142 Quail Hollow Boulevard
Wesley Chapel, FL 33544-2021
drmmystery1881@gmail.com
The Board-School Beacons
educational research and psychometry
Michael H. Kean
3040 Sloat Road
Pebble Beach, CA 93953-2837
sherlockkean@gmail.com
Clerks of the Assizes
court clerks felony trial court
James Motylenski
537 Christie Street
South Hempstead, NY 11550-8004
The Diogenes Club of Washington, D.C.
past/present public servants or military
Michael J. Quigley
Briarbrae, 2651 Fort Scott Drive
Arlington, VA 22202-2256
michael.j.quigley1970@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/DiogenesClubOfWashingtonDc/
The Fairly Good Dispensers
pharmacists (and related fields)
Mike McSwiggin
6746 Jennifer Lynn Dr
Cincinnati, OH 45248-2142
mikemcswiggin@gmail.com
The Forensic Faces of Sherlock Holmes
forensic science
Marina Stajic
425 East 51st Street #4-A
New York, NY 10022-6465
MStajic@aol.com
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The Master’s Masons
members of the Masons
Ron Fish
Box 4
Circleville, NY 10919-0004
Ronf404@aol.com
Moriarty’s Mathematicians
mathematics majors
John R. Clark
Box 821
Lowell, AR 72745-0821
The Norwood Fire Brigade
fire service
Capt. Randall Getz
Hazelwood Fire Department
6800 Howdershell Road
Hazelwood, MO 63042-1214
The Old Soldiers of Baker Street of the Two Saults (Old SOB’s^3)
military Sherlockians
John S. Rabe
261 South Figueroa Street #200
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2503
The Practical, But Limited, Geologists
geology
Peter E. Blau
7103 Endicott Court
Bethesda, MD 20817-4401
blau7103@comcast.net
The Sherlockian Oenophiles Tasting Society (S.O.T.S.)
alcoholic Sherlockians
Maribeau Briggs
183 Stokes Road
Medford Lakes, NJ 08055-1522
onthefly@peoplepc.com
Stimson & Co.
funeral directors
Michael W. McClure
1415 Swanwick Street
Chester, IL 62233-1317
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The Studious Scarlets Society
women writing Sherlockiana
Tamara Reynolds Bower
11603 Gladesmore Lane
Tomball, TX 77377-2118
http://www.studiousscarlets.com/
https://www.facebook.com/StudiousScarletsSocietyPage/
The Sub-Librarians Scion of The Baker Street Irregulars in the American Library Association
librarians
Marsha L. Pollak
1318 Mildred Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125-3855
mlpollak@icloud.com
https://scholarexchange.furman.edu/sublibrarians/
The Trifling Monographers
practitioners of public relations
Graham Sudbury
Box 506
Taos, NM 87571-0506

OTHER SHERLOCKIAN SOCIETIES
The 140 Varieties of Tobacco Ash
privately-banded cigar dinners
Steven T. Doyle
9 Calumet Court
Zionsville, IN 46077-1934
sdoyle221b@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/Sherlock-Holmes-for-Dummies-129581877077394/
221b Baker Street/Los Angeles
study of the sitting-room at 221b
Chuck Kovacic
9337 Sophia Avenue
North Hills, CA 91343-2820
https://www.facebook.com/221bbakerstreetlosangeles/
The Admirable Beach Society
reading at the beach
Beverly A. Ellis
48132 Colony Farm Circle
Plymouth, MI 48170-3305
info@admirablebeach.com
http://admirablebeach.com/
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The Adventuresses of Sherlock Holmes
Evelyn A. Herzog
301 Warren Avenue #203
Baltimore, MD 21230-3951
herzogbaesch@aol.com
https://ash-nyc.com/
alt.fan.holmes (Usenet/Internet)
Chuck Lavazzi
computerized newsgroup
thedoge@pobox.com
http://www.waxwingwebs.com/thedoge/holmes.html
The Apocryphal Calabash
pipe-smoking Sherlockians
Wayne B. Anderson
43744 San Francisco Avenue
Lancaster, CA 93535-5842
The Baker Street Irregulars
American national Sherlockian society
Michael H. Kean
3040 Sloat Road
Pebble Beach, CA 93953-2837
https://bakerstreetirregulars.com/
The Baker Street Irregulars of St. George’s University of London
forensic medicine and pathology
Pamela Eligio
bsi.sgul@gmail.com
https://www.sgsu.org.uk/organisation/irregulars/
The Beacon Society
educating the young about the Canon
Denny Dobry
5003 Stony Run Drive
Reading, PA 19606-3816
dendobry@ptd.net
http://www.beaconsociety.com/
The Birdy Edwards Society
19th-century detective literature
J. Randolph Cox
Box 226
Dundas, MN 55019-0226
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Canonical Sleuths, Inc.
College of Staten Island adult ed class
Francine Kitts
100 Van Cortlandt Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10301-4022
FKitts@aol.com
A Case of Identifiers
preserving photographs of Sherlockians
Bill Vande Water
697 Greenbelt Parkway West
Holbrook, NY 11741-4216
The Clients of Adrian Mulliner
Wodehouseans of BSI — Sherlockians of TWS
Elaine Coppola
130 Kenny Street
Fayetteville, NY 13066-1230
emcoppol@syr.edu
The Conan Doyle (Crowborough) Establishment
information on ACD and tours of his home
Brian Pugh
20 Clare Road
Lewes, Sussex BN7 1PN
ENGLAND
http://www.the-conan-doyle-crowborough-establishment.com/
The Five Orange Pips
Sherlockian scholarship
Albert M. Rosenblatt
300 Freedom Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12569-5431
The Fourth Garrideb
Canonical and Conanical numismatics
Greg D. Ruby
2400 Boston Street #102-A19
Baltimore, MD 21224-4780
Greg@fourthgarrideb.com
https://fourthgarrideb.com/
The Grillparzer Club of the Hoboken Free State
celebrating Christopher Morley
Harrison and Linda Hunt
113 North Street
Catskill, NY 12414-1351
18goldini95@gmail.com
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The Hansom Cab Clock Club
owners of hansom cab clock sold by Sears
Don Hobbs
2100 Elm Creek Lane
Flower Mound, TX 75028-4680
221b@verizon.net
The Holmesian Society
interest in Holmes and the 19th century
Albert Mendez
142-35 38th Avenue
Flushing, NY 11354-5520
The Hounds of the Internet
computerized (electronic mailing list)
Alexander E. Braun
2982 Westgate Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125-4126
courageousmurray@aol.com
Irregular Special Railway Company
Holmesians interested in railways
Antony Richards
170 Woodland Road
Sawston, Cambridge CB2 4DX
ENGLAND
The John H. Watson Society
publishing on Dr. John H. Watson, M.D.
Beth Gallego
selena@johnhwatsonsociety.com
https://www.johnhwatsonsociety.com/
The Midwest Scion of the Four
a traveling barber-shop quartet
Joseph J. Eckrich
914 Oakmoor Drive
Fenton, MO 63026-7008
jeckrich@sbcglobal.net
The Mini-Tonga Scion Society
collectors of Sherlockian miniatures
Jay Pearlman
1656 East 19th Street #2-E
Brooklyn, NY 11229-1317
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The Mongooses of Henry Wood
a correspondence society
Mattias Boström
Täljstensvägen 5
SE-74641 Bålsta
SWEDEN
Mrs. Turner’s Thames Club Breakfasters
annual breakfast during birthday weekend
Peter Blau
7103 Endicott Court
Bethesda, MD 20817-4401
blau7103@comcast.net
Napoléon of Crime
interested in Holmes’ adversaries
René Mercat
napoleon-of-crime@hotmail.fr
The O’Lunneys of Helston Asylum
O’Lunneytics celebrate the BSI weekend
Jerry Kegley
18014 Sherman Way #275
Reseda, CA 91335-4639
https://www.facebook.com/groups/174558085915247/
The Occupants of the Full House
correspondence society (visits welcomed)
Jean Upton
41 Sandford Road
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 6DE
ENGLAND
The Persian Slipper Club of New Jersey
smokers who meet at Sherlockian meetings
Sandy Kozinn
15 Adele Avenue
Demarest, NJ 07627
skozinn@optonline.net
The Praed Street Irregulars
American national Pontine society
George A. Vanderburgh
Box 50. R.R. #4
Eugenia, ON N0C 1E0
CANADA
gav@markdalecable.com
https://www.facebook.com/The-Praed-Street-Irregulars-107156039322358/
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The Red-Headed League
red-headed Sherlockians
Ann Byerly Marlowe
10324 Castlehedge Terrace
Silver Spring, MD 20902-5807
annmarlowe@juno.com
The Reichenbach Rangers
academic (New Mexico Military Institute)
Darlene Logan
111 West Mathews Street
Roswell, NM 88201-5723
The Retired Colonels
people interested in Holmes and Doyle
George Vanderburgh
Box 50, R.R. #4
Eugenia, ON N0C 1E0
CANADA
gav@markdalecable.com
The Shamlock Holmeses
those who wear their scholarship lightly
Alex Mitchell
10 Byron Street, Miramar
Wellington 6003
NEW ZEALAND
Sherlocktron
Internet web-site
Willis G. Frick
513 Via Presa
San Clemente, CA 92672-9474
http://www.sherlocktron.com/
The Solar Pons Society of London
British scion of Praed Street Irregulars
Roger Johnson
41 Sandford Road
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 6DE
ENGLAND
The Speckled Band of Dartmoor Prison
meets in a maximum security prison
Richard Mackintosh
2123 Old Spartanburg Road, PMB 340
Greer, SC 29650-2704
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The Strangers’ Room
unofficial consulting scion
Andrew Joffe
Box 233
Craryville, NY 12521-0233
https://www.facebook.com/groups/221596698387880/
The Three Garish Debs
a playful society
Barbara Roscoe
7101 Mardel Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63109-1124
The Vatican Cameos
Catholic Sherlockians (Catholockians)
Ann Lewis
8448 Bravestone Way
Indianapolis, IN 46239-7921
annlewis@joesystems.com
http://annmargaretlewis.com/
The William Gillette Memorial Luncheon
annual luncheon during birthday weekend
Susan Rice
125 Washington Place #2-E
New York, NY 10014-3838
susan221bee@gmail.com
The Wimsical Sherlockians
Holmes/Wimsey aficionados’ e-mail list
Sandy Kozinn
skozinn@optonline.net
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SHERLOCKIAN EXHIBITIONS 2019
A NON-EXHAUSTIVE SOURCE ON EXHIBITS, INSTALLATIONS,
AND DISPLAYS ON ALL ASPECTS HOLMESIAN
Emily Miranker*
Sherlock Holmes at the Museum of the Underground in Naples
Museo Sottosuolo de Napoli, Italy
February 2 and 3, 2019
With two sessions, a live event including performance as well as web content that features the famous Holmes, Watson and Lestrade characters
having new adventures in Campania.
Who’s Your Holmes?: Depictions and Adaptations of Sherlock Holmes and The
Hound of the Baskervilles
Louisiana State University Library, Baton Rouge, LA USA
February 25 till May 16, 2019
Selected from LSU’s Russell A. Mann Sherlock Holmes Research Collection, this exhibition highlights texts as well as artifacts such as toys
and figurines, stamps, trading cards and other ephemera. The exhibit coincides with the East Baton Rouge Parish Library’s 2019 One Book One
Community choice of The Hound of the Baskervilles.
Cut! Costume and the Cinema
Waikato Museum, Hamilton, New Zealand
April 13 till July 21, 2019
Hollywood versions of five centuries of fashion for movie costumes,
which includes the costume worn by Robert Downey Jr. during the filming of Sherlock Holmes (2009).
The Art of Sherlock Holmes
Ann Norton Sculpture Gardens, West Palm Beach FL USA
May 10 till June 3, 2019
Curated by author and Chair of the West Palm Beach Art in Public
Places committee Phil Growick, a showcase of 15 different artworks each
interpreting different Holmes stories. Media range from collage to tattoo
ink, and the styles from abstract to contemporary, digital to symbolist
and minimalist. Delightful.

*

Emily Miranker is “Lady Hatty St. Simon” in the BSI. Copyright 2020 Emily Miranker.
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The Unseen World of Charles Altamont Doyle
The Huntingdon, San Marino CA USA
June 15 till September 23, 2019
Not in fact Sherlockian: Charles Altamont Doyle is overshadowed by his
illustrator brother Richard and his son Sir Arthur. His fantastical, fairyland like watercolors provide some insight into the artistic background
and family turmoil the Sherlock Holmes creator emerged from.
Dark Places, Wicked Companions, and Strange Experiences
Elmer A. Andersen Library, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
USA
July 8 till October 25, 2019
Accompanying the Sherlock Holmes Collections triennial conference
about the famous detective, this exhibit focuses on the places, people and
events that continue to draw fans to the Sherlockian universe.
Sherlock Lives!
Cowles Library, Drake University, Des Moines, IA USA
September 1 till December 6, 2019
From donated pieces from Rod Henshaw, former Dean of Cowles Library, the display was mounted in conjunction with a first-year seminar
on Sherlock Holmes.
The History of the BSI Through 221 Objects
The Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN USA
November 8 till November 10, 2019
A special exhibition to accompany the symposium “Building an Archive:
A Celebration of the Arrival of the BSI Archive at the Lilly Library.”
Marking the Lilly Library as the home of the Baker Street Irregulars Archive; a window into the passion of collectors, booksellers, authors and
publishers for the stories of Sherlock Holmes.
Sherlock Holmes Museum Meiringen
Meiringen, Switzerland
Permanent
Established in 1991 in the former English Church of Meiringen, including a reconstruction of Holmes and Dr. Watson’s rooms at 221b Baker
Street this is small museum geared towards Sherlock enthusiasts making
the pilgrimage to the nearby Reichenbach Falls.
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The Donald J. Hobbs Collection
DeGoyler Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas TX USA
Permanent
Amassed over four decades, the Hobbs collection numbers over 8,000
volumes with a focus on translations of the Sherlock Holmes stories. 108
languages in total, they range from Afrikaans to Zulu, as well as nonRoman English alphabets such as Braille, Shorthand, Morse code, and of
course the Dancing Men code.
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THE BEACON SOCIETY
Rob Nunn*

A SHORT HISTORY

T

he Beacon Society was founded in 2003 by Maribeau Briggs to support educational experiences that introduce young people to Sherlock
Holmes. The goals for the Beacon Society were established to

recognize exemplary educational experiences that introduce young
people to the Sherlock Holmes stories, encourage teachers, librarians, museum activity directors, as well as children’s theater directors
to use Sherlock Holmes to engage young people in the pleasure of
reading, and to enjoy reading and teaching people about Sherlock
Holmes, Dr. Watson, and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

The name of the Beacon Society came from Holmes’s musings on education as he and Watson passed by the Board schools in “The Adventure of the
Naval Treaty.” While looking through the train windows, Holmes called the
schools, “Light-houses, my boy! Beacons of the future! Capsules with hundreds of bright little seeds in each, out of which will spring the wiser, better
England of the future.” Sticking with this theme, the position of president
of the Beacon Society is entitled Head Light. To date, five prominent Sherlockians have served as Head Light of the Beacon Society, Scotty Monty (20032005), Joe Copolla (2006-2009), Susan Diamond (2010-2013), Bill Mason
(2014-2017), and Denny Dobry (2018-present). Other Beacon Society officers include Percy Phelps (secretary) and the Bursar (treasurer). The remaining
positions on the Board of Directors include: the Awards Committee Chair,
Grants Committee Chair, Program Committee Chair, Communications
Committee Chair, Fundraising Committee Chair, and Junior Sherlockian
Committee Chair.
In its first year, the groups members worked hard to spread the word of
their existence and raise money to support educational efforts. The following
year, they awarded their first Beacon Award and worked towards finding ways
to support those wanting to teach children about Holmes with curricula for
different ages. The inaugural Beacon Award was a unanimous vote for Jan
Stauber. In recognition of her years of Sherlockian educational programming,
she was awarded a year’s subscription to the Baker Street Journal.
Jan Stauber passed away in 2005 and the Beacon Society started discussing
ways to honor her at their next meeting. It was soon decided to establish a
*

Rob Nunn is Program Committee Chair of the Beacon Society.
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fund in her name that would provide grants to schools and other organizations
to create new outreach programs. The first Jan Stauber grant was awarded in
2010, and the society saw a steady increase in applications in the years following its founding of the grant program. To date, the Beacon Society has
awarded thousands of dollars to Sherlockian programs around the world.
Other early and important moves of the Beacon Society were to establish
501(c)(3) status, making all donations tax-deductible, and creating a website
so that educators outside of Sherlockiana could find the Beacon Society.
One of the first programs featured on the website was from an eighth-grade
teacher in South Carolina showing how she had used the previous year’s
Beacon Award-winning program and shared The Hound of the Baskervilles
with her students. The Beacon Society soon spread its focus beyond the
classroom, and it now offers grants and awards to many people and organizations who share Sherlock Holmes with young people. They have supported
libraries, museums, parks, theater groups, and any organization that is willing
to keep the memory green. Today, beaconsociety.com features ideas for using
Sherlock Holmes as a teaching aid in classrooms, libraries, and many other
educational areas, examples of projects that have introduced young people to
Sherlock Holmes, help for scion societies who want to get involved with
teaching in their communities, information about the world of Sherlock
Holmes for students and educators, and so much more.
Over the years, the Beacon Society has continued to incorporate new
programs into its collection of resources. Watson’s Tin Box scion society of
Ellicott City, Maryland created an essay contest in 2005 that was promoted
through the Beacon Society. And in 2019, after the passing of prominent
Sherlockian Joel Senter, the Beacon Society modeled its own essay contest,
the Joel Senter Essay Contest, after this model, promoting canonical scholarship to young people in grades 4 through 12. The Beacon Society also took
over administering the Fortescue Scholarship Exams in 2018 after the passing
of Chicago area Sherlockian and founder of the Fortescue Exams, Robert
Hahn.
But the Beacon Society’s signature program from day one has been the
Beacon Award. Renamed the Susan Z. Diamond Beacon Award in 2018, it
is awarded at the BSI Weekend each January and recognizes a project that
has successfully introduced young people to the Sherlock Holmes stories. The
inaugural award was given in 2004, and for seven years consisted of a subscription to the Baker Street Journal. Starting in 2011, a check for $221 and a subscription to the Serpentine Muse were added to the prize. Anyone who works
to share Sherlock Holmes with young people is eligible for the Susan Z.
Diamond Beacon Award and to date 16 people or organizations have won.
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THE SUSAN Z. DIAMOND BEACON AWARD
2004: Jan Stauber, Verona, NJ; “Keeping the Memory Green (Being Sherlock Holmes)”
— Middle School
2005: Myrtle T. Robinson and Dr. Twyla Tuten, The Hansom Wheels of SC; “Hound
of the Baskerville Reading Project” — Middle School
2006: Lynn Beaulieu and Kim Bartolo, Fayetteville Manlius School System, NY; “British
Literature Honors Class” — High School
2007: Judith Howell; “English Literature and Sherlock Holmes” — High School (12th
grade)
2008: Watson’s Tin Box, Ellicott City, MD; “Sherlock Holmes Essay Writing Contest”
— Middle School (7th grade)
2009: Dr. Tracy J. Revels, Wofford College, Spartanburg, SC; “Humanities 101: Sherlock Holmes and Victorian England” — College History
2010: Myrtle T. Robinson, Columbia, SC; Appreciation for service to the Beacon Society
— Program Committee Chair, retired
2011: Peggy Perdue, Toronto Public Library, Toronto ON; “Sherlock Holmes’ Detective
Class” — Elementary Students
2012: William S. Dorn, University of Denver, Denver, CO; “A Study Guide to Sherlock
Holmes” — College Students
2013: Tim Greer, Memphis University School, Memphis, TN; “Detective Fiction” —
High School (12th grade)
2014: Shannon Carlisle, Moore Elementary, Franklin, TN; “Mrs. Carlisle: Chief Sherlockian” — Elementary School (4th grade)
2015: Dr. Michael Brady, Heritage Middle School, Thompson Station/Spring Hill, TN;
“The Case of the Missing Bridge” — Adolescents and College Students
2016: Helen Cauley, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA; “Curious Scholars” — College Writing
2017: Rob Nunn, Albert Cassens Elementary School, Edwardsville, IL; “Introducing
Sherlock Holmes” — Elementary School (5th grade)
2018: Mike McClure, Chester, IL; “Cartwright’s Companions” — Middle School (7th
grade)
2019: Derrick Belanger, Horizon High School, Thornton, CO; “The Irregular Adventures of Sherlock Holmes” — High School Special Education
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SHERLOCKIAN NUMISMATICA 2019
Greg D. Ruby*
he Fourth Garrideb celebrated its fifth anniversary in 2019 as the group
for Sherlockian coin collectors. When we were organized in 2014, it
was agreed by those in attendance at the inaugural meeting, one of the
club goals would be to catalog coins, tokens, medals and related items that
feature Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson, or Arthur Conan Doyle, or have canonical relevance. In the five years since, we have come up with over 370
items. In the next several years, we anticipate publishing The Numismatic
Sherlock Holmes, listing all of these items in a catalog format. This Almanac
will allow us to document new issues in the interim and provide updates
after the catalog is produced. We’ll provide some basic commentary here but
be sure to check out the links in the attached chart is you wish to learn more.

T

COINS
In June of 2018, Queen Elizabeth II issued a proclamation announcing that
a 50 pence coin would be issued in 2019 in the United Kingdom featuring
Sherlock Holmes in honor of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s 160th birthday. On
New Years’ Day 2019, the British Royal Mint released the design of the sevensided coin and began selling them in the various annual sets they produce.
The Sherlock Holmes design was created by Stephen Raw and features a
left-facing silhouette of Holmes surrounded by the titles of 16 stories from
the Canon and is available in five different varieties. (See above.)
*

Greg Ruby is “Bulldog Pin with Ruby Eyes” in the Baker Street Irregulars. Copyright
2020 Greg Ruby.
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The cupro-nickel version was available in both uncirculated and proof
(struck from polished dies) condition. On May 22, this design was released
into circulation and the public can find examples in their pocket change. Kudos
to the Royal Mint for making this design available to the general public and
making it a true circulating coin rather than just selling versions to collectors.
The coin was also struck in .925 sterling silver, .925 sterling silver piedfort
(twice the weight and thickness of the other coins) and 22 karat gold for sale to
collectors. The intrinsic value of the bullion in these coins is far greater than the
50 pence face value listed on the coin, and all were struck in proof condition.
Since the coin was released, many private individuals and companies have
created specials holders and packaging featuring the coin with additional art
work or have colorized the design via plating or various paint colors.

CHALLENGE COINS
For those not familiar with the concept of a challenge coin, it works like
this. Traditionally, groups issued these coins to their members as proof of
belonging to the group and to increase morale within that group. When
gathered together, usually in a drinking establishment, someone will display
their coin and challenge the others to produce theirs. This is called a coin
check. Those that cannot produce their challenge coin will then have to buy
a round of drinks for the challenger and all those that produced their coins.
If all members challenged can present their coin, then the challenger has to
buy the round of drinks. These traditions can vary from group to group.
We are aware of two challenge coins being produced in 2019 that have
Sherlockian themes. The Investigative Services Unit of the MarylandNational Capital Park Police issued a challenge coin that features the cartoon character of Snoopy wearing an Inverness cape and deerstalker cap and
holding a magnifying glass on the obverse of the coin. (See above.)
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Our second challenge coin (see above) honors the investigative services
unit of the Ohio State Highway Patrol Department and features a silhouette
of Holmes in an Inverness cape and deerstalker cap, complete with an OSHP
badge.

MEDALS
The Windsor Mint, a private corporation based in the United Kingdom
has issued a 50 millimeter 24-karat gold-plated medal featuring a drawing
by Frederic Dorr Steele to honor Doyle’s 160th birthday.

SOUVENIR CARDS
The Fourth Garrideb issued three 8.5” by 11” souvenir cards during the
course of the year. The first, issued for the annual dinner of the Baker Street
Irregulars and the Gaslight Gala, featured a 1976 Bicentennial Dollar that
honored the Apollo missions to the moon and discussed Sherlock Crater on
the Moon. (See above.)
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The next card was issued to celebrate the fifth anniversary of The Fourth
Garrideb and were issued during the triennial conference of the Norwegian
Explorers of Minnesota, which overlapped the anniversary. The card featured
the new Sherlock Holmes 50 pence coin that was released earlier in the year
by the United Kingdom. (See first page of this chapter.) The Numismatic
Friends of Sherlock Holmes Dinner was held during the ANA’s World’s
Fair of Money in Chicago in August, and the third souvenir card was issued
for this event. The card featured the eight designs of the Pobjoy Mint’s series
of Sherlock Holmes coins for Gibraltar in 1994, 25 years earlier. (See above.)
This souvenir card design was originally created for the Numismatic Friends
of Sherlock Holmes Dinner during the National Money Show of the American Numismatic Association (ANA) in Pittsburgh, PA in March. The dinner
was not held and the original card for that event was not released.
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WOODEN MONEY
Attendees at the 2019 Annual Dinner of the Baker Street Irregulars, as
well as the Gaslight Gala, receive goody bags of assorted souvenirs. In this
year’s bag, attendees received a wooden nickel, printed in red ink, courtesy of
the Junior Sherlockian Society. (See below.) The JSS is an effort, spearheaded by the Beacon Society, to get more young people to read the Sherlock
Holmes stories.

OTHER ITEMS
For the fifth consecutive year, fantasy 10-pound banknotes of the Kingdom of Great Britain were produced by Franck Medina, a French recording
and graphic artist. These highly colorful notes feature a portrait of Holmes
and has images of a giant hound, dancing men figures, poison, and a hangman’s noose. Above Holmes’ portrait is the date 2019 to differentiate it from
the previous four versions.
With the release of the movie, Pokemon: Detective Pikachu in May, a colorful metal token was issued as well as a plastic game piece, with a holographic
design on the obverse, for the trading card game.
A Netherlands-based gaming company, The Good Look Gamer, produced a brain-teaser puzzle game with a Sherlock Holmes theme — The
Case of the Priceless Coin. It includes a coin-like game-piece that features
Sherlock Holmes on one side and a “SH” monogram on the other side.
These are the new items that we are aware of that were produced in
2019. Who knows what 2020 will bring us? If you are aware of any new
numismatic items with canonical themes, please drop the author a quick
note at Greg@FourthGarrideb.com. We are also rediscovering many older
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items that were made in the recent (and not so recent) past, so check out the
website of The Fourth Garrideb (https://fourthgarrideb.com/) from time to
time. Many thanks!
Date

Creator/Sponsor

Description

For More Information

January United Kingdom
2019

50 pence coins (in various
alloys)

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2019/01/01/british-royal-mintnow-selling-2019-sets-with-sherlock-holmes-coin/

2019

Maryland —
National Capital
Park Police

Challenge Coin

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2020/02/07/marylandnational-capital-park-police-issue-sherlockian-themedchallenge-coin/

2019

Ohio State
Highway Patrol

Challenge Coin

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2020/02/06/ohio-statehighway-patrol-issues-sherlockian-themed-challenge-coin/

2019

Windsor Mint

Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective Medal

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2020/02/06/windsor-mintstrikes-2019-sherlock-holmes-consulting-detective-medal/

January The Fourth
2019
Garrideb

Souvenir Card - 2019 BSI
Dinner

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2019/03/21/tfg-issuedsouvenir-card-for-2019-bsi-weekend/

August
2019

The Fourth
Garrideb

Souvenir Card - 2019
Norwegian Explorers
Conference

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2019/08/14/tfg-issuessouvenir-card-at-norwegian-explorers-conference/

August
2019

The Fourth
Garrideb

Souvenir Card - 2019
World’s Fair of Money

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2019/09/04/tfg-issuessouvenir-cards-at-2019-ana-shows/

January Junior Sherlockian
2019
Society

Wooden Nickel - 2019
BSI Dinner

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2019/01/18/the-2019-juniorsherlockian-society-wooden-nickel/

2019

Franck Medina

Fantasy Kingdom of Great
Britain 10 pounds note

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2019/08/05/the-2019-fantasykingdom-of-great-britain-10-pound-banknote/

2019

Pokemon: Detective metal token
Pikachu

2019

Pokemon: Detective plastic game piece token
Pikachu

2019

Good Luck Gamer

The Case of the Priceless
Coin game piece token

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2019/08/05/numismatic-itemsfeaturing-detective-pikachu/

https://fourthgarrideb.com/2019/08/04/new-gamesherlock-holmes-and-the-case-of-the-priceless-coin/
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A SUGGESTED SHERLOCKIAN LIBRARY
Andrew L. Solberg*
here are generally two common traits among lovers of the Sherlock
Holmes stories. The first is that we are readers. The second is that
we are often collectors. Consequently, it is not surprising that we
often collect books related to Sherlock Holmes. I am frequently asked what
Sherlockians should collect. Of course, that varies by what an individual
likes. Some people specialize. I have one friend who only collects books relating to The Hound of the Baskervilles. On the other hand, I have another
friend who is a “completist.” He must have every variant of everything Sherlockian (and I mean everything). That becomes very expensive. Many people
collect books, but others, like the late Paul Churchill, collect artifacts mentioned in the stories. I know one collector who mostly collects foreign language editions of the stories, another who collects Sherlockian comic books,
and another who collects Sherlockian pins. Really, you should choose whatever incites your passion.
However, I think that most Sherlockians collect books. My own collection includes all of the books listed below plus many others. I also like having the original published Strand Magazines, Collier’s, Harper’s, etc. I don’t
quite have them all, but I am still looking. My sets are not pristine. That
may be important to you, but it is not important to me. Affordability is important to me. I still have my first very beat-up copy of Profile by Gaslight
that I found for $1.00 in the discard bin at (the now closed) John Gatch’s
Bookshop in Baltimore back in 1976. Profile by Gaslight for $1.00 — you
can’t beat that, and the feeling was exhilarating.
Previous suggestions of which books a Sherlockian collection should include (such as the Shaw 100 developed by the late great John Bennett Shaw,
a completist extraordinaire, whose collection ultimately formed the basis of
the massive University of Minnesota Library Sherlock Holmes Special Collection) did not distinguish between Sherlockians who want classical collections and those who just want to both enjoy the stories and have some other
neat Sherlockian books. I have tried to make such a distinction. I have identified a core group of books for the casual Sherlockian, the budding Sherlockian collector, and the researcher. I have also identified some books that
are just plain fun and some books for those who are interested in the reading
more about the Baker Street Irregulars.

T

*

Andrew L. Solberg has been writing and editing (as well as collecting) Sherlockian
books and articles since the 1970s. Copyright 2020 Andrew L. Solberg.
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Only a few of these books are new, so, with some exceptions, you won’t
find them among new books in bookstores. You will have to peruse used
bookstores, try BookFinder.com, Amazon.com’s used book sellers, or catch
them when they appear on Ebay. Don’t buy a book the first time you see it
on Ebay (unless you know that it is reasonably priced). Note the price for
which it sells and try to beat that the next time it shows up. Also, don’t necessarily compare the price on Ebay to prices at online booksellers. Online
booksellers often offer these books at inflated prices, and you can probably
do better (unless you know that the price is reasonable — or you really want
that book to complete a portion of your collection).
But . . . on to the list. All such lists are subjective. Some people just love
the first book they ever bought and will think that it should be on this list.
The titles listed below are those that I have found most enjoyable and useful.
Your mileage may vary.

FOR THE SHERLOCKIAN NON-COLLECTOR
These are Sherlockian books that would make any coffee table proud.
They are enjoyable reads in their own right and will provide the average casual Sherlockian with hours of great reading. You don’t need to be a collector
to buy and enjoy these.
Author

Title

1

Baring-Gould, W

Annotated Sherlock Holmes

2

Baring-Gould, W

Sherlock Holmes of Baker Street

3

Boström, Mattias

From Holmes to Sherlock

4

BSI Press

BSI Manuscript Series

5

Clarkson

The Canonical Compendium

6

Conan Doyle

The Original Illustrated Strand Sherlock Holmes (the stories as they
appeared in the Strand)

7

Doyle, Steve

Sherlock Holmes for Dummies

8

Green, RL

Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

9

Keating, HRF

Sherlock Holmes, His World and His Time

10 Klinefelter

Sherlock Holmes In Portrait and Profile

11 Klinger

The New Annotated Sherlock Holmes

12 Park, Orlando

The Sherlock Holmes Encyclopedia

13 Pointer, Michael

Pictorial History of Sherlock Holmes

14 Sims, Michael

Arthur and Sherlock

15 Smith, E

Profile by Gaslight

16 Starrett, V

Private Life of Sherlock Holmes

17 Stashower, Dan

Teller of Tales
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Author

Title

18 Tracy, J

Encyclopedia Sherlockiana

19 Various

The Baker Street Journal (worth subscribing to, even if you are a
casual Sherlockian)

What even casual Sherlockian can be without the fine Annotated Sherlock
Holmes by William S. Baring-Gould? If you buy only one book, buy this
one. Actually, there are two different editions of this. The original was published in two large volumes, and a later edition was published as one VERY
LARGE volume. Either one is worth having, though the two-volume edition is a bit easier on the lap, and the paper is considerably better quality
than in the one volume edition. However, either edition is fine. BaringGould’s love of “the Great Game” is evident in this, and, until Les Klinger’s
fine New Annotated edition was published, it was the main source of joy for
Sherlockians. It was published in 1967 and is available in used editions for
reasonable prices. His Sherlock Holmes of Baker Street is also a fun read. You
don’t have to be deeply involved in the Sherlockian community to enjoy it.
At least one book from the BSI Manuscript Series is a must-have for anyone who is interested in seeing a Sherlock Holmes story written in Conan
Doyle’s handwriting. These books also include chapters on the writing of
the story, the differences between the manuscript and the published versions,
and interesting chapters on various aspects of the story. Since I first started
this list, several more Manuscript Series books have been published, and the
quality of these books has not decreased. If you have a favorite Sherlock
Holmes story, go to https://bakerstreetirregulars.com/tag/manuscript/ and
see if there is a Manuscript Series book for that story.
Steve Clarkson’s Compendium is also worth having. It has a beautiful
cover and is very a useful book with the answer to almost any quiz question
you can think of. If you want to be able to read the stories as they appeared
in the Strand Magazine (always fun — two columns with the original illustrations), then I recommend The Original Illustrated Strand Sherlock Holmes.
Greene’s Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes has other Holmes-related
writings by Conan Doyle. Two other beautiful books are Sherlock Holmes,
His World and His Time and Pictorial History of Sherlock Holmes, which do a
wonderful job of introducing you to the real Victorian London. Sherlock
Holmes In Portrait and Profile will educate you on the portrayals (pre-Brett)
of Holmes in print, on screen, and on the stage. The Sherlock Holmes Encyclopedia and Encyclopedia Sherlockiana are chock-full of Sherlockian facts.
The New Annotated Sherlock Holmes (currently available in stores selling
new books) is a beautiful set of three volumes. Les Klinger did a fine job,
adding his own flair and interests.
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Profile by Gaslight and The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes are two early
classics and are two of the best books on Sherlock Holmes ever written. Profile was one of the first collections of “writings on the writings” and reflects
love for, and the newness of, the genre. Private Life reflects Vincent Starrett’s (a fine writer in his own right) love of Holmes.
Teller of Tales is a wonderful biography of Conan Doyle. In my opinion,
it is the best of all the biographies published thus far. Dan Stashower is
quite a tale-teller himself. One of my nicest memories is sitting in a London
hotel smoking room, smoking a Cuban cigar, and reading this wonderful
book by my friend.
The newest additions to this list are Michael Sims’s Arthur and Sherlock
and Mattias Boström’s From Holmes to Sherlock. Sims’s book focuses on Conan Doyle’s early life, through the publication of A Study in Scarlet. Sims is a
great writer and researcher, and is a joy for Sherlockians and nonSherlockians, alike. The same is true of From Holmes to Sherlock. Mattias
covers everything Sherlockian, and I mean everything — Conan Doyle, Gillette, Morley, ASH, Scion Societies, movies, television, stage, and everything
in between. It is a must-have.
Even the casual Sherlockian will enjoy the Baker Street Journal. It is
amazing what people find in the stories that is interesting and entertaining.
The Journal has been published since 1946, and the well does not appear to
be running dry. The best of Sherlockian writings have almost all appeared in
the Journal. If you are not subscribing, you are missing a lot of Sherlockian
entertainment.

FOR THE SHERLOCKIAN LIBRARY COLLECTOR
In addition to those books mentioned above, the following are great
Sherlockian books that reflect outstanding Sherlockian analysis. Many form
the cornerstone of Sherlockian literature. If you are starting a serious collection, start here.
Author

Title

20 Bell, HW

Baker St. Studies

21 Blakeney

Sherlock Holmes, Fact or Fiction

22 Brend

My Dear Holmes (A Study in Sherlock)

23 Conan Doyle

The Complete Sherlock Holmes — Doubleday (or Barnes & Noble
Edition that has the same pagination)

24 Dakin, DM

A Sherlock Holmes Commentary

25 Donegall, Lord

Baker Street and Beyond

26 Grazebrook

Studies in SH
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Author

Title

27 Haining, P

The Sherlock Holmes Scrapbook

28 Hall, John

Sidelights on Holmes

29 Hall, T

Sherlock Holmes

30 Hardwick, M

The Complete Guide to Sherlock Holmes

31 Harrison, M

Beyond Baker Street

32 Harrison, M

In the Footsteps of Sherlock Holmes

33 Herbert, PD

The Sincerest Form of Flattery

34 Holroyd, JE

Baker St. Byways

35 Holroyd, JE

Seventeen Steps to Baker Street

36 Hyder, W

From Baltimore to Baker Street

37 Katz, Solberg

Nerve & Knowledge — Doctors, Medicine, and the Sherlockian Canon

38 Klinger

A Study in Scarlet (The Entire Annotated Series)

39 Knox, R

Essays in Satire

40 Lellenberg, J

Nova 57 Minor

41 Liebow, E

Dr. Joe Bell

42 McQueen, I

Sherlock Holmes, Detected

43 Queen, Ellery

Misadventures of Sherlock Holmes

44 Redmond, C

In Bed with Sherlock Holmes

45 Roberts, S.C.

Holmes & Watson

46 Sayers, D

Unpopular Opinions

47 Shreffler, P

Sherlock Holmes by Gas Lamp

48 Smith, Edgar W

Baker St. and Beyond

49 Smith, Edgar W

A Baker Street Four Wheeler: Sixteen Pieces of Sherlockiana

50 Smith, Edgar W. The Incunabular Sherlock Holmes
51 Smith, Edgar W. Introducing Mr. Sherlock Holmes
52 Starrett, V

221B

53 Stern

Sherlock Homes, Rare Book Collector

55 Utechin, N

Sherlock Holmes At Oxford

56 Van Liere

A Doctor Enjoys Sherlock Holmes

54 Various

The Sherlock Holmes Journal (worth the subscription)

While I won’t discuss each of these, I would like to make a few comments. Arguably, Haining’s Sherlock Holmes Scrapbook and Starrett’s 221B
deserve to be in the list for even casual Sherlockians. They are both wonderful reading, and I have looked at them many times. 221B is also among the
best Sherlockian books ever written and includes Starrett’s immortal poem. I
am always envious of someone who is reading 221B for the first time. I did
not include them in the “casual” list because neither is what I would consider
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a coffee table book (as are the others on that list). However, if you are a
budding collector, the books on this list will form the foundation of your
collection. They are also great fun! Remember that many of these are hard to
find, as they were published many years ago. However, looking for them is
part of the fun, and when you find one at a reasonable price, the feeling is
exhilarating. Bob Katz and I co-edited Nerve & Knowledge — Doctors, Medicine, and the Sherlockian Canon. If you are remotely interested in medicine
and the Canon (after all, Conan Doyle and Watson were both physicians),
this book is for you. Physicians and others from all over the world wrote
professional journal-level articles for the book. The book was so successful
that the BSI Press launched a “Professions Series,” and there are now Canon
Law and Education Never Ends. They are terrific books.

FOR THE SHERLOCKIAN RESEARCHER
If you enjoy writing articles on Sherlock Holmes, you also should try to
have access to the following sources (in addition to everything listed above).
I return to them again and again.
Author

Title

57 Bradshaw

Bradshaw’s Railway Guide

58 DeWaal

The Universal Sherlock Holmes — electronic version

59 Goodrich, WD

The New Good Old Index

60 Green & Gibson

A Bibliography of A. Conan Doyle

61 Oxford

The Oxford Sherlock Holmes

62 Redmond, C

The Sherlock Holmes Handbook

63 Redmond, D

Sherlock Holmes, A Study in Sources

64 Various

The Baker Street Journal — 1946-2010 CD Set

65 Various

The Sherlock Holmes Journal — 1952-2002 CD Set

If you can only buy one book on this list, buy DeWaal’s Universal Sherlock Holmes bibliography. Yes, it was published in 1994 and does not include
anything since. Yes, it has errors. However, it is a wonderful accomplishment, and is remarkably thorough. You will want to know (or should) what
others have published before on your topic, and I cannot emphasize strongly
enough how useful this volume is. In the electronic version, you can search
the bibliography on your computer by keyword, author, title, etc.
As I said before, most of the great Sherlockian works have appeared in
the Baker Street Journal. Other great works have appeared in the Sherlock
Homes Journal of the Sherlock Holmes Society of London. Once you find
the list of articles you want in DeWaal, having the CD sets of the BSJ and
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SHJ will save you incredible time and heartburn. They are indispensable to
me.
The Oxford Sherlock Holmes is a multi-volume annotated set of the stories, edited by some of the world’s most knowledgeable Sherlockians and/or
Doyleans. Many of the annotations are Doylean, having to do with what
Conan Doyle was thinking or going through when he wrote the stories.
Goodrich’s Good Old Index has also been indispensable, being a virtual concordance of the Canon. Like Clarkson’s Compendium, it tells you where to
find various words in the Canon, but each has different strengths, and both
are well worth owning.

FOR THE FUN OF IT
I don’t like pastiches for the most part. The following, however, include
pastiches, parodies (which I do like), and other treatments of Holmes culture and are really fun (or interesting) reading.
Author

Title

66 Adey, Robert

As It Might Have Been

66 Adey, Robert

As It Might Have Been

67 Bangs, John Kendrick

Houseboat on the Styx

68 Cagnat, JP

Around the World of Sherlock Holmes in 15 Years

69 Dorn, Bill

Sherlock Holmes, A Study Guide (in two volumes)

70 Doyle, AC

Memories and Adventures

71 Fish, Robert L

Schlock Holmes — Complete Bagel St. Saga

72 Friedman, Kinky

Elvis, Jesus, and Coca Cola

73 Jann, Rosemary

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Detecting Social Order

74 Kotzwinkle

Trouble in Bugland

75 Meyer, Nicholos

Seven Percent Solution

76 Payne

Myth & Modern Man in SH

77 Redmond, C

In Bed with Sherlock Holmes

78 Rosenblatt

Dining with Sherlock Holmes

79 Queen, Ellery

The Misadventures of Sherlock Holmes

80 Titus, Eve

Basil of Baker Street

Subjective? You bet! Add Laurie King’s The Beekeeper’s Apprentice if you
want to. As It Might Have Been is a collection of early (and I mean early)
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Sherlockian parodies. John Kendrick Bangs almost had his own industry of
writing Sherlockian parody when Conan Doyle was still writing the Holmes
stories (and even Bangs’s non-Sherlockian writings are entertaining). Schlock
Holmes is a great example of later parody and was a very good seller back in
the 1970s. Nicholas Meyer almost single handedly resurrected the popularity
of Holmes in the early 1970s with his fine pastiche The Seven Percent Solution. Basil of Baker Street was the original series of children’s books on which
Disney’s Great Mouse Detective was based. Many of Kinky Friedman’s mystery novels have very Sherlockian themes and are fun.

ABOUT THE BAKER STREET IRREGULARS
Long before I was invited to my first BSI dinner, I enjoyed Jon Lellenberg’s histories of it. I found them fascinating for his style of putting the
early days of the BSI into historical perspective. Here, you find the story of
how grown men and women developed their love for Holmes into one of
the most prestigious and long lasting literary societies in the context of what
else is happening in the world. It’s not all hearts and flowers (part of the fun
for the reader), but it is always entertaining. They are hard to find and costly, but great reading, even if you have no interest in joining the BSI.
Author

Title

81

Lellenberg, J,

Irregular Proceedings of the 30s

82

Lellenberg, J,

Irregular Proceedings of the Early 40s

83

Lellenberg, J,

Irregular Proceedings of the Mid 40s

84

Lellenberg, J

Irregular Proceedings of the Late 40s

85

Lellenberg, J

Disjecta Membra

EPILOGUE
Will this list change over time? Of course. The Shaw 100 was fine for its
day but cannot reflect all of the great works that came after it. In addition, I
have found some of the works listed on the Shaw 100 to be disappointing
(as, no doubt, you may find with some on my list, as tastes differ), and so not
all of them are included above. However, one of the benefits of being a
Sherlockian is that there is so much great reading . . . Have fun.
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THIS YEAR’S SURVEY
CANINE SIGNS
Editors’ note: Thanks to all who participated in last year’s survey.
We’ve decided to keep the results secret for now. We will disclose
them in due course, when we release the Mrs. Hudson bobblehead doll.

This year’s survey is like last year’s. It is open only to holders of accessorized copies of the print edition of this almanac. Again, we are not trying to
be exclusive. We’re just lazy, and by limiting this exercise to the 221 or so
people who have one of those books we also limit the number of survey responses we may have to tally and analyze.
Please write your answers to the numbered questions below on the corresponding lines on the card in the pocket on the inside of the back cover of
this book, sign and date the card, and then mail it to The Green Bag, 6600
Barnaby Street NW, Washington, DC 20015. In return we will send you a
replacement card, and a supplementary morsel. We would like to think you
won’t regret participating.
1. By what method, and with what tools, did Mrs. Hudson prepare Dr. Waton’s coﬀee?
2. What is the basis for your answer to question #1?
3. Did Mrs. Hudson own a dog?
4. What is the basis for your answer to question #3?
5. If she did own a dog, what, exactly were its characteristics —
breed, size, coloring, distinctive features or habits, and so on?
6. What is the basis for your answer to question #5?
Thank you for considering our questions. We hope you will share your
thinking with us. We will disclose the results when we are good and ready.
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Sherlock Holmes examines the cardboard box.
By J. Basté in Les Annales Politiques et Littéraires (1920).
Courtesy of Alexis Barquin and the ACD Encyclopedia.

THE ADVENTURE OF THE
CARDBOARD BOX
A NEW ANNOTATED EDITION
Arthur Conan Doyle,1 with notes2 by Mary M. Alcaro,3 Peter E. Blau,4
Ross E. Davies,5 Carlina de la Cova,6 Jenn Eaker,7 Jayantika Ganguly,8
Walter Jaffee,9 Robert A. James,10 Roger Johnson,11 Alexander Katz,12
Robert S. Katz,13 Michael Kean,14 Anastasia Klimchynskaya,15
Jennifer Kneeland,16 Nick Martorelli,17
These authors have retained copyright in their work published here: Mary M. Alcaro, Peter
E. Blau, Carlina de la Cova, Jenn Eaker, Roger Johnson, Monica Schmidt, Marina Stajić,
Jean Upton, Beverly Wolov, and Tamar Zeffren.
1
Arthur Conan Doyle wrote “The Adventure of the Cardboard Box,” 59 other Sherlock
Holmes stories, and many other things.
2
Among other accomplishments, many of our contributors are invested in the Baker
Street Irregulars and/or Adventuresses of Sherlock Holmes. We note only those invested
in the most recent classes.
3
Mary M. Alcaro is an English Ph.D candidate at Rutgers University, where she studies
medieval literature and teaches writing. Her BSI investiture is “Ivy Douglas.”
4
Peter E. Blau served in the U.S. Navy, is a geologist and journalist, and is the subject of
Peter E. Blau: A Festschrift.
5
Ross E. Davies teaches law at George Mason University and edits The Green Bag.
6
Carlina de la Cova, an Associate Professor of Anthropology at the University of South
Carolina, was invested in the BSI in 2020 as “The Anthropological Journal.”
7
Jenn Eaker has written for the Baker Street Journal and wrote two award-winning articles
in The Serpentine Muse. She lives in New York City and works in television.
8
Jayantika (“Jay”) Ganguly is a corporate lawyer with a top law firm in India. She is the
General Secretary and Editor for the Sherlock Holmes Society of India.
9
Walter Jaffee graduated from the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and sailed as a licensed
deck officer. He has authored 18 books on ships and the sea and edited Mobile Holmes.
10
Robert A. James is a San Francisco lawyer and founded a legal trivia review, the Journal
of Attenuated Subtleties.
11
Roger Johnson is Commissioning Editor of The Sherlock Holmes Journal, and co-author
with his wife Jean Upton of The Sherlock Holmes Miscellany.
12
Alexander Katz holds degrees in Music History from The Hartt School, and is invested
in both the BSI and ASH as “Sarasate.”
13
Robert S. Katz is a retired physician and serves as Co-Publisher of BSI Press.
14
Michael Kean, a retired publishing executive, is “Wiggins” (President) of the BSI.
15
Anastasia Klimchynskaya is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Chicago and has
won the Baker Street Journal’s Morley-Montgomery Award.
16
Jennifer Kneeland leads 221B NYC and is a Universal Literacy Coach in New York
City. She was invested in ASH in 2019 as “A Touch of the Dramatic.”
17
Nick Martorelli serves as Headmaster of the Priory Scholars of NYC.
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Ira Brad Matetsky,18 Scott Monty,19 Oscar Ross,20 Greg D. Ruby,21
Monica Schmidt,22 Marina Stajić,23 Jean Upton,24 Karen Wilson,25
Burt Wolder,26 Beverly Wolov,27 Tamar Zeffren,28 and Christopher Zordan29

INTRODUCTION, WITH A NOTE ON THE TEXT
Ira Brad Matetsky
s editor-in-chief of The Green Bag Almanac and Reader, an annual
publication celebrating excellence in legal writing, Ross Davies gets to
choose each year’s theme. For 2015 and again for 2016, he chose
Sherlock Holmes. The 2015 edition featured, among other Sherlockian material, a “Lawyerly Annotated Edition” of “The Adventure of the Norwood
Builder.”30 This feature was so well-received that the 2016 edition contained
lawyerly annotations to a second canonical story, “The Adventure of the Reigate Squire.”31 Non-lawyer readers should know that while these annotations
were written by lawyers and judges, the notes were not unduly technical and
should be readily accessible to interested Sherlockians who do not share a
legal background. Look them up sometime, if you haven’t already seen them.

A

18

Ira Matetsky co-edited Upon the Turf, was invested in the BSI in 2019 as “The Final
Problem,” and won the Morley-Montgomery Award for 2019.
19
Scott Monty is executive editor and co-host of “I Hear of Sherlock Everywhere” and
“Trifles.” He writes the Timeless & Timely newsletter for business executives.
20
Oscar Ross is the Purser and co-founder of The Crew of the S.S. May Day, moored at
Belfast, Northern Ireland.
21
Greg D. Ruby is the founder and Gasogene of The Sherlockians of Baltimore and The
Fourth Garrideb. He edits The Newspapers and works as a meetings and event planner.
22
Monica Schmidt is president of The Younger Stamfords and was invested in the BSI
in 2019 as “Julia Stoner.” She is a licensed mental health counselor.
23
Marina Stajić, Ph.D., has been a practicing forensic toxicologist for over 40 years.
24
Jean Upton is Editor of The District Messenger, the monthly newsletter of the Sherlock
Holmes Society of London.
25
Karen Wilson is a Baltimore, Maryland philosophy teacher, church musician, and
mom, and a past Gasogene of Watson’s Tin Box of Ellicott City.
26
Burt Wolder co-hosts “I Hear of Sherlock Everywhere” and “Trifles.” He is chief marketing officer for a medical information services company.
27
Beverly Wolov has an M.A in the History of Decorative Arts from the Smithsonian/
Corcoran College of Art and Design, with a background is in fashion history.
28
Tamar Zeffren is an officer of the Priory Scholars of New York and is an archivist.
29
Christopher Zordan is a chemist working in pharmaceuticals and an officer of the Priory
Scholars of New York.
30
2015 Green Bag Alm. 116, 5 J. of L. 235, available at http://journaloflaw.us.
31
2016 Green Bag. Alm. 109, 6 J. of L. 141, available at http://journaloflaw.us.
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Now that The Baker Street Almanac stands on its own, the editors have
decided to revive the annual feature of annotating a different Sherlock
Holmes story each year, beginning this year with “The Adventure of the
Cardboard Box.” Annotations were solicited from two dozen Sherlockians.
In selecting invitees, we looked well beyond the legal profession, although
lawyers certainly were not unrepresented.
As in the past, our annotations follow in the Sherlockian annotation tradition, which began with William S. Baring-Gould’s The Annotated Sherlock
Holmes, continued with The Oxford Sherlock Holmes, and culminated in Leslie
S. Klinger’s Sherlock Holmes Reference Library and New Annotated Sherlock
Holmes. Citations to these prior annotations appear in the footnotes, together with our current authors’ additions to their work.32
If you enjoy reading our New Annotated Edition of this story, and might
like to participate in this project by writing your own annotation for “The
Adventure of the Priory School” (which will appear in the 2021 edition of
the Baker Street Almanac), please see page 352 of this Almanac and email me
at irabrad221b@gmail.com.
•

•

•

•

•

“The Adventure of the Cardboard Box” first appeared in the January
1893 issue of The Strand Magazine in the United Kingdom, and the January
14, 1893 issue of Harper’s Weekly in the United States. The text reprinted
below is taken from the Harper’s Weekly version.
As is well-known, when the second series of 12 Sherlock Holmes short
stories was assembled in book form, Arthur Conan Doyle directed that “The
Cardboard Box” be omitted from what became The Memoirs of Sherlock
Holmes. There has been much speculation on why he did so, though I know
of no direct evidence from Doyle’s own mouth or pen.33 The British edition
of The Memoirs followed Doyle’s direction and left out “The Cardboard
Box.” The first American edition included “The Cardboard Box,” but was
soon followed by a “new and revised edition” that omitted it. “The Cardboard Box” was eventually published in book form, both in the U.K. and the

32

Baring-Gould’s The Annotated Sherlock Holmes will be cited as “WBG”; the Oxford
Sherlock Holmes volume on The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes, as “OSH: Memoirs”;
Klinger’s Reference Library volume on The Memoirs, as “LSK, Ref: Memoirs”; and
Klinger’s New Annotated Sherlock Holmes, as “LSK, 1 New Ann.”
33
In a September 22, 1893 letter to Harper & Brothers (publisher of the U.S. editions of
The Adventures and The Memoirs), Doyle states laconically that “I should like the second
story omitted,” but gives no reason for this before moving on to other matters.
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U.S., in the collection His Last Bow in 1917. The text used in preparing that
edition was derived from The Strand Magazine, not Harper’s Weekly.
There is a Sherlockian cottage industry in compiling and analyzing textual
variations in different versions of each story that have appeared in periodicals
and books on both sides of the Atlantic. One reason the editors chose “The
Cardboard Box” as this year’s annotated story was in anticipation of the opportunity to examine variations between the little-seen Harper’s Weekly text
of this story and the better known Strand Magazine and His Last Bow texts.
In 2018, Ross used the Harper’s Weekly text of “The Adventure of the Resident Patient” as the basis for one of his Sherlockian maps and asked me to
help proofread it. In doing so, I spotted some interesting differences between
what I was reading and the text that I knew.34 Those changes had previously
gone unnoticed because when “The Cardboard Box” was dropped, its opening
“mind-reading scene” was moved to “The Resident Patient.” This required
the substitution of a newly edited version of “The Resident Patient” in the
U.S. Memoirs for the text that had been derived from Harper’s Weekly. As a
result, the Harper’s Weekly “Resident Patient” was lost to Sherlockians for
more than 100 years. But the Harper’s Weekly “Cardboard Box” never was
used for The Memoirs at all, and was just as lost. What interesting changes,
we wondered, would we find in the newly rediscovered Harper’s Weekly text
as compared to the Strand’s or George Newnes’s or Doubleday’s?
Having now made the comparison, we have an anticlimactic answer: None.
Disappointing as it may be to report, there are no differences between the
various texts of “The Cardboard (or Card-Board) Box” that have any bearing
on the meaning of the story. In fact, there are virtually no differences at all.
There are, of course, the usual Americanizations of punctuation and spelling,
according to the American standards of punctuation and spelling in 1893.
The most prominent of these changes is that the title of the story appeared in
Harper’s Weekly as “The Adventure of the Card-Board Box” as opposed to the
Strand’s “The Adventure of the Cardboard Box.” (Nineteenth-century American editors were hyphen-happy.) Words such as “clue” and “endeavoured”
and “discoloured” were predictably changed to “clew” and “endeavored” and
“discolored” as per the U.S. spellings of the day, and so forth. There is not
much grist for the mill there.
There is one change that at first glance appears substantive — Harper’s
Weekly omits two paragraphs of the canonical text35 — but those paragraphs
34

See Ira Brad Matetsky, “More Textual Variations in ‘The Resident Patient,’” 68 Baker
Street J. 6 (Autumn 2018).
35
The two paragraphs are quoted in their place in footnote 61 below.
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turn out to be so inconsequential that they were probably omitted either to
save a few lines of space or simply by mistake, so there is little to be read into
the change either. The next longest change — an omission of three words in
Harper’s Weekly36 — is, if anything, even less important. In another minor
variation, Harper’s Weekly describes Holmes at one point as sitting “in deep
thought” rather than “in deep meditation”37 — most likely out of concern
that some readers would not know the word “meditation,” rather than for
any “deeper” reason.
But perhaps it should be a relief that we can focus on a single agreed text
of the story, without side-debates about line readings and bad quartos. In
any event, on to the story.

THE ADVENTURE OF THE CARD-BOARD BOX
By A. Conan Doyle

I

n choosing a few typical cases which illustrate the remarkable mental
qualities of my friend Sherlock Holmes, I have endeavored, as far as possible, to select those which presented the minimum of sensationalism, while
offering a fair field for his talents. It is, however, unfortunately, impossible
to entirely separate the sensational from the criminal, and a chronicler is left
in the dilemma that he must either sacrifice details, which are essential to his
statement, and so give a false impression of the problem, or he must use
matter which chance, and not choice, has provided him with.38 With this
short preface I shall turn to my notes of what proved to be a strange, though
a peculiarly terrible, chain of events.
It was a blazing hot day in August. 39 Baker Street was like an oven, and
the glare of the sunlight upon the yellow brick-work of the houses across the
road was painful to the eye. It was hard to believe that these were the same
walls which loomed so gloomily through the fogs of winter. Our blinds were
half-drawn, and Holmes lay curled upon the sofa, reading and re-reading a
letter which he had received by the morning post. For myself, my term of
service in India had trained me to stand heat better than cold, and a ther-

36

See footnote 119 below.
See footnote 78 below.
38
THE EDITORS: This type of story opening, in which Watson begins a story by discussing his difficulties in deciding which of Holmes’s cases to report, will become a familiar
one. For other examples, see “The Five Orange Pips,” “The Resident Patient,” “The
Solitary Cyclist,” and “The Golden Pince-Nez.”
39
WBG, p. 2:193, n. 1.
37
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mometer at ninety was no hardship.40 But the morning paper was uninteresting. Parliament had risen.41 Everybody was out of town, and I yearned for
the glades of the New Forest42 or the shingle of Southsea.43 A depleted bank
account44 had caused me to postpone my holiday,45 and as to my companion,
neither the country nor the sea presented the slightest attraction to him. He
loved to lie in the very centre of five millions of people, with his filaments
stretching out and running through them, responsive to every little rumor or
suspicion of unsolved crime. Appreciation of nature found no place among
his many gifts,46 and his only change was when he turned his mind from the
evil-doer of the town to track down his brother of the country.
Finding that Holmes was too absorbed for conversation, I had tossed
aside the barren paper,47 and leaning back in my chair, I fell into a brown40

JAY GANGULY: Dr. Watson’s Indian landing, as briefly recorded in A Study in Scarlet,
was at the city of Bombay (now renamed “Mumbai”) on the western coast of India. From
there he made his way to Candahar (we know it as “Kandahar”) in Afghanistan. Dr.
Watson’s visit was about 140 years ago — he participated in the Second Afghan War, and
from his words, it appears he was involved in the Battle of Kandahar, which took place in
September 1880. Currently, a temperature of 90 degrees is fairly commonplace for
Mumbai, and it actually gets much hotter than that in the summer — not surprising,
given the rapid urbanization of the city. Nearly a century and a half ago, 90 degrees was not
the average temperature for Mumbai, unlike today, but summers in Mumbai would still
easily hit this mark. Also, the route from Mumbai to Kandahar passed through several
Indian states, some of which fall in the Thar Desert. There, a temperature of 90 degrees
would actually be considered pleasant, even back in Dr. Watson’s day. As such, when Dr.
Watson says a temperature of 90 degrees was no hardship for him thanks to his Indian
days, he is not exaggerating. India is a tropical country, after all.
41
WBG, p. 2:193, n. 1.
42
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 29, n. 4; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 428, n. 4; OSH: Memoirs, p.
278; WBG, p. 2:194, n. 4.
43
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, pp. 29-30, n. 5, LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 428, n. 5; OSH: Memoirs,
p. 279.
44
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, pp. 29-30, n. 5, LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 428, n. 5; OSH: Memoirs,
p. 279.
45
WSB, p. 2:194, n. 5.
46
WBG, p. 2:194, n. 6.
47
ROSS E. DAVIES: The “barren paper” tossed aside by Watson is not just any paper. It is
The Times, which is unsurprising in two ways. First, The Times was London’s great newspaper, read in sitting rooms and club rooms across London and around the world. Second,
as Brad Kefauver has observed, The Times is “Sherlock Holmes’s favorite newspaper.” A
Day in the Life, a Day in The Times, 53 Baker Street J. 39 (Autumn 2003). But in a third
way, Watson’s tossing aside of that particular paper is an event of some slight, obscure
Canonical significance. The Times is mentioned by name in the Canon seven times — more
than any other paper (Stephen Clarkson, The Canonical Compendium 46-47 (1999)) —
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study.48 Suddenly my companion’s voice broke in upon my thoughts.
“You are right, Watson,” said he. “It does seem a most preposterous way
of settling a dispute.”49
but in none of the seven stories identified by Clarkson does Watson read the Times. In
The Sign of Four, both Holmes and Mary Morstan read it. In “The Adventure of the Blue
Carbuncle,” “The Adventure of the Engineer’s Thumb,” The Hound of the Baskervilles, and
“The Adventure of the Missing Three-Quarter,” Holmes reads it. In “The Adventure of
the Solitary Cyclist,” Violet Smith at least looks at it. And in His Last Bow, Baron Von
Herling refers to it. No sign of a Watson-Times relationship anywhere. Nor does there
appear to be one in Watson’s report of “The Adventure of the Cardboard Box,” printed
in the January 1893 issue of The Strand (U.K.). The Times is not mentioned in the text,
and while there is a Sidney Paget portrayal of the scene in which Watson tosses aside that
“barren paper,” the printed picture is not sharp enough to show the name of the paper.
Fortunately, however, the name of that paper is preserved in the Arthur Conan Doyle
Collection at the Toronto Public Library. The Library has Paget’s original illustration, in
which “THE TIMES” is easy to see across the top of the front page of the paper. See for
yourself, courtesy of the Toronto Public Library: Paget’s work (enlarged for easy reading
and general appreciation) is on the dust jacket of the book in which this annotation appears,
the 2020 Baker Street Almanac. So, The Times appears in eight stories, not seven, and
Watson did read it, on at least one occasion.
48
LSK, 1 New Ann., pp. 423-24, n.7. ROSS E. DAVIES: The leading authority on the
meanings of English words that we know as the Oxford English Dictionary published its
definition of “brown study” in 1888. That definition has never changed: “A state of mental
abstraction or musing: ‘gloomy meditations’ (Johnson); ‘serious reverie, thoughtful absentmindedness’ (Webster); now esp. an idle or purposeless reverie.” Intriguingly, that definition was a little bit controversial in its own time. In the course of a lengthy discussion of
“the case of the somewhat peculiar expression brown study,” a review in the April 4, 1889
issue of The Nation complained that, “[t]he adjective here has assuredly the general idea
of ‘deep,’ ‘profound,’ ‘abstracted.’ It is hard to fix upon the phrase the sense of ‘gloomy
meditation’, by which Johnson [that is, lexicographer Samuel Johnson] defined it; and
the particular meaning given to it in this dictionary of ‘an idle and purposeless reverie’ is
certainly not common.” So, at the time Watson tossed aside that “barren paper,” a contemporary reader would almost certainly have envisioned a deeply abstracted Watson, but
perhaps not a gloomy one. Anatoly Liberman, A Study in Brown and in a Brown Study, Part
3, OUPblog, blog.oup.com/2014/10/brown-etymology-word-origin-part-3/ (Oct. 22, 2014).
On the other hand, the topic Watson was thinking about — the awful American Civil War
— would have provided good grounds for gloom.
49
ROBERT S. KATZ: The so-called “mind-reading” sequence that begins here is one of the
most significant sections of the entire Canon. In fact, it is so important that it appears
twice in the actual stories. It was and remains the opening of “The Cardboard Box,” but
when this group of short stories first came to be anthologized, the subject-matter of this
story was regarded as too provocative and the story was removed from the book version.
However, Watson, or Conan Doyle as Literary Agent, liked this segment so much that it
was transposed to the beginning of “The Resident Patient.” When “The Cardboard Box”
was ultimately anthologized in His Last Bow, the opening remained. It was a bit confusing
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to this author, as a first-time reader, to see a section appear in two places in the Canon.
But the section is so much fun and so meaningful that the duplication is easily accepted.
This bit of Baker Street dialogue is noteworthy as it provides us one of the few and perhaps
most useful pieces of biographical information about the life of John Watson. We realize
that Watson had a considerable interest in and knowledge of the American Civil War, even
though it took place far from England and several decades earlier. We also learn that
Watson owned portraits of General Charles Gordon and Henry Ward Beecher. Finally,
we see him reaching for his leg when he thinks of a war wound.
These seemingly unrelated bits of data, combined with a few other nuggets elsewhere
in the Canon, are our best clues in trying to piece together Dr. Watson’s childhood.
Elsewhere in the Canon (The Sign of Four), we learn that Watson had spent some time in
the minefields of Ballarat, in Australia. Combined with the vividness of his descriptions
of two great American mining areas, the Southwest in A Study in Scarlet and the coal
country of the Vermissa Valley in The Valley of Fear, we can suggest that Watson’s father
may have been in the mining industry and traveled the world as part of his career. The
pictures of Gordon and Beecher, both staunch abolitionists, give us an indication of the
political views of the Watson family. As Watson was likely a few years older than Holmes,
he would have been in his early teens, living in a mining area of Pennsylvania, when the
American Civil War broke out. As I indicate in my article “A Long Afternoon” (appearing
in The Watsonian, Volume 1, Number 1, 2013), young John would have run away to join
the Union Army and ended up in the regiment commanded by the friend and colleague
of Henry Ward Beecher’s brother-in-law (husband of Harriet Beecher Stowe), the fabled
Twentieth Maine. Finding himself holding Little Round Top at the Battle of Gettysburg,
Watson suffered the leg wound mentioned in this segment. This explains the anatomic
discrepancies between his various injuries: His first wound came at Gettysburg, and it
was at Maiwand that he subsequently received the second.
Judged as literature, this segment is one of the most enjoyable sequences in the Canon.
It shows Holmes as the ultimate master of observation, diagnosis, and deduction. Nearly
every Sherlockian will point to this as one of the most popular moments in the sixty stories.
It’s so well-written and entrancing that no one cares that it appears twice. But as history,
it is unparalleled as it provides us one of the few glimpses into the childhood of John H.
Watson. He tells us little about his family and his background, but occasionally lets us peek
into a remarkable early life. This particular “peek” enhances our understanding of the Canon.
ANASTASIA KLIMCHYNSKAYA: As a detective, Holmes is a reader of signs (and, in fact,
scholarship on the detective novel often draws attention precisely to the detective’s role as
reader). It is this uncanny ability to interpret traces legible only to him that frequently leads
other characters to proclaim Holmes a wizard or magician, such as in “The Adventure of
the Beryl Coronet.” Usually, however, such signs are physical remnants of external, physical
acts: footprints, bloodstains, mud, or tobacco ash. Here, although many of the signs Holmes
interprets are external (Watson’s expressions, sighs, and glances), the crux of his reading
lies in Watson’s interiority, in the thoughts and emotions whose immediate physical locus
is hard to pinpoint. In this sense, Holmes might be considered to be venturing into the
territory of Freud, who is often evoked in Sherlockian pastiches because he, too, reads and
interprets signs — those of mental disorders. At the same time, Holmes is not entirely
new to this kind of psychological dabbling: he has certainly made generalizations about how
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“Most preposterous!” I exclaimed; and then, suddenly realizing how he
had echoed the inmost thought of my soul, I sat up in my chair and stared at
him in blank amazement.
“What is this, Holmes?” I cried. “This is beyond anything which I could
have imagined.”
He laughed heartily at my perplexity.
“You remember,” said he, “that some little time ago, when I read you the
passage in one of Poe’s sketches50 in which a close reasoner follows the unspoken thoughts of his companion, you were inclined to treat the matter as a
mere tour de force of the author. On my remarking that I was constantly in
the habit of doing the same thing, you expressed incredulity.” 51
“Oh, no!”
“Perhaps not with your tongue, my dear Watson, but certainly with your
eyebrows. So when I saw you throw down your paper and enter upon a train
of thought, I was very happy to have the opportunity of reading it off, and
eventually of breaking into it, as a proof that I had been in rapport52 with you.”
But I was still far from satisfied. “In the example which you read to me,”
said I, “the reasoner drew his conclusions from the actions of the man whom
he observed. If I remember right, he stumbled over a heap of stones, looked
up at the stars, and so on. But I have been seated quietly in my chair, and
what clews can I have given you?”
“You do yourself an injustice. The features are given to man as the means
by which he shall express his emotions, and yours are faithful servants.”
“Do you mean to say that you read my train of thoughts from my features?”

a particular type of person is apt to act. One might remember, for example, his insistence
in “A Case of Identity” that a woman in love tends to be unwilling to be disabused of her
delusion.
One will also note that Holmes here takes a stab at the kind of “mind-reading” that Poe’s
detective Dupin engages in, which is ironic given Holmes’ criticism of Dupin in A Study
in Scarlet as “a very inferior fellow” whose “trick . . . of breaking in on his friends’ thoughts
with an apropos remark after a quarter of an hour’s silence is really very showy and superficial.” It seems that Holmes has rid himself of such qualms about showiness or superficiality
since those early days.
THE EDITORS: Although Holmes’s displays of “mind-reading” ability occur throughout
the Canon and are an aspect of Holmes’s talent known even to the general public, this
scene contains the longest illustration of such a chain of reasoning. Only the opening of
“The Dancing Men” might be comparable.
50
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 30, n. 7; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 424 n. 8; OSH: Memoirs, p. 279.
51
WBG, p. 2:195, n. 7.
52
OSH: Memoirs, p. 280; WBG, p. 2:195, n. 9.
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“Your features, and especially your eyes. Perhaps you cannot yourself recall
how your reverie commenced?”
“No, I cannot.”
“Then I will tell you. After throwing down your paper, which was the action which drew my attention to you, you sat for half a minute with a vacant
expression. Then your eyes fixed themselves upon your newly framed picture
of General Gordon,53 and I saw by the alteration in your face that a train of
53

LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 31, n. 8; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 424, n. 9; OSH: Memoirs, p. 280;
WBG, p. 2:195, n. 9. MICHAEL KEAN: Leslie Klinger’s cited notes on General Charles
“Chinese” Gordon sketch this extraordinary man and his remarkable career quite well.
However, some information about Gordon’s early life might prove useful in understanding
how he developed into a complex and (some might say) neurotic Victorian hero. Gordon’s
father was also a career Army officer, ultimately achieving the rank of Lieutenant General.
His postings in Dublin, Leith and Corfu required the family to move frequently. When the
family returned to Woolwich, young Charles entered the Academy as an officer cadet at
the age of fifteen. He was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the Royal Engineers
in 1852. He was intelligent and industrious, and his posting in the Crimea and his success
in China resulted in considerable notoriety. Nevertheless, throughout his life, Gordon
maintained an almost puritanical aversion to recognition. After returning to England from
China, he accepted the important but unglamorous role of Engineering Officer at Gravesend, supervising the construction of the fortifications for the defense of the Thames.
Gordon’s mother was a pious woman, and raising eleven children doubtlessly made her
long-suffering as well. From her, young Gordon developed a strong spiritual inclination
and a literal view of the Bible, though he eschewed organized religion and never joined a
church. His belief in traditional Christianity created in him a missionary zeal, which
translated into his care of young neglected boys. He fed and clothed hundreds of children,
and each evening taught basic literacy to a small group of them, spending his own money
on their welfare. Charles Gordon and Sherlock Holmes were both involved with a group
of street urchins. Gordon’s boys learned to read the Bible, while Holmes’ Baker Street
irregulars served as his eyes and ears throughout London.
One might wonder whether the fact that Dr. Watson, who like General Gordon had also
been a military officer and had seen action in remote parts of the British Empire, added
to Watson’s “brown study” and his ruminations about the futility of war as a means of
settling disputes. Did the good doctor think about how fortunate he was to have been
rescued on the battlefield by his orderly, Murray, while Gordon was killed and decapitated
by the Ghazis at Khartoum?
General Gordon was lionized by the British public during the late nineteenth century,
and was one of the four individuals profiled by Lytton Strachey in his classic biography,
Eminent Victorians. A caricature of Gordon appeared in an 1881 issue of the popular British
magazine, Vanity Fair, as part of its color lithograph portrait series, with the title, “The
Ever Victorious Army.” A statue of General Gordon by Sir Hamo Thorneycroft formerly
stood in Trafalgar Square, but has now been moved to the Victoria Embankment.
For those who are interested in learning more about one of the best known, yet most
enigmatic Victorians, I recommend Lord Elton, General Charles Gordon’s Khartoum Journal
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thought had been started. But it did not lead very far. Your eyes flashed across
to the unframed portrait of Henry Ward Beecher54 which stands upon the top
of your books. You then glanced up at the wall, and, of course, your meaning
was obvious. You were thinking that if the portrait were framed, it would
just cover that bare space, and correspond with Gordon’s picture over there.”
“You have followed me wonderfully!” I exclaimed.
“So far I could hardly have gone astray. But now your thoughts went
back to Beecher, and you looked hard across as if you were studying the
character in his features. Then your eyes ceased to pucker, but you continued
to look across, and your face was thoughtful. You were recalling the incidents
of Beecher’s career. I was well aware that you could not do this without
thinking of the mission which he undertook on behalf of the North at the
time of the civil war, for I remember your expressing your passionate indignation at the way in which he was received by the more turbulent of our
people.55 You felt so strongly about it that I knew you could not think of
Beecher without thinking of that also. When, a moment later, I saw your
eyes wander away from the picture, I suspected that your mind had now
turned to the civil war,56 and when I observed that your lips set, your eyes
sparkled, and your hands clinched, I was positive that you were indeed thinking of the gallantry which was shown by both sides in that desperate struggle.
But then, again, your face grew sadder; you shook your head. You were
dwelling upon the sadness and horror and useless waste of life. Your hand
stole towards your own old wound and a smile quivered on your lips, which
showed me that the ridiculous side of this method of settling international
questions57 had forced itself upon your mind. At this point I agreed with you
(1961); Lord Elton, Gordon of Khartoum (1955); Lawrence and Elisabeth Hanson, Chinese
Gordon: The Story of a Hero (1954); Peter Johnson, Gordon of Khartoum (1985); Roy MacGregor-Hastie, Never to be Taken Alive (1985); Charles Chenevix Trench, The Road to Khartoum (1978); and John H. Waller, Gordon of Khartoum: The Saga of a Victorian Hero (1988).
54
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 31, n. 9; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 424, n.10; OSH: Memoirs, p. 280;
WBG, p. 2:195 n. 10. THE EDITORS: Beecher was a prominent American clergyman and
abolitionist, but another source of his notoriety during his lifetime was his involvement in
a prominent, controversial, inconclusive adultery trial. See, e.g., Robert Shaplin, “The
Beecher-Tilton Affair,” The New Yorker (June 12, 1954); Michael A. Green, “Battle in
Brooklyn: The Cross-Examination of Henry Ward Beecher in the Trial of the Century,”
Judicial Notice No. 13 (Historical Society of the New York Courts 2009).
55
WSB, p. 2:195, n. 11.
56
OSH: Memoirs, p. 281.
57
THE EDITORS: Does Holmes here describe the causes of the American Civil War as
“international questions” rather than domestic ones, and thereby implicitly endorse one side
of a key issue in that conflict? We know that Watson, as an admirer of Beecher, would not
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that it was preposterous, and was glad to find that all my deductions had
been correct.”
“Absolutely,” said I. “And now that you have explained it, I confess that I
am as amazed as before.”
“It was very superficial, my dear Watson, I assure you. I should not have
intruded it upon your attention had you not shown some incredulity the
other day. But I have in my hands here a little problem which may prove to
be more difficult of solution than my small essay in thought-reading.58 Have
you observed in the paper a short paragraph referring to the remarkable contents of a packet sent through the post to Miss Susan Cushing, of Cross
Street, 59 Croydon?”60
“No; I saw nothing.”61
“Miss Susan Cushing, living at Cross Street, Croydon, has been made
the victim of what must be regarded as a peculiarly revolting practical joke,62
have taken that side. Or have his thoughts moved from the Civil War as an example of
warfare to more current or prospective wars that were indeed of an “international” nature?
58
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 32, n. 11.
59
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 33, n. 12; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 427, n. 13.
60
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 33, n. 13, WBG, p. 2:195, n. 15.
61
THE EDITORS: At this spot appears the only significant textual variation between the
Harper’s Weekly version of this story and other published versions. In the Strand and book
versions of the story, after Watson says “No, I saw nothing,” these two paragraphs follow:
“Ah! then you must have overlooked it. Just toss it over to me. Here it is, under
the financial column. Perhaps you would be good enough to read it aloud.”
I picked up the paper which he had thrown back to me, and read the paragraph
indicated. It was headed, “A Gruesome Packet.”
The story continues as above. As there is nothing unusual about these two omitted paragraphs, but they also are not essential to the narrative, one concludes that they were
dropped in Harper’s Weekly either to save a few lines of space or by simple inadvertence.
62
KAREN WILSON: After the passage of the Anatomy Act of 1832 made cadavers more
available to medical schools for dissection, “easily accessible bodies became a staple of
[English] medical school humor.” Dissecting-room pranks — from the depositing of body
parts in unlikely places, to actual cannibalism — “became a Victorian cliché.” (Malchow,
Gothic Images of Race in Nineteenth-Century Britain, Stanford University Press, 1996).
This was not limited to Britain: Henry Brodribb Irving’s Studies of French Criminals
(William Heinemann, 1901) recounts the 1878 case of Barré and Lebiez, who left dismembered remains of their victim in rooms they had let in Paris’ Rue Polivau, “correctly
surmis[ing] that the proximity of the street to the surgical theatres would cause the remains, when discovered, to be regarded as a practical joke on the part of some medical
student.” (The police weren’t fooled for long, however.)
That practical joking was a part of the general culture is reflected in several canonical
mentions. Villains invoke it: Jonas Oldacre (“The Norwood Builder”) defends his attempt
to frame John McFarlane as “a practical joke, nothing more.” James Windibank (“A Case of
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unless some more sinister meaning should prove to be attached to the incident. At two o’clock yesterday afternoon a small packet, wrapped in brown
paper, was handed in by the postman. A card-board box was inside, which
was filled with coarse salt. On emptying this, Miss Cushing was horrified to
find two human ears, apparently quite freshly severed. The box had been
sent by parcel post63 from Belfast64 upon the morning before. There is no

Identity”) takes a similar tack — “It was only a joke at first” — when Holmes identifies him
as Hosmer Angel. Naïve Jabez Wilson (“The Red-Headed League”) theorizes that his
odd experience was an expensive prank, while deserted houseguest John Scott Eccles
(“Wisteria Lodge”) initially believes he’s been the victim of an “absurd practical joke.”
Elsie Cubitt (“The Dancing Men”), knowing better, hopes her husband will dismiss the
mysterious cyphers as a “senseless practical joke.” And unfortunate John Openshaw (“The
Five Orange Pips”) finds the police convinced that his seed-bearing missives “are all practical jokes.”
63
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 33, n. 14. ROGER JOHNSON and JEAN UPTON: Although King
Charles II established the General Post Office in 1660, the transport of parcels within
the British Isles was for nearly two centuries undertaken by private companies. At first they
were courier services using stage coaches, but by 1850 the railway companies had a near
monopoly. It was not until 1882, after lengthy negotiations with the railway companies,
that legislation enabled the Post Office to set up Parcel Post as a specialized service, and
the necessary arrangements could begin. (Post Office depots throughout the U.K. had to
be reconstructed, a great amount of new equipment acquired, delivery routes revised, and
the public made aware of the new service.) Parcel Post began operating on the 1st August
1883, fulfilling its mission “to convey and deliver packages up to a certain limit of weight,
at a fixed charge irrespective of distance.” Each package would bear a sticker certifying
that it was to be sent by Parcel Post, and by the 1890s — a little after the time of “The
Cardboard Box” — the Parcel Post was handling 50 million parcels a year.
The cardboard box with its gruesome contents was posted in Belfast, whence it would
have been taken by train to Dublin and there transferred to a steamship which took it across
the Irish Sea to Holyhead on the island of Anglesey in North Wales. In the mid-1860s,
the contract for the Mail steamers passed from the City of Dublin Steam Packet Company
to the London and North Western Railway Company, whose famous train the Irish Mail
conveyed the box to Euston Station in London. The Mail trains included Travelling Post
Offices: specially adapted carriages in which postal staff sorted the mail en route. The box
was dispatched from Belfast in the morning. The distance to Dublin by train is just over
110 miles, so it would be in plenty of time for the crossing. By 1885, the night mail from
Dublin took less than ten and a half hours to reach Euston Station, and from there it was
less than twenty miles to Croydon. The box was handed to Miss Cushing at 2:00 p.m. —
probably not the last of the six or seven delivery rounds that day. (In central London,
221B Baker Street enjoyed up to twelve postal deliveries a day.)
Parcel Post no longer exists under that name. Its successor since 1990 is called Parcelforce
Worldwide. (Information from The Postal Museum, www.postalmuseum.org; Dickens’s
Dictionary of London (1888; [reprinted by Old House Books, 1993); and RTÉ Radio 1
documentary The Irish Mail, www.rte.ie/radio1/doconone/2012/0703/647118-documentary-
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indication as to the sender, and the matter is the more mysterious as Miss
Cushing, who is a maiden lady of fifty, has led a most retired life, and has so
few acquaintances or correspondents that it is a rare event for her to receive
anything through the post. Some years ago, however, when she resided at
Penge,65 she let apartments in her house to three young medical students,66
whom she was obliged to get rid of on account of their noisy and irregular
habits. The police are of opinion that this outrage may have been perpetrated
upon Miss Cushing by these youths who owed her a grudge, and who hoped
to frighten her by sending her these relics of the dissecting-rooms. Some
probability is lent to the theory by the fact that one of these students came
from the north of Ireland, and, to the best of Miss Cushing’s belief, from
Belfast. In the meantime the matter is being actively investigated, Mr.
Lestrade, one of the very smartest of our detective officers, being in charge
of the case.”
“So much for the Daily Chronicle,”67 said Holmes, as I finished reading.
“Now for our friend Lestrade.68 I had a note from him this morning, in
podcast-irish-mail-euston-dublin-train-journey/.)
64
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 33, n. 15.
65
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 33, n. 16. THE EDITORS: “Rumpole of the Bailey” fans will
recall Penge as the location of the Penge Bungalow Murders, in which the defendant was
successfully defended by the young barrister Horace Rumpole, alone and without a leader.
66
SCOTT MONTY: The number three comes up repeatedly in the Canon. Of all the stories
with numbers in their titles, three appears the most frequently — three times! (“The Three
Students,” “The Three Garridebs,” “The Three Gables”.) Holmes had three dressing gowns
(or at least three colors of dressing gown: mouse, blue, and purple). What is it about that
number? The number three is a fascinating number in that it’s easy for the brain to recall
things threes. But why do we see threes so often in the Canon?
While it’s not “an exercise in trigonometry” (“The Musgrave Ritual”), it does involve
mathematics and Holmes’s knowledge of it. Holmes chastised Watson for his writing,
saying it would have been akin to inserting “an elopement into the fifth proposition of
Euclid.” (The Sign of Four.) Euclid had five postulates, and the fifth was: “if a straight line
intersects two other straight lines, and so makes the two interior angles on one side of it
together less than two right angles, then the other straight lines will meet at a point if
extended far enough on the side on which the angles are less than two right angles.” The
result? A triangle. Holmes understood the power of three.
Regarding the Solar System, Holmes said, “you say that we go round the sun. If we went
round the moon it would not make a pennyworth of difference to me or to my work.” (A
Study in Scarlet.) The Earth? We’re the third planet from the Sun.
67
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 34, n. 17; OSH: Memoirs, p. 282.
68
NICK MARTORELLI: With this phrase, it seems that Holmes and Lestrade are no longer
the adversaries they were in A Study in Scarlet or “The Noble Bachelor.” An established
inspector at the time of Study, Lestrade is in the practice of taking cases to Holmes at Baker
Street, but he is unwilling to allow Holmes any notoriety or public credit for the solution.
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which he says: I think that this case is very much in your line. We have every
hope of clearing the matter up, but we find a little difficulty in getting anything to work upon. We have, of course, wired to the Belfast post-office,69
but a large number of parcels were handed in upon that day, and they have no
means of identifying this particular one, or of remembering the sender. The
box is a half-pound box of honeydew tobacco, 70 and does not help us in any

Scotland Yarders continue to see Holmes as a rival through many of the early stories, with
both Jones (in The Sign of Four) and Lestrade (in “The Boscombe Valley Mystery” and
“The Noble Bachelor”) dismissing and openly competing with Holmes’s methods and conclusions. By the time “The Cardboard Box” is published, however, Lestrade has become a
“friend” who refers this case to Holmes not only because he needs some help, but because
he knows that it is “very much in your line.” Holmes is noticeably cheerier toward Lestrade
as well, explaining his deductions about the tarred string and providing him with the name
of the criminal. Perhaps once Holmes was able to establish his own reputation, his attitude
toward the Yarders softened. Lestrade shows himself to evolve his opinion on Holmes,
culminating in “The Six Napoleons,” where he routinely visits Baker Street for conversation
and the occasional cigar. It is this case where we see that their relationship is progressing,
towards Lestrade’s openly telling Holmes in “The Six Napoleons” that the Yarders aren’t
“jealous of you down at Scotland Yard. No sir, we’re proud of you.” Holmes and Lestrade
— from rivals to colleagues.
69
OSCAR ROSS: “You will observe that this line of boats calls at Belfast, Dublin and Waterford,” remarks Holmes while discussing this case. From that we may deduce that James
Browner, the steward of the S.S. May Day, was a regular visitor to Belfast. It is probable
that he would have been familiar with one of Belfast’s landmark buildings, the Custom
House, which housed the Queen’s Square post-office. The location would have been
particularly convenient for him to post his “gruesome packet” as it was close to the docks
where his ship berthed. In August 1886, two years prior to the mostly likely date of the
case, a new GPO opened at Royal Avenue, the city’s new main thoroughfare. As a consequence of this, Queen’s Square, which had been the town’s chief post-office since 1857,
was demoted to branch status.
In his first note to Holmes, Inspector Lestrade wrote: “We have wired to the Belfast
post-office but a large number of parcels were handed in that day and they had no means
of identifying any particular parcel or of remembering the sender.”
It seems unlikely that Scotland Yard would have bypassed the new GPO in Royal Avenue
and instead wired to Queen’s Square or one of several other smaller offices in the vicinity.
The new GPO was also only a short walking distance from Browner’s ship, and it had
one big advantage which someone in his situation may have appreciated. Being much
bigger and busier, it offered a greater degree of anonymity than a smaller office. So, and
on the balance of probabilities, my vote goes to Royal Avenue as the location for the
“Belfast post-office.”
70
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 34, n. 18; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 428, n. 14; OSH: Memoirs, p.
282; WBG, p. 2:196, n. 14. MONICA SCHMIDT: As an occasional cigar smoker who knows
little about tobacco, I interviewed noted Sherlockian pipe and tobacco enthusiasts Al Shaw
and Dino Argyropoulos and consulted a scholarly work by James O’Leary, each of whom
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way. The medical student theory still appears to me to be the most feasible,
but if you should have a few hours to spare, I should be very happy to see
you out here. I shall be either at the house or in the police station all day.’
What say you, Watson? Can you rise superior to the heat, and run down to
Croydon with me on the off chance of a case for your annals?”
“I was longing for something to do.”
“You shall have it, then. Ring for our boots,71 and tell them to order a
cab. I’ll be back in a moment, when I have changed my dressing-gown and
filled my cigar-case.”
A shower of rain fell while we were in the train, and the heat was far less
oppressive in Croydon than in town. Holmes had sent on a wire, so that
Lestrade, as wiry, as dapper, and as ferretlike as ever, was waiting for us at
the station.72 A walk of five minutes took us to Cross Street, where Miss
Cushing resided.
It was a very long street of two-story brick houses, neat and prim, with
whitened stone steps and little groups of aproned women gossiping at the
doors. Half-way down. Lestrade stopped and tapped at a door, which was
opened by a small servant girl. Miss Cushing was sitting in the front room,
into which we were ushered. She was a placid-faced woman with large, gentle
eyes, and grizzled hair curving down over her temples on each side. A worked

has completed extensive research on tobacco in the Sherlockian Canon, including O’Leary’s
having tracked down an example of the most likely culprit for the actual cardboard box
itself. See James O’Leary, “Discovered: THE Cardboard Box”, in The Newspapers: An
Irregular Journal of Sherlockiana, vol. 3 (Sherlockians of Baltimore, Greg Ruby ed. 2019); see
also https://www.ihearofsherlock.com/2019/09/discovered-cardboard-box.html. All three
scholars agree that in Holmes’s time, “honeydew tobacco” most likely referred to naturally
sweetened tobacco that was pressed into a cake or “plug” in the curing process and allowed
to age in a manner that allowed the natural sugars to come forth. Shaw stated that the higher the Virginia content, the sweeter the smoke after aging and pressing. In other regions,
additives like licorice or molasses were used to sweeten the tobacco, but this was not allowed in tobaccos made in England until 1986 (https://www.jrcigars.com/blending-room/
university/pipe-tobacco/2015/06/22/#). Argyropoulos noted manufactures of tobacco
often supplied retail outlets with loose tobacco in cardboard boxes which the retailor would
transfer to storage jars in their shops. A half-pound (8 ounces) of tobacco is a fairly large
quantity, which means that “the stuff in the cardboard box was probably a bulk tobacco.”
Shaw pointed out that each tobacconist had its own house blends of tobaccos, so without
the tobacconist information regarding the blend (the lack of specificity regarding tobacco
was typical of Doyle), it would be impossible to track down the specific blend of honey-dew
tobacco was stored in the box.
71
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 34, n. 19.
72
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 34, n. 20.
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antimacassar73 lay upon her lap, and a basket of colored silks stood upon a
stool beside her.
“They are in the out-house,74 those dreadful things,” said she, as Lestrade
entered. “I wish that you would take them away altogether.”
“So I shall, Miss Cushing. I only kept them here until my friend Mr.
Holmes should have seen them in your presence.”
“Why in my presence, sir?”
“In case he wished to ask any questions.”

73

LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 35, n. 21; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 429, n. 16; OSH: Memoirs, p.
282. BEVERLY WOLOV: First advertised in 1807, Macassar (or Makassar) oil was described
as “an unguent for the hair.” Its promotor, Alexander Rowland of Hatton Garden, London,
claimed that it was based on sweet oils from Macassar, a seaport on the island of Celebes.
In actuality, “Macassar oil” was most likely manufactured from the seeds of a Schleichers
oleosa tree, which grows in Nepal and India, nowhere near Celebes and Macassar. Olive
and other oils were added to create a pomade.
In addition to providing a “smooth and beautiful gloss” to one’s tresses, Macassar oil
was touted as preserving hair from changing color or falling out. Advertised in upscale
publications such as La Belle Assemblée, it quickly became popular for men and women
alike. The problem was that the Macassar pomade left oil stains on upholstered furniture.
In order to protect costly fabric coverings, housewives draped the backs of chairs and sofas
with washable cloths. By 1830, these furniture protectors were known as antimacassars.
While Macassar hair oil gradually disappeared from use, antimacassars remain in use even
today, protecting upholstered bus and airline seats from grease and hair dirt.
Traditional nineteenth-century antimacassars were made with sturdy cotton or linen
thread in order to be hard-wearing and eminently washable. Patterns for crocheting or
tatting these upholstery protectors were available in magazines and needlework newsletters
such as Weldon’s. Some antimacassars covered the entire chair back to avoid slippage.
That Susan Cushing had “a basket of coloured silks” implies embroidery as her needlework technique of choice. Her fabric base would have been silk, cotton, linen, or wool
cloth. Capricious color fastness of the embroidery silks, not to mention delicacy of the
thread, would have made laundering Susan Cushing’s antimacassar difficult. Her finished
piece was meant to be decorative, rather than hard-wearing functional. It suggests a gesture
toward middle-class refinement with little expectation of visitors. The working of the
antimacassar also supplies financial information about Susan Cushing. Rather than basic
wood furniture, she can afford an upholstered chair that requires protection. Holmes and
Watson find her sitting at her needlework twice during the afternoon, implying lifestyle
ease. Indeed, a maid answers the door, in blunt contrast to white-aproned housewives
gossiping on their stoops, pausing from doing their own housework. This casual portrait
of Susan Cushing at ease gives a glimpse of the emerging middle class and the social
dichotomy of the neighborhood.
74
THE EDITORS: As used here, “out-house” means simply “a building that is separated
from the main building.” William S. Dorn, 2 A Study Guide to Sherlock Holmes 133 (2000,
e-book 2012), available at http://www.beaconsociety.com.
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“What is the use of asking me questions, when I tell you that I know
nothing whatever about it?”
“Quite so, madam,” said Holmes, in his soothing way. “I have no doubt
that you have been annoyed more than enough already over this business.”
“Indeed I have, sir. I am a quiet woman and live a retired life. It is something new for me to see my name in the papers and to find the police in my
house. I won’t have those things in here, Mr. Lestrade. If you wish to see
them you must go to the out-house.”
It was a small shed in the narrow garden which ran down behind the
house. Lestrade went in and brought out a yellow card-board box, with a
piece of brown paper and some string. There was a bench at the edge of the
path, and we all sat down while Holmes examined, one by one, the articles
which Lestrade handed to him.
“The string is exceedingly interesting,” he remarked, holding it up to the
light and sniffing at it. “What do you make of this string, Lestrade?”
“It has been tarred.”
“Precisely. It is a piece of tarred twine.75 You have also, no doubt, remarked that Miss Cushing has cut the cord with a scissors, as can be seen by
the double fray on each side. This is of importance.”
“I cannot see the importance,” said Lestrade.
“The importance lies in the fact that the knot is left intact, and that this
knot is of a peculiar character.”
“It is very neatly tied. I had already made a note to that effect,” said
Lestrade, complacently.
“So much for the string then,” said Holmes, smiling; “now for the box
wrapper. Brown paper, with a distinct smell of coffee.76 What, you did not
75

WALTER JAFFEE: Tarred twine was commonly found on most ships of the era. Tar was
applied to fiber cordage when the expected use of such cordage would cause it to be exposed
to weather. Tarring the twine prevents the twine from rotting. Tarred cordage has 75 percent of the strength of untarred. It was part of a vessel’s normal stores and used to bundle
coils of rope and to make ratlines, marline, houseline, hambroline, seizing, rounding,
worming, serving, and whipping. (Rene de Kerchove, International Maritime Dictionary
(2d ed. 1961)). Tarred twine was similar in diameter and purpose to sailmaker’s twine,
which was coated with beeswax rather than tar, and used on yachts and other passengercarrying vessels to sew and shape canvas into sails. Many sailing ships carried a sailmaker
as part of the crew, whose job was to make sails for the vessel.
76
WALTER JAFFEE: During this time period of the late 1880s, green coffee beans were
shipped from South America in burlap bags. Brown paper was always used to cover the
area in which the coffee was loaded, to prevent the commodity from becoming tainted by
contact with any metal in the decks or bulkheads. (See Dr. Pierre Garouche, Dictionary of
Commodities Carried by Ship (1952).)
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observe it? I think there can be no doubt of it. Address printed in rather
straggling characters: ‘Miss S. Cushing, Cross Street, Croydon.’ Done with
a broad pointed pen, probably a J,77 and with very inferior ink. The word
Croydon has been spelt originally with an i, which has been changed to y. The
parcel was directed then by a man — the printing is distinctly masculine —
of limited education and unacquainted with the town of Croydon. So far, so
good! The box is a yellow, half-pound honeydew box, with nothing distinctive
save two thumb-marks at the left bottom corner. It is filled with rough salt
of the quality used for preserving hides and other of the coarser commercial
purposes. And embedded in it are these very singular inclosures.”
He took out the two ears as he spoke, and laying a board across his knees,
he examined them minutely, while Lestrade and I, bending forward on each
side of him, glanced alternately at these dreadful relics and at the thoughtful,
eager face of our companion. Finally he returned them to the box once
more, and sat for a while in deep thought.78
“You have observed, of course,” said he at last,” that the ears are not a pair.”
“Yes, I have noticed that. But if this were the practical joke of some students from the dissecting-rooms,79 it would be as easy for them to send two
odd ears as a pair.”
“Precisely. But this is not a practical joke.”
“You are sure of it?”
“The presumption is strongly against it. Bodies in the dissecting-rooms
are injected with preservative fluid. These ears bear no signs of this. They
are fresh, too. They have been cut off with a blunt instrument, which would
hardly happen if a student had done it. Again, carbolic or rectified spirits80
would be the preservatives which would suggest themselves to the medical
77

OSH: Memoirs, p. 282. BURT WOLDER: “J” was a designation used by many pen
manufacturers and was a popular nib used on dip pens. The name may have referred to a
rounded or slight curve at the point, making writing smoother. Use of a widely available
writing point and inferior ink suggested an average, undiscriminating writer, complementing Holmes’s other observations. Pen nibs were a big business in the 19th century.
There were 14 different manufacturing operations involved in turning a sheet of steel into
flexible and durable writing points. Many new manufacturing techniques were perfected
in Birmingham, which became the world center for pen nibs. Joseph Gillott, a major
Birmingham manufacturer, advertised the firm’s J nib as “the perfected broad point . . .
nicer in touch, subtler in the point, more flexible, and floats over the paper light as a
feather.” The J pen appears again in GREE when Mycroft observes the response to his
advertisement was “written with a J pen on Royal Cream paper.”
78
THE EDITORS: The Strand and other versions read “meditation” rather than “thought” here.
79
LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 431, n. 17.
80
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 36, n. 22; OSH: Memoirs, p. 282.
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mind, certainly not rough salt.81 I repeat that there is no practical joke here,
but that we are investigating a serious crime.”
A vague thrill ran through me as I listened to my companion’s words and
saw the stern gravity which had hardened his features. This brutal preliminary seemed to shadow forth some strange and inexplicable horror in the
background. Lestrade, however, shook his head like a man who is only half
convinced.
“There are objections to the joke theory, no doubt,” said he; “but there
are much stronger reasons against the other. We know that this woman has
81

CHRISTOPHER ZORDAN: Holmes’s inference that carbolic or rectified spirits to preserve
the ears would be the preference of a medical man is reasonable. Both chemicals were a
standard part of a doctor’s chemical inventory and were readily available in any laboratory.
Either chemical would have been a more likely choice than coarse salt for someone trained
in their use. Carbolic, also known as carbolic acid or phenol, was in regular use as an antiseptic due to the work of Joseph Lister. Phenol was isolated from coal tar and a 5% solution
in water was used to treat wounds to prevent infection. Short-term preservation of a severed
ear would be possible, but eventually the tissue would degrade due to the acidic nature of
the solution. Rectified spirits are a highly concentrated solution of ethanol in water. Produced
by the repeated distillation of grain alcohol, the solution was usually between 90% and 95%
ethanol. It was a common chemical in laboratories of the day and would be one of the
chemicals of choice for preserving specimens, the other being formaldehyde.
MARINA STAJIĆ: Dissections for the purpose of gaining more information about the
human body can be traced back to ancient civilizations, as can the origins of anatomic
embalming. In the United Kingdom, “An Act for Regulating Schools of Anatomy” was
passed in 1832, allowing anatomy schools to legally obtain a sufficient supply of cadavers
for “anatomical examination” and thereby enabling medical students to study anatomy
and practice their surgical skills. Before carbolic acid was introduced to dissecting rooms,
the main preserving agents used in anatomy were alcoholic solutions of arsenic or alumina
salts. Carbolic acid was introduced to anatomical embalming by Sigismond Laskowski, a
Polish doctor, in 1866. He initially used a mixture of carbolic acid and glycerin and later
replaced some of the glycerin with alcohol.
In 1869, Augustus Wilhelm von Hofmann identified formaldehyde. As an excellent preservative, it became the foundation for modern methods of embalming, replacing previous
methods based on alcohol and the use of arsenic or alumina salts. By 1898, eight of 45
medical schools throughout Europe introduced formaldehyde for preservation purposes.
Meanwhile, the antiseptic properties of carbolic acid were noticed by Sir Joseph Lister in
his pioneering technique of antiseptic surgery. Lister decided that the wounds themselves
had to be thoroughly cleaned and subsequently covered with a piece of rag or lint soaked
in carbolic acid. Lister reported on the antiseptic properties of carbolic acid in the Lancet
in 1867. Dr. Watson was obviously familiar with Lister’s method when he treated Victor
Hatherley’s wound and covered it with carbolized bandages (“The Engineer’s Thumb”). It
is, therefore, curious that carbolic didn’t suggest itself to the medical mind of Dr. Watson, a
former medical student and army surgeon. It is equally curious that formaldehyde didn’t
suggest itself to the analytical mind of Sherlock Holmes.
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led a most quiet and respectable life at Penge and here for the last twenty
years. She has hardly been away from her home for a day during that time.
Why on earth, then, should any criminal send her the proofs of his guilt,
especially as, unless she is a most consummate actress, she understands quite
as little of the matter as we do?”
“That is the problem which we have to solve.” Holmes answered,” and for
my part I shall set about it by presuming that my reasoning is correct, and
that a double murder has been committed. One of these ears is a woman’s,
small, finely formed, and pierced for an ear-ring. The other is a man’s, sunburned, discolored, and also pierced for an ear-ring.82 These two people are
presumably dead, or we should have heard their story before now. To-day is
Friday. The packet was posted on Thursday morning. The tragedy, then,
occurred on Wednesday or Tuesday, or earlier.83 If the two people were
murdered, who but their murderer would have sent this sign of his work to
Miss Cushing? We may take it that the sender of the packet is the man
whom we want. But he must have some strong reason for sending Miss
Cushing this packet. What reason, then? It must have been to tell her that
the deed was done; or to pain her, perhaps. But in that case she knows who
it is. Does she know? I doubt it. If she knew, why should she call the police
in? She might have buried the ears, and no one would have been the wiser.
That is what she would have done if she had wished to shield the criminal.
But if she does not wish to shield him she would give his name. There is a
tangle here which needs straightening out.” He had been talking in a high
quick voice, staring blankly up over the garden fence, but now he sprang
briskly to his feet and walked towards the house.
82

JENNIFER KNEELAND: It was extremely common for women to have pierced ears in
Europe throughout much of history. It was less common from the fourth to sixteenth
centuries, when the fashion of the time would have hidden such piercings, but the trend
returned with the changing hairstyles and clothing. By the 19th century, it was once again
quite common in Britain and Ireland for women to have pierced ears.
Earrings did not come back into fashion for men until much later in the twentieth century.
A pierced male ear in the nineteenth century in Britain was a reasonable link to a life at sea.
Many sailors added a gold piercing as a sign of having crossed the Equator. Likewise, a
black pearl earring would show that a sailor had survived a shipwreck. Eventually gold
earrings were “Seen as a charm against drowning.” (Chloe Rose, Black Cats and Evil Eyes:
A Book of Old-Fashioned Superstitions (2012).) These piercings were so common among
sailors that many reasons are offered for the ubiquity. Some people believed that it would
improve eyesight to have an ear pierced. Others point to the practical application of the
jewelry: a gold earring would pay for the burial of a sailor whose body washed up on shore.
(Marge DeMello, Encyclopedia of Body Adornment (2007).)
83
WBG, p. 2:198, n. 16.
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“I have a few questions to ask Miss Cushing,” said he.
“In that case I may leave you here,” said Lestrade, “for I have another
small business on hand. I think that I have nothing further to learn from
Miss Cushing. You will find me at the police station.”
“We shall look in on our way to the train,” answered Holmes.
A moment later he and I were back in the front room, where the impassive
lady was still quietly working away at her antimacassar. She put it down on
her lap as we entered, and looked at us with her frank searching blue eyes.
“I am convinced, sir,” she said, “that this matter is a mistake, and that the
parcel was never meant for me at all. I have said this several times to the
gentleman from Scotland Yard, but he simply laughs at me. I have not an
enemy in the world, as far as I know, so why should any one play me such a
trick?”
“I am coming to be of the same opinion. Miss Cushing,” said Holmes,
taking a seat beside her. “I think that it is more than probable—”
He paused, and I was surprised on glancing round to see that he was
staring with singular intentness at the lady’s profile. Surprise and satisfaction
were both for an instant to be read upon his eager face, though when she
glanced round to find out the cause of his silence he had become as demure
as ever. I stared hard myself at her flat grizzled hair, her trim cap, her little gilt
ear-rings, her placid features, but I could see nothing which could account for
my companion’s evident excitement.
“There were one or two questions—”
“Oh, I am weary of questions!” cried Miss Cushing, impatiently.
“You have two sisters, I believe.”
“How could you know that?”
“I observed the very instant that I entered the room that you have a portrait
group of three ladies upon the mantel-piece, one of whom is undoubtedly
yourself, while the others are so exceedingly like you that there could be no
doubt of the relationship.”
“Yes, you are quite right. Those are my sisters Sarah and Mary.”
“And here at my elbow is another portrait, taken at Liverpool, of your
younger sister, in the company of a man who appears to be a steward by his
uniform. I observe that she was unmarried at the time.”
“You are very quick at observing.”
“That is my trade.”
“Well, you are quite right. But she was married to Mr. Browner a few
days afterwards. He was on the South American line when that was taken,84
84

WALTER JAFFEE: There is no steamship company known as the South American line,
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but he was so fond of her that he couldn’t abide to leave her for so long, and
he got into the Liverpool and London boats.”
“Ah, the Conqueror, perhaps?”85
“No, the May Day,86 when last I heard. Jim came down here to see me
once. That was before he broke the pledge.87 But afterwards he would always
take drink when he was ashore, and a little drink would send him stark, staring
mad. Ah! it was a bad day that ever he took a glass in his hand again. First
he dropped me, and then he quarrelled with Sarah, and now that Mary has
stopped writing, we don’t know how things are going with them.”
It was evident that Miss Cushing had come upon a subject on which she
felt very deeply. Like most people who lead a lonely life, she was shy at first,
but ended by becoming extremely communicative. She told us many details

or Line, during the relevant era. Susan Cushing is clearly not versed in maritime matters
and might easily have been confused by what she was told, or Browner may have lied, for
reasons known only to himself, about the trade route his ship was on. The main purpose
of this passage is to establish the fact that Browner wanted to hire on with a steamship
company with shorter runs so that he could see his wife more often. Having said that, it
also holds that the “distinct smell of coffee” (note 76 above) reflects that earlier in his
career, Browner was with a ship that carried coffee, presumably from South America.
85
WALTER JAFFEE: No ship named the Conqueror existed at that time. The name was
mentioned by Holmes as a means of getting Miss Cushing to state the name of the ship
Browner actually was on.
86
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 37, n. 23; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 434, n. 18; OSH: Memoirs, p.
282; WBG, p. 2:199, n. 17. OSCAR ROSS: More than seventy years ago, American Sherlockian Richard W. Clarke claimed to have discovered the May Day, under the ownership of
the Liverpool, Dublin, and London Steam Packet Company, in the Liverpool Registry.
(The Nomenclature of Watson’s Ships, BSJ (o.s.) 1, No. 2, April 1946.) Some prominent
Sherlockian scholars have accepted Clarke’s claim without question, thereby giving it a
degree of tacit approval which was hardly deserved. However, according to R.C. Jarvis,
“Of all the Shipping records in the UK, those in Liverpool are the most perfect.” (Liverpool
Statutory Registers of British Merchant Ships, Transactions of the Historic Society of
Lancashire & Cheshire, CV, 1953.) This writer was unable to find the May Day or its
owner in the Lloyd’s Registers or any of the other records examined at Liverpool’s Maritime
Archives and Library. Another scholar, Arthur D. Fay, was similarly unsuccessful when he
investigated Lloyd’s. (“The Ships in the Canon,” BSJ 17, No. 1, March 1967.) Likewise,
the legendary Sherlockian Donald A. Redmond also drew a blank. “There are Mays, May
Flowers and May Queens in Lloyd’s, but no May Day,” he said. (“Ship Ahoy, Captain
Basil,” BSJ 36, No. 4, December 1986.).
So, where exactly does this leave us? The most probable explanation is that Watson
embellished the adventure, replacing the name of the ship and its owner with fictitious
alternatives. It’s possible that the name May was borrowed from the Mayumba, a whaling
ship with which Watson’s literary agent was personally acquainted.
87
OSH: Memoirs, p. 282.
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about her brother-in-law, the steward, and then wandering off on to the
subject of her former lodgers, the medical students, she gave us a long account of their delinquencies, with their names and those of their hospitals.
Holmes listened attentively to everything, throwing in a question from time
to time.
“About your second sister, Sarah,” said he. “I wonder, since you are both
maiden ladies, that you do not keep house together.”
“Ah! you don’t know Sarah’s temper, or you would wonder no more. I
tried it when I came to Croydon, and we kept on until about two months
ago, when we had to part. I don’t want to say a word against my own sister,
but she was always meddlesome and hard to please, was Sarah.”
“You say that she quarrelled with your Liverpool relations.”
“Yes, and they were the best of friends at one time. Why, she went up
there to live just in order to be near them. And now she has no word hard
enough for Jim Browner. The last six months that she was here she would
speak of nothing but his drinking and his ways. He had caught her meddling. I suspect, and given her a bit of his mind, and that was the start of it.”
“Thank you, Miss Cushing,” said Holmes, rising and bowing. “Your sister Sarah lives, I think you said, at New Street, Wallington?88 Good by, and
I am very sorry that you should have been troubled over a case with which,
as you say, you have nothing whatever to do.”
There was a cab passing as we came out, and Holmes hailed it. “How far
to Wallington?” he asked.89
“Only about a mile, sir.”

88

WBG, p. 2:200, n. 18.
IRA MATETSKY: Given Holmes’s well-supported statement in “The Red-Headed
League” that “[i]t is a hobby of mine to have an exact knowledge of London,” one might
wonder why Holmes would need to ask a cabman the distance between Croydon and
Wallington, two neighboring places in Greater London. The likely answer is based on
the fact that taxi fares in London were generally based on the distance driven, rather than
time — but in the days before taxi meters, the driver and the passenger had to come to an
understanding on what that distance was. As one contemporary guide put it, “As for
calculating fares, that must depend entirely on our own power of judging distance. Some
people when in doubt take the driver’s ticket and tell him to name his own fare; and when
he is satisfied that he will be summoned if he be found to have overcharged, the plan is no
doubt efficacious.” Charles Dickens (Jr.), Dickens’s Dictionary of London (1879), quoted
at Lee Jackson, “The Dictionary of Victorian London,” www.victorianlondon.org/transport/
cab-fares.htm. In other words, Holmes knew full well how far it was from Croydon to
Wallington; he wanted to make sure that the cabbie knew, and that the cabbie knew
Holmes knew.
89
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“Very good. Jump in, Watson. We must strike while the iron is hot.
Simple as the case is, there have been one or two very instructive details in
connection with it. Just pull up at a telegraph office as you pass, cabby.”
Holmes sent off a short wire, and for the rest of the drive lay back in the
cab with his hat tilted over his nose to keep the sun from his face. Our driver
pulled up at a house which was not unlike the one which we had just quitted.
My companion ordered him to wait, and had his hand upon the knocker,
when the door opened, and a grave young gentleman in black, with a very
shiny hat, appeared on the step.
“Is Miss Sarah Cushing at home?” asked Holmes.
“Miss Sarah Cushing is extremely ill,” said he. “She has been suffering
since yesterday from brain symptoms90 of great severity. As her medical adviser, I cannot possibly take the responsibility of allowing any one to see her.
I should recommend you to call again in ten days.” He drew on his gloves,
closed the door, and marched off down the street.
“Well, if we can’t, we can’t,” said Holmes, cheerfully.
“Perhaps she could not or would not have told you much.”
“I did not wish her to tell me anything. I only wanted to look at her.
However, I think that I have got all that I want. Drive us to some decent
hotel, cabby, where we may have some lunch, and afterwards we shall drop
down upon friend Lestrade at the police station.”
We had a pleasant little meal together, during which Holmes would
talk about nothing but violins, narrating with great exultation how he had
purchased his own Stradivarius,91 which was worth at least five hundred
guineas, at a Jew broker’s92 in Tottenham Court Road, for fifty-five shil90

LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 38, n. 24.
ROBERT JAMES: A Stradivarius is a stringed instrument crafted by Antonio Stradivari or
his family in Cremona, Italy during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
These instruments have been long reputed as the finest of their kind, and acquiring a
genuine violin at a bargain price would be a marker of great acuity and fortune. A price of
55s is only one-half of one percent of 500 guineas (there were 21 shillings in a guinea).
Holmes is proud of having struck such a deal, stressing that the broker was a denizen of the
Tottenham Court commercial thoroughfare — and was Jewish. Conversely, the famous
violinist Efrem Zimbalist, Sr. thought he bought a Stradivarius but later discovered it was
an imitation, worth only a fraction of the purchase price; his seller committed no fraud and
Zimbalist lost his lawsuit to rescind the sale, but Zimbalist was excused from paying the unpaid installments. Smith v. Zimbalist, 38 P.2d 170 (Cal. App. 1934). Auction price records in
the 1890s do show that some Stradivarius violins were sold for 400 to 800 pounds
(https://tarisio.com/cozio-archive/price-history/?Maker_ID=722).
92
TAMAR ZEFFREN: The outsize prominence of Jews in the money-lending profession
since the High Middle Ages has rendered them an enduring target of virulent anti-Semitic
91
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lings.93 This led him to Paganini,94 and we sat for an hour over a bottle of
rhetoric and action. A full treatment of this practice is beyond the scope of this note, but
fleeting mentions of Jews from totemic Victorian literary works such as Charles Dickens’
The Pickwick Papers (1836), which details the “greasy and mildewed appearance” of Jewish
court assistants with “no fixed offices”, and George Eliot’s Middlemarch (1871-72), which
describes one of the primary characters, Will Ladislaw, as “the grandson of a thieving Jew
pawnbroker,” indicate that this anti-Semitic tradition continued to find robust expression
in late-nineteenth-century England.
At the time “The Cardboard Box” was published in 1893, English Jews were no longer as
prominently represented in the money-lending and aligned professions. Anne and Roger
Cowen note “an important change” in the geographical and professional distribution of
English Jewry starting as early as the 1830s — a shift away from their roots as “country
pedlars” Victorian Jews through British Eyes (1998). In his examination of “Occupations of
East London Jewry 1880-1905” in the Social History of the Jews in England, 1850-1950
(1954), V.D. Lipman does not rank money-lending among the most popular occupations
for British Jewry at that time.
Andrew Solberg and Charles Blanksteen have both recently produced investigations of
anti-Semitism in the Canon. In “Sherlock Holmes: Anti-Semite?” (Baker Street Journal 51,
no. 1 (2001)), Solberg analyzes the Canon’s references to Jews alongside the corresponding
Oxford English Dictionary etymology. He concludes: “Brokers” were, of course, money
lenders, just as pawnbrokers are today. It is not surprising that there were Jewish brokers.
As for the use of the word ‘Jew’ as an adjective, as I have discussed above, it was an acceptably neutral figure of speech that was not meant as an opprobrious phrase.” Holmes’ attitude
at this juncture has already taken on a gleeful cast; a few sentences earlier, he “cheerfully”
accepts being barred from visiting Miss Sarah Cushing. Subsequently, after dominating
the conversation at his “pleasant little meal” with Watson with musical anecdotes, he
reveals to Lestrade — well, “threw it over” — the name of the criminal with insouciance.
I would argue that the most memorable part of Holmes’ statement to Watson is not his
straightforward characterization of the seller, but rather his evident self-satisfaction in
having acquired an astonishingly rare instrument at a veritable bargain. His jubilation
here over the Stradivarius puts one in mind of Holmes’ reference in “The Red-Headed
League” to “violin land, where all is sweetness, and delicacy, and harmony” — in stark
contrast to Holmes’ pessimistic closing words in “The Cardboard Box” about a “circle of
misery and violence and fear.”
THE EDITORS: Several issues relating to the treatment of Jews and Judaism in the
Sherlockian Canon are also addressed in Hartley Nathan and Clifford Goldfarb’s book
Investigating Sherlock Holmes: Some Unsolved Mysteries (2014).
93
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 39, n. 26; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 436, n. 20; WBG, p. 2:200, n. 19.
GREG RUBY: Fifty-five shillings (£2 15s) was a tidy sum of money in 1890 and would have
been two weeks’ salary for a well-paid clerk in an office environment at that time (Tempted
London (1889)). It seems unlikely that a pawn broker would have accepted Holmes’s
personal cheque for the purchase. At the time, the smallest Bank of England currency in
circulation was a £5 note, so the transaction mostly likely was conducted with coins. The
most efficient method would have been four coins — two gold sovereigns (worth 20s each),
one gold half sovereign, and a silver crown (worth 5s).
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claret95 while he told me anecdote after anecdote of that extraordinary man.
The afternoon was far advanced and the hot glare had softened into a mellow
glow before we found ourselves at the police station. Lestrade was waiting
for us at the door.
“A telegram for you, Mr. Holmes,” said he.
“Ha! It is the answer!” He tore it open, glanced his eyes over it, and
crumpled it into his pocket. “That’s all right,” said he.
“Have you found out anything?”
“I have found out everything!”
“What!” Lestrade stared at him in amazement. “You are joking.”
“I was never more serious in my life. A shocking crime has been committed, and I think that I have now laid bare every detail of it.”
“And the criminal?”
Holmes scribbled a few words upon the back of one of his visiting-cards
and threw it over to Lestrade.
“That is it,” he said; “you cannot effect an arrest until to-morrow night at
the earliest. I should prefer that you would not mention my name at all in
connection with the case, as I choose to be associated only with those crimes
which present some difficulty in their solution. Come on, Watson.” We strode
off together to the station, leaving Lestrade still staring with a delighted face
at the card which Holmes had thrown him.
Guineas were last minted in 1817 and the term was often used in wagering on races
and for professional services rendered. Each guinea is worth 21 shillings, as opposed to
the pound or sovereign being worth 20 shillings each. In 1890, 500 guineas would have
been able to rent housing for a family for 5 years (The Nineteenth Century (1888)) and
would have the purchasing power of nearly $75,000 as this annotation is being written.
(Eric W. Nye, “Pounds Sterling to Dollars: Historical Conversion of Currency”, https://www.
uwyo.edu/numimage/currency.htm.)
94
ALEXANDER KATZ: Paganini was a composer-performer (1782-1840) known for his
virtuoso performances and compositions, most notably 24 Caprices for the Violin (1805-1809).
He owned and performed using several violins that were created by master luthiers, including Guarneri and Stradivarius. He won two Guarneri violins through competitions, one in
Livorno and one in Parma, illustrating how brilliant he was as a performer. In Livorno, a
wealthy businessman lent him one for a competition, and refused to take it back; this violin
became known as “Il Cannone Guarnerius”. In Parma, Paganini won a challenging sightreading competition. Holmes owned one Stradivarius, but could have appreciated Paganini’s
competitive drive, and also his violin collection. Holmes went to hear Sarasate perform, and
he also owned a Stradivarius. Sarasate’s Stradivarius is on display in a museum, although
he and Paganini did not perform on the same violin. As Holmes acquired his Stradivarius
in a rather unusual fashion, perhaps the story of Paganini’s acquiring his Guarneri instruments is one of the anecdotes that Holmes recounted to Watson.
95
WBG, p. 2:201, n.20.
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“The case,” said Sherlock Holmes, as we chatted over our cigars that night
in our rooms at Baker Street, “is one where, as in the investigations which
you have chronicled under the names of the ‘Study in Scarlet’ and of the
‘Sign of Four,’96 we have been compelled to reason backward from effects to
causes.97 I have written to Lestrade asking him to supply us with the details
which are now wanting, and which he will only get after he has secured his
man. That he may be safely trusted to do, for although he is absolutely devoid
of reason, he is as tenacious as a bulldog when he once understands what he
has to do, and indeed it is just this tenacity which has brought him to the
top at Scotland Yard.”98
“Your case is not complete, then?” I asked.
“It is fairly complete in essentials. We know who the author of the revolting business is, although one of the victims still escapes us. Of course you
have formed your own conclusions.”
“I presume that this Jim Browner, the steward of a Liverpool boat, is the
man whom you suspect?”
“Oh! it is more than a suspicion.”
“And yet I cannot see anything save very vague indications.”
“On the contrary, to my mind, nothing could be more clear. Let me run
over the principal steps. We approached the case, you remember, with an
absolutely blank mind, which is always an advantage. We had formed no
theories. We were simply there to observe and to draw inferences from our
observations. What did we see first? A very placid and respectable lady, who
seemed quite innocent of any secret, and a portrait which showed me that she
had two younger sisters. It instantly flashed across my mind that the box might
have been meant for one of these. I set the idea aside as one which could be
disproved or confirmed at our leisure. Then we went to the garden, as you
remember, and we saw the very singular contents of the little yellow box.
“The string was of the quality which is used by sail-makers aboard ship,99

96

WBG, p. 2:201, n.20.
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 40, n. 29; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 437, n. 21; OSH: Memoirs,
p. 283.
98
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 40, n. 30.
99
PETER E. BLAU: Holmes has earlier described the string as “a piece of tarred twine.” (See
note 75 above.) The string most likely was sailmakers’ twine, which consists of two or more
threads twisted together and then waxed, or sometimes tarred. It is strong, and weatherproof, and ideal for making and repairing sails. It’s also used for whipping the ends of rope
to prevent unravelling, and thus would have been found aboard the SS May Day, which
belonged to the Liverpool, Dublin, and London Steam Packet Company (and may not
have had sails or sailmakers).
97
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and at once a whiff of the sea was perceptible in our investigation. When I
observed that the knot was one which is popular with sailors,100 that the parcel
had been posted at a port, and that the male ear was pierced for an ear-ring,
which is so much more common among sailors than landsmen, I was quite
certain that all the actors in the tragedy were to be found among our seafaring
classes.
“When I came to examine the address of the packet I observed that it
was to Miss S. Cushing. Now the oldest sister would of course, be Miss
Cushing,101 and although her initial was ‘S.,’ it might belong to one of the
others as well. In that case we should have to commence our investigation
from a fresh basis altogether. I therefore went into the house with the intention of clearing up this point. I was about to assure Miss Cushing that I was
convinced that a mistake had been made, when you may remember that I
came suddenly to a stop. The fact was that I had just seen something which
filled me with surprise, and at the same time narrowed the field of our inquiry immensely.

100

PETER E. BLAU: The knot surely was a square knot, which was and is popular with
sailors, and with just about anyone who wants a knot that’s both easy to tie and reasonably
strong. Also called a reef knot, it’s known to have been used in ancient Greece and Rome,
often as a symbol of love or marriage (hence the phrase “tying the knot”). The square knot
bow will be familiar to all those who still tie their shoes with laces (“right over left, and left
over right”). Holmes earlier said that the knot was “of a peculiar character,” suggesting that
he wasn’t aware of how widely the square knot was to be found.
101
IRA MATETSKY: Holmes’s inference here, which may be missed by modern readers, is
based on old etiquette convention (in both the U.K. and the U.S.) that in a family with
more than one daughter, the eldest unmarried daughter is addressed on an envelope or card
simply as “Miss [last name],” while the other daughters are “Miss [first name] [last name].”
As Emily Post’s Etiquette explained to twentieth-century Americans, “[t]he eldest daughter
is Miss Smith; her younger sister, Miss Jane Smith.” See also, e.g., A. N. Wilson, Victoria:
A Life 64 (Penguin Books 2014) (quoting a letter in which Princess Victoria observes that
“Miss Harcourt . . . ought by rights be called Miss Georgiana Harcourt, [her father’s]
eldest daughter being unmarried”); Jo McMurtry, Victorian Life and Victorian Fiction: A
Companion for the American Reader 34 (Archon Books 1978) (“The distribution of ‘Miss’es
in a family with several daughters observed a kind of feminine primogeniture: The eldest
daughter was spoken of as ‘Miss Jones,’ her younger sisters, as ‘Miss Mary Jones,’ ‘Miss
Jane Jones,’ and so on. Upon the marriage of the eldest, the next sister in age became
‘Miss Jones.’”); R. Austin Freeman, A Silent Witness, ch. 12 (1912) (amusing scene in a
Dr. Thorndyke novel referencing this point of nomenclature); J. Willis Westlake, How to
Write Letters: A Manual of Correspondence 210 (1876). Of course, one might well wonder
whether a man like James Browner could be expected to know of this social nuance — after
all, we soon learn that it was Alec Fairbairn, not Browner, who “had wonderful polite ways
with him for a sailor man” — but Holmes’s deduction turns out to be correct.
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“As a medical man, you are aware, Watson, that there is no part of the
body which varies so much as the human ear.102 Each ear is, as a rule, quite
distinctive, and differs from all other ones. In last year’s Anthropological Journal103 you will find two short monographs from my pen upon the subject.104
I had, therefore, examined the ears in the box with the eyes of an expert, and
had carefully noted their anatomical peculiarities. Imagine my surprise, then,
when, on looking at Miss Cushing, I perceived that her ear corresponded
exactly with the female ear which I had just inspected. The matter was entirely beyond coincidence. There was the same shortening of the pinna,105
the same broad curve of the upper lobe, the same convolution of the inner
cartilage. In all essentials it was the same ear.
“Of course I at once saw the enormous importance of the observation. It
was evident that the victim was a blood relation, and probably a very close
one. I began to talk to her about her family, and you remember that she at
once gave us some exceedingly valuable details.
“In the first place, her sister’s name was Sarah, and her address had, until
recently, been the same, so that it was quite obvious how the mistake had

102

CARLINA DE LA COVA: Holmes was correct in stating that the human ear is one of the
most variable parts of the body. The ear is anatomically comprised of three regions, including the external, middle, and internal ear. Holmes, however, was referring to the external
ear with its auricle (the visible part of the external ear) and external auditory meatus (the ear
opening that allows for hearing). The shape, size, and contours of the external ear and the
external auditory meatus are so diverse with distinguishing characteristics that they make
each person’s ears unique. This distinctiveness has resulted in the usage of ears for forensic
identification. Nineteenth century French criminalist Alphonse Bertillon, whom Holmes
mentions in the Canon (indicating his familiarity with Bertillon’s methods), was the first to
use the ear in criminalistics when his eleven-measurement identification system included
ear metrics. Today, forensic scientists still rely on ear biometrics and features, especially if
fingerprints are unavailable, to identify the remains of mutilated individuals or catch
criminals who left earprints behind while pressing their ears against doors or windows to
ascertain if someone was home during an attempted burglary. Although the ear is variable
and distinctive, it does have specific non-metric traits that are genetic and thus are inherited
from parent to offspring. These include ear shape, protrusion, and attached versus detached
earlobes, to name a few. While these features may be shared in families, there will still be
unique variation in size and other auricular features.
103
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 41, n. 31; OSH: Memoirs, p. 283.
104
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 41, n. 32; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 439, n. 22; WBG, p. 2:202,
n. 21. THE EDITORS: For discussion of the theory that a contemporary two-part article
on human ears in The Strand Magazine was a reprint of Holmes’s monographs or at least
was influenced by him, see pages 352-361 of this Almanac.
105
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 41, n. 33; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 439, n. 23; OSH: Memoirs,
p. 283; WBG, p. 2:202, n. 22.
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occurred, and whom the packet was meant for. Then we heard of this steward, married to the third sister, and learned that he had at one time been so
intimate with Miss Sarah that she had actually gone up to Liverpool to be
near the Browners, but a quarrel had afterwards divided them. This quarrel
had put a stop to all communications for some months, so that if Browner
had occasion to address a packet to Miss Sarah, he would undoubtedly have
done so to her old address.
“And now the matter had begun to straighten itself out wonderfully. We
had learned of the existence of this steward, an impulsive man of strong passions — you remember that he threw up what must have been a very superior
berth, in order to be nearer to his wife — subject, too, to occasional fits of
hard drinking. We had reason to believe that his wife had been murdered,
and that a man — presumably a seafaring man — had been murdered at the
same time. Jealousy, of course, at once suggests itself as the motive for the
crime. And why should these proofs of the deed be sent to Miss Sarah
Cushing? Probably because during her residence in Liverpool she had some
hand in bringing about the events which led to the tragedy. You will observe
that this line of boats calls at Belfast, Dublin, and Waterford; so that, presuming that Browner had committed the deed, and had embarked at once
upon his steamer, the May Day, Belfast would be the first place at which he
could post his terrible packet.
“A second solution was at this stage obviously possible, and although I
thought it exceedingly unlikely, I was determined to elucidate it before going
further. An unsuccessful lover might have killed Mr. and Mrs. Browner, and
the male ear might have belonged to the husband. There were many grave
objections to this theory, but it was conceivable. I therefore sent off a telegram
to my friend Algar, of the Liverpool force, and asked him to find out if Mrs.
Browner were at home, and if Browner had departed in the May Day. Then
we went on to Wallington to visit Miss Sarah.
“I was curious, in the first place, to see how far the family ear had been
reproduced in her. Then, of course, she might give us very important information, but I was not sanguine that she would. She must have heard of the
business the day before, since all Croydon was ringing with it, and she alone
could have understood whom the packet was meant for. If she had been
willing to help justice she would probably have communicated with the police
already. However, it was clearly our duty to see her, so we went. We found
that the news of the arrival of the packet — for her illness dated from that
time — had such an effect upon her as to bring on brain fever.106 It was
106

THE EDITORS: There is a substantial Sherlockian literature on “brain fever,” which
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clearer than ever that she understood its full significance, but equally clear
that we should have to wait some time for any assistance from her.
“However, we were really independent of her help. Our answers were
waiting for us at the police station, where I had directed Algar to send them.
Nothing could be more conclusive. Mrs. Browner’s house had been closed for
more than three days, and the neighbors were of opinion that she had gone
South to see her relatives. It had been ascertained at the shipping offices that
Browner had left aboard of the May Day, and I calculate that she is due in the
Thames to-morrow night. When he arrives he will be met by the obtuse but
resolute Lestrade, and I have no doubt that we shall have all our details filled in.”
Sherlock Holmes was not disappointed in his expectations. Two days later
he received a bulky envelope, which contained a short note from the detective,
and a type-written document107 which covered several pages of foolscap.108
“Lestrade has got him all right,” said Holmes, glancing up at me. “Perhaps
it would interest you to hear what he says.”

appears to be a state of prolonged unconsciousness or semiconsciousness following an
individual’s receiving bad news or an emotional shock. At least five canonical characters
are described as suffering from this ailment, although it has been sardonically described
elsewhere as “a well-known 19th-century malady affecting only literary characters.” “Discovering Sherlock Holmes,” http://sherlockholmes.stanford.edu/issue11.html. An important recent treatment of this subject is Enrico Solito, M.D. & Stefano Guerra, M.D.,
“Brain Fever: Myth or Reality?” in Robert Katz & Andrew Solberg, eds., Nerve and
Knowledge: Doctors, Medicine, and the Sherlockian Canon (BSI Press 2015).
107
THE EDITORS: Typewriters were in use in Great Britain by this era, though they were
not as common then as they would later become. One person known to have owned a
typewriter by the early 1890s is Arthur Conan Doyle. See Letter from Arthur Conan Doyle
to (his mother) Mary Doyle, Sept. 28, 1891, reprinted in Jon Lellenberg, Daniel Stashower
& Charles Foley, Arthur Conan Doyle, A Life in Letters 295 (HarperCollins 2009).
108
JENN EAKER: Not to be confused with a fool’s cap (a cap with bells worn by a court jester),
foolscap, or foolscap folio, as defined by Merriam-Webster is a size of writing paper formerly
standard in Great Britain. The writing paper got its name from the watermark of a fool’s
cap that used to be applied to the paper. Foolscap is cut to the size of 8½x13½ inches.
Today’s more common A4 paper, which is the current standard in Great Britain, is
8¼x11¾ inches. Sir Edward Henry, who served as Metropolitan Police Commissioner
from 1903 to 1918 and is best known for establishing the Metropolitan Police Fingerprint
Bureau, is also credited with introducing the use of typewriters at New Scotland Yard,
the headquarters of the Metropolitan Police. (Fun fact: he is also credited with introducing
the use of police dogs.) Constables were the ones who normally did the clerical work, but
according to Pitman’s Journal of Commercial Education for January 1916, for the first time
women typists entered New Scotland Yard to take the places of constables who were
needed elsewhere “in the war-depleted force.” The article adds that those first women
typists were not sworn in as constables themselves and did not have to wear a uniform.
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“My dear Mr. Holmes,—In accordance with the scheme which we had
formed in order to test our theories” — “the ‘we’ is rather fine, Watson, is it
not?” — ‘I went down to the Albert Dock109 yesterday at 6 P. M., and
boarded the ss. May Day, belonging to the Liverpool, Dublin, and London
Steam Packet Company.110 On inquiry, I found that there was a steward on
board of the name of James Browner, and that he had acted during the voyage
in such an extraordinary manner that the captain had been compelled to
relieve him of his duties. On descending to his berth, I found him seated
upon a chest, with his head sunk upon his hands, rocking himself to and fro.
He is a big, powerful chap, clean-shaven, and very swarthy — something
like Aldridge, who helped us in the bogus laundry affair. He jumped up
when he heard my business, and I had my whistle to my lips to call a couple
of river police, who were round the corner, but he seemed to have no heart
in him, and he held out his hands quietly enough for the darbies.111 We
brought him along to the cells, and his box as well, for we thought there
might be something incriminating; but, bar a big sharp knife, such as most
sailors have, we got nothing for our trouble. However, we find that we shall
109

LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 42, n. 34; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 441, n. 24; OSH: Memoirs,
p. 283.
110
PETER E. BLAU: The packet trade has more than 500 years of history, beginning with
government ships that carried mail. Private companies eventually took over the trade,
using medium-sized ships that also carried cargo and passengers. The May Day would have
been a packet steamer, and Jim Browner, as a steward, would have tended to its passengers.
WALTER JAFFEE: Browner mailed the cardboard box when the ship was in Belfast on
September 1, 1889. According to George Chandler’s book Liverpool Shipping: A Short
History, the run was dominated by the British and Irish Steam Packet Company and the
City of Dublin Steam Packet Company. There is no mention of the Liverpool, Dublin
and London Packet Company and one must assume this is a fictional name similar to
those that actually existed. The City of Dublin Steam Packet Company was founded in
1823 to operate steamers from Dublin to Liverpool. The route was extended to London
in 1826, and a Belfast-Glasgow route was operated in the late 1820s. In 1843, Liverpool
and North Wales routes were taken over from the St. George Steam Packet Co. and this
lasted until 1881. A service was started in 1838 by the Royal William, which made three
round-trip voyages between Liverpool and New York in 1838 and 1839. She sailed from
Liverpool for New York in July 1838 and was the first steamer to make a westbound
transatlantic voyage from the Mersey. The Royal William was a wooden-hulled, sidepaddle-wheel steamer. In 1839 she returned to Irish Sea voyages and later became a coal
hulk. She was scrapped in 1888.
A regular Dublin-Belfast service was also operated from 1826 until the 1914-1918 war.
Dublin-Liverpool services ceased in 1919 after two of the company’s passenger ships were
sunk during the war and their ships were taken over by the British & Irish Steam Packet
Co. (Coast Lines). The company went into liquidation in 1924.
111
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 43, n. 35; OSH: Memoirs, p. 284.
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want no more evidence, for, on being brought before the inspector at the
station, he asked leave to make a statement, which was, of course, taken
down, just as he made it, by our short-hand man.112 We had three copies
type-written, one of which I inclose. The affair proves, as I always thought it
would, to be an extremely simple one, but I am obliged to you for assisting
me in my investigation. With kind regards, yours very truly, G. Lestrade.”
“Hum! The investigation really was a very simple one,” remarked
Holmes; “but I don’t think it struck him in that light when he first called us
in. However, let us see what Jim Browner has to say for himself. This is his
statement, as made before Inspector Montgomery at the Shadwell113 Police
Station, and it has the advantage of being verbatim:
“Have I anything to say? Yes, I have a deal to say. I have to make a clean
breast of it all. You can hang me, or you can leave me alone. I don’t care a plug
which you do.114 I tell you I’ve not shut an eye in sleep since I did it, and I
don’t believe I ever will again until I get past all waking. Sometimes it’s his
face, but most generally it’s hers. I’m never without one or the other before
me. He looks frowning and black-like, but she has a kind o’ surprise upon
her face. Ay, the white lamb, she might well be surprised when she read
death on a face that had seldom looked anything but love upon her before.
“But it was Sarah’s fault, and may the curse of a broken man put a blight
on her and set the blood rotting in her veins! It’s not that I want to clear
myself. I know that I went back to drink, like the beast that I was. But she
would have forgiven me; she would have stuck as close to me as a rope to a
block if that woman had never darkened our door. For Sarah Cushing loved
me — that’s the root of the business — she loved me, until all her love
112

THE EDITORS: A British shorthand writer of the 1880s would likely have used a version
of the Pitman system. There are contemporary reports that some police detectives of the
period were expected to know, or were taught, shorthand so they could take down statements from prisoners and others. To help popularize its shorthand system, Sir Isaac Pitman
& Sons, Ltd. published a magazine, Pitman’s Shorthand Weekly, which beginning in 1893
serialized The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.
113
OSH: Memoirs, p. 284; WSB, p. 2:204, n. 22.
114
IRA MATETSKY: Browner planned and carried out the premediated unlawful killing of
two human beings and hence was guilty of murder under English law, unless he could
convince a jury that either he acted under provocation causing the loss of self-control
(which would reduce the crime of murder to manslaughter) or was not guilty by reason of
insanity. If he was convicted of murder, a sentence of death by hanging would be mandatory, subject to the Queen’s power (exercised in practice by the Home Secretary) to commute
the sentence to imprisonment for life or a term of years. See Ira Brad Matetsky, “Homicide
and Punishment: Murder in the Sherlockian Canon,” in William A. Walsh & Donny
Zaldin, eds., Canon Law: Law, Lawyers and the Sherlockian Canon (BSI Press 2019).
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turned to poisonous hate when she knew that I thought more of my wife’s
foot-mark in the mud than I did of her whole body and soul.
“There were three sisters altogether. The old one was just a good woman,
the second was a devil, and the third was an angel. Sarah was thirty-three
and Mary was twenty-nine when I married. We were just as happy as the
day was long when we set up house together, and in all Liverpool there was
no better woman than my Mary. And then we asked Sarah up for a week,
and the week grew into a month, and one thing led to another until she was
just one of ourselves.
“I was blue-ribbon at that time,115 and we were putting a little money by,
and all was as bright as a new dollar. My God! Whoever would have thought
that it could have come to this? Whoever would have dreamed it?
“I used to be home for the week-ends very often, and sometimes, if the
ship was held back for cargo, I would have a whole week at a time, and in
this way I saw a deal of my sister-in-law Sarah. She was a fine tall woman,
black and quick and fierce, with a proud way of carrying her head, and a
glint from her eye like the spark from a flint. But when little Mary was there
I had never a thought for her, and that I swear as I hope for God’s mercy.
“It had seemed to me sometimes that she liked to be alone with me, or to
coax me out for a walk with her, but I had never thought anything of that.
But one evening my eyes were opened. I had come up from the ship, and
found my wife out, but Sarah at home. ‘Where’s Mary?’ I asked. ‘Oh, she
115

OSH: Memoirs, p. 284. MARY ALCARO: The Blue Ribbon Army was an 1870s American temperance organization founded by Francis Murphy, an evangelist and reformed
drinker who had served jail time for crimes committed while under the influence. Like
many of its contemporaries, the Blue Ribbon espoused a philosophy emphasizing religion
and prayer for successful reformation. The name itself is a biblical allusion, bidding its
wearers to “put upon the fringe of the borders a ribband of blue: and it shall be unto you
for a fringe, that ye may look upon it, and remember all the commandments of the Lord,
and do them.” (Num. 15:38-39.)
The Blue Ribbon spread through America after being recognized by Frances Willard, a
renowned social reformer and Woman’s Christian Temperance Unions President, in 1874.
Meetings lasted days or even weeks, and featured public signings of total abstinence pledges,
which ran: “With charity to all and malice to none, I promise by divine help, to abstain
from all intoxicating liquors and beverages and to discountenance their use by others.” In
1877, William Noble brought the Blue Ribbon to England, where it found its home at
Hoxton Hall, a music hall stripped of its license. (Despite the organization’s Protestant
foundation, secular spaces drew better crowds.) The Blue Ribbon turned out to be more
than an “American fad;” the organization crossed class lines, with more than one million
Englishmen taking the pledge — though how many would “break their blue ribbon” (a
phrase Baring-Gould equates with “falling off the wagon”) remains unknown. For more
information, see Lilian Lewis Shiman, Crusade Against Drink in Victorian England (1988).
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has gone to pay some accounts.’ I was impatient, and paced up and down the
room. ‘Can’t you be happy for five minutes without Mary, Jim?’ says she.
‘It’s a bad compliment to me that you can’t be contented with my society for
so short a time.’ ‘That’s all right, my lass,’ said I, putting out my hand towards
her in a kindly way, but she had it in both hers in an instant, and they burned
as if they were in a fever. I looked into her eyes, and I read it all there. There
was no need for her to speak, nor for me either. I frowned and drew my hand
away. Then she stood by my side in silence for a bit, and then put up her
hand and patted me on the shoulder. ‘Steady old Jim!’ said she; and, with a
mocking laugh, she ran out of the room.
“Well, from that time Sarah hated me with her whole heart and soul,
and she is a woman who can hate, too. I was a fool to let her go on biding
with us — a besotted fool — but I never said a word to Mary, for I knew it
would grieve her. Things went on much as before, but after a time I began
to find that there was a bit of a change in Mary herself. She had always been
so trusting and so innocent, but now she became queer and suspicious,
wanting to know where I had been and what I had been doing, and whom
my letters were from, and what I had in my pockets, and a thousand such
follies. Day by day she grew queerer and more irritable, and we had causeless
rows about nothing. I was fairly puzzled by it all. Sarah avoided me now, but
she and Mary were just inseparable. I can see now how she was plotting and
scheming and poisoning my wife’s mind against me, but I was such a blind
beetle that I could not understand it at the time. Then I broke my blueribbon and began to drink again, but I think I should not have done it if
Mary had been the same as ever. She had some reason to be disgusted with
me now, and the gap between us began to be wider and wider. And then
this Alec Fairbairn chipped in, and things became a thousand times blacker.
“It was to see Sarah that he came to my house first, but soon it was to see
us, for he was a man with winning ways, and he made friends wherever he
went. He was a dashing, swaggering chap, smart and curled, who had seen
half the world, and could talk of what he had seen. He was good company, I
won’t deny it, and he had wonderful polite ways with him for a sailor man,
so that I think there must have been a time when he knew more of the poop
than the forecastle.116 For a month he was in and out of my house, and never
once did it cross my mind that harm might come of his soft, tricky ways.
And then at last something made me suspect, and from that day my peace
was gone forever.
116

LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 44, n. 37; LSK, 1 New Ann., p. 445, n. 26; OSH: Memoirs,
p. 284.
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“It was only a little thing, too. I had come into the parlor unexpected,
and as I walked in at the door I saw a light of welcome on my wife’s face.
But as she saw who it was it faded again, and she turned away with a look of
disappointment. That was enough for me. There was no one but Alec Fairbairn whose step she could have mistaken for mine. If I could have seen him
then I should have killed him, for I have always been like a madman when
my temper gets loose. Mary saw the devil’s light in my eyes, and she ran
forward with her hands on my sleeve. ‘Don’t, Jim, don’t!’ says she. ‘Where’s
Sarah?’ I asked. ‘In the kitchen,’ says she. ‘Sarah,’ says I, as I went in, ‘this
man Fairbairn is never to darken my door again.’ ‘Why not?’ says she. ‘Because
I order it.’ ‘Oh!’ says she, ‘if my friends are not good enough for this house,
then I am not good enough for it either.’ ‘You can do what you like,’ says I,
‘but if Fairbairn shows his face here again, I’ll send you one of his ears for a
keepsake.’ She was frightened by my face, I think, for she never answered a
word, and the same evening she left my house.
“Well, I don’t know now whether it was pure deviltry on the part of this
woman, or whether she thought that she could turn me against my wife by
encouraging her to misbehave. Anyway, she took a house just two streets off,
and let lodgings to sailors. Fairbairn used to stay there, and Mary would go
round to have tea with her sister and him. How often she went I don’t
know, but I followed her one day, and as I broke in at the door, Fairbairn
got away over the back garden wall, like the cowardly skunk that he was. I
swore to my wife that I would kill her if I found her in his company again,
and I led her back with me sobbing and trembling, and as white as a piece of
paper. There was no trace of love between us any longer. I could see that she
hated me and feared me, and when the thought of it drove me to drink, then
she despised me as well.
“Well, Sarah found that she could not make a living in Liverpool, so she
went back, as I understand, to live with her sister in Croydon, and things
jogged on much the same as ever at home. And then came this last week and
all the misery and ruin.
“It was in this way. We had gone on the May Day for a round voyage of
seven days, but a hogshead117 got loose and started one of our plates,118 so
that we had to put back into port for twelve hours. I left the ship and came
home, thinking what a surprise it would be for my wife, and hoping that
may be she would be glad to see me so soon. The thought was in my head as
I turned into my own street, and at that moment a cab passed me, and there
117
118

OSH: Memoirs, p. 284.
OSH: Memoirs, p. 284.
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she was, sitting by the side of Fairbairn, the two chatting and laughing, with
never a thought for me as I stood watching them.119
“I tell you, and I give you my word on it, that from that moment I was
not my own master, and it is all like a dim dream when I look back on it. I had
been drinking hard of late, and the two things together fairly turned my brain.
There’s something throbbing in my head now, like a docker’s hammer,120
but that morning I seemed to have all Niagara whizzing and buzzing in my
ears.
“Well, I took to my heels, and I ran after the cab. I had a heavy oak stick
in my hand, and I tell you that I saw red from the first; but as I ran I got
cunning too, and hung back a little to see them without being seen. They
pulled up soon at the railway station. There was a good crowd round the
booking-office, so I got quite close to them without being seen. They took
tickets for New Brighton.121 So did I, but I got in three carriages behind
them. When we reached it they walked along the Parade,122 and I was never
more than a hundred yards from them. At last I saw them hire a boat and
start for a row, for it was a very hot day, and they thought, no doubt, that it
would be cooler on the water.
“It was just as if they had been given into my hands. There was a bit of a
haze, and you could not see more than a few hundred yards. I hired a boat
for myself, and I pulled after them. I could see the blur of their craft, but
they were going nearly as fast as I, and they must have been a long mile from
the shore before I caught them up. The haze was like a curtain all round us,
and there were we three in the middle of it. My God! Shall I ever forget
their faces when they saw who was in the boat that was closing in upon
them? She screamed out. He swore like a madman, and jabbed at me with
119

THE EDITORS: In the Strand and some other versions of the story, the words “from
the footpath” appear at the end of this sentence.
120
THE EDITORS: This means “a dock worker’s hammer.” (Dorn, note 74 above, p. 134.)
It could refer to an implement that we would call a pile driver. In any event, dockers’
hammers were loud. See Devon & Cornwall Police, “Plymouth Dock Police,”
https://www.devon-cornwall.police.uk/your-right-to-information/our-people/our-history/
force-areas/plymouth/plymouth-dock-police-1834-present-day-mod-police/ (stating that
the Dockyard Police Force established in 1834 “was the first police force to use whistles,
long before the Metropolitans — an alternative to the rattle which could not be heard
over the din of the docker’s hammer”).
121
LSK, Ref.: Memoirs, p. 45, n. 38; OSH: Memoirs, p. 284; WBG, p. 2:207, n. 25.
122
THE EDITORS: “In seaside resort cities, [a ‘parade’ was] a waterfront street or promenade,
usually with the beach on one side and major hotels, shops, etc. on the other.” Gregory
Benford, Benford’s G&S Lexicon, s.v. “Marine parade,” https://gsopera.com/lexicon/marineparade (discussing this term as used in Act I of Gilbert and Sullivan’s The Mikado).
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an oar, for he must have seen death in my eyes. I got past it, and got one in
with my stick that crushed his head like an egg. I would have spared her,
perhaps, for all my madness, but she threw her arms round him, crying out
to him, and calling him ‘Alec.’ I struck again, and she lay stretched beside
him. I was like a wild beast then that had tasted blood. If Sarah had been
there, by the Lord, she should have joined them. I pulled out my knife, and
— well, there! I’ve said enough. It gave me a kind of savage joy when I
thought how Sarah would feel when she had such signs as these of what her
meddling had brought about. Then I tied the bodies into the boat, stove a
plank, and stood by until they had sunk. I knew very well that the owner
would think that they had lost their bearings in the haze, and had drifted off
out to sea. I cleaned myself up, got back to land, and joined my ship without
a soul having a suspicion of what had passed. That night I made up the
packet for Sarah Cushing, and next day I sent it from Belfast.
“There you have the whole truth of it. You can hang me, or do what you
like with me, but you cannot punish me as I have been punished already. I
cannot shut my eyes but I see those two faces staring at me — staring at me
as they stared when my boat broke through the haze. I killed them quick,
but they are killing me slow; and if I have another night of it I shall be either
mad or dead before morning. You won’t put me alone into a cell, sir? For
pity’s sake don’t, and may you be treated in your day of agony as you treat
me now.”
“What is the meaning of it, Watson?” said Holmes, solemnly, as he laid
down the paper. “What object is served by this circle of misery and violence
and fear? It must tend to some end, or else our universe is ruled by chance,
which is unthinkable.123 But what end? There is the great standing perennial
problem to which human reason is as far from an answer as ever.”124

123

THE EDITORS: John McNabb cites this passage as proof that Sherlock Holmes was
not a Darwinist, even though Holmes cites Darwin in another context in A Study in Scarlet.
“Anthropology by Gaslight: Sherlock Holmes, Conan Doyle and the Anthropology of
Detection at the Victorian Fin de Siècle,” 49 World Anthropology 728, 739 (2017).
124
THE EDITORS: This is surely the most melancholy and despairing ending to any of the
60 adventures. Although Holmes ofttimes complains of boredom or a lack of challenging
cases, he rarely displays such a gloomy attitude toward life as a whole. Another time he
does do so is at the opening of “The Adventure of the Retired Colourman,” near the very
end of the Canon.
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AN INVITATION TO ANNOTATE
If you enjoyed reading “The Card-Board Box: A New Annotated Edition” and would like to get in on the fun for next year, here is your chance.
The Baker Street Almanac for 2021 will feature: “The Adventure of the Priory School: A New Annotation” Would you like to be an annotator? If so,
please send an e-mail to Ira Matetsky at irabrad221b@gmail.com. The email should identify the subject of your proposed annotation footnote and
where in the story it would be placed. A couple of sentences describing what
you would plan to include in the annotation are welcome, but there is no
need to write the whole thing at this stage. If you have not previously contributed to the Baker Street Almanac, a short (one- or two-sentence) miniautobiography would also be appreciated. Please send your e-mails as soon
as you are ready, but no later than May 1, 2020. You will hear from us in
May and if we ask you to go ahead, we will request a draft of your annotation, containing not more than 250 words, by November 1, 2020. Please
note that the editors reserve the right to accept or decline all proposed annotations at either the proposal or the submission stage. We may also ask you
to write about a different subject from the one you suggest (for example, if
five people propose the same topic); of course, you can always say no. Contributors will authorize the Baker Street Almanac to use their work in both its
print and electronic editions. Questions? Please e-mail the Canonical Annotations Editor at irabrad221b@gmail.com.
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A CHAPTER ON EARS
INTRODUCTION
Ira Brad Matetsky*

I

n “The Adventure of the Cardboard Box,” Sherlock Holmes draws a key
inference from similarities in the ears of the Cushing sisters. In explaining
the inference, Holmes tells Dr. Watson, and thus the reader, three things.
First, Holmes says that the physical form of human ears is highly variable
but that each individual’s ears are unique. Second, Holmes posits that a close
similarity in the ears of two people means that the two are blood relatives.
And third, Holmes states that “[i]n last year’s Anthropological Journal you
will find two short monographs from my pen upon the subject.”
“The Cardboard Box” appeared in The Strand Magazine in January 1893.
Later that year, in October and November 1893, the magazine published a
two-part, seven-page, un-bylined article called “A Chapter on Ears.”1 The
anonymous author echoes Sherlock Holmes’s observation that people’s ears
differ, and adds that “Scotland Yard takes the measure and a minute inventory of the ears of a criminal, so that other bodily witnesses failing, helix or
tragus will finally tend to acquit or convict the subsequent suspect.”
The thesis of “A Chapter on Ears” is that the external human ear is a
window to the internal human mind — that looking at a person’s ear can
provide insights into his or her mentality. For example, the size of the ears is
said to be inversely proportional to the intellectual faculties of their owner
— in other words, a large ear denotes a dull-witted person. Similarly, an
“abridged helix” correlates “with great powers of mind,” and so forth. The
article is illustrated with photographs of the ears of more than 30 famous
people, most of which supposedly illustrate these theses, although the author
acknowledges a few counterexamples.
Several Sherlockians have suggested that the anonymous author of “A
Chapter on Ears” was Sherlock Holmes himself — that perhaps this twopart article reprinted one or both of Holmes’s “two short monographs upon
the subject” — or at a minimum that the Strand author was influenced by
Holmes. In “Was Sherlock Holmes an American?”, Christopher Morley
suggested that only “the privileged intervention of Sherlock” would have led
distinguished figures such as Oliver Wendell Holmes (Sr.) to allow their
ears to be photographed for the article.2 In 1967, Father Francis Herzberg
*

Ira Brad Matetsky is “The Final Problem” in the Baker Street Irregulars.
Anon., “A Chapter on Ears,” 6 Strand Magazine 388-91 (October 1893), 525-27 (November 1893). Both parts of the article are reprinted below.
2
Christopher Morley, Was Sherlock Holmes an American?, Saturday Review of Literature
1
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described “A Chapter on Ears” as “what I consider to be two articles or studies
from Holmes’s own pen” and as “amplifications of the ‘two short monographs’
[Holmes] had contributed to the Anthropological Journal in 1888.”3 In 1971,
Trevor Hall declared as an established fact that Holmes’s monographs on
ears “were later reprinted in The Strand Magazine of October and November
1893.”4 The Marquis of Donegall likewise asserted that “[u]nless I can be
proved mistaken . . . [t]he internal evidence for Holmes’s authorship is
overwhelming.”5 Further, Ronald De Waal’s Universal Sherlock Holmes lists
“A Chapter on Ears,” authored by “[Sherlock Holmes],” as “[b]eing a compilation of two monographs from the pen of Sherlock Holmes, previously
published in the 1888 Anthropological Journal.”6
Leslie Klinger initially expressed greater skepticism, describing the Strand
articles as “a ‘compilation’ of Holmes’s monographs” but simultaneously
opining that the Strand articles were “of dubious authorship” and “a flagrant
attempt to capitalize on the appearance of [‘The Adventure of the Naval
Treaty’] in the same issue[s]” of the magazine.7 In his more recent annotations
in The New Annotated Sherlock Holmes and The Sherlock Holmes Reference Library, Klinger displays lawyerly caution and says that Holmes’s monographs
“may have been” reprinted in The Strand.8
The Strand’s thesis that one can infer how intelligent people are from the
sizes and shapes of their auditory organs will sound nonsensical to the modern
ear. This sort of reasoning was common, however, in the nineteenth century,
when phrenology and allied fields were still considered viable sciences.9 That
character traits, and in particular criminality, were readily visible from looking
at a person was a frequent theme of the time, both in detective fiction and
among actual scientists. An important article by Ronald Thomas10 compares
(July 21 and 28, 1934); reprinted in Steven Rothman, The Standard Doyle Company (1990).
3
A. Francis Hertzberg, Holmes, Reichenbach and The Strand, 8 Sherlock Holmes Journal
46, 48 (Spring 1967).
4
Trevor H. Hall, Sherlock Holmes: The Higher Criticism 6-7 (1971)
5
Lord Donegall, Baker Street and Beyond — No. 19, 7 Sherlock Holmes Journal 78
(Spring 1965).
6
Ronald DeWaal, The Universal Sherlock Holmes, vol. 2, ¶ C9420 (1994). DeWaal’s attribution of the article to Holmes likely echoes two scion society reprints of it that did so
and that DeWaal cites, rather than his own editorial judgment.
7
Leslie S. Klinger, The Writings of Sherlock Holmes, 3 Baker Street West 1 no. 1, 23-26 (1997).
8
Leslie S. Klinger, The Sherlock Holmes Reference Library: The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes
41 note 32 (Gasogene Books/Wessex Press 1999); Leslie S. Klinger, The New Annotated
Sherlock Holmes: The Complete Short Stories, vol. 1, 439 note 22 (2007).
9
See generally Stephen Jay Gould, The Mismeasure of Man, chs. 2-4 (1981; enl. ed. 1996).
10
Ronald R. Thomas, The Fingerprint of the Foreigner: Colonizing the Criminal Body in
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the treatment of this issue in several stories in The Adventures and The Memoirs
of Sherlock Holmes (1891-93) with nonfiction works such as Havelock Ellis’s
The Criminal (1890). There, Ellis explained that “projecting or long voluminous ears” indicate criminality, just as The Strand Magazine explained that
big ears indicate stupidity. And as Thomas notes, in “The Cardboard Box”
Sherlock Holmes too drew a series of inferences from ears, although most of
Holmes’s inferences — such as that a sunburned, pierced male ear in the
1880s likely belonged to a sailor — seem more rational.
However, there is no evidence, in “The Cardboard Box” or elsewhere,
that Sherlock Holmes believed that the size and shape of one’s ears bear on
one’s predisposition either to think great thoughts or to commit great
crimes. What is in evidence is Holmes’s belief that the size and shape of the
ear could be useful for identification, which is true,11 and was even more so
before the development of fingerprinting.
Most tellingly, Holmes also believed that if “[i]n all essentials” A and B
have “the same ear,” then it is “evident” that A is “a blood relation” of B “and
probably a very close one.” And here we have fairly strong disproof of the idea
that Sherlock Holmes wrote, or approved the content of, “A Chapter on
Ears,” because the author of that article states:
We have observed that there is a world of diversity in ears. Think
for a moment how few members of a family have ears exactly alike, or
to drop the adverb, say even resembling. Twins, as much alike as the
proverbial two peas, invariably differ aurally.12

That is exactly the opposite of Holmes’s view and would negate the inference Holmes drew in “The Cardboard Box” — a fact that Sherlockians
seem to have overlooked, although it was pointed out in a fascinating recent
article in an (if not The) anthropological journal.13 Sherlock Holmes may
have written two chapters on ears, but he did not write “A Chapter on
Ears.” The fact that that piece appeared in The Strand so soon after “The
Cardboard Box” was just an ear-ie coincidence.
1890s Detective Fiction and Criminal Anthropology, 61 ELH 655 (Autumn 1994).
11
See the annotation by Carlina de la Cova on page 341, note 102 above.
12
“A Chapter on Ears,” note 1 above, 388 (emphasis added). To this day, research continues on the heritability of traits relating to ear size and shape; whether Holmes might
realistically have inferred that the Cushings were sisters by looking at their ears is a question for another day.
13
John McNabb, Anthropology by Gaslight: Sherlock Holmes, Conan Doyle and the Anthropology of Detection at the Victorian Fin de Siècle,” 49 World Anthropology 728, 739
(2017) (describing “A Chapter on Ears” in a table: “Alludes to anthropometrics and criminality. Asserts siblings’ ears dissimilar, contra “The Adventure of the Cardboard Box”).
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A GLANCE AHEAD AT 2020
Ron Fish*
Editors’ note: We first published “A Glance Ahead” in the 2019
Baker Street Almanac, and we are pleased to persist. This year we
are also pleased to report that Ron Fish has taken over this section
of the Baker Street Almanac.

SOME THINGS WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO
March 27-28: Dayton, OH — Holmes. Doyle, and Friends: Seven
Contact: Dan Andriacco
http://www.agratreasurers.net/holmes--doyle----friends--2020.html
This is the seventh edition of the popular mini-symposium begun in 1981
by Al Rodin. It is sponsored by the Agra Treasurers of Dayton, Ohio.
April 3-5, 2020: Atlanta, GA — 221B Con
Contact: Taylor Blumenberg (Taylor@221con.com)
https://www.221bcon.com/index.php
221BCon is held annually in Atlanta, GA. “A Fan Con for all Things
Sherlock Holmes.”
May 1-3: Bethesda, MD — Malice Domestic 32
http://malicedomestic.org
Malice Domestic is the premier mystery event in the Washington, DC
area, and has been held since 1989. Although not strictly a Sherlockian
event, it does feature a panel on Sherlock Holmes, and many Sherlockian
authors attend the event.
June 12-14: Elkridge, MD — A Scintillation of Scions XIII
Contact: Greg D. Ruby
https://www.scintillation.org/
This is the thirteenth iteration of A Scintillation of Scions, held in the
Baltimore area and sponsored by Watson’s Tin Box of Ellicott City,
MD. It is another weekend symposium held concurrently with the 34th
Silver Blaze Race (southern division) at Laurel Park Racetrack.

*

Ron Fish is the webmaster of The Three Garridebs and The Hudson Valley Sciontists.
If you are interested in posting an event on the Sherlockian Calendar, please email the
details to Ron at RonF404@aol.com. The Calendar is here: www.sherlockiancalendar.com.
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July 17-19: Bear Mountain Inn, NY — “Sherlock Holmes and the British
Empire”
Contact: Ross Davies
https://bakerstreetirregulars.com/2019/08/03/bsi-2020-conference-dates/
The Baker Street Irregulars holds conferences based on special events.
This year’s conference is “Sherlock Holmes and the British Empire” and
will be held in New York State at the Bear Mountain Inn. It is open to all.
July 24-26: St. Louis, MO — Holmes in the Heartland
Contact: Rob Nunn
https://parallelcasestl.wixsite.com/home/holmes-in-the-heartland
The St. Louis scion society, The Parallel Case of St. Louis, is sponsoring
their fourth Sherlockian symposium. Their last conference was held in
2005! Enjoy real Midwestern Sherlockian hospitality.
Oct 15-18: Sacramento, CA — Bouchercon
https://www.bouchercon2020.org/
Bouchercon, marketed as the world mystery convention, is held in a different city every year. (The first Bouchercon was held in 1970.) It is
named for Anthony Boucher, who was a member of the BSI. This year’s
event lands in Sacramento with the tagline “Where Murder Is A Capitol
Crime”. Something for every mystery lover!
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CERAMIC SHERLOCK
he Green Bag had a table in the the Merchants Room hosted by the Baker
Street Irregulars during the Sherlockian festivities in New York City in
January 2020. People who ordered and paid for the 2020 Baker Street Almanac
there and then were given an opportunity to take home a Sherlock Holmes
bobblehead. The Green Bag might do something similar next year. (Are you
wondering about the details of the doll? There’s an annotated version near
the back of this book.)

T

________________________________________________________________
From the forthcoming first print catalog by Type Punch Matrix,
(Rebecca Romney, BSI, co-founder).
https://typepunchmatrix.com/

PLEASE SUBSCRIBE!
A basic domestic (U.S.) Green Bag subscription (four issues of the journal, plus one Almanac & Reader) costs $55/year. The international (outside
the U.S.) rate is $80/year. An “extravagant” domestic subscription (the basic,
plus four surprise items/year) is $75/year. The international rate is $100/year.
To learn more about our extravagance, see 19 Green Bag 2d 3 (2015).
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To subscribe online, go to www.greenbag.org. (PayPal is the only form of
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